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is only half the picture.. 
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8,/ Opus 3 Continuo Turntables. 
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CASH BACK! 
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david price 

t ain't easy being an alienated 

audiophile. For many years, it felt 

like I was the last lone voice 

fighting for vinyl in a sea of CD. 

Throughout much of the eighties 

and nineties, most hi-fi magazines 

treated 'analogue' like an annoying 

irrelevance, and those who still 

'believed' in it as "flat earthers". 

Defying digital was some sort of psy-

chological condition — like being in permanent denial. 

Yet my objection to this thrusting new hi-fi world wasn't that it 

was digital, but that it wasn't digital enough! My problem with 

Compact Disc was not its laser pickup or even those infernally fid-

dly 'jewel cases', but its antique I 6bit, 44.1 kHz resolution. Even 

when it was launched in 1982, CD was technically backward.The 

choice was made to go for 16/44 on the grounds of cost and ease 

of production, rather than the "pure, perfect sound forever" that 

was so falsely claimed. 

So, in the late nineties it was great to hear of not one but two 

forthcoming digital music formats - DVD-Audio and Super Audio 

Compact Disc - and fascinating to see how the industry justified 

them by doing an 'about turn' to dismiss CD as a flawed, sonically 

imperfect music carrier.., an exercise in spin that not even Peter 

Mandelson would have attempted! 

So here we are in the mid 'noughties', with the latest generation 

of 'DVD universal' machines capable of dramatically better sound 

than any I 6bit apologist could ever have imagined.This month's 

supertest on pI2 rates the latest and greatest machines, which real-

ly never have been better.Then, to prove that like punk music, CD 

is not in fact dead, we test MEL Audio's Rechav 11 — an Italian disc 

spinner with a difference on p40. 

Vinyl is thriving. Like the new digital formats, microgroove 

records are ultra-high resolution music carriers with a massive 

bandwidth that goes way beyond the limits of human hearing. On 

p I I we sample Goldring's great new GR I turntable costing £ 140, 

while on p36 we try Clearaudio's stunning Resolution deck at thir-

ty times that — and judge that both are brilliant value. 

Who would have thought LP could survive to 

take on CD's successor! 

how we test the products: 
• Hi-Fi World has its own advanced test laboratory and acoustically treated 

listening room. 

• Hi-Fi World has a dedicated in-house team of experienced listeners. We 
review thoroughly by extensive auditioning, rather than by quick-fire 
group listening tests. 

• Hi-Fi World's engineering team designs a wide range of products in-
house. No other hi-fi magazine is so expert and dedicated. 

WORLD VERDICTS: 
As a rule we only review products we find interesting, so don't expect too many low 
scores. Likewise, five globe awards will be few and far between because there's only 
one superlative product of its type. The E sign denotes great value for money. 

OUTSTANDING 

EXCELLENT 

GOOD 

MEDIOCRE 

POOR 

VALUE 

Simply the best. 

Extremely capable. 

Worth auditioning. 

Unremarkable. 

Seriously flawed. 

Keenly priced. 

HI-FI WORLD 
SUITE G4, ARGO HOUSE 
KILBURN PARK ROAD 
LONDON, NW6 5LF 
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elfin 
CHEAP AS CHIPS 
Arcam's budget CD spinner range has always been 

extremely competitive, giving a smooth and sweet' 

sounding alternative to the mass produced Japanese 

machines. These days, as the CD separate market shrinks, 

the Far Eastern companies have mostly deserted the 

sector anyway, but that doesn't mean there isn't a 

demand for top budget fare.Arcam's DiVA CD73 claims 

to be precisely this.The £399.90 machine boasts "a 

significant leap forward in real world CD performance 

and delivers the best value in quality CD players." With 

the latest Wolfson WM8740 24/192 multi-bit sigma delta 

DAC and quality components throughout, it's an 

YEAH BABY 
With styling cues from its classic 1960s 

TRI 30 "transistor, Bush's new TR2003 DAB 

portable radio sports a grey, soft-touch 

rubberised case — complete with matching 

handle.The latest Digital Radio technology 

is complemented by a built-in FM tuner. 

Mains or battery power options complete 

this groovy package, making it some of the 

most ' in gear' in town. Find it in your local 

high street emporium... 

SAMPLE THIS 
Aside from the 1812 Overture (SACD-

60541),Telarc's best selling SACD is its 

SACD Sampler 1, released last year. Now, 

the label has a follow up, cunningly entitled 

Sampler 2, featuring more of some of the 

best extracts from the last year's hybrid 

recordings made in multi-channel discrete 

surround sound, featuring some of Telarc's 

top classical artists including Paavo Jarvi, 

Erich KLnzel, Benjamin Zander, Donald 

Runnicles, Robert Spano and many others. 

Telarc now has over 70 Hybrid SACDs 

(playable on conventional CD players too), 

and is notable for having issued more new 

DSD multi-channel recordings on SACD 

than any other label, majors included. For 

more info, click on  www.telarc.com. 

impressive spec, but the killer punch is its upgradeability — 

send it back to your dealer and Arcam will upgrade it to 

the higher CD83T or 93T specifications for a modest fee. 

Finishes are silver and black. Call 01223 203 203 or click 

on wvv.arcam.co.uk for more information. 

GO WHEST! 
Whest Audio's DAP- 10 'ultra-

sonic ghost-buster' is said to 

be 'an entirely original way of 

obtaining better sound from 

digital sources'. The unit sits 

between the CD player or 

DAC and amplifier, and has 

absolutely no effect from 0Hz 

to 34.99kHz, whereupon it is 

claimed to work on the 'audio ghost signals' exhibited by all digital sources.These are low-

level ' reflections' of ultra high frequency information (harmonics and ambience), which are a 

degree or two out-of-phase. Despite being above our audible range these signals have a 

deleterious effect on audio frequencies.The DAP- I 0 is said to bring these 'ghost signals' into 

alignment, giving better low frequency definition, greater resolution, improved midrange 

transparency and high frequency detailing. Housed in a non-ferrous alloy case, it costs a very 

real £899. For more information, contact Activ Distribution on 01635 291357 or point your 

browser at www.activdistribution.com.  

IMAGE LIMITED 
Pro-ject snazzy new Phonobox Limited 

Edition celebrates the sale of no less than 

100,000 Phonoboxes to date! The LE has 

been upgraded using selected 

components of higher tolerances, a gold 

plated finish and handcrafted presentation 

case, plus an authentication certificate 

containing its specific production number. 

Price is £65, but hurry as only 500 LE 

models are being made. For details, go to 

www.henleydesigns.co.uk. 

A NEW CHORD 
The Chord Company Signature Digital is a new digital interconnect, that follows the very 

successful Signature RCA from last year. It uses a unique twin conductor configuration.The 

Oxygen-free conductors are produced with specially treated ( ultra-cast) copper, and used in 

combination with a gas foamed polyethylene dielectric and are surrounded by an extremely 

effective carbon/ silver plated-braid screening system.The Signature Digital is available fitted 

with Chord's own low-mass, gold-plated RCA plugs or Military grade BNC plugs and costs 

£200.00 for a one-metre length. For details, call 01980 625700 or email Infoechord.co.uk.  
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TOWER RECORD? AV, ANOTHER ONE 
Elac's new Cinema F20 Micro Tower 

Speaker (£499.95pr) is said to look 

superb and deliver quality sound. 

They're intended as the front 

speakers in 5.1/6.1/7.1 home cinema 

systems, or can be used as front and 

surround in more powerful set-ups, 

or 2.1 stereo speakers with any Elac 

Subwoofer. Each micro-tower is 

solidly built from extruded aluminium 

with four powerful alloy cone 

woofers and a wide dispersion dome 

tweeter. A built-in bass filter allows 

them to be driven directly from the 

amplifier, making installation easy. The 

tweeter is a wide dispersion 25mm 

silk dome tweeter, the woofers are 

80mm long-throw designs wired in 

in- line. Size is 900x88x I 02 mm, 

weight is 6kg each. Click on 

www.elac.corn for more details. 

SCRATCH THAT 

NAD has a new AV 

receiver.The £999.95 

T763 claims more 

'flexibility and power' 

than the outgoing (and 

very fine) T762, with 

6x100W simultaneous 

minimum continuous 

power into 4 or 8 

ohms, a high current Holmgren toroidal power transformer, the full complement of 

Dolby decoders (including Digital EX, PL II) and DTS NEO:6 and Matrix 7.1, HDCD 

and NAD's very own EARS (Enhanced Ambient Recovery Circuit).There's a revised 

heat management system, along with new volume control circuitry.Vital statistics are 

435x170x423 and a shelf bending 20.7kg weight. For more information, call 

01908 319360 or point your browser at www nodelectionics coin 

THE NXT THING 
After a few adventures in specialist hi-fi, NXT SurfaceSound flat panel 

loudspeaker technology is percolating down to budget lifestyle audio systems 

— an application for which it seems ideal thanks to compact dimensions and 

discreet good looks. Right after Pioneer's svelte 5.1 NS-DV990 multichannel 

movie system comes news of TEAC's first ever NXT-enabled package.The 

MC-DX 10 is a 2.1 CD system featuring two NXT satellite speakers which 

can be wall mounted or placed on a desk, with a I5-watt subwoofer with a 

five- inch driver. NXT now has more than 250 licensees for its technology. 

For more information, click on wvvw nxtsound cow 

TRANSMISSION 
The forces behind the rise of digital radio (basically speaking, that's the government via 

the BBC) would like us to know just how well it's doing at their end. November 2003 

saw a claimed 1.2 million new people brought into the BBC coverage area.That makes 

a total of 4.5million able to receive DAB and national digital radio coverage standing 

now at over 70% of UK population.This is because the BBC switched on four new 

national digital radio transmitters across the country in November 2003 as part of its 

commitment to increase BBC national digital radio coverage to 85% of the UK 

population by mid-2004. Over 1.2 million people in Sussex, Norfolk and Dorset have 

been brought into BBC national digital radio coverage. Seventeen new transmitters 

have been switched on since the BBC national digital radio expansion plan began in 

August, bringing a total of around 4.5 million new people into BBC national coverage. 

The four new transmitters added to the BBC national digital radio network in 

November were Whitehawk Hill (Brighton,West Sussex),Tacolneston (Norwich, 

Norfolk), Hastings (East Sussex) and Poole (Dorset). For advice on receiving BBC 

digital radio and to check coverage listeners can ring 08700 1 00123 or go to 

c ilk detairodio 

Denon's new DN-S3000 is one of the most 

intriguing CD spinners we've ever seen.The 

£599.99 machine is a purpose-built DJ deck that 

features a motor driven 7.5 inch 'scratching 

platter'. This has a jog wheel which is claimed to 

'emulate the feel of a playing analogue turntable 

for scratching or searching'. On top, a 7 inch vinyl 

single can be placed 'for the ultimate in analogue 

turntable emulation'! Proof of the postmodern 

world in which we live, this has to be the first CD 

player that looks (a bit) like a turntable, works like 

a turntable and accepts vinyl discs - but still only 

plays CDs! It has a host of other features too, 

including MP3 playback with seamless looping, scratching (via the platter), sampling (with VBR encoding up to 320 kbps) 

and digital output socketry.Aspiring digital DJs should call Denon on 01234 741 200 or click on wInw denon co tik 
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BOXING CLEVER 
Denon's new £569.99 ADV-M7 I is the first ever 

DVD system with Dolby Virtual Speaker, which 

delivers surround sound' from just two supplied 

speakers, instead of the usual five - just add a TV 

screen for a complete home theatre system. Its 

small size (210x95x367mm) makes it perfect for 

where space is at a premium, and it boasts a DVD 

player, tuner and multichannel amplifier, plus a JPEG 

photo viewer (through the TV display), MP3 CD playback 

and the option of matching subwoofer, cassette deck and 

FILTER TIP 

MiniDisc recorders. More information is available from 

Denon on 0!234 700 or click on No. denGn ( u ok 

If you're a follower of that old adage,'big is better', then you'll find 

few that can compare to Monster's new HTS 1000 'Clean Power 

Circuitry Stage 2 v.2.0' Filters, claimed to provide excellent AC 

mains power line noise rejection. Featuring over 3415 joules 

(energy storage) of surge and spike protection, its 'Tri-Mode 

Protection circuitry' is claimed to provide superior results to the 

usual Metal Oxide Varistor (MOV)-based filters.The result is that 

the HTS 1000 automatically disconnects all connected equipment if 

hit by a serious surge, and the company's so sure about its efficacy 

that it has undertaken to replace up to £250,000 worth of 

equipment if damaged by an over-voltage condition 

when properly connected. Colour-

coded sockets specially labelled 

for audio and home theatre 

systems are provided, plus 

heavy duty cord. Suggested 

Retail Price is around 

£200.00 (inc.VAT). For 

more details, contact Monster Europe on 01923 431 634 or click 

on www.monstercable.com. 

CHINA'S E-TYPE! 
A Chinese government backed consortium of businessmen and 

academics, plus two of that country's DVD manufacturers, has 

unveiled its very own rival to DVD, the Enhanced Versatile Disc. 

The new format is an audacious attempt to reduce what Chinese 

DVD makers regard as exorbitant patent royalties, which must be 

paid to a group of mostly Japanese electronics conglomerates 

whenever DVD hardware or software is manufactured. Over 100 

domestic manufacturers produced around 30 million players last 

year, according to Chinese state media, while the country exported 

20 million players in 2002, about 70% of the global DVD market. 

The new format also aims to avoid the country relying too heavily 

on 'foreign technology', so it can become an innovating force in the 

world consumer electronics industry rather than a mere copyist. 

Royalty payments totaling 2.7 billion yuan ($325.3 million) have 

hit the profits of China's DVD makers, as each player manufactured 

costs them $2 in royalties, and 500,000 yuan in licensing fees is also 

payable. By contrast, the new EVD requires no licensing fees to be 

paid to foreign CE companies.The move to develop the new 

format was prompted when a number of Japanese electronic giants, 

including Sony and Toshiba, pressed Chinese companies for $9 in 

retroactive royalties for each player exported.The Chinese 

government was sufficiently concerned to contribute 10 million 

yuan, which was one quarter of the total R&D costs. So far, just 5 

of the country's 100 DVD makers have signed up to EVD 

production, including SVA Electronics, one of China's biggest with 

an annual output of about 5 million, according to Reuters. Up to 

1.8 million EVD players would be manufactured in 2004, with 3 

million in 2005 and 9 million in 2006.The machines sell for approxi-

mately twice the price of existing DVD machines.The Chinese 

Ministry of Information Industry will begin to decide whether to 

adopt EVD as the new national industry standard later this month, 

although no decision date has been announced. 

TWO MORE 
It's tough being a CD player manufacturer. 

Time was when you could design your player 

around an established transport and chipset 

and expect supplies to last way beyond the 

commercial shelf life of your machine. Now 

though, with the ascent of DVD, it's getting 

increasingly hard to source bespoke, high 

quality CD transports from the likes of Philips 

and Sony as — frankly — that's not where the 

money is anymore. Creek Audio (like many) 

has recently suffered from this phenomenon, 

the result being that a perfectly good CD 

spinner ( its CD50) has had to be discon-

tinued, as its Philips Shortloader mechanism 

has been discontinued. Creek says that, 

"Originally when designing the CD50 we had 

been led to believe that we could continue to 

source this vital part for at least a year. 

Regrettably this changed with very short 

notice". The upshot is, yes — you've guessed it 

— the new CD50 mk2.1t boasts "significant 

changes", and Creek naturally contends that 

it's better even than the old machine.Watch 

this space and we'll let you know, but 

meanwhile the new machine is now in the 

shops and will set you back £ 350. 

Experience suggests it should be 

well worth a listen. 

WEB WATCH 
veritable fest of classic kit, just a 

click of your mouse button 

away... htte/iwww.rettohifi.co.uk  

HARD STUFF 
Toshiba Europe Storage Device 

Division (SDD) has announced a 

40GB 1.8 inch hard disk drive, 

snappily entitled MK4004GAH.This 

credit card-sized item weighs only 

62g and has 200g of operating shock 

resistance, making it ideal for a new 

generation of HDD based portable 

music systems. For more info, click 

on: 

www.toshiba-eurºpe.comistoroge. 

The March issue is 
packed with exotic and 
unusual kits. 

DECCA LONDON 
SUPER GOLD 
Back to the future with this classic 

cartridge. 

KORATO 
KVP1OPH-KTA1 00 
Eastern European amplification at its 

best. 

CROFT TVVINSTAR 
A power amp that shines out. 

FINAL ELECTROSTATIC 
Stylish italian superfi. 

ECLIPSE TD307PA 

The ultimate in mini monitors? 
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Countdown to 

20 - 22 February 2004 
10am - 5pm every day 

at the Marriott City Centre 

Hotel, Lower Castle St., 

Bristol 

GETTING TO THE SHOW 
By :rain: Temple Meads Station is a short 
distance from the Marriott and is accessible by 
bus, foot or :am. 
By car: from the M4 take 119 (M32 — Bristol). 
Follow signs for City Centre and RAC signs to 
the Show. 

SOUND 
Fra dISION 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 
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SVif 
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L45 .110 

_ AMI 

A.110 ATJM7 SAM 

Easy local parking in Broadmead 
and Bond Street NCPs. 
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, [Hared... 
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WHAT HI*FI? 
SOUND AND VISION 

SOUND 
fladISIO 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 
See and hear all the latest products under one roof... 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY: the official launch of 4 new models! 

CYRUS come & learn about quality multi-room and the Cyrus Link. 

DENON: unveil their fourth Universal SACD/DVD-A Player 51; the technologically 
groundbreaking DVD-A11 with DVI-HDCP output. 

ELAC launch the 200 Series - 5 new JET tweeter loudspeakers. 

LIVING VOICE: the OBX-R2 loudspeaker system making its debut. 

LOEWE: presenting their latest LCD, Plasma and DLP televisions, and the styiish new 
'.1FLOS SL flat panel TVs. 

MERIDIAN: come and see the new G Series, their first new range in 10 years! 

MISSION are proud to use the Bristol Show to launch the beautifully styled, Elegante range 
.!ti channel, multi format loudspeaker systems. 

QUADRASPIRE: the launch of some major new products. 

REGA the all new R9 loudspeakers and possibly more... 

REVOLVER: 2 new loudspeaker models. 

SONUS SYSTEMS a new SE range of support furniture. 

TOTEM ACOUSTIC: unveiling of the Rainmaker, a fabulous compact loudspeaker. 

WA LOUDSPEAKERS: stunning speakers carved from Cotswold Limestone! 

WHAT HI- Fl? SOUND & VISION MAGAZINE: there in person to answer all your questions 

about Hi-fi, Home Cinema and more. 

No* 

y EAR 

GREAT DEALS AND SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE SHOW - PLUS YOUR 
CHANCE TO WIN SOME SUPERB PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION 

Admission 

Adults £7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os f3.50; Accompanied children under 16 free 

BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: Acoustic Energy, Alphason, Anthony Gallo Acoustics, Apart, Apollo, 
Arcam, Argento, Artison, Atacama, Audionet, Audiopax, Audiophile BASE, Audioquest, Audiovector, Ayre 
Acoustics, B&VV, Bandridge, Baseplayer, Beyer Dynamic, Black Rhodium, Bryston, Cabasse, Canton, 
Celestion, Ceratec, Cherished Record Company, Chord Electronics, Clearaudio, Clearcover, Clearlight 
Audio, Creek, Cyrus, Dagetti, Denon, Dezorel, Diverse Vinyl, Dynaudio, Eclipse TO, Ecosse, Eichmann, Elac, 
Epos, Exposure, Fergushill, Focal JM Lab, Fujitsu, Future Glass, Gamut, Goldring, GPA, Grado, Graham, 
Heco, Hi-Fi Choice Magazine, Hi-Fi World Magazine, Inca Design, InFocus, lnvision UK, Isotek, Ixos, Ixotica, 
Jamo, KEF, Klegg Audio, KM Acoustics, Lafayette Electronics, Lexicon, Living Voice, Loewe, Lyra, Magnat, 
Marantz, Mark Levinson, Meitner, Meridian, Michell, Miller & Kreisel, Milty, Mission, Mi Acoustics, Monitor 
Audio, Moon, Mordaunt Short, Multicover, Music Works, Myryad, NAD, Naim Audio, Never Connected, 
Niro, Nordost, One for All, Onkyo, Optimum, Opus, Ortofon, Parasound, Perfect Sound, Perigee, Pioneer, 
PMC, Polk, Primare, ProAc, Profigold, Project, PSB, PURE Digital, Purist, QED, Quad, Quadraspire, Rega, REL, 
Revel, Revolver, Roksan, Ruark, Runco, Russound, Sennheiser, Seventh Veil Loudspeakers, Shakti Audio 
Innovations, Shun Mook, Sim 2, Sonus Systems, Sony, SoundStyle, Spendor, Stands Urique, T+A, TAG 
McLaren Audio, Tannoy, Teac, Techlink, The Chord Company, Tivoli Audio, Totem Acoustic, Transfiguration, 
Trichord, Trinity Audio, True Colours Industries, Tube Technology, van Den Hul, Veda Products, Velodyne, 
Vertex AQ, Vibe, Vienna Acoustics, Vivadi, Vivanco, Vivante, Vogels, VPI, WA Loudspeakers, Waterfall, 
Wharfedale, What Hi- Fl? Sound & Vision Magazine, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha and marry more... 

For the very latest information on new product launches check www.bristolshow.co.uk 



sound bites 

GOLDRING GR1 
TURNTABLE 
£140 ••••£ 
Not since the early seventies have 

we seen a turntable bearing the 

name of Goldring. It's a surprising 

move, but the company has sensed a 

resurgence in the vinyl market 

through selling its worthy range of 

cartridges, and the GR I is the result. 

Look at it and, well, you'd swear it 

was a Rega — but I couldn't possibly 

comment. Suffice to say that it 

comes with a Goldring Electra 

cartridge and an excellent tonearm 

that looks rather redolent of the 

RB250 (but uses less closely 

toleranced bearings and a Goldring 

GR I-specific armbase).There's also a 

plinth that looks like a low calorie 

version of that fitted to a Rega P2, a 

12-pole Airpax AC synchronous 

motor (the Regas use Linn-style 24 

pole affairs) and a cheapo plastic 

dustcover. Compared to the Planars 

it feels distinctly cheap and cheerful, 

but the innate quality of the arm and 

cartridge simply can't be denied. 

Then when you remember it costs a 

WIRE WORLD 
OASIS 5 
INTERCONNECTS 
09M ••••£ 
All that glitters is not gold... 

Despite the fact that everyone and 

his dog seems to think that glinting 

and gleaming 'gold' phono plugs 

assure superior sonics, it's actually 

the reverse. Don't believe me? Well 

T-Cut off the cheap and nasty gold 

plating on your favourite pair of 

interconnects, clean them with 

isopropyl alcohol and be amazed! 

You see, gold is a poorer conductor 

than copper, and unless it's 100% 

pure (unlikely) it oxidises all too 

easily to make matters worse. So 

what impressed me about these 

VVireworld interconnects is their 

use of plugs with centre pins and 

ground contacts made from silver-

clad tubular oxygen free copper 

(and the silver plating is so thick it 

piffling £ 140 ( little more than a 

G1042 cartridge!), it seems 

remarkable value before you've even 

set ears on it. 

Think of the GR1 as a latter day 

Pioneer PL I 2D. It's an unashamed 

entry-level turntable that comes 

fitted with a good pre-aligned 

cartridge (hurrah!), and which does 

the job with far greater élan than, 

frankly, it should.To prove the point, 

1 put it through £ 10,000 worth of 

Trichord phono stage, MF Audio 

passive preamp. Quad 909 power 

amp and Quad 989 electrostatic 

loudspeakers. It should have sounded 

God-awful, but it didn't. Compared 

to my Michell GyroDec/SME IV 

reference, you get an obviously 

thinner and more two dimensional 

represents 10% of the 

weight).This has three times the 

conductivity of gold, nickel or brass. 

Teflon is used for the insulator and 

the silver solder used further 

improves the signal transfe-.The 

cable itself has a 30 strand OCC 

conductor, with a 48 strand OFC 

shield in single layered spiral config-

uration. DuPont Teflon forms the 

outer dielectric. 

The result is uncanny openness 

and smoothness. It's disarmingly 

neutral, in a way that few others 

(such as VdH and LFD cables at 

over twice the price) are.There's an 

eerie lack of glint and sheen — no 

sound — but that aside, it was 

amazingly musical. It has real zest 

and gusto.There's a tiny bit of 

wobble on pianos, but this is rarely 

obvious, while the wonderfully direct 

sound (that simply gets you in the 

groove of the music) is. It's 

remarkable for the money. The Rega 

decks are obviously better, but this 

isn't really a rival — as it's a ' plug and 

play' design for vinyl first timers or 

nostalgists.What made me smile was 

how well it compared to my 

Meridian 507 CD player reference — 

the latter was far more polished, but 

the Goldring was demonstrably 

more musical. Brilliant — can't wait 

for the 'audiophile' GR2 and the 

forthcoming £50 phono preamp! 

www.Goldring.co.uk 

cnrome plated midband, spitty treble 

or leaden bass here! Rather, the 

music flows forth largely untram-

melled, with tremendously accurate 

tonal colouring. Bass is wonderfully 

liquid — not boomy or overblown, 

but natural and fluid sounding.The 

result is an extremely self effacing 

and transparent cable. It's not the 

sort of thing you can buy to 'tune' a 

system that's fundamentally flawed, 

but assuming you've got a good 

match then this will let its flavour 

flood out.A seriously big hitter for 

the money, and as such comes 

heartily recommended. 

www.wireworldaudio.com 
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New Resolutions 
We live in exciting times. Hi-fi is moving to a new paradigm of high resolution digital audio 
which, perversely, is designed to sound more 'analogue'. And with it comes multichannel, a 
bolt-on extra that's essential for some, and an irrelevance to others. In this month's 
supertest, we've lined up five of the latest and greatest DVD-Audio and/or SACD players, for 
your pleasure. Back in 1985, Noel Heywood was the first journalist to measure large 

amounts of distortion from low resolution Compact Disc, so who better to assess these high 
resolution pretenders...? 
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T
oday we're faced by two 
competing formats: DVD-

Audio and Super Audio 

Compact Disc. Choosing 

between them is impossi-

ble. It isn't a matter of 

sound quality, but the music. Buy 

one and you will find yourself unable 

to listen to your favourite album 

that has just been re-released on 

the other. So called ' universal' play-

ers that handle both DVD-A and 

SACD eliminate this difficulty.They 

also play CDs and video DVDs, so 

you can throw almost anything at 

them and they will play it. Does that 

make them a 'jack of all trades' and 

master of none? Possibly, but the 

good ones are now very good - a 

cast iron investment in modern 

audio. 

There's a lot of hot air about 

how bad SACD and DVD players 

sound with CD, but beware.They 

may well not be as good as a 

Marantz CD6000 KIS with CD, but 

some now get close enough in my 

experience. CD isn't so good in any 

case and the world is, thankfully, 

moving on. Both DVD and SACD 

can be more engaging. 

SACD is a Sony technology that 

Philips backs, an extension of CD if 

you like. Pure SACD is audio-only 

but many players handle DVD video 

too, but not DVD-A discs, a 

significant limitation. SACD players 

will play CDs of course. Hybrid 

SACD discs will play on ordinary 

CD players, giving them flexibility; 

they can be used in the car and at 

home for example, but because they 

are expensive to produce, single 

layer SACD discs have appeared that 

only play on SACD players, a 

compromise to SACD's flexibility 

and confusion for the buying public. 

DVD-A discs at present only 

play on DVD-A capable players (at 

full resolution, although they contain 

a DVD video compatible area that 

conventional DVD video players can 

play at lower resolution), but not 

CD players. This limitation may be 

overcome soon with double-sided 

discs. DVD-A players themselves 

play CD, DVD video as well as 

DVD-A. but not always hybrid 

SACD discs. 

SACD sounds good in a 

convincing way — that is, smooth and 

natural. It is a little flawed technically 

though.To an ear that likes analogue 

and finds CD a little relentless and 

DVD more so, SACD is worth 

listening to, no matter what the 

arguments. Whilst SACD is a multi-

channel format some discs, like 

Eleanor McElvoy's 'Yola', carry 

stereo. SACD players can, in any 

case, be set to mix down surround-

sound to give a stereo output. 

Run as a stereo player, SACD 

gives two channels of audio with 

minimal distortion and an analogue 

bandwidth that reaches 90kHz or so 

- way better than CD. You don't get 

optional stereo and surround high 

resolution mixes on SACD but you 

don't need a telly and a remote to 

select one or the other either. 

With DVD you do need a TV, 

and some patience, to select the 

stereo mix most discs carry. 

Alternatively. DVD players can be 

set to mix down stereo from 24/96 

surround-sound. DVD Audio has 

within its specification super quality 

stereo (24/192) and this should rival 

or surpass SACD quality. At present 

24/192 material is rare but this is 

likely to change. In truth, 24/192 

digital is the future and even SACD 

is commonly derived from 24/192 

PCM sources. Which is why we have 

looked closely at it here. Enjoy our 

roundabout of the cutting edge of 

modern audio... 
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group test 

DEMON DVD-2200 £499 

VERDICT *ogee 

D
enon's new DVD-2200 is 
a hybrid machine offering 

DVD-A and SACD play-

back.The company claims 

exceptional performance 

from the internal 

24bit/192kHz convertors and our 

measurements clearly showed this is 

a very advanced player even, as 

Denon say, with Direct Stream 

Digital (DSD) from SACD. It outputs 

Component Video for Progressive 

Scan TVs, or there's the usual Scart 

socket for RGB and sound direct to 

a TV, plus an S-Video connector 

alternative for those without Scart. 

A whole host of discs types can 

be accommodated, including DVD 

R/RWs, CD-Rs and RWs recorded 

normally (PCM) or with mp3 

compression.Video CDs and JPEG 

picture CDs are also handled.VVith 

DVD Video the 2200 will work with 

Dolby Digital surround-sound or 

DTS, or 24/96 stereo. It can handle 

all DVD-A formats; 24/96 surround-

sound and 24/192 stereo.With 

SACD it doesn't replay the text 

data, but this apart it otherwise does 

an amazing job, clearly resolving 

over 100dB of dynamic range across 

the audio band in a way even 24/192 

PCM could not manage. I didn't 

know SACD could be so good until 

I saw what the 2200 did under test; 

even Sony's dedicated SACD player 

in this group couldn't beat it! 

However, loudspeaker delay 

times cannot be set with SACD, but 

they can with DVD-A via the 

analogue outputs to compensate for 

differing distances from the 

listening position. Speaker size 

(i.e. bass management) can be 

selected and level from each 

speaker adjusted for SACD 

and DVD-A. If a digital I-Link 

connection to a receiver is 

used for Dolby Digital or DTS 

then the receiver must make 

these compensations.A whole 

variety of DVD test patterns 

were applied and the picture 

was fine.A DVD-RW recorded 

on a Sony computer drive 

played successfully, showing 

good MPEG decoding on detail 

in colour like grass and trees, 

as well as smooth resolution 

of movement. 

SOUND QUALITY 
1 have been using Denon's 

DVD-2900 for some time and 

a 

catt 114.. 

recognised the sound from this 

player as in the same mould.Whilst 

the 2900 isn't quite a Marantz 

CD6000 KIS it is sufficiently tidy, 

clean and dynamic to offer a 

satisfactory alternative.The 2200 

reviewed here is similarly a fine CD 

player, with just a little less of the 

solidity and fine detailing of its more 

expensive brother. Meaning it 

reaches a high standard as a CD 

player. Classical strings were 

smooth, vibrant and almost 

sumptuous. Piano had weight and 

flowed nicely. There wasn't quite the 

rock solid timing of the 2900 and its 

sense of grip, but this seems of little 

importance in a player that can do 

so much else. 

With DVD-A surround sound 

(24/96) the 2200 has great 

definition.Toy Matinee's 'Things She 

Said' had sparkle and zest, if with a 

little less of the bottom-end solidity 

of the 2900.A11 the same, the Denon 

is clean, revealing and fast, showing 

what DVD-A can do. With 24/192 

stereo its advanced measured 

performance was discernible in a 

degree of clarity, detailing and 

timbral resolution that was breath-

taking. If you want jaw-dropping 

stereo, this Denon has it! 

SACD can get almost magical, 

like highly tuned LP, and with Linn's 

SACD of Barb Jungr singing Steve 

Miller's 'The Joker' I wondered 

whether I had ever heard digital 

sounding so smooth and natural, yet 

at the same time open and dynamic. 

It was a great performance, one that 

carried through into Roxy Music's 

'Avalon' and Telarc classical 

recordings; strings were rich and 

well separated, kettle drum had 

power yet there was that charac-

teristic easiness SACD possesses. 

The Denon gives quite a bright 

picture, but one that grabs you with 

its sense of life and activity. Only the 

Pioneer challenged this player — but 

at much higher price. The DVD-2200 

is a fantastic package for top quality 

stereo, or surround sound. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Denon gave impressive results with 
CD, with low distortion and a flat 
response and excellent EIAJ dynamic 
range. However, 192kHz DVD audio 
was flat to 91kHz and SACD rolled off 
gently to —9dB at 100kHz, so the 2200 
has bandwidth. Whilst the PCM code of 
DVD was producing rising distortion 
below --60dB, SACD measured 0.04% 
from OdB to —100dB — an great result. 
Our figures here include noise. Jitter 
was minimal with no components in the 

audio band irrespective of signal. Th 
DVD-2200 is a fine all-rounder. NK 

Frequenc response (-1dB) 
CD 5Hz - 21.1kHz 
DVD-A 5Hz - 91kHz 
SACD 5Hz - 31kHz 

Distortion CO DVD SACD 
-6dB 0.001% 0.0002% 0.0004% 

-30dB 
-60dB 
-90dB 
-100dB 

0.003% 
0.23% 
26% 

Separation ( 1kHz) 

Noise (IEC A) 

Dynamic range 

Output 

0.12% 
2.1% 
17% 

0.1% 
1.2% 
5% 

84dB 

-107dB 

110dB 

2.1V 

rum. 

••• 
4 
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DVD Audio and video, plus SACD, all 
with superb performance. Fine sound 
and low price make this a great 
package. 

DENON DVD-2200 £499 

Hayden Laboratories Ltd. 

C + 44 ( 0) 1753 888447 

www.denon.co.uk 
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group test 

MARANTZ SA-17S1 £1400 

VERDICT •••• 
A specialised CO player, but with SACO 
too. Peerless sound quality with CD and 
very good with SACD, but expensive. 

MARANTZ SA-17S1 £1400 

Marantz Hi-Fi UK Ltd. 

C + 44 ( 0) 1753 680 8687 T
call this large is an 
nderstatement; it's a veri-

table soccer pitch.A 

chunky fascia carries a 

large, ornate SACD badge, 

the draw looks as if it's 

hewn from solid metal (although in 

fact isn't), the controls have a good 

feel.This is a top flight SACD and 

CD player, as the copper plated 

internal parts testify. It does not 

connect to a TV Instead there is a 

text display of disc information and 

it can be switched to read the 

SACD in surround mode or stereo 

mode, or work as a CD player. So if 

you want high quality stereo this 

player offers it. 

The centre channel can be 

distributed into left and right to 

eliminate the centre loudspeaker 

within a surround sound set up. 

Marantz realises that loudspeakers 

can be unwanted in the home and 

'phantom centre' (as they call it) is 

what we get from stereo in any case. 

It's cinema that needs a centre 

channel, mainly to link dialogue to 

picture for off-axis listeners.With 

audio the centre speaker can hog 

the music, giving virtual mono at 

times; much depends upon mixing in 

the studio, but I tend to turn the 

centre channel down to 

compensate. 

Talking of which, Marantz gives 

an elaborate explanation of ITU 

(International Telecommunication 

Union) recommended loudspeaker 

placement in the handbook, which 

draws attention away from the fact 

that this player has no loudspeaker 

level or time compensation 

onboard. It must be done in 

the receiver/amplifier.The 

Marantz SR6300 receiver I 

used adjusts only level on its 

6.1 inputs; luckily my 

loudspeakers are equidistant. In 

a home where the rears are at 

either end of the settee this 

isn't so good. Time compen-

sation makes the surround 

picture sound more cohesive. 

SOUND QUALITY 
I wondered how I was going to 

cope with this player when it 

seemingly had so little to offer 

in comparison to the Pioneer 

and Denon, both of which also 

do a fine job with SACD and 

CD too, as if to give the SA I 7-

S I nowhere to go. I put on 

Celine Dion's ' I'm Alive' and nearly 

fell of my chair. I've heard this track 

through many a good CD player, but 

what this made of it in comparison 

to all that went before was a shock. 

The main and most surprising 

feature was an almost reverberant 

acoustic surrounding her vocals and 

an associated sense of depth and 

space that I really don't expect to 

hear with CD.Yet this player made 

stereo from CD sound as 

capaciously deep as surround sound. 

I was transfixed, which is unusual for 

a long term, slightly hard bitten 

reviewer who has heard it all! This 

player impressed in the way a big 

single-ended valve amp impresses — 

something is happening that isn't 

quite believable.Whilst Celine Dion's 

voice was vibrantly alive and 

seemingly very close it was so 

densely etched, instruments fell back 

in well defined layers, each with 

seemingly perfect placement.The 

Marantz is also very tight in its 

timing, fast yet supple and deep in its 

bass delivery and sweet in its 

handling of fine treble. 

It was all so vivid and engaging I 

did feel that there was just the 

slightest element of euphony in the 

colour scheme on offer, which gave a 

forward although engaging sheen to 

the midband.This seemingly 

enhanced detail and there was 

undoubtedly fantastic resolution too, 

especially of orchestral strings — a 

difficult test for any CD player.The 

Marantz has resonant bass too - 

from Toni Braxton through to 

Wagner, this player worked wonders 

with CD. 

Which leaves me to contemplate 

its performance with SACD. Here 

the SA17-S I was smooth and 

relaxed, atmospheric too, but in 

comparison to the Denon DVD-

2200 not as dramatic. It lacked the 

real clarity and insight of the Denon 

and its strong detailing.A sturdy 

performance that was pleasantly 

smooth and much like the current 

crop, it nevertheless didn't have the 

resolution SACD deserves to 

appreciate what it can do, I felt. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Marantz had a smooth CD frequency 
response that reached 21.2kHz. SACD 

pushed this out to 40kHz (Standard) or 
55kHz (Custom) before rolling down to 
—20dB at 90kHz. The Marantz should 
sound smooth enough with both, but 
Custom makes little difference. 

With CD this player produced little 
distortion and with SACD distortion 
levels were one-tenth that of CD and the 
lowest of the group. Jitter was 
negligible with just the smallest 

amount of programme related noise 
visible, measuring just 20pS or so. 

The SA-17S1 delivered excellent 
results with CD and SACD. NK 

Frequency response (-1dB) 
CD 2Hz-21.1kHz 
SACD 2Hz-40kHz 

Distortion CD SACD 

-6dB 0.002% 0.0005% 
-30dB 0.005% 
-60dB 0.3% 0.04% 

-90dB 5% 0.85% 
-100dB 1.8% 

Separation (1kHz) 
Noise (IEC A) 
Dynamic range 
Output 

105dB 
-113dB 
111dB, 

2.3 

FFT CHI, us FREQUEMCY,11, 

1,00 1k ¿k 5k 10k ZOk Ulk 100k 
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group test 

PANASONIC DVD-S75 £11120 

T
e Panasonic needs a large 
helf space to accommo-

date its 430mm width and 

303mm depth. Unlike the 

Marantz though, it doesn't 

look so imposing. It's also 

different in playing DVD-Audio and 

Video but not SACD - although it 

did play the CD layer of many hybrid 

SACD discs.The Panasonic's forte 

lies elsewhere though — it is a 

24/192 stereo player and measure-

ment showed it has an extended 

response as a result — much more 

so than your average DVD. It will 

handle Panasonic's own DVD-RAM 

discs from DVD cameras and video 

recorders, but only when they have 

been removed from their caddy. It 

won't play DVD-RW discs Panasonic 

say, but it played mine, recorded on 

a Sony computer drive with a DV 

signal from a Panasonic camera! It 

will also play DVD video, DVD-R, 

video CD, CD and CD-R/RVV,WMA 

and MP3 as well as JPEGs. 

The rear panel carries CVBS. 

Scart and S-Video sockets for a TV, 

plus Component Video for 

connection to a 480P compatible 

progressive scan TV or monitor. 

Most UK TVs have Scart, which uses 

RGB for a good picture, and the 

connection carries audio too. S-

Video also gives good results and is 

used outside Europe, whilst 

Component gives best quality but 

only quality modern TVs can accept 

it. Audio is output through the usual 

analogue surround-sound sockets, 

and there are both electrical and 

optical digital outputs for 

compressed digital as well as 

CD PCM. DVD Audio, 

however, is available only via 

analogue as usual. Panasonic 

provides loudspeaker level 

setting (+/-6dB) through the 

analogue outputs ( i.e. with 

DVD-A) and time (distance) 

compensation with this 

machine, although the latter 

are of limited resolution with 

the rear speakers, with 

differences of 2m, 4m and 6m 

closer than centre front 

compensated for.There's bass 

management too of course. 

SOUND QUALITY 
This player sailed through a 

long range of specialised DVD 

video tests from Rohde & 

Schwarz, and similarly did well 

with advanced audio tests. Over the 

years of listening to Panasonic 

products I've found they never 

offend, but also they never quite 

sparkle.This player was much the 

same, but with DVD-A quality so 

intrinsically high it matters little 

except to the fastidious, The strings 

of Berliner Staatskapelle were 

pleasantly conveyed with a smooth 

ease that would raise no eyebrows. I 

know that this Teldec recording can 

sound a bit edgy at times, but not 

with the DVD-575. Toy Matinee's 

'Things She Said' sounded large and 

powerful, but with less sharpness 

than normal — not necessarily a bad 

thing With 24/192 stereo the player 

displayed remarkable depth and 

naturalness, more like quality SACD, 

if with a tad less sweetness. Randy 

Newman's 'Texas Girl' had a 

smoothness and ease of rendition 

that was relaxing yet entrancing at 

the same time. I fancy that, in spite 

of the excellent depth perspective 

here, there was a little more to 

come. But the Panasonic can rock: 

panned bass in Foreigner's 'Juke Box 

Hero' had real power as it moved 

around me; this player puts power 

and a sense of scale behind music. 

With CD the player's softness of 

grip started to show. It sounded soft 

and easy, fulsome too with plenty of 

fat bass but a tendency to sit on 

dynamics. It sounded nice and 

impressive in a simple way, but the 

track wasn't viscerally demanding as 

it is from a player like Denon's 

DVD-2900. Classical strings were set 

in much the same picture, but with 

CD that at least makes for easy 

listening. 

The DVD-S75 is a lovely all-

rounder in typical Panasonic fashion, 

at an amazing price. It doesn't get 

the best out DVD-A, yet it is still a 

fine choice for many listeners, simply 

because it never really offends.That 

is, unless you want real top notch 

dynamics, timing and resolution, in 

which case others have more to 

offer. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Panasonic has some high frequency 
roll off with both CD and 192kHz DVD 
audio, with CD —1dB at 18kHz and DVD 
—4.4dB at'90kHz. In use it will sound 

softer the., rivals like the Denon as a 
result of this. Linearity was mediocre 

with CD but good with 24bit DVD, a 
little better than the Denon at low 
levels in fact. With negligible jitter 
(20pS or so) in the audio band the DVD-
S75 measures well with DVD but is 
mediocre with CD. It will have a soft 
but smooth sound. NK 

Frequency response (-1dB) 
CD 5Hz - 18kHz 
DVD-A 5Hz - 45kHz 

Distortion 
-6dB 0.002% 0.0002% 

CD DVD 

-30dB 
-60dB 
-80 
-90dB 
-100dB 

Separation ( 1kHz) 
Noise ( IEC A) 
Dynamic range 
Output 

0.012% 

0.37% 0.1% 
0.56% 

27%-
2.8% 

106dB 
-125dB 

103dB 
2.1V 

VERDICT gm 
Real ability and fine measured 
performance for an unbelievably low 

price. Impressive in its own way, if not 
truly audiophile like the others players. 

PANASONIC DVD-S75 f120 

Panasonic (UK) Ltd. 

C + 44 (0) 1344 862444 
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group test 

PIONEER DIE-868/Wi £799 

VERDICT ••••• 
Advanced performance, superb sound 
and direct I-Link and HDMI digital 
outputs make this the all-round class of 
the field right now. 

PIONEER DV-868AVI f799 

Pioneer GB Ltd. 

C ' + 44 ( 0) 1753 789 789 

www.pioneer.co.uk 

L
ike the Panasonic this han-
dles just about every mod-

ern format thrown at it, 

except Panasonic's own 

DVD-RAM, so perhaps the 

868 isn't truly agnostic after 

all! All the same it does resolve 

DVD-RW and did spin up a test 

DVD-RW burnt on a Sony comput-

er drive without problems, with per-

fect MPEG 2 picture quality and 

good 16/48 PCM sound. Colours 

were solid and natural. The player 

also did well with a lengthy DVD 

picture test sequence from Rohde & 

Schwarz. 

Like the Denon, the Pioneer 

hooks up to just about everything, 

including HDMI compatible plasma 

TVs (see David Price's column on 

p79), and is very easy to adjust. 

Loudspeaker output level and time 

delay can be set, and there is a 

digital 1- Link output for high 

resolution audio for a compatible AV 

amplifier such as Pioneer's own VSA-

AX I Oi. It outputs Component Video, 

for progressive scan quality through 

a suitable TV or monitor.All displays 

and digital outputs can be turned off 

for best audio quality, and all 

loudspeakers can be adjusted for 

output level and time delay. Pioneer 

makes this easy by giving everything 

in absolute distance, rather than 

differences. Again like the Denon, 

but more so, this player is easy and 

fast to set up and re-adjust if 

necessary.The handbook is also easy 

to understand, unlike Panasonic's for 

example. 

SOUND QUALITY 
I listened to this player before 

measuring it and knew what to 

expect from its sound: SACD 

had real extension and Barb 

Jungr's 'The Joker' was 

captivating in a very obvious 

manner. The Pioneer has 

conspicuous clarity and an 

almost shiny quality to its 

sweet treble detailing.The 

amount of detailing and 

activity within the percussion 

work on this track was superb, 

a fine example of what SACD 

can do with a fine original 

recording. Brian Ferry's vocals 

on 'Avalon' were sublime: this 

is the sort of performance that 

justifies SACD and modern 

high resolution sound. It isn't 

to be missed no matter how 

much you want to resist! 

With top quality 24/192 DVD 

Audio the Pioneer was again 

sublime, showing just how 

worthwhile it is to get these new 

formats right.Whilst 24/192 will 

always sound good, Randy Newman's 

voice hung in space on Texas Girl 

and piano had a degree of timbral 

richness and depth just not possible 

with CD with Jolly Coppers on 

Parade. It was lovely to hear.This is 

real hi-fidelity — and it's stereo! 

With 24/96 surround sound the 

DV868AVi displayed similar abilities, 

with superb clarity, strongly 

delivered highs and a tight grip on 

tempo.The Pioneer was much like 

the Denon here, if with a better 

resolved bass lines and a little more 

sweetness in its treble.Vocal 

harmonies - always more obvious 

with surround sound — were free 

from muddle, individual contri-

butions being easy to resolve. The 

Pioneer is a classy performer here. 

With CD the 868 was again a 

player with plenty of basic 

'en -• 

1111r77", 

resolution, providing fine insight into 

strings of the LSO behind 

Ashkenazy's piano. Here the Pioneer 

shows itself to again quite brightly 

lit, but not bright, insightful and 

capable with piano, in that it could 

capture both body and tone, as well 

as the sort of delicate inflexions that 

are so important in a piece like 

Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto No2. 

With a richly resonant brass section 

and grumbling basses in the 

background the 868 showed it was a 

talented enough performer with 

classical on CD. I find Denon DVD-

2900 good enough to remove any 

urge to swap back to a Marantz 

CD6000 KIS, and the DV-868Avi 

was similar in this respect. This is a 

real audiophile player, make no 

mistake. SACD and DVD Audio 

sounded superb and CD thoroughly 

excellent also. Good picture quality 

was a bonus.The DV-868Avi is top 

notch in terms of sound quality, and 

it is easy to set up and use.An 

excellent package with lots of 

abilities. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Pioneer had a slow roll off in its 
DVD A response ( 192kHz sample rate), 
reaching 51kHz (-1dB) and —1dB at 
90kHz. With SACD bandwidth fell 

slightly to measure 44kHz (-1dB). With 
CD the response was ruler flat, likely to 

give a fairly bright sound. 
The player was very linear with all 

formats, key —60dB distortion figures 
being 0.2% for CD, 0.04% for 24bit DVD-
A and 0.05% for SACD. These are good 
figures all round. Jitter was negligible, 
with small peaks around 20pS. 

The DV-868Avi is very linear and 

measures well with all formats. NK 

Frequency response (-1dB) 
CD 5Hz - 21.1kHz 

DVD-A 5Hz - 51kHz 
SACO 5Hz - 44kHz 

Distortion 
-6dB 
-30dB 
-60dB 
-90dB 
-100dB 

CD DVD SACD 
0.0004% 0.0006% 0.001% 
0.004% 
0.2% 0.04% 0.05% 
5% 0.4% 

5% 3.2 

Separation (1kHz) 
Noise (IEC A) 
Dynamic range 

Output 

122dB 
-120dB 
111dB 
2.03V 
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group test 

SONY SCD-XB790 £249.99 

i is is an audio player only, r 
ith no video output — it 

offers CD replay and 

SACD but nothing else. 

With no video connection 

the XB790 connects up 

easily, having one pair of stereo out-

puts, a set of analogue surround-

sound outputs and both optical and 

electrical digital outputs.The latter 

carry CD code only; they do not 

output SACD data, notionally to 

prevent copying. SACD carries text 

and the XB-790 gives a running text 

display when a disc is started, or 

anytime a text button is pressed. It 

delivers either 5.1 surround sound 

or stereo (mixed down) from the 

SACD layer of a hybrid disc, or 

stereo from the CD layer. It's inter-

esting to hear how the 1970s PCM 

of CD compares with the modern 

Direct Stream Digital (DSD) code of 

SACD.The latter is less bland and 

clattery - SACD gives a larger, more 

expressive sound, although record-

ing quality can vary widely between 

discs. 

Adjusting an SACD player 

without the aid of a TV display isn't 

the easiest thing to do. Philips 

combines SACD with DVD Video 

and this eases setting up.With the 

XB790 loudspeaker level adjustment 

must be carried out using the front 

panel text display and a jog knob. It's 

fiddly but for most users I guess this 

is a one-off process and not too 

taxing. The machine has an on-board 

test signal generator (pink noise) 

that allows the output of all 

surround loudspeakers to be 

equalised. However, time delay 

cannot be adjusted to 

compensate for differing 

distances from the listener. 

Purists with a set of matched 

loudspeakers all at the same 

distance from the listening 

position might want to go for 

Direct mode. 

SOUND QUALITY 
For any long term reviewer of 

Sony products, especially their 

CDs and amps, the XB790 is a 

surprise.The bright sound of 

so many of their products 

doesn't exist here - quite the 

reverse in fact! With SACD 

this player is creamy smooth 

and laid back; it won't frighten 

the horses. 'Atmospheric' is 

another adjective I could use, 

Barb Jungr's 'The Joker' filling the 

room in a delightfully easy yet 

evocative fashion. Small percussive 

details were beautifully resolved, 

ringing out sweetly, but with the 

extra resolution SACD has. I was 

aware with Eleanor McElvoy's 

that the Sony is a little thicker and 

more dense in its textures than the 

cleaner and altogether more 

sprightly Denon. Some of the 

smoothness could be construed as, 

perhaps, a little less than full 

resolution. However, since SACD ;s 

generally engaging at this level it 

didn't seem that way except when 

the two were directly compared. 

Christina Aguilera's 'Stripped' 

CD was tight as a drum and 

resonantly powerful in its bass drive. 

The Sony has precise treble and an 

atmospheric depth that is quite 

beguiling; it is by no means Marantz 

CD6000-like, but then it isn't like 

other Sonys I've heard either! It's 

almost as if Sony have reappraised 

what CD can do and should be 

doing, coming up with a sound that 

will definitely appeal to UK 

sensibilities, with its smoothness and 

delicacy. The hard, relentless sound 

has been replaced by something 

altogether more refined; I was 

fascinated by the XB790 in this 

respect. It played CD beautifully, but 

differently. But then having 

developed DSD it must have 

occurred to Sony's engineers that 

perhaps CD could be wrung for 

more than just the crash and bang 

that PCM so often seems to suffer. 

Whatever, from Celine Dion 

through to Wagner the X8790 did a 

superb job with CD, truly sounding 

more like LP in possessing a 

sweetness and easiness of presen-

tation quite different from the 

norm. Personally. I loved it, but the 

XB790 is more smooth and 

atmospheric than vivid and revealing, 

Denon style. It's a great player 

though. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
Sony's SCD-X8790 displayed slight 
treble roll off with CD impulse, but was 
flat to 20kHz with a steady tone. SACO 
rolled off above 36kHz to —19dB at 
80kHz. Or. balance then I would expect 
a soft sound from both formats, 
especially CD where Sony appear to be 
using extra processing. 

Distortion levels were low with CD 
and SACD. This is a very linear player 
and will have a smooth delivery both 
form CD and SACD. 

Programme related jitter existed, 
not in large quantities, but not down t3 
Denon or Pioneer levels either. 

This is a good player but it does not 
quite get the best from SACD. It is 
linear with CD though and everything 
suggests it will sound smooth. NK 

Frequency response (-1dB) 
CD 5Hz - 21kHz 
SACD 5Hz - 36kHz 

Distortion 
-6dB 
-30dB 
-60dB 
-90dB 
-100dB 

Separation ( 1kHz) 
Noise (IEC A) 
Dynamic range 
Output 

CD 
0.0005% 
0.005% 
0.12% 
3% 

SACD 
0.0003% 
0.001% 
0.01% 
0.6% 
4% 

110dB 
-113dB 
111dB 
1 95V 

VERDICT eel» £ 
A brilliant SACO player with excellent 
performance on CO and an unusually 
gentle yet impressive sound. 

SONY SCD-XB790 

Sony UK Ltd. 

(`+44 (0) 1923 816 000 

www.sony.co.uk 

£249.99 
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The first time you hear your 

sound system with Chord 

interconnecting cables will 

be the first time you've 

really heard it. 

Be warned - the effect can 

be shattering. 

Your eyes and ears will be 

opened. Your music will 

never sound the same 

again. 

Specify Chord 

cables - Hear 

the light! 

FOR SALES AND INFORMATION 
CALL: 01722 331674 FAX: 01722 411388 

E-MAIL: CHORDO CHORD.CO.UK 

OR VISIT US AT VVVVVV.CHORD.CO.UK 

The most delicate signal 
in the whole system 
demands unusual care 

and attention - but are 
you caring enough? 

V.Lnjt 

revLvott 
The signal from a MC cartridge can 
be only 0.005% of the output of a 
CD player — and that's maximum! 
Fine detail will be millions of times 
quieter. Astronomers get more 
signal from distant galaxies! 

Therefore any loss of information, 
corruption or distortion can be 
amplified millions of times right up 
through the chain. 

Yet time and again we find people 
with fine turntables but MEDIOCRE 
PHONO STAGES, either inside the 
preamp or separate. 

We can show that a separate phono 
stage with its own power supply will 
upgrade MASSIVELY almost any 
preamp or integrated amp. 

Even the little Lehmann Black Cube 
at £320 brings power, control, 
grace and space to eg Gyrodecks. 

Further up the turntable scale — 
eg Basis, Clearaudio, SME, Oracle — 
consider Audio Synthesis Passion, 
Lehmann Silver Cube,The Groove 
or Clearaudio Reference phonos. 

Of course, we will always advise 
care with MAINS SUPPLIES and 
SUPPORTS for these crucial boxes. 
They are often small and may be 
hidden but they need the most TLC 
of any component in the chain! 

Remember that the sound from the 
speakers is not the signal but MAINS 
from all the POWER SUPPLIES in the 
chain, MODIFIED by the signal. 

Customers say we make some of the BEST 

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know 

we can do the same in your home. Our 

advice will take account of your best 

components and guide you where change is 

needed, in stages you can afford. 
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy 

music along the way and save money in the 

long run. 

JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW 

The 
Right 
Note 

in tIn• lu mn in 

%.**MimMel  

13 A -I-

01225 874728 

CD: ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (ELGAR, DELIUS 

PURCELL,VERDI), MERACUS, SUGDEN,W ADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN 

JEWEL, DNM, GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, 

TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE,ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT, DNM, 

GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO 

PHYSIC, BKS, ETHOS, NEAT, TOTEM,VERITY AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM 

DYNALAB. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM, NORDOST, SILTECH,VERTEXAQ, 

YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, KINABALU, STANDS UNIQUE 
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conclusion 

Conclusion 

F
or a reviewer who's been 
assessing hi-fi for too long 

to remember, the step up in 

sound quality offered by 

both DVD-A and SACD 

from CD is exciting. I could 

not choose between these new for-

mats, although technically DVD has it 

and you'll find most engineers gravi-

tating toward it. Initially I did too, 

because the supersonic noise of 

SACD looks bad on a spectrum 

analyser, but with audio it's important 

to listen and not just believe test 

instruments. And in this group both 

the Denon and Pioneer did an excel-

lent job with SACD; I found them 

exciting to listen to.We all know 

Roxy Music's Avalon', but never with 

the sort of clarity and delicacy avail-

able from SACD, which produces less 

distortion on low level signals than 

DVD. I believe this is perceptible, 

since SACD does sound just incredi-

bly naturally smooth, as well as solid 

and dynamic. 

Not that anyone could accuse 

high resolution 24/192 DVD-A of 

sounding distorted. Rather, it is 

translucent and able to portray 

timbral detail like no other. It's early 

days to make definitive judgements, 

since few original 24/192 recordings 

currently exist. As new material 

becomes available, 24/192 DVD-A in 

glorious stereo will be something to 

listen to.The Denon, Pioneer and 

Panasonic players can all resolve 

24/192 stereo and of these three I 

found both the Denon and Pioneer 

were equally dramatic in much the 

same way, with the Panasonic lagging 

behind as a little bland in 

comparison, but then the Panasonic 

is a staggeringly low £ 120 - I could 

barely believe this! 

The Sony and Marantz players 

offered SACD and CD only.The Sony 

is a nice all rounder, doing a great job 

with CD and SACD for just £249.1t 

has one of the easiest deliveries 1 

have ever heard from CD, lucid but 

placid too. It's quite unlike a Sony, and 

all the better for it in my view! 

Entrancing in a simple fashion, it is 

delicately clear yet brings a great 

sense of depth. Sony has something 

special under the hood in this one 

and it is well worth listening to if 

DVD leaves you cold. 

I didn't get the expensive £1,400 

Marantz until I heard it playing CD; 

then it became clear. Forget the 

CD6000 KIS — the SA17-S I is far and 

away the best CD I have ever heard. 

Its resolution of CD was uncanny, 

seemingly able to get from the silver 

disc a sound that just isn't there.The 

SA 17-S1 reminds me of how valve 

amps can sound different with 

different chassis metals, copper being 

the most prized. Well, the Marantz 

SA I 7-SI has copper everywhere 

inside and this seems to me yet 

another example of Ken lshiwata's 

knowledge and dedication in audio. 

As a result this player has the 

sweetest yet most atmospheric 

sound I've ever heard from CD. It 

isn't timbrally neutral but it is so 

detailed and refined, whilst at the 

same time being quite vivid, that even 

CD becomes quite an exceptional 

experience. Its ability to pull out 

piano and clearly convey its size and 

timbral range was both a delight and 

a beautiful experience.The SA17-S1 

performs magic with CD; it is an 

extraordinary player, even by the 

highest standards. It consummately 

and magnificently exceeds them. 

If you want the very best from 

CD and good results from SACD the 

Marantz SA17-S I is the one to go 

for. For a less spectacular 

performance yet one that is lovely all 

the same, the next choice is the Sony 

SCD-X6790.1f video turns you on 

however, then neither of these audio-

only players will do. Whilst 

Panasonic's DVD-S75 is a good all-

rounder and inoffensive it cannot 

match either the Pioneer or Denon 

players, both of which are in a class 

of their own. It's hard to choose 

between these two.The Pioneer is 

ahead in usability and features, it 

produces less distortion and gives a 

smoother sound than the Denon.All 

the same I liked the brighter and 

more dramatic SACD sound from 

the Denon and DVD-A was extraor-

dinary. Both offer great results with 

DVD-A and SACD, but the Denon 

costs around £480 and the Pioneer 

around £800. For value the Denon 

has it, but if you want direct digital 

connectivity then the Pioneer is the 

one to go for; it is the more 

specialised of the two. 

High resolution audio is looking 

good, and I'm a complete convert. 

Some of these players sounded 

spectacular, way better than CD, and 

if you want it in stereo, they do it. 

Denon DVD 2200 

-•11•8 
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Marantz SA17 S1 
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Panasonic DVD S75 

Pioneer 868 AVi 

Sony SCD XB790 
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T
e phrase "pure. perfect 
ound, forever" still res-

onates around the audio 

industry.This is how Philips 

- co-developer of Compact 

1Disc - described its brand 

new sixteen bit digital music format 

back in I983.Amazingly, a single 

glimpse of the new 'laser disc' spin-

ning at over six hundred times a 

minute was enough to bedazzle most 

music buyers, who unquestioningly 

accepted its makers' wishful claims 

about its sonics. 

What followed was the sorry 

spectacle of the music industry 

repackaging and reissuing much of its 

back catalogue - often with very little 

care for the quality - and selling it at 

twice the price it had previously 

charged for plain old vinyl LPs, 

justifying it all with glib phrases like 

'crystal clear digital sound'. 

When chart vinyl LPs cost 

around £5.99, CD discs originally 

cost f 10, and then soon went up to 

£I2 a piece, only to stay that way for 

most of the eighties. It took a while 

for sales to pick up (just 300,000 

discs were sold in Britain in 1983; 

source: BPI) but in 1989 CD had its 

watershed year. After holding steady 

DVD FORMATS 

playback only video 

read-only data storage 

read-write data storage 

re-recordable video 

playback multi-channel an o 

— _ 

DIGITAL DISC COMPARISONS 

CIO 

DVD single si oit, single áyer 4 

SACD single sided dual layer 8 

DVD double sided, dual layer 1 

About 
So called 'advanced resolution digital audio', in 
the guises of DVD-Audio and Super Audio 
Compact Disc, is finally making inroads. The 

software releases are becoming weekly rather 
than monthly, and a range of new 'universal' 

machines that play both formats is finally 
reaching the shops. David Price takes a critical 
look at both new formats... 

at around the 51 million mark for 

most of the eighties. LP sales dived 

to 37_9million.At the same time, 

Compact Disc sales soared from 

29.2 to 41.7 million.The market had 

changed, and digital audio was our 

destiny... 

Round about this time though, 

the almost universal view that it 

sounded 'perfect' began to change. 

Since the format's inception, some 

musicians, audio engineers and vinyl 

junkies had been saying that far from 

sounding just like the original 

mastertape. CD was a poor approxi-

mation. Musicians - from Neil Young 

to Lenny Kravitz - insisted on 

recording in analogue studios, arguing 

that digital was 'soulless' and 

'analytical'. Then, amazingly, in 1996 

sales of LP records started rising 

again.VVhile no one disputed CD's 

convenience and ease of use, it was 

clearly not the universal panacea its 

makers had claimed.The race was on 

to find a new digital coding system 

that could offer a much wider 

window on the music. 

MAKING 
MOVIES — 
THE BIRTH O 
DVD-A 
In the mid 

nineties, ten 

leading 

consumer 

electronics 

companies came together as the 

DVD Forum to work on a new 

Digital Video Disc.The group, 

comprising Matsushita, Mitsubishi, 

Pioneer,Toshiba, Hitachi, Sony, JVC, 

Thomson,Time-Warner and Philips 

originally had the intention of 

replacing Laser Disc, which had 

proved enduringly popular in South 

East Asian markets. But thanks to its 

inherent flexibility, it was renamed 

Digital Versatile Disc and given a new, 

additional role as a possible music 

carrier. 

Any new digital audio system 

would need to store far more data 

than the 700MB that CD was capable 

of. Back in 1983 this had seemed a 

massive amount of information but 

twenty years on it was paltry. The 

new DVDs, by comparison, offered 

anything from 4.7GB for a single 

sided, single layer disc to I7GB for a 

double sided dual layer disc. Finally in 

February 1999, something happened 

that could prove important for the 

future of recorded music - the final 

DVD Audio Disc Version 1.0 specifi-

cation was announced. 

Impressively far reaching, it 

offered high quality digital sound in a 

number of formats, including 16, 20 

and 24 bit resolution PCM, with 

sampling frequencies spanning 44.1, 

48,88.2, 96, 176.4 and I 92kHz.At its 

top 24bit, I 92kHz resolution, DVD-

Audio would have 

dramatically better 

performance than 

Compact Disc. Whereas 

CD has a theoretical 

frequency response of 

20Hz-21kHz and a 

dynamic range of 96dB, 

DVD-A gives 2Hz-

96kHz and 144dB of 

dynamic range - like the 

difference between a Lada and a 

Lamborghini! 

There was also a multi-channel 

mode running at up to 24bit, 96kHz 

resolution, giving up to six channels 

of surround sound with over 74 

minutes on the lowest capacity 

single-sided, single-layer DVD disc. 

This was all possible thanks to the 
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The Resol 
dramatically enlarged storage 

capacity the new DVD discs had, plus 

the provision for ' lossless packing'. 

Developed by Meridian's Bob Stuart, 

Peter Craven and the late Michael 

Gerzon, Meridian Lossless Packing 

(MLP) allowed music data to be 

stored in a compressed form which 

could be subsequently decompressed 

during playback with no quality 

degradation. 

SUPER SONIC - 
SACD ARRIVES 
EARLY 
While DVD-

Audio was an 

unexpected — 

albeit very 

welcome — 

offshoot from a 

project to replace Laser Discs, 

Sony and Philips were also planning 

an upgrade to their ageing and now 

brilliantly successful baby, CD — a 

technology whose patents would one 

day expire, leaving the two giants 

without a major source of revenue. 

To wit. Super Audio Compact Disc 

(SACD) was announced - a bespoke 

audio format used the DVD platform 

but was not compatible with DVDs. 

Confusingly though, it didn't offer 

obviously superior or inferior specs, 

because it used a completely 

different digital coding system to that 

found in both DVD-A and CD. 

Rather than the Pulse Code 

Modulation (PCM) system, where 16, 

20 or 24bit samples are taken at high 

speed, the new Direct Stream Digital 

(DSD) approach took far smaller Ibit 

samples at a far higher speed of 

2.8224MHz.This gives a frequency 

range of up to 100kHz (better than 

DVD-A) and a dynamic range of 

120dB (not quite as good). 

Like DVD-Audio, SACD offers 

impressive multi-channel capability, 

but unlike its rival format, it doesn't 

need to drop the quality when 

carrying surround sound information. 

Six full channels of high resolution 

audio playback can be provided, along 

with a separate, studio-mixed 2 

channel version of the same music 

on the same disc. Playback can 

consist of 3 channel, 4 channel, 5 

channel or 5.1 channel, depending on 

what the artist/producer wants to 

achieve musically. Furthermore, with 

the hybrid disc option, an addition 

CD layer will offer the same 

recording in CD quality, for replay on 

conventional CD players. 

TWO TRIBES 
Like the proverbial London buses, 

after over a decade and a half of 

yearning for a serious sonic rival to 

LP, suddenly two came along at the 

same time.And of course, hi-fi being 

what it is, they were incompatible, 

forcing buyers to make a decision 

about which format to invest in. 

Comparisons between early 

machines were fascinating.The first 

raft of DVD-Audio players from 

Denon sounded profoundly different 

to the first generation SACD 

machines from the likes of Sony. 

Although the lack of parallel software 

releases (on both DVD-A and 

SACD) prevented direct 

comparisons, enthusiasts began to 

characterise SACD as warmer and 

sweeter sounding than DVD-A — in 

some way akin to LRThe latter 

seemed apparently more dynamic 

and crisp — almost like a 

'turbocharged' CD.The fact that 

companies famous for a more 

beguiling sound, such as Musical 

Fidelity, migrated to SACD, while the 

likes of Meridian — with its character-

istically open and neutral flavour 

u tio 
went with DVD-A only reinforced 

the point. 

Ultimately though, the sound of 

the formats is determined by both 

the theoretical attributes of the 

digital coding technique and the 

quality of the studio mastering. DVD-

Audio's Pulse Code Modulation 

(PCM) coding system gives a very 

wide bandwidth and excellent 

resolution and dynamic range, but 

generates unwanted signals around 

its sampling frequency (44.1 kHz in 

the case of CD, I92kHz for DVD-A). 

Were this not completely eliminated 

from the audio signal, it would play 

havoc with a hi-fi's electronics, so a 

very heavy 'brick wall filter' is 

applied, which simply chops off all the 

signal above half the sampling 

In the beginning, advanced digital players were 

either/or. Marantz's SA-1 is probably the best SACD 

spinner ever made, but it won't play DVD-A... 

•.••••II.M..11111. 
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CD 

16 bit, 44.1kHz sampling frequency 

Two channel stereo at 6.144Mbps 

'enhanced' multimedia capability 

SCMS (Serial Copyright Management System) built into subcode 

96dB signal/noise ratio, 20Hz-20kHz frequency response 

DVD-AUDIO 

16, 20 or 24 bit PCM at 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 or 192kHz sampling frequency 

Up to six channels with a transfer rate of 9.6Mbps maximum. MLP option. 

Supplemental information storage, including album title, song titles, artist data, 

artist discography, plus URLs 

No regional coding, unlike DVD-Video 

Optional audio format facility ( i.e. SACO) 

Not compatible with conventional CD or DVD video players 

optional 'watermarking' (copyright protection) encoded into the musical data 

144dB signal/noise ratio, 2Hz-96kHz frequency response 

SACD 

1bit OSO at 2.8224 MHz sampling frequency 

Up to six channels with a transfer rate of 2.8Mbps — option of carrying both 

multi-channel and two channel mixes on the same disc 

Hybrid disc option offering 16/44 PCM stereo playable on any standard CD player 

No 'watermarking' - copyright protection is kept separate from musical data 

120dB signaVnoise ratio, 2Hz-100kHz frequency response 
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W EAR - Music with Passion 

EAR 864 pre-amp 

We are passionate about the faithful reproduction 
of music. That's why we have been involved with 
professional audio for over 25 years and why top 
studios and musicians around the world choose 
EAR/Yoshino. We invite you to share our passion. 

EAR 890 power-amp 

EAR/Yoshino, Coombe Grove Farm, Ermine Way, Arrington, Cambs, SG8 OAL 

Tel: 01223 208877 Fax: 01223 208761 Email: earyoshino@aol.com www.ear-yoshino.co.uk 

PATIOS 
"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the 
finest sounding amps I have ever leard, of any 
era, from anywhere. .." 
Sam Te/hg - Stereophile, Nov 2003 

UKD Ltd. 
23 Richings Way 
lver 
Bucks 
Tel: 01753 652669 

www.ukd.co.uk 
post@ukd.co.uk 
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frequency. In the case of CD, this is 

22kHz (i.e. 44.IkHz/2), and with 

DVD-A at maximum resolution it's 

96kHz. 

The trouble is that this is a bit 

like using a hammer to crack a nut, 

as the filtering just lops off the top of 

the audio signal, and because it's 

notionally above the limit of human 

hearing, it's assumed it's inaudible. 

Marantz's Ken Ishiwata argues this 

creates all sorts of problems, which 

can be perceived as midband 

harshness and a lack of smooth, 

natural treble.This is obvious with 

CD (it has a ' brightly lit' upper mid, 

even with the best of players), but 

even 24bit, 96kHz DVD-A shows a 

slight metallic ting in the treble and 

loss of atmosphere. I 92kHz is 

obviously smoother still, but some 

commentators such as DPA's Rob 

Watts have ventured that to truly get 

around PCM's inherent limitations, a 

sampling frequency of at least 

384kHz is needed'. 

SACD uses Direct Stream 

Digital, however, which works in a 

way that doesn't require it to chop 

off all the music's extended high 

frequencies. By taking tiny Ibit 

samples at dramatically higher 

sampling rates, it gets round the need 

for brick wall filtering.This means it 

can offer an incredibly wide range 

without any intrusive effects of 

filtering, giving a more natural high 

end performance - in theory, at least. 

Digital experts like Professor 

Malcolm Hawksford of Essex 

University have said that the system 

simply doesn't work at high enough 

sampling frequencies to give decent 

resolution. He says this is particularly 

obvious in the treble range, which is 

- of course - where the ear is most 

sensitive.While DSD achieves better 

than 20-bit PCM performance at low 

frequencies, further up the range the 

resolution goes right down. Rob 

Watts told us that, "most of DSD's 

2.8 million pulses per second are 

needed just to reach 16bit standard, 

let alone better it". 

Another problem is more 

practical— not all SACD players are 

pure DSD. Some 'DVD universal' 

players convert DSD to PCM for 

digital signal processing! 

HEAR AND NOW 
Both formats are flawed in theory, 

then. But the fact is that the early 

SACD releases, and the players 

themselves seemed to be more 

euphonic and 'agreeable' sounding. 

Some DVD-A spinners, by 

comparison, could be quite acerbic. 

The advent of the dual format 

'universal' players show that SACDs 

THE SOFT MACHINE 
Unsurprisingly, Sony Music has been very much behind 

SACD, while Warner Brothers ( WEA) has been the driving 

force behind DVD-Audio. Universal Music Group ( UMG) 

originally pledged its support for SACD but has just 
shipped its first DVD-Audio titles. EMI has released a 

good few DVD-As, and has now subcontracted DIS 

Entertainment ( famous for its premium quality DVD-A 
surround mixes) for more production, with EMI taking 

care of the global distribution. Other than its famous 

Elvis Presley ' Best of' release, BMG has been quiet on 

the high res release front, but is now launching a raft of 

new music titles featuring both ' classics' and new music 

(such as Foo Fighters, Outkast, etc.). There are over 250 

titles right now, but this isn't enough to prompt most 

people to buy into the new technology, which in turn 

doesn't predispose software companies and labels to 

launch new high resolution discs. Still, some artists have 

got behind the format. Frank Zappas latest release 

comes only on DVD-Audio, while Graham Nash's ' Songs 

for Survivors' was released only on DVD-Audio in the UK. 

REM's greatest hits compilation has come out simultane-

ously on DVD-A and CD. Meanwhile, Sting's new ' Sacred 
Love' SACD has become the most successful ever multi-

channel surround sound recording within days of release, 

shipping more than 600,000 copies. Things are happening 

apace, but it's still very early days for ' advanced resolu-

tion digital audio' all the same. 

consistently sound more 'analogue-

like', which happens to be how most 

people like their music. Still, the 

mastering quality of both DVD-A and 

SACD releases can varying dramat-

ically — some discs of either type are 

quite poor transcriptions, and others 

quite superb, with little obvious 

correlation between the sound and 

the format! 

Ultimately, the relative technical 

and sonic merits of these two 

formats is for audiophiles to 

pontificate across bar tables the 

world over.What really matters is 

whether the general, music buying 

public take to either format.The 

advantage DVD-A has is its ' installed 

base' of DVD players — at the end of 

2003, there are around 12.2 million 

machines in the UK.These will all 

play DVD-A discs, but not at full 

24/96 (or 192) resolution. By 

contrast, a world total of 4 million 

SACD machines is expected by April 

2004. The fact is that SACD is a 

more specialist, niche format selling 

to those who want to replace their 

music CDs, whereas DVD-A tends to 

sell to those who want to get 

serious music from their existing 

DVD machines. So with the numbers 

stacked against them, why do Sony/ 

Philips persist with SACD? A noble 

love of a sonically superior format, 

perchance? Well, cynics point out 

that while DVD-A discs can be 

copied relatively easily — certainly the 

DVD video section of the discs, 

which DVD-A also uses — SACD's 

copy protection is still nigh on 

impossible to 'crack', making it a 

dreamboat for a music software 

industry that's been left on the ropes 

by CD piracy and MP3 ripping.While 

selling SACD machines is very much 

an uphill task, it makes a whole lot of 

sense for the 'music manufac-

turers.... 

...we're now witnessing the rise of DVD universal players, such 
as Linn's Unidisk. which read DVD-A and SACDs - but some 

SACD purists aren't convinced... 

Air 

01 00000 01 
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Patrick Cleasby talks to Simon Heyworth about the past, present and future of high 
resolution digital audio mastering. 

I
t takes a brave soul to nail his 
cofours firmly to the mast of a 

new format. From the baptism 

of his new concern 'Super 

Audio Mastering', you might 

think that Simon Heyworth is 

one such man, as the name might be 

taken to imply that SACD mastering 

is the only game here.As ever, the 

truth of the matter is not so black 

and white, and while it is undoubted-

ly true that Simon is a keen advocate 

of Direct Stream Digital, he's prag-

matic enough to use whatever tool is 

appropriate for a given job. 

Simon is well known in the music 

industry for what are essentially 

three separate career phases. From 

engineering the original 'Tubular 

Bells'; through to over a decade 

spent as a digital mastering and 

restoration guru while at Chop 'Em 

Out (later Sanctuary Mastering); and 

finally the nascent operation in rural 

Devon, coupled with regular trips to 

fellow DSO proponents Galaxy 

studios in Belgium, Simon has always 

been at the forefront of technical 

advancement. 

In the relaxing environs of 

Simon's mastering room we 

discussed his move into the world of 

DSD, and his subsequent pursuit of 

the best means by which to harness 

the abilities of DSD to capture, 

retain, and sometimes create that 

sense of "air" (a phrase he uses 

repeatedly) which makes listening to 

a good, well-mastered recording a 

magical experience. Having been 

convinced by Sony's early live demos 

of DSD technology. Simon rapidly 

moved into pioneering mode. 

PIONEERING STUFF 
"I said to David Kawakami at Sony, 

'David, how would you like to do 

Tubular Bells in Surround?' I could 

get the original quad mix - I had 

already made some investigations and 

spoken to EMI, who said,'What? You 

mean we can put this out on a disc? 

What's it called? Super Audio CD. 

What a good ideal') I went over to 

Sony's test site at Airshow Mastering 

in Bolder, Colorado, and worked with 

Gus Skinas, who looked after all the 

early DSD stuff for Sony, and I stayed 

there for four or five days, having 

taken the 4 track master over. 

Airshow's engineer David Glasser 

and Mickey Hoolihan from 'Wind 

over the Earth' (A next-door hi-fi 

business) provided some great kit.A 

four track Ampex with Ayre Acoustic 

preamps, we also used Millennia EQ. 

Putting an SACD together at this 

time was really proprietary 

technology, essentiallk/ using the 

prototype Sony Sonoma DSD 

workstation. It was 'will it, won't it' 

work, flying by the seat of your pants. 

I did it just like mastering a vinyl 

album, but straight onto DSD using 

Meitner converters, The more I did 

this, the more I realised this was how 

it was all going to go, and having 

experienced surround in American 

studios I bought my M&K monitors. I 

thought this was the future, and 

bought loads of DTS discs in 

America. I was thinking, ' I'm going to 

enjoy the next 10 years, it's going to 

be really interesting because we're 

going to hear all these amazing 

recordings exactly as they were 

meant to be, we're going to listen to 

some fantastic performances and get 

off on them'. It's about performance, 

people playing real stuff in real air, 

and somehow we're able to capture 

that again, analogue tape does it and 

so does DSD". 

MAKING MAGIC 
Then along came the 'One Giant 

Leap' DVD-Video, and Simon trails 

his comment with, "this may sound 

completely mad"... "We mastered it, 

it came off a DA-88 (multitrack 

16/48 PCM device regrettabiy much 

beloved by the film and DVD 

industry for porting 5.1 mixes 

around - PC) so we D-A'd it with 

dCS conversion, and then we went 

analogue, and recorded all the digital 

audio, mastered, onto the Sonoma.At 

the same time we came out again, 
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downsampled to 48k at 24bit onto a 

SonicStudio HD workstation. But, what 

had happened here? Well, we had 

actually gone DSD, and if you A-Bd 

between the original and the finished 

thing suddenly it was all real people 

playing real instruments again, which it 

wasn't at 16/48. So you tell me - what's 

going on? 1 have no idea. But all I know 

is that it sounds much better, and 

suddenly it's all there again, and what is 

more important everyone else could 

hear this and enjoy it. Suddenly the 

project took on a renewed enthusiasm". 

THE FUTURE 
"I believe that DSD will become pretty 

much core technology for mastering 

facilities, and that this what we will be 

using. People may not know it and 

people may not care really, but that is 

what we are using here.We have a 

number of projects where we just go 

straight to DSD and just downsample to 

44.1 stereo for CD, either using SBM 

direct or using the dCS 974 DSD to 

44.1 conversion with noise shaping or 

dither or whatever:" 

There's a school of thought in the 

audiophile community which subscribes 

to the view that a DSD end-product 

should be untainted by any PCM stages 

in its production and vice versa.While 

Simon accepts that in some DSD 

classical recordings this may be 

achievable, real life in the rock world 

means that new surround projects can 

come in for mastering as six channels of 

DSD, be processed in the analogue 

domain and then returned to DSD for 

submission to replication and archiving. 

Equally, jobs arriving as 24/96 PCM 

might easily end up being spun out to 

analogue tape if listening reveals that an 

analogue stage might breathe that 

magical air into the recording: 

"The purists may not like some of 

this, but I'm afraid that it's the reality of 

life, What's being produced now in Pro 

Tools, etc. sounds absolutely fabulous, 

there's no doubt about it, and some 

projects, weirdly enough, don't need to 

be taken back into the analogue domain, 

depending on the type of recording, you 

may want to keep it in the digital 

domain and just upsample it if you're 

going to go SACD.We have done 

everything, done it every which way, I've 

done 24/96 mastered digitally, using Z 

Systems EQ and dynamics control, then 

upsampled to DSD using the DCS 974, 

and that's the end of it, done, finished. 

We've also done 24/96 that perhaps 

sounded a bit crunchy and needed a bit 

more analogue so we went into the 

analogue world using valves and Class A 

electronics". 

THE JOY OF ANALOGUE 
Simon feels that after a period of stasis, 

the market for transferring legacy 

analogue recordings to the new high 

resolution formats has lead to a 

resurgence of development in the world 

of analogue electronics, taking many 

cues from the hi-fi world. "There wasn't 

much being done until DSD really 

started — the electronics companies 

producing good quality kit started going, 

"Right, we need to really think about it, 

so let's get into this and make it more 

hi-fi". 

This has lead to Simon having his 

Ampex fitted out with Aria electronics, 

currently the only one of its type in 

Europe, meaning that analogue to digital 

transfers can be done without losing any 

of that analogue magic or that the 

bouncing of digital masters to analogue 

can introduce.While I was in the studio 

I heard newly remixed legacy material 

played straight out of the Aria, and it 

was goosebumps time. I also heard 

recent Aria-to-DSD transfers of 

legendary previously-thought-lost first 

generation masters playing straight out 

of the Sonoma , and there is a spine-

tingling realism listening to 35 year old 

music on Simon's TDL stereo monitors. 

We used to listen to such treasures in a 

nasty 80's technology-mangled approxi-

mation, and we can now hear it not just 

as if it were recorded yesterday, but as if 

there was a bass clarinet payer in your 

living room! 

As far as 21 st century recordings 

go. I got a preview blast of Feeder's new 

SACD which sounds like it is going to 

be a very impressive proposition, and I 

also heard the master of one of Simon's 

Galaxy-related projects, German 

trumpeter Christoph Titz' new hybrid 

multi-channel disc ' Magic' on newly 

formed dedicated SACD label Parashoot 

Records (www.parashoot.de), an album 

of diverse musical styles with a very 

discrete mix and a lovely warm analogue 

sound, as the mix was ported using 

analogue tape. Definitely one to seek 

out. 

Despite disavowing the existence of 

a format war, it is apparent that working 

out where to stand in the current 

environment of titles which can be 

SACDs in Europe while being putative 

DVD-Audios in the States, can give 

Simon the impression of being piggy in 

the middle. He sensibly skirts any 

potential for tension by describing his 

operation as merely one of service 

provision. People get what they ask for, 

be it SACD masters, high resolution 

PCM files for DVD-Audio or Dolby 

Digital encoded for DVD-Video.The 

central tenet in all this work is simply 

that the best endeavours are made to 

use the best path at all times, and 

decisions are always made using the best 

bits of analogue kit available — ears and 

brains. 
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Entries will be accepted on a postcard only. 

Competition 
Questions 

[I] What is a Sugden 
Headmaster? 
[a] A senior scholastic 
person called Sugden 
[b] A headphone amplifi-
ed preamplifier 
[c] A box of chocolates 
[d] A slice of cheese 

[2] in this context, 
what is sculpted? 
[a] the HeadMaster's 
casework 
[b] a Grecian Urn 
[c] the figure of Angela 
Jolie 
[d] the brow of Tom 
Cruise 

[3] What has Teflon 
inserts? 
[a] Tony Blair 
[b] Alistair Campbell 
[c] Peter Mandelson 
[d] The HeadMaster's 
phono socketry 

[4] What top preamp 
does the Headmaster 
compare with? 
[a] the Linn LK I 
[b] the Naim NACI2S 
[c] the MF Audio Passive 
Preamp 
[d] the NAD 3020A's pre-
amp section 

February Competition 
Hi-Fi World Magazine 
Unit G4 Argo House 
The Park Business Centre 
Kilburn Park Rd. 
London NW6 5LF 

Great IIHII mi WORLD'S 

• 

veacliPEannerymel 
WIN SUGDEN'S FANTASTIC HEADMASTER HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER/ PRE AMPLIFIER 
WORTH f600 IN THIS MONTH'S SUPER COMPETITION! 

H
ere's a great chance to 
win one of the most 

interesting and unusual 

bits of kit we've reviewed 

in months. Sugden's 

Headmaster is a Pure 

Class A preamplifier with remote 

volume control, that doubles as one 

of the very best headphone ampli-

tiers around. In Hi-Fi World's review 

last month, David Price was most 

impressed — here's what he said... 

"The HeadMaster gets all the 

stops pulled out.The sculpted 

casework (measuring 

230x265x82mm and weighing 3.5kg) 

is precision engineered from high 

quality aluminium. Inside, the 

Hi-Fi World Competition 
rules and conditions of 
entry 

1. Entries will be accepted 

on a poetcard only. 

2. Only one entry per house 

hold. 

3. Multiple entries will be 

automatically disqualified. 

4. Purchase of the magazine 
is not a pre-condition of 

entry. 

5. No correspondence will be 
entered into. 

G. The Editor's decision is 
final. 

7. No employees of 
Audio Publishing Limited, 

or of any companies 
associated with the 

production or distribution 
of the prizes may enter 

amplifier configu-

ration is pure Class 

A. constructed 

completely from 

discreet 

comportents.The 

inputs are selected 

through a logic operated 

relay circuit to keep the 

input signal paths as short as 

possible.The relays used are twin 

gold contact bifurcated crossbar 

types with a claimed contact 

resistance of less than 0.05 ohms. 

These relays are used in all Sugden 

high end preamps.The single ended 

phono connectors are all high quality 

individual, gold plated connectors 

with Teflon inserts.A basic plastic-

finished remote control completes 

the package. 

The MF Audio passive 

preamplifier I usually use — and very 

fine it is too - was elbowed aside and 

the gleaming Sugden plugged in. I 

found it brighter than the MF, which 

is itself very much on the dull side of 

neutral.The Sugden errs very slightly 

the other way — it's smooth and 

sweet alright, but quite 'well lit' and 

will certainly brighten up any sullen 

sounding power amp or speaker. 

There's a lot of detail, grip and 

incision — and it rather confirmed 

suspicions that the MF tends to sit 

on dynamics ever-so-slightly (as 

indeed do all passive preamps, 

methinks). Kraftwerk's 'Tour de 

France Etape 1' proved brilliantly 

engaging with my reference Quad 

909. Indeed it gave it 'a kick up the 

pipe and slippers', if you get my drift. 

With more life and bounce than the 

MF Audio (no mean feat, considering 

the latter's £ 1,499 price tag), it really 

sang. There's certainly none of that 

saccharine sweetness that you get 

from classic class A designs like 

Musical Fidelity's Al — the 

HeadMaster doesn't smooth down 

rough edges one bit, The result is 

quite a forensic sound — it keeps 

digging for detail and dynamics, 

rather than serving up a contrivedly 

coloured sound.At £599 it is 

excellent." 

If you'd like to win this superb 

preamplifier, then all you have to do 

is answer the following four easy 

questions. Send your entries to: 

February Competition, Hi-Fi World 

magazine, Unit G4,Argo House,The 

Park Business Centre, Kilburn Park 

Road, London NW6 5LF 

CONGRATULATIONS 

...to Mr. Anthony Symcox of Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, the winner of our December 2003 
competition. A Roksan Radius 5 Turntable is on its way to you! 
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Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stocks a wide 

range of Hi-Fi separates, DVD players, 

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD 

televisions and projection systems from all 
the leading manufacturers. 

From starter systems to custom designed multi-room and 

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available 

in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through 

the home entertainment jungle. If you're interested *n 

home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, 

contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and 

experience more. 

0% interest free option* is available on most products. 

'Written details on request. Licensed redut brokers. 
Minimum balance f400. Subject to status. 

CUSTOM INSTALLATION 
Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a 

Home Cinema or Hi-Fi System into your home? Our 

Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas 

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service. 

Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a 

dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable 

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control 

system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution. 

NEW STORES NOW OPEN 
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STAINES & 
WEYBRIDGE 
We are please to announoe. the 
new stores in Staines and 
Weybridge are now open. 
Contact details for these stores 
are as follows:-

• WEYBRIDGE 
43 CHURCH STREET, 
THE QUADRANT 
01932 828525 

• STAINES 

4 THAMES STREET 
01784 460777 

( 

NTER 

LE 
20/12/03 - 31/91/24 
We have huncreds of unmissabre Wens 
available in our fantastic WINTER SALE. 

For information information on all the latest offers, call 
your nearest store or visit our website. 

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

CHRISTMAS 
OPENING HOURS 

SUNDAY • 21 DECEMBER 
MOST STORES OEN 

CHRISTMAS DAY 
ALL STORES CLOSED 
HAPPY CI-RISTMAS! 

BOXING DAY 
ALL STORES CLOSED 

SUNDAY • 28 DECEMBER 
MOST STORES OPEN 

*/-
NEW YEAR'S DAY 
ALL STORES CLOSED 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

MANY STORES WILL CLOSE EARLY ON 
CHRISTMAS EVE AND NEW YEAR'S EVE 

PLEASE CONFIRM OPENING HOURS 
BEFORE TRAVELLING 

iA 

SUNDAY OPENING 
Many of our stores are open on Sundays 

during December and January. 

FOR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION, 
PLEASE CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE 

OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE. 

BEDFORD 

BIRMINGHAM 

BRIGHTON 

BRISTOL 

BROMLEY 

CAMBRIDGE 

CARDIFF 

CHELSEA 

CHELTENHAM 

CRAWLEY 

CROYDON 

EDINBURGH 

EPSOM 

EXETER 

GLASGOW 

GUILDFORD 

HOLBORN 

HULL 

IPSWICH 

KINGSTON 

LEICESTER 

LEEDS 

LINCOLN 

LIVERPOOL 

MAIDSTONE 

MANCHESTER 

NEWCASTLE 

NORWICH 

NOTTINGHAM 

OXFORD 

PETERBOROUGH 

PLYMOUTH 

POOLE 

PRESTON 

READING 

SEVENOAKS 

SHEFFIELD 

SOLIHULL 

SOUTHAMPTON 

SOUTHGATE 

STAINES NEW 

SWANSEA 

SWINDON 

SWISS COTTAGE 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 

WATFORD 

WEYBRIDGE èi 

WITHAM (ESSEX) 

WOLVERHAMPTON 

PLEASE SEE PAGE 7 

FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE 

NUMBER DETAILS 
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.cauk 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

efautm 

TURNTABLE / RB300 TONEARM 

SALE £1049.95 

4 Best 
t 2003 

The Gyrodec SE sounds great combining the best sonic characteristics of 
nvals... Quite simply, the Michell Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this 
price point - its well deserving another Best Buy " 

CLAIM £50 TOWARDS THE 
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE. 

n SYSTEM DRICE 
10 £949.95 

PFPCE EXCUJCES CAELCS & STMDS 

WINTER 

SALE 
20/12/03 - 31/01/04 

PRO-JECT 1 XPRESSION 
TURNTABLE (BLACK) SALE £209.95 

"Compared with a £200 CD player this deck 
sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl and 
give the Xpression a spin." 

BestBuy 
2003 » 

SALE INCLUDES FREE GOLDRING EXSTATIC CLEANER' 

ARCAM CD73T CD PAYER £399.95 

ARCAM 

r/171 

SALE INCLUDES FREE INTERCONNECT CABLE WORTH £60' 

HI-FI SYSTEM 1 SAVE £149 

Best Buy 
22 

PRO-JECT DEBUT II TURNTABLE* 

imumfamil 

"W"Yrri 

RCD-02 CD PLAYER 
RA-02 AMPLIFIER 

R,\N 

DM601 S3 SPEAKERS 

Hotel electronics and B&W speakers are natural 

partners for each other, giving excellent sound quality 

and stunning looks. So what better than this 

combination of class-leading detail with an even and 

robust sound. 

But at Sevenoaks we always aim to offer you more and 

this means What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision's Award-

winning Project Debut II turntable is thrown in FREE. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 1 NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 



exprerrn 
IA\ -4 -kTicer. 

MARANTZ 
CD5400 CD PLAYER 
SALE £119.95 SAVE £30 

MARANTZ 
PM7200 AMPLIFIER 
SALE £269.95 SAVE £60 
"This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at 95,vii per 
ciarinel, and it sounds it with anything from dance to a Jig orchestra! 
work, offering a delicious combinatioi of poise and impact.. Stick with 
fast, dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's equally 
capabe Ois and the results will amaze: 

PURE DIGITAL 
DRX-702ES ANALOGUE/DAB TUNER 
SALE £299.95 SAVE £30 

PRICING POLICY 
We always try to ensure our prices arte 

highly competitive. 

In the event you can find the sane products 

and exceltnt service at a lower once, please 

bring it to our store managers' attertiom. 

0% 
FINANCE OPTION* 
Spread the cost of but,ing. 

0% finance option is available 

on the vast majontyof orcducts 

we stock. 

• Written details on regJest. licensed credit 
brokers. Minnum balance•ECOC. SlAkeldno stab's. 

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores. 
PleEse call before travelling. "Cable Otter - From range avalo/se in-store. 
Not in conjunction with any other offer. 
Advertmemem valid until al least 31 01 04. ESOE 

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 
A3 CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER 

MONITOR AUDIO 
SILVER S8 SPEAKERS 

111-F1 SYSTEM 2 
NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 

MISSION 
780 SE SPEAKERS 
SALE £349.95 
"The revamped Mission 780s are hugely 

enjoyable anyone with up to £4oia to spend 
should consider these standmourners Mission's 

clever move has paid off" 

One of our most popular systems at an 

amazing sale price. Full-scale dynamics 

with a lightness of touch makes this 

combination stand out 

SAVE £379 

SALE INCLUDES SPEAKER CABLE 
WORTH £50 FREE OF CHARGE 

MISSION 
782 SE SPEAKERS 
SALE £899.95 

"Well, with the exception of 

the aldeiwood-veneer 

finish, these floorstanders 

look identical to the 

standard model, although 

there's a new tweeter and 

crossover design One of 

the advantages of the 

three-way configuration is 

that each driver deals with 

only a narrow section of 

the frequency range, and 

the designers optimise 

each unit to perform its 

respective task Mission's 

engineers have excelled in 

this area. these elegant 

floorstanders sound 

beautifully balanced and 

few rivals under £1000 can 

match their wonderful 

levels of clarity. 

The 'special edition' tag is 

overused but these 

talented floorstanders are 

bona fide sonic stars." 

INCLUDES SPEAKER CABLE SALE 
WORTH £100 FREE OF CHARGE. 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

WHARFEDALE PACIFIC 
EVOLUTION 30 SPEAKERS 

SALE £649.95 
Evolution? This is 

more like a revolution: 

Wharfedale s new 

range is more than 

an upgrade of its 

Pacific series. 

Listen to the 

Evolution 30s and the 

sonic changes leap 

out at you. Sitting on 

their chunky spikes 

and situated in free 

space, the speakers 

sound wonderful: low 

frequencies delve 

deep and delivery is 

punchy and fast 

You'll have gathered 

by now we love the 

Evolution 30s. 

They're beautifully 

made and great 

all-rounders." 

***** 

SALE INCLUDES 80 R E£  F E EO  SPEAK ER CABLE W CHARGE' 

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores. 
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store. 
Not in conjunction with any other offer. 
Advertisement valid until at least 31 01 04 E&OE 

WINTER 

SALE 
20/12/03 - 31/01/04 

SAVE £169 HI-FI SYSTEM 3 

o o 
14 N *RI 

ROKSAN 
KANDY KD1/11I CD PLAYER 
KANDY KA1/111 AMPLIFIER 

QUAD 
11L SPEAKERS 

HI-F1 SYSTEM 4 

If you're after detail and excitement in your music 

then this system's for you. Here we've combined 

the Quad 11L speakers - Product of the Year 

2002/2003 - with Roksan's double Award-winning 

Kandy KA1/11I amplifier and its ideal partner, the 

Kandy KD1/III CD player. 

Awarded five stars in a recent What Hi-Fi? Sound 

and Vision group test, the Kandy KD1/III CD 

player was described as "offering a great array of 

talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you 

have something close to the ideal visual and 

sonic combination." 

But don't just take our word for it come in for a listen. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 • NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER 
OFFER OR PROMOTION 

SAVE £399 

CYRUS CD8 CD PAYER & 8 AMPLIFIER 
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER S6 SPEAKERS 
Another very pooular combination that's more 

than the sum of its already talented parts - and 

that's before you've examined the upgrade 

options. The CD8 is a magnificent player (Best 

Buy - What Ht-Fi? Sound and Vision Awards 

2003) and like most Cyrus products its 

performance can be maximised with the addition 

of a Cyrus PSX-R power supply 

The beautifully crafted Silver S6 speakers from 

British speakei specialists Monitor Audio 

complete the package. 

HI-FI SYSTEM 4 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER 
OFFER OR PROMOTION 

L-1 L=1 

5 SYSTEM PRICE 
g £1999.95 

46LE & 



LINN CLASSIK • 
MUSIC SYSTEM (Ex SPEAKERS) 

SALE £749.95 SAVE £100 

I I I 

lip t.:It.111 . 1' , IÎ HMV:, Out ,t . 1,1, t 11 I‘ 11 It, 

play quiet acoustic music and its smooth, liquid presentation impresses 

still lurther, The Classik offers the performance you d expect trois high 

quality separates n one lovely package - this is a wry superior prolict " 

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300 
CID-RW/HD RECORDER 

SALE £499.95 SAVE £30 

%) iOgi-

e • 

PIONEER PDR-609 
CD-RW RECORDER 

SALE £159.95 

DENON DM31 
UD-M31 CD RECEIVER 

SALE £184.95 SAVE £45 

"1"-ie D.M30 was exemplary, as its three What 1-11-Fi/ Sound and Vision 

Awards clearly show. The D-M31 is even better makin.] it phenomenal 

value for money." 

(44-110NAI fltCOÇiOVRO I*11:3 M31 MIN DISC FIECORDER • OAR A131 CASSEITE trek 

N13. PRICE I XCLUI.F.SSPEAKEFIS 

neuelee4 SAVE £169 

CD73T CD P_AYER & A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER 
ALM S.., • AIN, 

• BRONZE B2 SPEAKERS 

up Best Buy 
2003 

.mormiyourr Frr 

Product of t he year 
"t> 2003 , 

0e (INO1FY 

• • • . . d I 

Q ono 

SYSTEM PRICE 

£799.95 

•10 
Arcam and Monitor Audio both have an 

enviable reputation for producing great 

sounding kit without breaking the bank. This 

system shows why with a well balanced sound 

that's both musically involving and enjoyable. 

At the front of this package is Arcam's upgradeable CD737 CD player - a What Hi-Fi? Sound 

and Vision 'Product of the Year 2003'. We've coupled this with Arcam's complementary A65 

Plus integrated amplifier and Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced ' Best Buy' Bronze B2 

speakers. According to What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision (Awards 2003), these compact 

speakers "Sound superb... Speakers don't get much better than the B2s." 

HI-FI SYSTEM 5 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION 

11111111.MIMUMIllni 

25 13ml 

 o 



Sevenoaks 
SOUND & VISION 

PRODUCT RANGE 

An outstanding selection of products 
are on display and available for 

demonstration at all Sevenoaks 

Sound & Vision stores. However, 

some products may not be available 

at all stores. 

Please call to check availability 
before travelling. 

TURNTABLES 
Goldring 601   £ SALE 
Michell L1yro SE/RB300rse TOWARDS CARTRIDGE £1 049.95 
Michell ;ecnoDec £ SALI 
Project lchut Phono Sa . £ SALE 
Project ? shut 11 (Black)  £ SALE 
Project ; A 11 'n'Lhirs)  £ SALE 

Project • . FREE EaSTATiC MAMA* £209.95 
Project -L; 1.1.1  £ SALE 

TUNERS 
Arcam DIVA 161  £ SALE 
Cyrus FM X  £ SALE 
Denon TU260L MKII   099.95 
Marmot ST4000   ... £ SALE 
Pure Evoke 1 DAB ......... ..£89.95 
Pure DRX- 701ES DAB  £ SALE 
Pure DRX-702ES Analogue/DAB . £299.95 

CD PLAYERS 
Arcam A CD7.3" FREE 060 INTERCONNECT £399.95 
Arcam . rZA CD821 . 
Arcam /A CD93T   

Arcam MJ CD33T   SALE 
Cyrus CD6   £ SALE 
Cyrus CD8   £ SALE 
Denon DCD485 ....... . £119.95 
Linn Genki  £ SALE 
Linn -' ni   SAI 

Maranta CD5400  £119.95 
Maranta 01117/11M   
Meridian 507  . £ SALE 

  
£ SALE 

Musical Fidelity 53.2  £ SALE 
Musical Fidelity A308'  £ SALE 
Musical Fidelity TO-Visit SACO  £ SALE 
Quad • •  £ SALE 
Roksan KDI MKIII  £ SALE 
Roksan ',aspen M  £ SALE 
Rotel L102  £ SALE 
Rotel '1)1072  £ SALE 

RECORDERS 
Pioneer 709609 CD-RW   £159.95 
Sony 111A/3 CD-RW .  £169.95 
Yamaha ,X393 Cassette Deck   £99.95 
Yamaha EX580SE Casser* Deck   £179.95 
Yamaha CDR-HD1300 CC-81W   £499.95 

AMPLIFIERS 
Arcam /A 505 Plus    £ SALE 
Arcam VA A80  £ SALE 
Arcam /A A85  £ SALE 
Arcam ,VA A90  £ SALE 
Arcam 1.11 532  f SALE 
Cyrus  f SALE 

WINTER 

SALE 
*.tok 20/12/03 - 31/01/04 

Cyrus R  LULL 
Cyrus X Pre  £ SALE 
Cyrus V 1100 Power  (Each) £ SALE 
Denon • MA355  £189.95 
Linn Colector Pre  £ S. 
Linn LX85 •  -r  ES • 
Maranta ' ' ; )0   
Maranta 00  £269.95 
Musical Fidelity 432  £ Sta. r 
Musical Fidelity ' Pre   £ SALE 
Musical Fidelity A Power  £ SALE 
Musical Fidelity 5308  £ SALE 
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista 300  £ SALE 
Quad • lower  £ SALE 
Roksan yandy KM MI611  £ SALE 
Roksan Cdspian M  £ SALE 
Rotel I-01  £ SALE 
Rotel A 02  £ SALE 
Rotel 1062  £ SALE 

SPEAKERS 
Acoustic Energy Evo One  £ SALE 
Acoustic Energy Evo Three   £  SALE 
Acoustic Energy (From)   £  SALE 

£ SALE 
B&W DM601 S3  £  SALE 
B&W DM602 S3  £  SALE 
B&W 705   £  SALE 
CEP 01  £ SALE 
CEF 04   
ILEF X(11  £ SALE £ SALE 
Linn Yin   
Linn • I  £ SALE £ SALE 
Mission   SOI 

Mission 050 FREE CABLE*  £349.95 
Mission 0100 FREE CABLE'  £899.95 
Monitor Audio rironze B2   £  SALE 
Monitor Audio ' Aver SI   £  SALE 

Monitor Audio -IrIver S6   £ SALE 
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10   £  SALE 
Monitor Audio Void Reference 20   £  SALE 

Quad £ SALE 
Quad £ SALE 

RL)d £ SALE 
uuaark '' Il   £ E 

Wharfedale etic Evolution 30 rso FREE CABLE• £649.95 

FI SYSTEMS 
Denon 01 Ex Speakers   £499.95 
Denon 1 101 Ex Speakers   £299.95 
Denon rA31 Ex Speakers  £184.95 
Linn ik Music Ex Speakers  £749.95 
Onkyo 5210 Ex Speakers   S/ 
Teac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers  £199.95 
Teac Reference 300 Ex Speakers  £449.95 
Teac Reference 500 Ex Speakers  £569.95 

OM SYSTEMS 
Denon ADV-M71 a Speakers  £ SALE 
Denon WOW Ex Speakers  £ SALE 
Jamo .A50/A305PDD  £ SALE 
Jamo .A50/A355PDD  £ SALE 
Linn ,sik Movie Ex Speakers  £1299.95 
Linn ik Movie Di a Speakers   £ ' 

Onkyo 3-S2.2 a Speakers   
Panasonic SC HT1 000   E 
Pioneer LS DV99   
Teac L . i.icy 700/LS4800 Speakers   £849.95 

DUD PLAYERS 
MAKE A MODEL REGION 2 MULTI REGION 
Arcam DIVA DV78   £ SALE £ SALE 
Arcam DIVA DV88 Plus   £ SALE £ SALE 
Arcano DIVA 0009  £ SALE £ SALE 
Cyrus DVD8  £ SALE £ SALE 
Denon '°/D 1400 Universal  £ SALE £ SALE 
Denon VD-2200 Universal  £ SALE £ SALE 
Denon ?900 Universal .. £ SALE £ SALE 
Denon   £ SALE £ SALE 
Harman Cardon 00021   £ SALE £ SALE 
Harman Cardon 09025  £ SALE £ SALE 
Maranta . 1100  £189.95 £189.95 
Pioneer ?a60   £89.95 £109.95 
Pioneer 011464  £99.95 £119.95 
Pioneer !)V565A Universal  £179.95 £209.95 
Pioneer )V668Av Universal  £ SALE £ SALE 
Pioneer rlAvi Universal £ SALE £ SALE 
Tag McLaren ../D32FLR  £ SALE £ SALE 

Teac .;  £ SALE £ SALE 

Toshiba 1  £79.95 £99.95 
Wharfedale M3  £69.95 £69.95 
Yamaha 0.L.) S540  £ SALE £ SALE 

DUD RECORDERS 
MAKE & MODEL  REGION 2 
Panasonic DMR-E50 OVO-R  £269.95 
Philips li/DR70 DVD+RW  £249.95 
Philips 03675 DVD+ RW £ SALE 
Philips .)VDR80 DVD+RW £ SALE 
Pioneer DVR3100S DVD-R/RW  £ SALE 
Pioneer DVR51001-15 DVD-R/RW  £ SALE 
Sony A -0X7 Recorder  £ SALE 
Toshiba PD-XS30 DVD Recorder .£549.95 

MULTI REGION 
£299.95 
£249.95 

àALL 

£ SALE 
£ SALE 
£ SALE 
£ SALE 
£ TBA 

AN AMPLIFIERS 
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS 
Arcam AVR200 NV Receiver  £599.95 
Arcam AVR300 AN Receiver  £ SALE 

£ SALE 
Cyrus AV8 AN Processor   £ SALE 
Denon AVC-A1SR AN Amplifier  £ SALE 
Denon AVC-A11SR AN Amplifier  £ SALE 

Denon AVR1604 AN Receiver  £ SALE 
Denon AVR1804 AN Receiver  £ SALE 
Denon AVR2803 NV Receiver  £529.95 
Denon 103803 AN Receiver  £ SALE 
Harman Cardon AVR2550 NV Receiver  £ SALE 
Harman Ka rdon AVR5550 NV Receiver  £ SALE 
Harman Kardon AVR8500 NV Receiver  £1499.95 
Maranta I !O A/V Receiver  £ SALE 
Maranta NV Receiver  £369.95 
Onkyo -SR501E AN Receiver  £ SALE 
Onkyo X-SR601E AN Receiver  £ SALE 
Onkyo 019900E NV Receiver MCl/MOW £1499.95 
Pioneer VSX-C301 NV Receiver  £ SALE 
Pioneer VSX-0501 NV Receiver  £ SALE 
Pioneer •VSX-D812 AN Receiver  £329.95 
Pioneer VSX-AX3i NV Receiver   £679.95 
Pioneer VSX-AX5i NV Receiver   £949.95 
Pioneer VSA-AX10i AN Amplifier   £21 99.95 
Rotel ) 01065 AN Receiver   
Rotel nfirriMMB1075 AN Pre/Power   E 
TAG McLaren 11/30R A/V Processor   
TAG McLaren AV192R AN Processor (From) 
Yamaha qi4OSE NV Amplifier   

Yamaha :3 NV Amplifier   
Yamaha AX-V44ORDS NV Receiver  £ Sr 
Yamaha RX-V64ORDS NV Receiver  £379.95 
Yamaha 90-V140ORDS NV Receiver  £ SALE 

Arcam AV8/P7 AN Pre/PrOcesSCIE/PONer   

A/V SPEAKER PACKAGES 
Acoustic Energy ' 1'5   £399.95 
Acoustic Energy  
138W ' AS 1   £799.95 £ 
Energy ..ike 5.1   £ SALE 
Energy , ncore   £  SALE 
Jamo 11-1X UlUa 2 (frOm)   
KEE ' 1005 
K£7.95 
EE .,005.2 f150 FREE CABLE. EE sSiAL£ 
CEP ??5   £99 

CEP 0200 FREE CABLE' £2199.95 
MCC 0200 FREE CABLE* £ 1699.95 
MC it 
MCC on 25   
MCC I CS35N850  
Mission rn70   £399.95 

Monitor Audio Monitor BronzeAudio Radius   £ SALE 
04   

E SALE 
Ruark . :., leU   £  SALE 

MJ Acoustics r xo 100 (Black) EE SSAALLEE 
MJ Acoustics •'ro 50 (Black) 
138W '. 

MJ Acoustics Rel 100 (Blk) no FREE CABLE. E34££ SSRAASLI.REE 
£4£99SALE 

REL U201 E   

5  MJ Acoustics Ref 1 (Black) 
REL . LOE MKII (Brittex Black) £80 FREE CARP 

Blac £ SALE 
REL 0400E (Bi 
REL Quake (Briltex Black)  £ SALE 

er( k)  £ SALE 

REL Strata Ill (Wood)   
ALL Storm Ill (Brittek Black)   ££ SSAALLEE 

SUB WOOFERS 

PLASMA 
Fujitsu A421-1HA10 42?  £3199.95 
Fujitsu i'42HHA30 42"  £ SALE 
Hitachi ' ,P03000P 32-  £2499.95 
Hitachi ; ToE 42-  £3099.95 
Panasonic l'5208 37'  £ SALE 
Panasonic 1.1S420B 42"  £ SALE 
Panasonic ,t2PW6B 42"  £2999.95 
Philips . i'est Models £ SALE 
Pioneer ADP433HDE 43"  £3489.95 
Pioneer i'DP434HDE 43"  £ SALE 

Pioneer PDP503HDE 50  £4989.95 
Pioneer PDP504HDE 50"  £ SALE 
Sony i2TS2 32"  £2599.95 
Toshiba Latest Models   £ SALE 

LCD TV 
LS 9717LZ10 17"   £579.95 
Panasonic Latest Models   £ SALE 
Philips! Ales! Models   £  SALE 
Relisys ' - ?0 17"   
Sharp Aquos i C-1394E 13"   
Sharp Aquos I C-13S1E 13"   £ SALE 

Sharp Aquos . C-15B4E 15"   Sharp Aquos I C-15E1E 15"  £ 2S9A9L5E 

Sharp Aquos . C-2084E 20"   Sharp Aquos IC-20E1E 20"  £ SALE£  SALE 

Sharp Aquos . C-22SV2E 22"   
Sharp Agues LC-30HV4E 30"  £1££ 09SS95 

SALE 

Sharp Aquos LC-37HV4E 37"   
Sony Idlest Models   Toshiba Latest Models  £ 99 SSA. LE 

5 
£ SALE 
£ SALE 

iiii0JECTORS 
NEC '-' 1000 DU' E SALE 
Sanyo i_V-21 LCD £9119.95 
Sanyo I V-22 LC)  £ SALE 
Screenplay SP4800 DLP  £ SALE 
Screenplay SP5700 DLP  £ SALE 
Sharp XV-291E OLP £1799.95 
Sharp KO -2200 DLP £3499.95 
Sharp XV-210000 DLP £5999.95 
Sim 2 ,,,mtne 20 DLP  £3599.95 
Sim 2 DLP  £7499.95 
ThemeScene '30 Cinema DLP £ SALE 
ThemeScene «f6 Cinema DLP  £2399.95 
ThemeScene 3/6 Cinema DLP   £ SALE 
Yamaha 3X-500 LCD   £ SALE 
Yamaha DPX-1000 DLP   £ SALE 

SALE AI 

CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FO 
UP-TO-DATE SALE PRICES r, „ 

£ PRICING POLICY --
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES A PRICING POLICY *, 

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS 

Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores. 

Please call before travelling. 
*Cable Offer - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer. 

Advertisement valid until at least 31/01 04. ESOE 

o  



SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE 

e BROMLEY 39A .1AST STREET 

ej, • 020 8290 1988 
E. 
—' CHELSEA 403 KNG5 ROAD 
n" • 020 7352 9466 CD 

3 CROYDON 139-373 LONDON ROAD 
CM • 020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY 

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET 
• 01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY 

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD 
• 020 7837 7540 OPEN SUNDAY 

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD 
• 020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY 

If BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET 
01234 272779 S' 

= 
• BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD, - VE 

E: 01273 733338 
co 

BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12, LIVERY STREET 
0121 233 2977 

BRISTOL 923 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON 
0117 974 3727 

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET 
01223 304770 

CARDIFF 104-'06 ALBANY ROAD 
029 2047 2899 

CHELTENHAM 1d PITTVILLE STREET 
01242 241171 

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD 
01293 510777 

EDINBURGH 3 THE GRASSMARKET 
0131 229 7267 

EXETER 28 CGWICK STREET 
01392 218895 

GLASGOW 80 GREAT WESTERN ROAD 
0141 332 9655 OPEN SUNDAY 

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET 
01483 536666 

HULL 1 SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET 
01482 587171 

IPSWICH 12-'4 DOGS HEAD STREET 
01473 286977 

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET 
0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY 

LEICESTER LO LOSEBY LANE 
0116 253 6567 

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET 
01522 527397 (OFF HIGH STREET) 

LIVERPOOL 16 LORD STREET 
0151 707 8417 

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET 
01622 586366 OPEN SUNDAY 

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHANE SIDE 
• 020 8886 2777 OPEN SUNDAY 

STAINES 4 THAMES STREET NEW 
• 01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY 

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NCRTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY RD 
• 020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY 

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD 
• 01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY 

WEYBRIDGE 4$ CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT 
• 01932 828525 NEW 

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH sr crry CENTRE 
0161 831 7969 OPEN SUNDAY 

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET 
0191 221 2320 OPEN SUNDAY 

NORWICH 29-29A ST GILE STREET 
01603 767605 

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD 
0115 911 2121 

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET 
01865 241773 

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PARK ROAD 
01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY 

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET 
01752 226011 

POOLE LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET 
01202 671677 

PRESTON 4041 LUNE STREET 
01772 825777 OPEN SUNDAY 

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE 
0118 959 7768 

SEVENOAKS i 09-113 LONDON ROAD 
01732 459555 

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD. HEELEY 
0114 255 5861 OPEN SUNDAY 

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATKIRD ROAD 
0121 733 3727 OPEN SUNDAY 

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD 
023 8033 7770 OPEN SUNDAY 

SWANSEA 24 MANSEL STREET 
01792 465777 OPEN SUNDAY 

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD 
01793 610992 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 215-30 sr ems ROAD 
01892 531543 

WITHAM (ESSEX) 1 TNE GROVE CENTRE 
01376 501733 

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET 
01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY 

ti 

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS? 
Faunded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound & 
Vision is one of the largest and most 

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers 
in the country. 

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store 

stocks a wide range of quality products, 

covering all categories of specialist home 
entertainment, from Hi-Fi separates and 

systems to DVD players, wiriescreen 
plasma televisions and projectior systems, 
all at highly competitive prices. 

Friendly staff are available in all stores to 

advise, demonstrate and guide you through 
the home entertainment jungle. 

NEW STORES 
We are pleased to announce both the new 
stores in Staines and Weybridge are now 

open. For more information visit our website. 

CUSTOM INSTALLATION 
Sevenoaks Sound & Vsion's Custom 

Installation Service enables the integration 
of a home cinema or hi-fi system into your 

home as neatly and seamlessly as 
possible. All electronics can be hidden 

away, speakers discreetly mounted either 
in the wall or ceiling and the complete 
system operated via remote control. 

Our installation experts are fully trained to 

the highest standards in all areas and 

provide a prompt, reliable and professional 
service. Whether you're looking for a multi-
room system, a dedicated home cinema 
installation with a retractable screen and 
built-in speakers or an integrated control or 
lighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision 
has a diverse range of products available to 
cater for all your requirements. 

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE 
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website 

has news and information on the 

Sevenoaks group and its stores. 

There are regularly updated special 

offer and stock clearance lists with 
hundreds of products available and 

detailed pages to help you locate your 
nearest store. To find out more, click on 

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 

DEMONSTRATION 

FACILITIES 
Our comfortable demonstration rooms are 
among the finest in the country, many 

complying with full 1 HX specifications. 

STOCK CLEARANCE 
With 49 stores nationwide, the Sevenoaks 
Sound & Vision group stock and display a 

wide range of products. As models ana 
voduct ranges are changed or 
superseded, the preceding models are 
made available at a reduced price, for 
clearance. Visit our Website for an up-to-
date list of the clearance stock. 

PRICING POLICY 
Whilst we do not claim always to be the 

cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are 
highly competitive. Take into account the 

expert advice, unrivalled product selection, 

demonstration facilities and excellent pre, 

during and after sales service and the lower 
vice might not look such good value. 

In the event you can find the same product 
and excellent service at a lower price, 

please bring it to our store managers' 

attention. We will always endeavour to offer 
you the best deal. 

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT CUR WEBSÍTE 
E-MAIL: [insert store name]@sevenoakssoundandvision co.uk www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk 
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Balance Of 
Power 
Looking for a valve pre- power amplifier combination with guts and grace? The EAR 864/890 
combo has both — plus balanced inputs for a better sound. Mike Ballance listens in... 

V
alve amplifiers often boast 
output powers well out of 

line with modern expecta-

tions. For listeners who 

insist on power, they're a 

no-no, since they com-

monly manage 40watts tops.The 

EAR 890 uses the Yugoslavian El 

KT90 beam tetrode power valve — 

four per channel in paralleled push-

pull - to deliver a claimed 70watts 

per channel.That's enough to drive 

most loudspeakers to high volume in 

most rooms. It's a lot more than 

rivals, especially for a design that 

boasts balanced inputs which can 

offer improved sound quality. This 

then looks like an amplifier that has 

both power and performance, a rare 

combo with valves! 

Both the 864 preamplifier and 

the 890 power amplifier are sturdily 

built and attractively finished with 

good quality chrome plated steel 

chassis.These days valve amps come 

in all shapes and sizes, many over 

styled to an extent where their 

purpose seems more to make a 

visual statement than to produce a 

sound unmatched by transistors. 

Then there are the functional types 

that place the valves in a cage that 

hides the amplifier's greatest asset 

and differentiating feature.The EAR 

units tread a well-wrought middle 

path by being both eye-catching yet 

at the same time reasonably 

functional in form.The valve cages in 

particular look a lot more attractive 

than most. 

The 890 power amplifier is fairly 

straightforward in operating 

principle. This is a normal push-pull 

amplifier with two valves in parallel 

per channel for increased power 

handling, so each channel has four 

output valves.The KT90 is not 

expensive, so replacement will not 

cost an arm and a leg, as it does with 

300Bs for example.Auto bias is used, 

so bias adjustment isn't necessary if a 

valve goes.The output transformer is 

wound to feed 8ohm and I 6ohm 

loudspeakers, a curious choice 

nowadays. Today's loudspeakers use 

4ohm bass units married to 8ohm 

tweeters, giving a nominal impedance 

of 6ohms.The ideal output is 4-

6ohms, since valve amps work better 

with a load that is higher than ideal, 

rather than lower. Indeed, the manual 

states, "The majority of modern 

loudspeakers are either 4ohm or 

8ohm..." in the section describing 

monoblock operation. 

The balanced input of the 890 

feeds an input transformer which 

gives a normal unbalanced output 

into the input stage.The unbalanced 

input is purer since it avoids the 

transformer. All the same, the 

benefits of balancing are still gained 

in the signal line and in any source 

that uses a real balanced output.The 

864 preamp has a line drive output 

transformer with both balanced an 

unbalanced windings able to feed the 

power amp. 

The 864 preamplifier gives a 

normal amount of gain, so it can be 
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EAR 890 Power amplifier 
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EAR 864 Pre amplifier 

used with just about any power amp. 

On-board is a valve phono stage able 

to accept all Moving Magnet 

cartridges and a step-up transformer 

for Moving Coil cartridges.These are 

all arranged in a conventional 

unbalanced manner, as are the CD. 

Aux,A/V and Tape inputs.There is, 

however, one balanced input that 

again uses an input transformer, 

intended for the few sources 

available offering balanced outputs. 

In theory an all- balanced 

amplifier feeding a balanced line is 

the way to go, because what is 

known as 'common mode' noise and 

hum cancel themselves out, giving a 

clearer sound. However, in real life 

balancing what is at heart unbalanced 

introduces unwanted complexity in 

the signal path, so whether there is 

benefit depends upon factors such as 

cable quality. 

SOUND QUALITY 
So what about the sound, something 

I assessed with a pile of CDs and 

also some original master tape DATs. 

Wow, what a performer! A first 

impression was of a slightly ' dull' 

sound, lacking in treble sparkle.That 

one was short lived when some 

higher frequencies came along - 

higher notes on the violin and 

especially cymbals showed that when 

higher frequencies were presented to 

the amplifier, it produced them. So 

what was missing? I think it must be 

a brittleness or even harshness with 

other amplifiers that was simply not 

present with this combination. It 

took a little while getting used to the 

sound, but it was so relaxing that t 

was hard to stop one music item and 

try another. 

I found a piano solo conveniently 

available on Radio Three at the time 

of listening. I had the feeling that I 

was listening to a ' specific' piano, and 

not just 'any' piano. Switching to a 

well-known CD of piano music 

confirmed that there was more inner 

detail than 1 have ever heard before. 

Feel.rg that I was looking into :he 

music, peering through the window 

as it were,1 tried choral music. More 

thar ever it was easy to apply the 

'cocktair effect' and listen just to the 

alto, or the tenor, and hear clearly 

what they were singing. I've found 

this easy to do with some chor-s in 

the iive situation, as the eye he ps 

identify the different melody lines. 

Neve- have 1 done it 

so easily with no 

visuat clues. 

Dynamic range 

is arother area 

where this amplifier 

surprised me. After 

setting up a well-

known CD with the 

volume set at the 

usual listening level 

on a quiet intro. I 

was expecting a 

louder sound when 

a sharp drum strike 

was due to ar-ive. 

But hey, Wien it got 

there. I nearly fell 

off ne chair. 

Somehow it was 

louder and there 

was more blackness 

between the notes, 

leaving less clues 

that a loud sound 

was about to 

happen. Immediate 

in its delivery, but 

not bright, this is an 

amplifier 1 can relax 

with.Yet it can be 

up tempo, depending on the music. 

Overall then, this is a superb 

product.A beautifully balanced design 

with all the benefits, but none of the 

traditional drawbacks, of a valve 

amplifier. It's delightful to cast your 

eyes upon, but don't let its good 

looks fool you — this is a not the 

chintzy, over styled bit of fluff that 

many (even high end) tube amplifiers 

often are.This is the real deal — a 

brilliant sounding device at a price 

that some audiophiles can just about 

afford. 

VERDICT elleeee 
Consummately powerful and smooth but 
immediate sound with all the clarity and 
detail of a classic valve amplifiei. 

EAR 864 

EAR 890 

EAR Yoshino Ltd. 

www.ear-yosh:no.com 

£1528.95 

£2386.26 

THE EDITOR SAYS: 

This is one of the best valve pre-power combos I've come 

across. It has the classic high end tube attributes of sweet-

ness, spatiality and delicate timbrai detailing, but there's 

also a monster kick there too. It's a velvet glove over i n iron 

fist. As such, it's incredibly practical as it should drive 

almost any speaker, yet give you that wonderful valve sound 

we constantly talk about in this journal. Sonically, it has 

wonderful tonal openness — it's warm alright, but doesn't 

colour things that aren't too much. Rather, it just gives the 

subtlest of rosy patinas to everything it touches. Although its 

fulsome bass makes it sound obviously 'tubular', in truth it's 

probably far less ' coloured' than most transistor amplifiers, 

which make everything grey and misty instead. 

Soundstaging is a joy — real three dimensional stuff, and 

there's a tremendous grip to rhythms which, allied to fine 

dynamics and super cohesion in the midband, makes for an 

extremely engaging listen. Can't wait to get it into our text 

tube amp supertest... 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The EAR 890 power amplifier uses KT90 

power pentodes in paralleled push-pull 
to give 3 relatively high output power of 
72watts ( 8ohms) — a lot for a valve 
amplifier. Distortion levels were very 
low at normal power outputs, 
measurng just 0.006% in the midband. 
Only at high frequencies did the 
amplifier have difficulty, producing 1% 
distortion at rated output, 10kHz. This 

may be detected as some hardness in 
the sound at high listening levels. Bass 
should sound clean though, since there 
was little low frequency distortion from 
transformer saturation. Frequency 
response was very wide, reaching 
601.1(1z (- 1dB), good enough for modern 
formats. 

The EAR 864 pre amplifier has a 
normal x2.6 gain, giving 386mV input 
sensitivity in conjunction with the 
power amp. Distortion was low and 
max output a high 12V. The phono stage 
had high input sensitivity of 1.3mV, 
good enough for high output moving 
coils. Equalisation gave slightly 
eminasised bass and rolled down 
treble, so LP will have a fulsome sound 
agaitst solid-state stages. 
NK 

Power 72watts 

CD/tuner/aux. 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 

Disc 
Frequency response 
Separation 
Noise 
Distortion 
Sensitivity 
Overload 

Distortion 
0.1 

5Hz-60kHz 
40dB 

-100dB 
0.01% 
386mV 

20Hz-35kHz 
45dB 
-68dB 
0.03% 
1.3mV 
60mV 
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As far as high resolution audio is concerned, digital doesn't have it all its own way. It's 

perhaps one of hi-fi's greatest ironies that since the music industry tried to kill vinyl, there 
have been countless advances in turntable technology and design. David Price reckons 
Clearaudio's Reference turntable is one of format's greatest exponents. After putting it 
against a fully loaded, state-of-the-art Linn Sondek, he finds the differences are... 

Clear To Hear 
L

et's face it, vinyl isn't where 
it's at anymore.While you 

and I may be religiously linked 

to the black art with a zeal 

that our friends and family 

can't quite understand, the 

recording industry doesn't see LP 

records as a major revenue stream 

anymore. In fact, there are many 

who've either forgotten about it 

completely or simply aren't aware of 

its existence (that's most people out-

side the outside world under thir-

ty...). 

Still, while the industry's 

corporate gaze is fixed on DVD-A 

and SACD (and whether these 

technologies will enable it to pull 

itself up off the floor after the 

onslaught of MP3 and CD-R), things 

are happening apace in the parallel 

universe of ye olde analogue vinyl LP. 

Outside the workaday fray of the 

mass market, there have been some 

amazing developments beyond the 

purview of the commercial. digital 

audio-driven music business, As the 

old Chinese saying goes, "the 

mountains are high and the emperor 

is far away..."Vinyl refuses to die. In 

fact, it's getting ever better, as this 

stunning turntable shows... 

This review was unusually 

poignant for me, as I decided not to 

involve my Michell Orbe turntable in 

the proceedings and opt instead to 

use what many regard as the ultimate 

expression of the Linn LP 12 as a 

reference, the Naim Armageddon 

aspirated Sondek complete with 

ARO tonearm.This — for my money 

— is the most tuneful and rhythmic 

incarnation of the LPI2.1t is very 

probably the ultimate 'Linn', and back 

in 1989 was just about the best way 

to play vinyl LPs.The Clearaudio 

Reference, in order to justify its 

£4070 price tag (see box for full 

pricing information), had to deliver a 

knockout blow. And it did — almost! 

Regular readers will know that I 

swear by Michell turntables. I believe 

both the GyroDec (at around £ 1000) 

and the Orbe (at approximately 

twice that) are comfortably superior 

to the ageing Linn. So much so that. I 

wondered, is there any point in 

spending more.Well, my experience 

of the Clearaudio Reference is such 

that, yes,1 do now think there's real 

competition for the boys from 

Borehamwood. But as always with 

esoteric audiophile products. such a 

statement needs extensive qualifi-

cation and elaboration! 

Clearaudio has been going for 

sixteen years now. It's not a name 

that's particularly familiar on these 

shores, but in its native Germany, and 

indeed right across Europe, the 

brand has long been on the 

ascendant.The Reference is actually 

quite an 'old' design, having been in 

production for a good few years 

now, The review deck came fitted 
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CLEARAUDIO 

Peter Suchy founded Clearaudio Electronic in 1978. A physicist and tech-

nical engineer, he began by building loudspeakers, followed by moving coil 

cartridges and then turntables. With over 60 patents registered, the com-

pany places much emphasis on innovation. It now makes turntables, 

phono cartridges, tonearms, amplifiers and accessories like absolute non-

magnetic RCA-connectors and phase constant interconnects. 

Headquartered in Erlangen, Bavaria, Germany (also where BMW and 

Siemens can be found), the company sells to over 70 countries, with over 

85 percent of its turnover achieved through export sales, with 32 employ-

ees. 

with the company's own Unify 14" 

tonearm, costing a very reasonable 

£10 I5.While it makes a range of 

stunning Souther-derived parallel 

tracking designs. I'm of the opinion 

that this fourteen inch unipivot 

design is the stand-out model of the 

range. I'm not convinced by parallel 

trackers, but am enamoured and 

enraptured by unipivots, so pitting 

the Reference/Unify against the 

LP I 2/ARO (another unipivot I love) 

seemed simply irresistible! 

And so to the Reference. It's the 

original turntable manufactured by 

Clearaudio, and follows the now 

commonly agreed 'state of the art' 

belt drive turntable paradigm 

inasmuch as it uses an acrylic base, 

inverted bearing and discrete motor. 

It offers 33.333 and 45rpm speeds, 

with the option of 78rpm.The 

bearing is made from bronze plated, 

hardened steel, the platter from 

70mm thick acrylic.The total weight 

is 18kg, and the vital statistics are 

500x400x240mm — it's a big beast! 

The Unify tonearm is built 

around a unipivot sapphire bearing 

that sits on top of a precision 

hardened steel spike, and offers the 

usual VTA, anti-skating and azimuth 

adjustments. Its base is made from 

stainless steel, while the bearing 

housing is aluminium (presumably for 

light weight and rigidity), and a 

carbon fibre tonearm tube is used 

(for the same reasons). Both arm and 

turntable are exquisitely made — 

we're talking Michell/SME quality 

here — which is about as good as it 

gets. 

And now for my two cents.The 

Reference is not a suspended 

subchassis design, which is an 

interesting choice.Whereas Michell's 

Orbe employs a balanced, 3-point 

sprung suspension for acoustic 

isolation (with an aluminium 

subchassis and acrylic plinth). 

Clearaudio has opted for no 

suspension at all. Essentially, it's 

relying on the resonance-absorbing 

properties of the acrylic base (which 

links the main bearing and 

armboard), and the sheer mass of the 

deck, to kill bad vibes.This is — in my 

humble opinion — a less than ideal, 

but by no means fatally problematic, 

orientation.The point is that it makes 

positioning and supports absolutely 

critical if you're to achieve the best 

possible sound. 

SOUND QUALITY 
What really annoys me is this myth 

that vinyl is inherently somehow 

'coloured',Warm','euphonic' or 

'sweet'. It is none of the above, but 

most of the hardware that plays it is. 

If you're a regular Linn LP 12 listener, 

then you'll have come to accept your 

vinyl as in some way smoother and 

softer than your digital audio player. 

And you may well single this out as 

the thing you love about vinyl.Well, 

that's fair enough, but it's your deck 

you're listening to, and not your 

records. The 

Clearaudio 

Reference shows 

unequivocally that 

this is the case. 

Put against the 

reference LP I 2 

(see box for full 

spec, but suffice to 

say that Sondeks 

don't get much 

better), the 

Clearaudio sounds 

quite stark. 

Whereas the Linn 

is a balmy, misty 

summer morning, 

the Clearaudio is a 

dazzlingly crisp and 

sharp autumn 

afternoon. By 

comparison, the 

Sondek sounds 

staggeringly veiled, 

coloured, 

dynamically limited 

and spatially 

compressed. There's 

quite a remarkable 

change in the 

sound. And in 

almost all cases, the 

difference is to the detriment, if not 

the shame, of the Linn. But there's 

one respect where the Linn is just as 

good, and indeed perhaps even ever 

so slightly better — and that is, yes 

you've guessed it, rhythms! 

True to form, the LP 12 showed 

that it is second to none when it 

comes to 'making music'. The 

listening kicked off with Chic's 'Good 

Times', whereupon the Linn served 

up a wonderfully engaging and 

rhythmical account of the 

masterpiece of seventies soul-funk. 

The rhythm section of Nile Rogers 

and Bernard Edwards — never 

bettered in my view — was sublime, 

with a tremendously propulsive 

bassline, wonderfully syncopated 

rhythm guitar playing and delicious 
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Walrus Systems 11 New Quebec St, London W1 

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: mail@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk 

We're quite sad to notice 
that a lot of our fellow retailers seem to have forsaken the ways of true 
two channel high fidelity and been seduced down the path of multi-

channel surround sound systems. Sure, the films might be good, but 
the sonic merits of these digitally-processed many-speakered marvels 
can be summarised on the back of a postage stamp (not that we'll be 

seeing those for much longer the way things are going). 
Meanwhile, truly decent sounding audiophile gear is blossoming, 

especially in the current climate of revival of the Vinyl LP. 

Duevel speakers are winning more 
and more friends as customers 

realise how brilliant these difficult to 
ignore speakers are! 

Another Chinese line, Consonance 
looks set to sweep aside better known 

brands both in styling and sound. 

The UK's very own Papworth, with their 
bargain Class-A valve integrated. 

The Heart modified Marantz CD with tube 
output stage is a genuine bargain. 

angia...AM 
From Serbia, the Korato line of valve amps 
are incredible value for money. Audiophile 
quality at pocket money prices (almost!). 

We can't bear the thought of a 
little leftover space in our ads. 
Every last tiny corner has to be 

filled right up with useful 
information to maximise our 
investment in this costly 

medium. So we fill it up, further 
and further, till almost all the 

white is gone. 

The Shanling CD player is a superb 
example of the quality coming out of 

China nowadays. 

Stax, legendary headphone 
manufacturers, present their 

valve driven Omega 
electrostatic 'phones 

Benefits of dealing with Walrus 
(apart from the very best 

sounding gear) - 
We don't believe in "hard sell", 
you decide in your own time. 

In-house service on many items, 
sometimes while you wait. 
We understand audiophile 
equipment, especially vinyl 

playing and valve amps inside 
out, and have many years 
experience to draw on. 
Big accessory range. 

Interest Free Credit on many 
lines, subject to approval. 
And so on, and on .. 

From our old friends, EAR, comes the 
beautiful 864 MM/MC phono preamp 

The Klimo Beltaine monoblocks, from 
Germany, with outboard power supplies are 

about as purist audiophile as it gets! 

Aha! Bit misleading this one - The 
Sonneteer Byron CD - fabulous sound, 

and not a tube in sight! 

The famous Musical Fidelity X-CAN 
valve headphone amp, now in v3 form. 

Walrus has never, ever, dreamt of being seduced by all this multi-channel 
nonsense, we prefer to leave that to others. Of course we like a good film as 
much as anyone, but we love realistically reproduced music much more. And 
as the ultimate, most engaging reproduction usually comes from vinyl sources 
amplified by a decent valve amp, this is what we unashamedly do. An ever 
increasing number of satisfied customers thankfully agree and tell us we are 

cutting edge in audio reproduction. Funny old world, eh? 

We are your 
local... 

V.p> 

aL 

e 
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orb 

Alt 
...Turntable 
Specialist! 

Do you ever get the nagging 
feeling that our adverts aren't 

entirely serious? 
Heaven forbid! us, not 
serious? You cannot be 

serious (J. McEnroe). We are 
seriously serious guys. 

Serious about our shop, our 
products, our wine, and above 

all, our customers! 

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve 

breuer dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover decca 
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infinity jbl k2 klimo korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity neat acoustics 
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drum work with exquisite hi-hat 

work. Moving over to the 

Clearaudio, and the rhythm was also 

superb, the deck giving a wonderfully 

engaging and hypnotic sound. Still, in 

the final analysis, the Linn gave eleven 

tenths, while the Clearaudio could 

'only' muster ten! 

Round one to the LP 12 then, by 

the thinnest of whiskers. If you're 

impressed by the Scottish stalwart, 

then so you should be. But rhythmic 

prowess aside, the German deck 

positively pasted it. In fact, it was 

quite an ear opener — and proof that, 

in the fifteen years since this Linn 

variant arrived, things have moved on 

apace. In some respects, the 

Clearaudio was just so much better 

it almost seemed unfair to compare. 

'Good Times' sounded thick and 

fat and full with the Linn alright, but 

moving to the Clearaudio was like 

pulling a thick layer of wool from 

your ears. It was dramatically more 

speed stable (by contrast, I could 

hear the LP 12 wowing — shocking!). 

The track's wonderful piano 

cadences had depth, scale, solidity 

and body — whereas the LP 12 made 

them sound lightweight and cracked. 

Where the lead female vocals had 

sounded nasal and compressed 

through the Linn, the Clearaudio 

made them soar into space, and 

stripped off countless layers of 

colouration just as you unpeel an 

onion. Suddenly you could hear right 

into the original studio vocal both, 

hearing the girls' every breath and 

inflection, Tonally, they were more 

fulsome too, with a real and tangible 

sense of being there. By contrast, the 

LPI 2 made them sound like AM 

radio. 

Moving to De la Soul's 'A Roller-

skating Jam named Saturdays', the 

Clearaudio again showed its mettle. 

This track is laden with samples, and 

this deck could easily signpost the 

difference between these and studio-

recorded instruments. As such its 

midband was quite exquisite, and 

better — I believe — than I've ever 

heard from vinyl. Even the Michell 

Orbe seems less able to dig out 

ultra-low level detailing. Bass was 

also superb. Stronger than the 

Sondek by a good measure (although 

I still think the Orbe would have the 

advantage in terms of weight and 

wallop), it was nevertheless brilliantly 

fast and articulate.The drum machine 

generated kick-drum sound was real 

and tangible, whereas the Sondek 

softened the transients and sat on 

the dynamics, making for an 

altogether less impactful sound.Yet 

still the LPI2 proved no less 

rhythmically enjoyable — all the 

same... 

Yes's 'Owner of a Lonely Heart' 

showcased the Clearaudio's genius. It 

has an incredibly expansive stereo 

soundstage (to go with that amazing 

low level detail), making instruments 

jump way out of the speakers, and 

hang them far back too. Indeed I 

think the already impressively 

'architectural' Michell would struggle 

to give such 'out of the box' images 

and expansive depth perspective. And 

again, by comparison I'm sorry to say 

that the poor old LPI 2 sounded like 

it was squeezing the music out of a 

letter box in between the two 

loudspeakers. 

Crosby, Stills and Nash's 

'Wooden Ships' best showed the 

brilliance of this deck — it was 

immensely insightful and three 

dimensional with it. The reference 

Linn sounded quite 'spaced out' by 

comparison, as if it had been smoking 

some of the 'jazz cigarettes' being 

passed round during the recording 

sessions.This, of course, wasn't an 

entirely unpleasant effect, but it was 

still plain old unreconstructed 

colouration by any other name.The 

Clearaudio, by contrast, retained the 

wonderful 'vibe' of the track but was 

so much more convincing in its 

portrayal of depth, scale and detail. 

Its treble proved particularly special, 

giving a deliciously steely hi-hat 

sound in contrast to the Linn's veiled 

and nasal highs. 

So, just in case you're still 

wondering, I found this turntable 

deeply impressive. It shows just how 

far the black art of vinyl 

reproduction has advanced of late. 

It's a real step up from Michell's 

already superb Orbe, offering even 

better midband and treble 

resolution, yet doesn't suffer from 

'analysis paralysis'. Despite its 

forensic detail retrieval skills, it's still 

a deeply musical and engaging 

machine — very nearly as much as the 

best (in this respect) that ever was — 

the Linn Sondek LPI2.1t is almost 

flawless in every respect. £4,070 is a 

heck of a lot of money for any bit of 

hi-fi, but even if you own what you 

believe to be one of the best 

turntables around, the sum will still 

buy you a new record collection. 

VERDICT ••••• 
Almost peerless in its incision, yet 
brilliantly musical nonetheless, this is no 
less than one of the very best record 
players ever made. 

CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE £4,070. 

Audio Reference 

+44 (0) 1252 702 705 

exivw.audioreference.co.uk 

REFERENCE SYSTEM: 

Naim NAC282/NAPSC PSU preamp 

Naim HiCap 

Nairn NAP135 (x2) power amps 

NHT SA3 amplifier 

Clearlight Aspekt racks (x3) 

Clearlight SuperPosition isolation platform 

DNM speaker cable 

Black Rhodium S300 speaker 

NHT Model 3.3 loudspeakers 

PRICES 

Clearaudio Reference turntable 

Clearaudio Unify 14" tonearm 

Clearaudio Accurate cartridge 

Clearaudio Quadro clamp 

Clearaudio Basic Symmetry phonostage 

£4,070 

£1,015 

£2,860 

£70 

£540 

Linn Sondek LP12 

Clearlight Audio RDC LP 12 base 

Naim ARO tonearm 

Clearaudio Accurate cartridge 

Naim Armageddon power supply 

Naim Prefix (K) phonostage 

Naim HiCap (power supply for Prefix) 

£1,250 

£119 

£1,425 

£2,860 

£775 

£475 

£899 
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Space Oddity 

L
et's face it, CD players are 
reaching the autumn' of their 

lives.The onslaught. from 

DVD-Audio, SACD and 

indeed universal machines is 

such that fewer and fewer 

folk want old, unreconstructed 'CD 

separates' anymore.Those who do 

are invariably discerning audiophiles, 

who realise that — whatever the per-

formance at 24/192 resolution — 

even the best DVD spinner can't play 

I 6bit Compact Disc as well as a seri-

ous, purpose-designed CD machine. 

The result is that CD separates are 

becoming increasingly specialised 

affairs, as MEL Audio's new Rechav 11 

proves. 

Oh, and it's Italian, dor't you 

know... Forget black boxes., this 

product is about giving both the 'feel' 

and the sound of an analogue disc 

player. Indeed, its creator, Enrico 

Lusuardi, rather ostentatiously calls it 

a 'digital turntable'.The long haired, 

stylishly attired fortysomething 

musician calls it, "a CD player 

through which the forsaking of the 

analogue system would not be too 

much regretted. It is characteristic 

for its circular shape, which reminds 

in its dimensions (33 cm in diameter) 

and in its way of use (opening of the 

Where else but from Italy could 

this amazing, UFO-shaped 
silver disc spinner come? 
SACD and DVD-Audio is all 

very well, says David Price, 
but many stereophiles still 

want a bespoke Compact 
Disc player, and this MEL 
Audio's Rechav Il is most 

definitely one with a 
difference... 

cover and manual insertion of the 

disk) the vinyl record and the 

analogue turntable, which 1 have 

always preferred and loved for its 

better sound quality." So there you 

have it — kind of a retro record 

player, done digitally. 

At 6kg, the Rechav 11 doesn't feel 

the most solidly built machine 

around - inasmuch as it doesn't come 

in a metal box. Rather, the largish 

spaceship-shaped case is fashioned 

entirely from MDF, for its anti-

resonance properties, and painted 

rather lavishly in a host of colours 

including ' black Aston Martin'. ' blue 

Bugatti'.' Orange Lamborghini', 

'yellow Porsche', 'white BMW' and 

'red Ferrari'.The finish is excellent, 

and it's definitely an eye catcher to 

boot! 

On top of the machine can be 

found a host of blue backlit acrylic 

buttons, letting you select play mode, 

repeat mode, fader (which fades the 

music in and out — a nice touch), 

programme mode (with a maximum 

of 30 steps), and display mode.The 

supplied remote control adds a 

volume control to the aforemen-

tioned feature set. The blue 

fluorescent display is a simple Sony-

derived affair which does the job well 

enough, even if it does look a little 

cheap. In the middle of it all is the 

transport, again which looks Sony-

sourced, complete with a rather neat 

self-centring disc stabiliser/lid. Round 

the back, a pair of RCA phono 

sockets, a coaxial digital output, 

6.3mm headphone socket and power 

input can be found. 

SOUND QUALITY 
Well, with such madcap looks, you'd 

sort of suspect it of being something 

of a novelty item, wouldn't you — not 

capable of serious sonics? I did too, 

until I plugged it in and cued up a 

CD.The Rechav II is a machine with a 

sonic, as well as a visual difference, 

and proved deeply impressive at the 

price. Essentially, it has a smooth and 

open nature, very much in the vein 

of Meridian's excellent 507 (which is 

also a price rival), with a good (but 

not excellent) command of detail and 

fine soundstaging.Where it excels 

however, is its superb rhythms. It isn't 

one of those ultra tight, ' in your face' 

machines (in the mould of Naim's 

CDX2, or Linn's late lamented Karik 

111). Rather, it's delightfully beguiling. It 

works on gentle seduction, rather 

than socking you between the eyes. 

And the result is — I hate to say — a 
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very analogue' sounding machine. 

Enrico was right all along. 

I kicked off the listening with 

Simply Red's 'Say You Love Me' - not 

the world's greatest musical work I 

grant you, but its modern pop 

production values are very represen-

tative of what the Rechav Il will have 

to play. My reference Sony CDP-

XTIES (which thanks to its Trichord 

Clock 4 is one of the most incisive 

I 6bit machines around) show the 

disc to be precisely this - late 

nineties AOR. Mick Hucknall's voice 

sounded a tad thin and edgy, while 

the drum kit sounded quite plastic 

and proc:essed.The bassline was very 

tight, the notes starting and stopping 

with riflebolt precision. Moving to 

the MELAudio, and the voice 

smoothed down a little, sounding 

more organic. Cymbals sounded less 

artificial, the Rechav II lending a little 

bit of much needed euphonic 

colouration here too. The bass was 

more imprecise, the notes exhibiting 

slower attack and more vague decay. 

The overall effect was that the Sony 

sounded quite `mastertape-like', 

whereas the MEL was more musical 

- and ultimately more pleasant to 

listen to. 

Moving to 808 State's ' Lift', from 

their Ex:e1' CD, and the Sony again 

showed an incredible technical ability, 

pumping out vast tracks of bass 

whist retaining a vice-like grip on all 

the elements in the complex mix. 

Treble was very incisive, and there 

was a real three dimensional 

soundstage.The MEL subtly softened 

both frequency extremes, although 

its bass was very nearly as fulsome 

as the Sony's - which is indeed 

impressively powerful.The difference 

was that where the Sony could start 

and stop on a sixpence, the MEL was 

a little slowerYet it never sounded 

leaden, but actually quite fluid and 

supple - almost, dare I say it, like an 

analogue turntable. Up top, the treble 

energy was down slightly, lacking the 

Sony's amazing glass-like clarity, but it 

was still quite open and certainly not 

obviously veiled or rolled off. In the 

midband, the Sony again gave a 

greater scale and more low level 

detail, with amazing speed and grip. 

Again, the MEL sounded 

ever so slightly slower 

but obviously more fluid. 

It was able to let the 

music ebb and flow in a 

more organic way, 

making for a very 

enjoyable rendition of 

the disc. 

This, in fact, was the 

pattern that the whole 

audition period showed. 

Here's an extremely 

musical machine that's 

characterised by an ever 

so slightly warm upper 

midband and treble, and 

a strong full and dynamic 

bass that's just a little on 

the soft side. In the 

midband, it's a fine all-

rounder, with a wide and 

well proportioned 

soundstage, su-ong 

dynamics, good detailing, 

WHAT'S IN THE NAME? 

Taken from ancient Jewish 

and described in Ezekiel, 

'Rechav' means 'celestial 

chariot' - a 'God's throne' 

that could do 'extraordinary 

deeds'. 
REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Sony CDP-X77ES/Trichord Clock 4 CD player 

Marantz PM-17/1I KI Signature integrated amplifier 

Yamaha NS1000M loudspeakers 

but most important of all, a naturally 

musical demeanour that seems to get 

into the groove of whatever music 

you throw at it, be it a Karajan 

recording of Beethoven's Fifth 

Symphony on DG or a classic 

BlueNote jazz reissue such as Lonnie 

Smith's 'Think'. Music just flows out 

of the Rechav II, and in conjunction 

with its nice warm tonal predispo-

sition, you have a player that looks 

like it's from outer space but sounds 

utterly down-to-earth - in the best 

possible way. It's great to be able to 

recommend interesting, endearing, 

charismatic and oddball products 

from small manufacturers - and this 

is one such example. 

VERDICT •••• 
Madcap looks hide fine audio 
engineering. The result is a pleasingly 
musical player with the accent very 
much on emotion and expression. 

MEL AUDIO RECHAV II £935 

(APPROX) 

MEL Audio Design Group S.r.l. 

C + 39 0522 433368 

www.melaudio.it 

CONTACT 

MEL Audio is an established Italian company, but does 

not currently have UK distribution. However, the player 

can be bought direct from the manufacturer (tel: + 39 

0522 433368, email: info@melaudio.it) at MEL Audio 

Design Group S.r.1, Via Filippo Re n.11/f 42100, Reggio 

Emilia, Italy. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
This player has a smooth frequency 
respcnse characteristic that displays a 
gentla roil down toward high 
frequencies, indicating a smooth sound 
free from brightness. 

Linearity was not up to the best 
current standards, with distortion and 
quantisation noise quite obvious in an 
analysis. Higher distortion levels 
account for the poor EIAJ dynamic 
range figure of 101dB, when 110dB is 
not uncommon these days. There was a 
little programme related jitter too, 
broadband in nature but with peaks up 
to 100pS. 

The Rechav wasn't quite up to the 
best standards, but its performance 
was 'air. NK 

Frequency response 5Hz - 21.4Hz 
left right 

Distortion 
-6dB 
-30dB 

0.002 0.002 
0.04 0.03 

-60dB 

-90dB dithered 

Separation 
1kHz 
20kHz 

Noise ( IEC A) 

Dynamic range 

Output 

0.4 
6 

left 
105 
98 

0.43 
6 

right 
106 
98 

-108dB 

101dB 

2.4V 

level 
(dB) 

+0.5. 

0 • 

-0.5. 

Frequency response 

62 frequency (Hz) 25k 
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Visit our website at www.hi-fiworld.co.uk or 
send your entails to letters@hi-fiworld.co.uk. 
Letter of the month wins a pair of Precious 

Metals interconnects and one years FREE 
subscription to Hi-Fi World. 

Letter of the Month 

FREDDY AHMET 

CRAFTING A CONNOISSEUR 
With reference to the letter from Tim 

Vine, regarding his Connoisseur 

Craftsman (Connoisseur Query, Page 

10 I, July 2003), I thought you might 

like to know about my recent 

refurbishment of on old Connoisseur 

BD!, with 10 inch platter, which 1 

inherited in 1990. At the time 1 

acquired this deck, it was locking an 

arm and was missing the rubber stud, 

which starts the platter spinning in the 

right direction. The rubber suspension 

on the motor was also badly perished. 

At the time, I replaced the motor 

suspension, by using some 4mm square 

section neoprene; cutting three lengths 

of 4.5 cm and sticking them together 

with superglue, to roughly the 

dimensions of the original web. This 

worked reasonably well, but that is 

about all I could say about it. I then 

retired the deck and returned to my 

Goldring-Lenco GL75, to which I fitted a 

Rega RB300 arm and Goldring I 012 

cartridge, which has given me many 

years of pleasure, despite its obvious 

shortcomings. 

Recently, I decided to have another 

go at renovating the BD I, so contacted 

Technical and General about spares. 

The list of parts included a 

replacement mount for the motor, but 

being short of the readies I decided to 

find another solution for mounting the 

motor. To this end, I bought a selection 

of rubber '0' rings from my local 

hardware shop (total cost, 95p) and 
started experimenting with various 

sizes. It soon became obvious that using 

just a single 0-ring on each of the three 

lugs wasn't going to work, so I resorted 

to using two rings, of 2mm thick x 

8mm internal diameter, on each lug. 

The end result works perfectly. No wow 

or flutter and the deck runs reliably at 

33rpm, with a new drive belt. For those 

who may be interested in refurbishing 

their old BD! /802 or Craftsman, the 

technical bit is a doddle: 

I. Remove the motor and support 

assembly from the deck. Do not remove 

the drive pulley from the motor, as this 

isn't necessary. Before doing anything 

else, mark both the support and the 

motor casing, so that each of the three 

lugs on the motor, will keep their 

alignment with the three lugs on the 

support. Failure to do this, could result 

in the lead-out wires from the motor, 

fouling on the underside of the base-

board, as 1 know from personal 

experience. 

2. Remove the old suspension from 

the motor, for which you will need a 

small screwdriver, to push in the three 

lugs on the black plastic ring, which 

holds the rubber web in place on the 

motor. Either cut, or, if extremely 

perished, just pull, the old web, to 

remove it 

3. Re-insert the three lugs back into 

the holes in the motor casing, having 

first placed two o-rings on each lug. 

Then, with the aid of your small 

screwdriver, hook one o-ring over each 

of the three lugs on the mount Then, do 

the same with the remaining three o-

rings. Be Warned! Do Not attempt to 

put both o-rings onto the lugs together, 

or, when you get around to mounting 

the final pair, you will snap the 

remaining two o-rings. 

4. Replace motor and suspension 

assembly in the deck; re-assemble all 

the other components and enjoy! 

I am currently renovating a Thorens 

TO 150, to which 1 will be mounting my 

RB300 and Goldring 1012 cartridge, 

which I shall be upgrading to 1024 

spec., via a new stylus. The whole will 

be going into a more substantial 

wooden chassis, with a new set of 

suspension springs.1 have designed a 

number of modifications for the deck, 

not least of which is to the speed 

change mechanism. I also intend to 

replace the AC motor with o DC motor; 

possibly from Origin Live, if 1 can afford 

it! Finally, thank you very much for a 

thoroughly enjoyable and informative 

magazine, which I have been buying 

since Christmas 1991. 

Russ Betts 

Havant 

Thanks for that interesting piece on 

the joys of restoring a classic 

turntable, Russ.The amazing thing is 

that decks such as the Connoisseur 

(along with Goldring Lencos. 

Thorens, Duals, Garrards, etc.) can 

be rebuilt surprisingly cheaply often 

using proprietary parts, often with 

superb results.The joy of analogue is 

that you can pick these up for next 

to nothing, strip them and rebuild 

them inexpensively and fit a modern 

arm and cartridge — and enjoy 

excellent sound that's better than 

most CD or DVD players. And to 

use today's vernacular,'nuff respect' 

to Technical and General for keeping 

so many old decks on the road! DP 
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FOLLOW THE LEADER! 
After years of putting together systems, 
making interconnects, power cables and 

various other tweaks 1 can now relax. I 

finally have a system I am thoroughly 

happy with. The balance seems to be 

just right. I've bought many components 

based on your recommendations in the 

past, most of which have yielded great 

results - in particular; JVC's TDV541 

cassette deck in '91, Ortofon's MC30 

Supreme in 1995 and Musical Fidelity's 

A300 amplifier in '99.1 still have the 

A300 in my main system. It is fed by 

Philips' DVD963SA (thank you again) 

which gives far more expensive spinners 

a good fight. 

And finally, the most remarkable 

slice of the system comes courtesy of 

Martin Logan's Aeon speakers. 

Conventional speakers just weren't 

working in the house we've just moved 

into so I tried the MLs and have since 

been blown away by how much more 

enjoyable listening to music has been. 

Better cables and power cords are really 

proving their worth in this system. Klotz 

interconnects are proving to be partic-

ularly impressive. It's wonderful to have 

so much sonic satisfaction, although I 

am looking forward to reading about 

new technologies in your magazine 

which may yet better what I already 

have. Keep it up, your monthly offering 

is still something to very much look 

forward to. 

Bernard Gibbes 

Thanks for your support — so you'll 

doubtless have been interested to see 

that we really liked the Martin Logan 

Claritys in last month's issue. DP 

mpeg3.org 
mpeg3.net 
mpeg3.com 

MP3 — have music, will travel... 

MP3, NOT EASY 
Am I the only one in the world who 

wants a proper separate MP3 player for 

my hi-fi system? Why do I have to buy a 

portable Creative NOMAD Zen 60Gig 

unit to achieve this when it only has a 

headphone output jack and not a line 

out?1 am aware of the Imerge 52000 

but it is ridiculously priced. 

Sheridan Williams 

Agreed — MP3 Jukebox portables with 

a proper 'line out' are few and far 

between. Of course, using the 

headphone output at maximum volume 

isn't ideal, but it should suffice, especially 

if you're using decent interconnects. 

The other alternative is to burn your 

MP3s onto CD-Rs, and use an MP3-

compatible DVD player, such as 

Denon's DVD-2900, to play them.This 

should give better quality than even 

your portable going directly into your 

amp's 'aux' input The most critical thing 

for MP3 sound is the bitrate (the 

higher the better), very closely followed 

by the MP3 codec itself. In Windows 

XP, click on: CONTROL PANEU 

SOUNDS AND AUDIO DEVICES/ 

HARDWARE/ AUDIO CODECS/ 

PROPERTIES, look for the 'Fraunhofer 

IIS MPEG Layer-3 codec', and set the 

priority to I. DP 

Epos ES14 — everyone agrees 

it's an eighties masterpiece 

EIGHTIES SPEAK 
Here we have a series of emails between 

DP and reader John Wilkinson, who rather 

took umbrage after reading DP's piece on 

the Epos ES14 o couple of months bock: 

JW: This isn't the letter you were going to 

get. That one was a (reasonably) well 

argued but appallingly long-winded rant 

about the bizarre misrepresentation of 

mid-eighties speakers in this article. The 

shorter version goes something like: Now 

come on David, the big wobbly boxes allud-

ed to didn't really exist to any significant 

degree in the eighties, did they? It's a car-

toonish misrepresentation of some big sev-

enties speakers at best 

DP: My point was exactly that - 

most eighties speakers were reheat-

ed seventies technology.., polypropy-

lene, plastiflex, etc... 

J W. Well, sure, as long as we're agreed 

they weren't actually hulking, rattly 

multi-driver wardrobes! I suppose one 

could also substitute 'refined' for 'reheat-

ed'. But yes, the Epos, along with the 

Mordaunt-Short MS100 did represent a 

significantly different approach- although 

in fairness, the main driver of the ES14 

was itself a sophisticated plastic cone 

owing much to the Spendor and 

Celestion mid-bass units of the time. 

OTOH, many inexpensive speakers, from 

(for example) Mission and the MAs that 

Robin Marshall designed were making a 

virtue out of simplicity already. Not that 

you don't know all that stuff yourself of 

course. The Epos speaker was o good-

sounding intelligently designed system, 

which did break some new ground, but 

there's no need to completely distort the 

facts about it's contemporaries just to 
punch up the contrast.There were other 

odd things in the article too - the 

lsobarik wasn't that peculiar - you make 

it sound like Sonab or something. Also I 

don't recall the SL6 as 'clongy'. Dull 

maybe, but they were pretty smooth 

sounding when I heard them. 

DP: You didn't think that SL6 metal 

dome was a tad 'summary' in its rep-

resentation of HF information, 

then...? And you don't think the 

'Bank was 'that' peculiar - well, each 

unto their own! 

JW : Well, just a difference of degree 

and interpretation I expect, but I didn't 

hear any 'clang' as such. 'Thud' maybe... 

The Isobarik is somewhat unusual, but 

the top-of-the line Castle speakers of 

recent years also use upward-firing dri-

vers, and some of the big American sys-

tems like the Wilsons use additional rear 

firing tweeters. Omnis usually deploy dri-

vers in far more unusual ways. The really 

odd thing about the 'Bank was the way 

it sounded, which wasn't so much due to 

the extra drivers on the top os it was to 
Linn's deviant ideas on voicing at the 

time. Most of the things that were horri-

ble about the 'Banks were also true of 

the much more conventional Kan and 

Sara. Nice bass on the 'Banks though. I 

still recall walking in to a Linn demo at 

a hi-fi show in the mid-eighties and 

recoiling in shocked disbelief at the stag-

geringly vile sound coming from a pair 

of Kans. The room was full of grinning 

enthusiasts bobbing the heads along to 

the music. Nice that they appeared to 

be enjoying themselves I guess, but it 

was rather eerie all the same. I edged 

back out of the door, knowing that I did-
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ni belong... Not that I'm particularly 

anti-Linn- I thought the last versions of 

the Kan and Sara were quite good, par-

ticularly the Kan- but I don't think the 

Linn crowd agreed, since both models 

were discontinued shortly thereafter! For 

old geezers like me that were around at 

the time, it's obviously just that, but for 

younger readers it's going to skew their 

perspective on that entire period of 

speaker design and ruin young minds. 

Surely you have a duty to inform as well 

as entertain? 

DP: Granted, but I'd like to think it's 

not a case of either/or. I think my 

general assertion that the eighties 

was not the greatest time for speak-

er design still stands... and the Epos 

ES 14 — methinks — is the exception 

that proves the rule! As for Linn 

speakers, they were peculiar sound-

ing back then, but I really liked them 

and — at the time — thought that they 

were some of the few worth having. I 

used an original, 1984 vintage pair of 

Kans for many years. In one way, in 

terms of their skills at ' rhythmic 

propulsion', I still don't think they've 

been bettered. But they're another 

example that illustrates my con-

tention that eighties speakers were 

seventies designs in drag — they used 

old (but superb) Scanspeak soft 

dome tweeters and KEF B110 bass 

units, which were as seventies as 

Ford Cortinas and platform soles! 

W: okay, well thanks for writing back 

David. Naturally I do like the magazine 

and buy it most months, otherwise I 

wouldn't bother to write. And even 

though I'm a confirmed speaker anorak, 

I wouldn't want you to get the idea that 

I'm one of those 'I'm so disgusted that 

you don't agree with everything I think 

that I'm going to cancel my subscription 

and burn your effigy' madmen who 

seem to crop up regularly in letters 

pages. Even if it's true... All the best, 

John. 

NAD C352 — one of the best budget amps 

around right now 

THE WEAKEST LINK 
I read with interest your Gale 

loudspeaker article in the July issue of 

Hi Fi World. I bought a pair in the mid 

'70s, a considerable improvement on my 

existing Acoustic Research AR1 1 s.The 

Gales survived until 1993, driven by 

several different amplifiers including the 

peculiar Carver Cube with Hafler kit-

preamp. Unfortunately they were stolen 

a few years after moving to Sheffield 

from London. I often wonder who has 

them now... There followed a couple of 

years with unsatisfactory replacements 

until a local dealer rang up with a pair 

of second-hand Gale 402s for sale.As 

you probably know, these had lost the 

dramatic John Bannenberg chrome 

cabinets, which had become too 

expensive to manufacture according to 

the makers, DW Labs. Now with a fairly 

standard veneered finish, plus a new 

tweeter, although still using the same 

midrange, and bass units produced in-

house by DVV, they retained all the 

qualities of the originals, perhaps even 

improved slightly with a new non-

variable crossover. 

After changing the amplifier in 

2000 to a Musical Fidelity A3 integrated 

I felt the Gales were at last being driven 

reasonably well. Mainly out of curiosity, 

there followed a period of auditioning 

several modern bookshelf speakers, up 

to the Spendor SP2/3e (prefer to keep 

the floor space free), which confirmed 

your view in the article that the Gales 

ore hardly bettered on all-round 

performance up to this price bracket. 

However, one thing to emerge was that 

vocals and instruments were generally 

more clearly projected by some of these 

newer speakers. Perhaps the Gales were 

«tired', with the top end rolling off as 

suggested by my dealer. Before resigning 

myself to spending £2,000 on new 

speakers I thought I would try one last 

thing - recommended by both Les 

Wostenholme of Avondale, and 

Wilmslow Audio - to upgrade the 

capacitors on the crossover. At a cost of 

only £ 100, but with great difficulty, 

working through the aperture of one 

bass driver, cramming the much larger 

capacitors onto the crossover PCB, the 

results were truly astounding. Far from 

being worn out, the speakers now 

produced a wonderful new sound with 

much more detail, improved soundstage 

and plenty of 'air'. Highly recommended 

to any other owners of 40 I s or 402s. A 

year later the Gales are still going 

strong, now driven even better by a MF 

A3cr pre/power,A3 CD, and a recently 

acquired Tri Vista 21 Tube DAC, which 

incidentally I think is a fantastic piece of 

kit. 

Berris Conolly 

Rebuilding the crossovers of ageing 

classic speakers can yield brilliant 

results, providing you use the right 

passive components — some experi-

mentation is often required.A simpler 

and more predictable thing to do is 

simply rewiring them with high quality 

speaker cable such as Chord Odyssey 

2.This is expensive stuff at £ 18 per 

metre, but inside the speaker you're 

not going to need much more than a 

few metres.This done, you'll often find 

far greater depth, smoothness and 

transparency. There was much right 

with designs such as the GS40 I s, and 

removing their weakest links' shows 

to be the case.DP 

My suggestion here is to remove the 

crossover completely, if this is 

possible, and mount it outside the 

cabinet. It can go in a plastic or 

aluminium box on the floor. Once 

removed components can be 

replaced/upgraded easily of course. 

Reduction of vibration greatly 

improves sound quality. NK 

CASH STRAPPED 
Being only 17, I'm a bit strapped for 

cash so bear it in mind that £350 is my 

maximum here. Anyhow, here's the 

problem: I am the proud owner of a 

Maranta CD-80 (you know, Ken 

lshiwata's first creation with the 

company) and it's still working like o 

dream - which is nice. I also own some 

'speakers, which although only Sonys are 

actually okay sounding, but some 602s 

should be taking their place one day 

soon. 

Notice anything missing? That's 

right, there's not an amplifier to be seen 

anywhere, so this is what I'm in 

desperate need of So far, I've looked at 

the Maranta PM 7200 KI Signature and 

the Rotel RA-01.1 have to say that I am 

leaning more towards the Maranta 

because it's gold! However, I'm open to 

other suggestions so any help would be 

greatly appreciated. I mainly listen to 

stuff like: 8jork, ambient and hard 

drum'n'bass, hip hop and Led Zep. 

Please remember that my budget is 

strictly up to £350 and it has to look 

nice (like the Maranta). Last but by no 

means least, could you please give me 

some info on the CD-80 as I've only 

read the consumer reviews and have 

had no professional opinion on the 

machine. Please help? Great magazine 

by the way! 

Honsten 
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Hi Honsten — on strict sonic 

grounds, I'd go for NAD's C352. It 

has monster stomp, which should be 

able flap your flares at fifty paces, and 

fine sweet sound to boot.The 

Marantz is an excellent second 

choice, which is just a touch more 

mechanical sounding — but there's 

little in it. Considering it's a great 

visual match for your CD-80, I'd 

probably opt for this.Your CD player 

is superb, and you should hang on to 

it. Make sure the laser is spotless and 

the RCA phono sockets have been 

cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (use 

pipe cleaners to push inside the 

centres of the sockets — with the 

machine disconnected from the 

mains, of course) until they gleam. 

This done, you'll find few machines 

under £ 1,500 can match its sweet, 

powerful and musical sound. It only 

falls down on its lack of low level 

detail, which frankly isn't noticeable 

until your amplification and speakers 

get into the £ 1,000 plus bracket. DP 

CAMBRIDGE EDUCATION 
Could you give me any information 

regarding upgrading the clock input on 

my Cambridge Audio D500SE? I have 

been unable to receive any information 

from the retailer Richer Sounds. Please 

enlighten me! 

Greg Graham 

Sunderland 

Dear Greg - here we have some 

words of wisdom from our technical 

director, Matthew Bramble:The 

Cambridge Audio D500SE had an 

optional clock lock scheme, which 

was used to lock the transport of 

the D-Series CD players to a master 

clock in the S700 DAC when using 

the latter as an upgrade. This was to 

overcome the inherent SPDIF jitter 

problem and gave jitter performance 

as good as an integrated CD player. 

This was a proprietary technology 

and therefore the connection was 

only ever compatible with the 5700 

DAC.This technology has been 

largely superseded as the SE series 

and later D-series models, being 

newer, have DACs built in that 

outperform the one in the S700 (and 

which is now discontinued).Also, the 

data reclocking scheme we now 

employ in our latest models gives 

even better jitter performance 

(<250pS) than was possible with the 

S700 model even clock-locked. 

Hope this helps, 

Henry Griffiths 

Cambridge Audio 

CLASSICS AND CLASSIC- NESS 
Reading the November issue, I felt the 

urge to contact you. Thanks for the good 

stuff on valves, which made me envious 

of what I can't afford, like the Graaf 

OTL design, and so I am off to finish the 

Woodside Electronics upgrade on my 

Gale 401 — a great 'speaker 

made better with judicious 

use of a soldering iron! 

Radford STA 25. Then, once I got to your 

review of it in its original state I was 

much happier and now feel I don't need 

to change.Though again I do hanker 

after some 3008s. Surround sound is 

constantly mentioned, and I would like 

to contribute my experience. My main 

point is that stereo is an illusion, and 

fragile, so 41K Setright's comments about 
real music and real venues is well 

mode, but it's a good illusion, and one I 

value. 

Do you remember the simulcast 

'Sight and Sound in Concert' 

programmes broadcast by the Beeb in 

the 70s? I set my telly between the 

speakers and waited. The stereo was 

completely absent Vision dominates the 

senses, and the aural illusion is 

destroyed. Also ,the video shots 

broadcast didn't correspond to the 

sound, so when one expected a 

performer to be on the left the pictures 

showed them elsewhere, and so on. The 

telly had to be switched off or the 

sound recorded to be enjoyed in stereo 

later. If you have the home cinema set 

up, then fine. The pictures and the sound 

correspond and the experience is good - 

sometimes superb. However in simple 

stereo audio I don't see the need to odd 

the extra speakers. I have tried the 

Ho fier-type rear speaker set-up, and 

well, I didn't bother after a time. You 

only need back, front and centre 

speakers if the main use is watching 

video, or if you want to show ofr 

Parallel tracking turntables like the 

Pioneer one you review are neat and 

good, for those who don't like the 

manual cueing business. My sister has a 

SL I 0 I bought for her many years ago, 

and I have recently acquired a 88,i0 

4002 which sounds good, and worth a 

recommendation. This was a boot fair 

bargain for a couple of quid, and I got a 

matching cassette player for the same 

amount Apart from the sound there's 

the design, they look lovely. I also have 

an Aiwa parallel tracker, which needs 

new drive bands, and I expect will get 

done after the Radford. 

Thanks for revising the World 

Classics section. I can now say, "I've got 

one of those" in several cases. I really 

ought to advertise them in your 

magazine I suppose? You still have the 

awful Acos Lustre arm in there. Why? It 

was slated by Hi-Fi Choice all those 

years ago. I would think there must be 

better arms, even a Linn Basik? 

Chris Wigzell 

Hi Chris — by all means advertise 

your old bits in Hi-Fi World — I'm 

sure there are plenty of readers out 

there who would happily rehabilitate 

your old bits and pieces for you! As 

for the Acos Lustre — well, I'm sorry 

but I don't think it was awful at all.A 

few years ago, it went through 

something of a renaissance and 

people started paying silly money for 

it. Fifteen years ago you could pick 

them up for a few pounds, but 

suddenly prices went up to £ 150 or 

so for a minter. I think this is 

madness, as a scruffy old £30 Rega 

RB250 is bound to sound better, but 

for £50-£ I 00 it's a nice enough bit of 

kit, The most notable thing about the 

Acos is its status as 'the archetypal S-

shaped tonearm' — by the end of the 

seventies, every Japanese 

manufacturer was copying it.As an 

aside, I always thought the Rega R200 

(Rega's own bespoke version, also 

manufactured by Acos) was far 

better and I'd venture to say it was 

more musical than the stock RB300 

(not a great achievement, you say...) 
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It's certainly a nice, soft and fluffy 

sounding device, along the lines of 

SME's Series Ill. DP 

Modern surround-sound recordings 

are mixed to possess discrete rear 

information, not just difference-

channel ambience. Many producers 

put backing singers at rear, especially 

when they provide accompanying 

harmonies. Others put instruments 

at rear , with varying degrees of 

success 1 feel, and some modern rock 

recordings use this new dimensional 

freedom to expand the performance 

spacially.This can be dramatic and 

exciting. Modern digital processing, 

coupled with a better understanding 

of psycho-acoustic phenomena 

derived from modern U.S. research 

on human hearing (little discussed in 

the hi-fi circles) gives vastly better 

results than all that has gone in the 

past. Dolby Pro Logic Ilx is the best 

exponent and it survives close and 

critical listening. I well remember 

1970s quadraphonic, Hafler, etc and it 

left me sceptical too. Now, however,1 

look forward to forthcoming 

surround-sound releases because the 

technology really does work and 

brings a new excitement from music. 

NK 

CHASING RAINBOWS 
Having tried many different hi-fi set ups, 

utilising many different dealers and 

reading all of the magazines available 

since I first became interested in hi-fi I 

have come to one conclusion - that I 

don't give a hoot what I read anymore, 

interesting though it all is, as I have 

spent most of my listening life chasing 

rainbows! This has pretty much come to 

light when listening to my latest 

purchase, Shanling CDT! 00 CD player. 

Although being smoother than my 

Meridian 206 it is not a patch on most 

of what I get on radio. This I simply 

don't understand, unless it is something 

to do with being innately analogue. 

Some of the stuff coming off air here 

simply surpasses anything from CD and 

is easily more listenable than LP - 

Garrard 40!, Linn LP 12, Michell, it 

doesn't matter which. For anyone still 

out there chasing their own rainbows I 

suggest you get yourself a good tuner, 

plus proper aerial and sit back and be 

staggered whilst you still can. 

The advent of Digital Broadcasting 

will be upon us soon so get yourself a 

good open reel tape player too whilst 

you are at it. I can't get Radio 3 here in 

Luxembourg but there are some pretty 

good French and German channels 

which broadcast live Jazz and Classical 

and even on my modest system 

downstairs (Yamaha something or other 

multi-channel receiver, Celestion F30 

'speakers) the sound is sublime, it 

doesn't have the chromium plated 

clarity of the Shanting but for painting 

a picture of almost being real it is 

uncanny. As an aside my tuner on my 

other system is a Rogers Ravensbourne 

which I have had for donkeys' years, 

same as my TVA-I X (and no it hasn't 

blown up and doesn't seem like it is 

going to either!) 

Steve F 

Luxembourg 

Couldn't agree more Steve.The best 

fidelity around can come off-air and 

most extraordinary are live studio 

broadcasts.A well aligned valve tuner 

like a Leak Troughline working from a 

good external aerial is the best way 

of hearing this but any quality, 

modern VHF/FM tuner will let this 

quality shine through.What a pity 

that DAB fundamentally destroys this 

for the sake of variety at low cost. 

Happily,VHF/FM continues to provide 

good quality at reasonably low cost. 

NK 

Ray's Jazz Shop in Covent Garden is 

a Mecca for jazz. For dealers try 

Grahams Electrical (Islington), Studio 

99 (Swiss Cottage)„ Cornflake Shop 

(behind Tottenham Court Road). 

Their details are available on the 

internet. DP 

FRANKLIN RETURNS... 
Dear David and Noel, 

What a wonderful surprise; 'Letter of 

the Month' and nearly a full double 

page spread devoted entirely to my 

rantings as well! In terms of column 

inches I feel I have done a lot better 

than Ian Duncan Smith ever managed! 

Seriously, I am suffering from a bout of 

the flu at present and winning a prize 

for the first time in my life really raised 

my spirits. Having my questions 

answered so ably by you and Noel has 

also provided me with some much 

needed perspective on the reading/ 

auditioning/ selection process. Thank you 

both for your time and expertise. 

Your car analogy is extremely 

pertinent in my case. Until quite recently 

if you have a pre 1993 Li:1111111111114114nLP12, it's 

time to go for a Cirkus... 

I like your magazine quite a lot since 

you keep on publishing articles about 

new and old turntables. In the second 

weekend of December I'll be visiting 

London for two days. I'll have a whole 

Saturday and a Sunday morning. My 

companion would like to visit Harrods 

and I would like to visit a good hi-fi shop 

or a vinyl record store. Is there such a 

store which I have to visit in London? I 

like turntables, valve amplifiers and 

everything British, rare and special. 

Ivan Madder (28 years old, librarian) 

Heerhugowaard, 

The Netherlands 

Hi Ivan - There are many LP stores 

around Wardour Street in Soho, 

selling Jazz, Dance and Classical, such 

as Sister Ray in Berwick Street, which 

is brilliant for Indie rock and Dance. 

Also, HMV's Oxford Street flagship 

store (near to Selfridges at West end 

of Oxford Street) has a big Dance 

collection downstairs.Try Virgin on 

Oxford Street near to Tottenham 

Court Road and Tower on Piccadilly 

Circus; they also have some vinyl. 

LOSE YOURSELF IN LONDON! I'd always driven various classic cars 

(mostly Triumphs) on a daily basis. 

Anyway, having watched 'Billy Liar' for 

the sixty fifth time and with the words 

of Wilfred Pickles still ringing in my ears 

("it's about bloody time he grew up and 

took on some flaming responsibility, 

coming in here at all hours of the 

bloody night!") — 1 road-tested a used 

Mercedes estate. At my age especially, it 

ought to have pressed all the right 

buttons. Mercs are very solid, 

comfortable and prestigious and anyway 

all those journos say they're terrific... 

Lets face it any vehicle from Stuttgart is 

'better' than Coventry iron, but I knew 

straight away that something was 

missing. Even the most flabby of British 

classics (the Rover P6 for example) 

seem to have the ability to make the 

Monday morning drive to work a little 

more of a dialogue between human 

being and machine. But returning to 

your point, not every one wants this, or 

indeed a Sugden A21 a. 

A couple of things that Noel said in 

his reply were both revelatory and 

puzzling to me. Even as late as the 

early nineties, the hi-fi press were still 
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saying that American and Japanese 

amps' were all high output, zero subtlety 

monsters. I can remember some quite 

brutal reviews of huge 'racking system' 

Yamahas and a behemoth called the 

Sumo.They didn't actually say that 

British designers were sensitive to 

component quality, but it was certainly 

implied that over in Blighty we 

understood things like that and Johnny 

foreigner's efforts were really rather 

crude. So Noel's comment that "British 

engineers are largely insensitive to 

component quality" has really come as 

quite a shock to me.Whilst 1 am sure 

blue LEDs have their place in hi-fi 

marketing, it seems bizarre to me that 

designers would not address component 

quality for those purchasers searching 

for superior sound quality at a given 

price point The other big surprise is that 

the component quality message is slow 

to get through to UK audio journalists 

because they "get little opportunity to 

hear or learn about such things".1 

thought hi-fi writers were constantly 

bombarded with information and new 

products? Perhaps all these posh 

journalists need to attend a very 

expensive series of seminars presented 

by Noel, at World Audio Design! 

I suspect there are very good 

business reasons why the DIY and 

commercially available hi-fi reviews have 

to be kept separate in Hi-Fi World. 

However, as a reader I would love to 

see kit producer's offerings mixed in 

with the big manufacturers products. 

Failing that it would be great to have a 

'Battle of the Kits' series of reviews.To 

avoid accusations of bias you could turn 

over the review process to a panel of 

experienced audiophile/ DIY readers 

and include all of the WAD products as 

well. It would also be interesting to 

gather together a reviewing panel of 

people who maybe have a passing 

interest in hi-fi, but a real passion for 

music. They would perhaps be 

enthusiastic enough to have chosen a 

system from the pages of 'What Hi-Fi' 

for example, possibly in the £ 1500-

£3000 range and definitely CD/ 

solid-state based. You could then 

assemble a system for the same price, 

centring on a more unorthodox Hi-Fi 

World approach to system building. 

Second-hand Quad electrostatics, vinyl, 

arm upgrades, uprated DACs, valves, 

odd solid state amps like Sugden and 

carefully chosen classic gear. In view of 

the fact that most people have never 

even heard a valve amp' (including me!) 

it would be very interesting to see what 

effect one of your chosen systems has 

on people who are simply looking for a 

gateway to their music. 

Anyway, sorry this is so long and 

please don't make my prize into a tow 

rope. I am very much looking forward to 

trying out the interconnects and a whole 

year of reading Hi-Fi World. The address 

to send the goodies is as above. Many 

thanks for listening and for all your 

valuable advice. 

Franklin Lee. 

Hi Franklin — some more fair points 

well made! I think the car analogy is 

useful inasmuch as it's an area where 

certain 'big name' journalists (who've 

now made it to TV) hold great sway. 

As such, certain big car brands 

endeavour to keep them sweet, and 

the result is clear to see in the pages 

of many car magazines, where these 

companies get consistently glowing 

reviews.The constant 'reaffirmation' 

about how good these cars are 

(supposedly) has duly 'percolated' 

into the public consciousness, with 

the result that (almost) everyone 

simply assumes they're better than 

their rivals (although they're not). 

This 'brand hegemony' shows the 

power of the press, and I think the 

very same thing works with hi-fi too. 

It was probably most explicit in the 

eighties (in Britain), where Linn and 

Naim were lauded above all else, but 

it actually works in far more subtle 

ways too. Many magazines have 

carried the implicit assumption that 

digital is better than analogue, and 

that solid-state is superior to tubes. 

There's also the common one that 

'new is better than old'. I think Hi-Fi 

World — for all its faults — has done 

much to counter and/or subvert this. 

We're into great hi-fi, regardless of 

brand, type or vintage. It always 

amuses me that people come up to 

me at shows and talk about 'your 

sort of brand'. Our sort of brand is 

one that's musical, and that's all! ,)P 

Most special components for audio 

come from outside the UK and this 

alone indicates that perhaps others 

have different views about such 

things.The Japanese in particular have 

a fervour for such things — as well as 

a market it seems — so Black Gates, 

for example, are manufactured by 

Rubycon, Japan. Panasonic also make 

very high quality audio components, 

and sell them at appropriately high 

prices. Panasonic is one of the 

world's largest electronics 

companies, it's Japanese of course, 

yet it sees fit to now manufacture 

super quality audio components.This 

initiative isn't coming from the UK, 

sadly. Similarly,Vishay resistors and 

suchlike are not strictly UK derived 

items. Although Britain has a cottage 

audio industry it doesn't really have a 

serious any serious Consumer 

Electronics companies. An obituary I 

read recently blamed Lord Weinstock 

and post war Government policy 

which he strongly influenced. 

Whether this is entirely true or fair I 

do not know. But suffice it to say 

that we do not manufacture serious 

audio components in this country 

and UK audio journalists, few of 

whom would know which end of a 

soldering iron was the hot bit, 

equally have no information fed to 

them on the subject, so it is little 

aired. I came to all this through 

experts like Andy Grove and David 

Price has lived in Japan, speaks the 

lingo and understands their outlook 

and enthusiasm.We are both suitable 

impressed shall I say. I do believe 

Britain's audio manufacturers work 

to and achieve excellent standards, 

but component quality has been a 

weak area. N K 

SECOND TIME AROUND 
I want to buy a good turntable but have 

various options (second hand included), 

but basically, I'd like to end up with 

something like this: Michell Orbe with VC 

power supply, SME V tonearm and 

Ortofon Kontrapunkt 8, with EAR 834P 

or Tom Evans micro Groove Plus 

phonostage or equivalent But I am 

unsure which way to go. Do I buy: 

[I] Michell Gyro SE with Origin Live Silver 

tonearm and Ortofon Kontrapunkt B 

[2] Origin Live Ultra Kit with Silver 

tonearm and Ortofon Kontrapunkt B 

[3] Origin Live Resolution or Michell 

Orbe with VC and Origin Live modded 

Rega 250 tonearm with Goldring 1042, 

then upgrade bit by bit until I reach a 

level where I am happy to stick around 

with for long term (Orbe, SME V, 

Kontrapunkt I3)? 

I often wonder which would give 

the better results initially, given that I 

currently have a Maranta CD7, Musical 

Fidelity Nu Vista M3 and ProAc 

Response 2.5s. I think that spending 

something like £3000 on a turntable is 

justifiable as I would like to think that 

this system will last me until they die. I 

intend on using the MM/MC stage on 

the M3 initially, then when finances 

allow, upgrade to the EAR or micro 

Groove Plus or any others you can 

recommend. To complicate this further, 

one of the advertisers in your magazine 

listed in their website an Orbe with 

Illustrious tonearm for a cheap £2300. 

Obviously, the turntable is a few years 

old but when I spoke to them, they said 

that I was lucky in that they sold the 

original Illustrious and were going to 

supply a new Illustrious with the old 

Orbe. Do you think this would be a 

good buy - are Michells reliable enough 

to take the chance second-hand? 

I plan to see this turntable next 

weekend, so do you have any pointers to 

give to me to check on the health of the 
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turntable and or how to determine 

whether the tonearm is pretty new 

indeed? Do you think second hand 

turntables are worth the effort? 

By the way, there is someone selling 

the Lyra Parnassus dCT from Hong 

Kong for just over £ 1000 new (or so he 

claims). Is this a better alternative and 

worthwhile upgrade on the Kontrapunkt 

given the price difference? 

Chi 

First, the thing that is most likely to 

wear in a turntable is the bearing, 

closely followed by the motor, then 

the suspension springs, bushes and 

grommets (where fitted).The 

Michell decks have an unusually hardy 

main bearing — essentially it's a ball 

bearing on an inverted hardened 

steel spindle with its own, automat-

ically self-circulating oil pump running 

fully synthetic Mobil One oil. It's hard 

to damage, but new ball bearings can 

be purchased for pennies. If you 

manage to damage the spindle — and 

you'd have to be trying very, very 

hard to do this, then you can buy a 

complete new main bearing assembly 

for under £ 100, which simply screws 

in after you've unscrewed the 

damaged item.As such, buying a 

Michell turntable is far less risky than 

many others in this respect. The 

springs and suspension bushes are 

also very strong, because they're 

designed to carry the deliberately 

high sprung mass of the subchassis/ 

platter/ main bearing assembly (a 

high sprung mass is used because, as 

any Jaguar driver will tell you, it gives 

a better damped ride — i.e. better 

vibration suppression) — so they're 

not likely to go out of true if you 

load them up a bit more — unlike 

certain other deks' I could name.As 

for the new Michell DC motor — 

well, it's new, so who knows if it's 

going to last the distance? All 1 can 

say is that I've not had any trouble 

with mine and all the signs are that 

it's a better bit of kit than the old AC 

design. 

So second-hand Michells - at 

least - can be worth the effort. As 

with all bits of hi-fi, the trick when 

buying used is to assess its condition 

— and that of the seller. If it's 

scratched, marked or covered in dust 

and/or nicotine stains, the chances 

are it's not been looked after. Use 

your common sense.You can also get 

a good impression of the item for 

sale by the sort of guy the seller is, 

and how he keeps himself, his house, 

car and his other luxury items.A 

scraggy old Sierra outside, battered 

furniture and rising damp is fair 

indication that this is not the ideal 

chap to buy a van den Hul 

Grasshopper from... Tonearms, 

however, are a different matter 

altogether, and much more risky. As 

you can't easily unscrew the bearing 

assembly, it has to be Al, so if you're 

not confident that you can spot the 

signs of abuse ( i.e. play and friction) 

then it's best to leave well alone... 

So, what about your system, Chi? 

Personally I'd simply buy a new 

Michell Orbe with the brand new 

Michell TecnoArm 'a' (cost £2,500), 

and save my pennies for a top 

moving coil for later. Frankly, putting 

a £395 Dynavector DV20X-H into 

the arm will sound so staggering to 

the uninitiated that you'll wonder 

why you ever wanted a Kontrapunkt. 

The latter is very much better of 

course, but you won't really 

appreciate how much until you're 

running ten thousand quid's worth of 

amplification and speakers.The 

Michell turntable and tonearm 

combo is one of the very best you 

can buy.The SME Series V is better 

still, in areas like detail resolution, 

soundstaging and bass grip and 

articulation, but the TecnoArm is oh-

so-close at a fraction of the price. It's 

most definitely not the weakest link! 

Then you should go for the cheapest, 

bargain basement EAR 834P if you 

like a soft, fat valve sound or a 

Trichord Dino if you like smooth, 

open and detailed solid-state.This 

done, you'll be as-near-as-dammit to 

audio nirvana.Then, when you've 

cash aplenty, you might like to go for 

the Kontrapunkt 13/ Lyra Parnassus 

dCT cartridge and/or Trichord 

Delphini NC/ Linn Linto phono 

stage. Best of luck! DP 

CHAMBERS MUSIC 
For o number of years my system has 

been a Linn LP12 (without Cirkus), Lingo, 

Ekos and Dynavector I OX2, an Arcam 

Alpha 5+ CD player, plus 14 year old 

Exposure VI. VII and Super VIII amplifiers 

and Linn Keilidhs. Earlier this year I built 

a pair of full range Fostex rear horns 

using the FE208ES Sigma drivers which 

are marvellous, especially considering the 

total build cost of £500. They are a big 

improvement over the Keilidhs, to my 

ears at least 

Now that I have been well and truly 

bitten by the DIY bug I intend to build a 

World Audio valve phono stage in the 

near future, possibly followed by a World 

Audio 2A3 PSE or 3008 PSE. But before 

I start on the phono stage the 

Dynavector is showing signs of age and is 

due for imminent replacement As 

cartridges aren't the easiest things to 

dem I'd really appreciate your thoughts 

on a replacement in the £400 to £500 

range. If you felt that stretching the 

budget to £600 would make a significant 

difference I could be a little flexible. Are 

there any trade-ins I could take 

advantage of? 

As capable as the Alpha 5+ is I 

think it is a little out of its depth in the 
context of the rest of the system. How 

much should I spend to significantly 

improve its performance? Have today's 

£500 players improved much, or might I 
be better looking for a second-hand 

Karik? I listen to a wide range of music, 

with a bias towards acoustic/ folk, pop, 
rock, and jazz, all at fairly modest 

neighbour-friendly levels, but still like to 

hear a convincing performance. Thanks 

for any advice you can offer! 

Simon Chambers 

Hi Simon — last things first: you could 

do a lot worse that buying a used, 

mint Linn Karik111.This is still one of 

my favourite CD players, with a super 

tight and rhythmic sound (although it's 

tonally rather dry, admittedly) — not 

too dissimilar in nature to Linn's old 

Kan loudspeakers. If you're buying 

new, then I'd go for Meridian's 507 

which still — to my ears — offers a 

great combination of tonal richness 

allied to speed and grip. Still, it would 

sound a tad loose compared to the 

Karik, albeit satisfyingly warmer and 

fuller. 

As far as cartridges are 

concerned, I'm puzzled that you 

haven't had a Cirkus kit fitted to your 

Linn — this brings dramatically 

increased grip and depth. I'd go so far 

as to say that you spend your budget 

on this, and go for a cheaper 

cartridge.You'll find Shure's VI 5VxMR 

a great performer, offering brilliant 

musicality and surprising poise, a great 

match for any forthcoming valve 

amplifier you may invest in. 

Alternatively, Dynavector's latest 

DV20X-H offers a smoother, 

marginally more refined sound that 

would better suit your current 

Exposure amplifiers. Both cost around 

£400. Personally, I'd save up for an 

Ortofon Kontrapunkt B (£700). In our 

last special vinyl issue (September 

2003), we found this to be the best 

all-round value. It will add a degree of 

detailing, depth and dimensionality to 

the aforementioned cartridges already 

long list of strengths, with an 

altogether more finessed treble. First 

things first though — go for a Cirkus! 

P 

Onkyo CS210 — 

style meets sonics 

for under £300 

0 00 
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Life StyWalsh 
Pioneer's NS-DV990 is more than just a ' lifestyle' system, as it boasts some very trick, 

cutting edge technology — including full DVD-Audio and SACD playback - at a competitive 
price. Dedicated follower of technological fashion Patrick Cleasby listens in. 

I' 

he downside of trying to 

encapsulate the multitudi-

nous capabilities of one of 

Pioneer's so-called 

'Universal Player' systems 

in a review is trying to do 

justice to them all.This is very much 

a market that Pioneer has lead, with 

its standalone players and with the 

lifestyle systems, both of which are 

capable of so much more than your 

average 'home cinema in a box' 

(sorry about having to drop that 

cliché) solution... 

Little more than a year ago. 

Pioneer's original do-everything 

DVI000 lifestyle system hit the scene 

with a splash, and with its enticing 

design and pleasing all-round abilities, 

is still picking up awards in the Home 

Cinema community. I spent some 

time investigating the DV I 000, and 

on first looking into the DV990 it is 

immediately apparent that this is 

intended to be a more 'lifestyle' but 

cheaper variant of its elder brother. 

Being 'more life-stylish' means that 

the nicely finished and reasonably 

capable conventional loudspeakers of 

the DVI000 have been replaced by 

five ( i.e. four surrounds and a centre) 

very attractive NXT flat panels. 

The installation options make 

clear that the primary intention here 

is to pair this set-up with one of 

Pioneer's excellent plasma displays, 

either by wall-mounting, or using the 

stylish brushed aluminium stands 

supplied. For those of us who still 

use conventional televisions, a stand 

for the centre speaker is also 

supplied.The sub unit which contains 

the power supply, houses the speaker 

terminals (well, clips, truth be told), 

and is connected to the player unit 

using two multi-core cables, is to all 

intents and purposes identical to that 

of the DVI000. 

Those cost reductions have been 

achieved by using cheaper materials: 

the remote, though almost identical 

to the DVI000's, is plastic rather 

than exquisitely hewn aluminium, as 

is the player unit.The DV990 also 

lacks the 'impress your friends' drop-

down front of the original unit, and 

although there is still a separate 

visual display, this time it is the more 

conventional LCD type, rather than 

swish OEL.The styling of the new 

unit may not please everybody, as 

although the white plastic surface 

chimes very well if you sit it next to 

an iPod, it doesn't really go with all 

that aluminium — still, you can hide it 

away and just have the display / 

remote sensor on view. 

Also gone is the option to use 

the unit for composite and s-video 

switching for other A/V sources. 

Thankfully the audio side of the 
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auxiliaries has been retained, giving 

you the option of routing Nicam 

stereo TV signals through the Pro-

logic decoder of the unit, either back 

through the Scart connection or via 

RCA.This leaves two other analogue 

connections, plus that vital optical 

SP/DIF input which enables lucky 

Sky+ users to watch Dolby Digital 

5.1 programming.Although it is not 

set as default it is worth switching 

the Scart output to RGB to obtain 

the best possible picture out of the 

unit — there is also composite and s-

video output, but regrettably no 

room for component. 

The DV990 adds one capability — 

displaying JPEG photos from CD or 

CD-R, to the impressive list of the 

DVI000. So (deep breath) we have - 

R and -RW compatibility for both 

CD and DVD, we have MP3 CD and 

Video CD, we have DVD-Audio and 

SACD and we even have a medium 

wave and FM tuner.To go with all this 

we have an impressive array of set up 

and sound options, including the very 

useful Pro-logic II decoder. All 

formats of DVD-Video are catered 

for, and DTS CD works, even for 

CD-R discs (if there are any quad 

conversion fiends out there). 

So, with all that clever 

electronics on board, (these 

machines look like sardine tins for 

integrated circuits if you open the 

lid), how does the system perform? 

Well, to get video performance out 

of the way, with RGB selected the 

DVD-Video playback is perfectly 

adequate, with the colourful Madison 

Square Garden section of Led 

Zeppelin DVD being rendered 

faithfully. I also tried using an existing 

iPhoto CD, but this did not seem to 

work too well.The disc, image and 

MP3 format rules are all fully detailed 

in the manual so this is worth a read 

before setting about burning CD-Rs. 

The main event for our purposes 

is how the thing sounds, and having 

never experienced NXT speakers I 

didn't know what to expect.1 have to 

say that I was very pleasantly 

surprised.The most disappointing 

aspect of the DV 1000 was its straight 

stereo reproduction — it just didn't 

seem to have the fullness of all the 

surround modes and the only way to 

get a pleasing CD listen out of it was 

to employ Pro-logic II music mode. 

This option was also not available for 

SACD stereo only discs, such as The 

Rolling Stones catalogue. It still isn't, 

but ' Let it Bleed" now sounds as 

glorious as it should do without such 

processing. 

It is difficult not to come up with 

the adjective " metallic" when staring 

at flat aluminium panels where your 

speakers should be, but although this 

is not going to be anyone's idea of a 

warm sounding system it is actually 

possible to listen to whole albums at 

a stretch without feeling fatigued by 

an over-bright sound.The most 

challenging listen was both discs of 

Elton John's 'Goodbye Yellow Brick 

Road' SACD, but that is a very toppy 

recording, and I did make it to the 

end. 

With ZTT about to kick into a 

reissue frenzy this was an ideal 

opportunity to test my tolerance to 

the sound with the stunning new 

surround mix of Propaganda's 'A 

Secret Wish' SACD. Thankfully, for 

the benefit of the lifestyle purchasers 

who won't brave the set-up menus, 

the SACD playback default is now 

multi-channel rather than stereo. 

Even with such a pristine early digital 

recording the result was very 

listenable and highly enjoyable.The 

remastered CD version of Act's 

laughtenTears and Rage' was also 

rendered very well, with the punchy 

kick drum of the leading track 

'Absolutely Immune' reproduced 

with a well-focused tight efficiency, 

and some excellent stereo imaging. 

Returning to more naturalistic 

material for balance I spun Jackson 

Browne's 'I'm Alive' album and found 

that his vocals had a realistic tone, 

although some piano and percussion 

sounds did struggle to sound lifelike. 

The best result for me is that 

connecting the iPod to the line- in 

and listening to the same material 

revealed the same level of dexterous 

stereo handling, and the same 

pleasing pseudo-surround treatment 

when switching the Pro-logic 11 music 

mode on. 

Finally the inevitable Steely Dan 

DVD-Audio test revealed that these 

funny flat speaker things are more 

than capable of delivering the best 

that 24/192 PCM stereo has to offer. 

The 24/96 surround presentation 

was also very convincing. Excellent 

DIS performance was demonstrated 

by surviving the challenge of the 

blaring Danny Elfman title music on 

Tim Burton's 'Planet of the Apes' 

DVD-Video. Broadcast and DVD-

Video Dolby Digital and the decoding 

of Pro-logic material were all equally 

satisfying. 

I might have been tempted to say 

hunt around for a bargain DVI000, 

but 1 actually feel that the improved 

stereo performance of the DV990 

means that even if you could find a 

DV 1000 at the same price (which 

might just be feasible), styling aside 

this is probably the better buy. 

THE EDITOR SAYS: 

This is not a high end audio sys-

tem, but if you're after an afford-

able 'do-it-all' multichannel solu-

tion, one that's totally at home 

playing DVD movies or SACD 

albums, then I can think of none 

better. With small footprint, sep-

arate display (as used in 

Pioneer's high end car stereos!) 

and wafer-thin NXT loudspeak-

ers, its ergonomics and styling 

are both exquisite, and better 

than even the likes of B110. It 

doesn't sound half bad too. In 

absolute terms it's dynamically 

compressed and shut in, but 

unlike practically anything else 

at the price, it's neither shrill nor 

boomy — in short, there are no 

nasties that make listening a 

chore. This is the ideal multi-

channel system for those res-

olutely hanging onto the two 

channel 'real hi-fi system' in the 

next 

DP 

VERDICT eeee 
Innovative design, superlative 
ergonomics and fine sound make this 
the classiest 'home theatre in a box' at 
or near the price. 

PIONEER NS-DV990 £799.95 

Pioneer UK 

ID + 44 (0)1753 789789 

www.pioneer.co.uk 
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The 
High Life 

Tannoy's founder Guy Fountain was instrumental in the development of the dual concentric drive 

unit, which is found in most Tannoy products even today. This is because a ' point-source' is 

much easier to listen to than a staggered source, used in most other loudspeakers. Point source 
location also aids the dispersion characteristic and also gives a much wider stereo image. This is 

unusual enough, but Tannoy's new Eyris DCI adds another special feature — a supertweeter for 
extended high frequency reproduction. Albert Lee tunes in... 

T
r.n nnoy's new Eyris DCI easures 490x I 96x260mm 

and weighs 9kg, and sports 

an internal volume of 12 

litres, loaded by a front 

mounted reflex port. The 

Eyris is supplied with two foam 

bungs to be used if the bass is too 

full for the room.This speaker is 

magnetically shielded so it can be 

used near to a television or comput-

er. 

Cabinet design is hardly revolu-

tionary, although it looks unusual; the 

main carcass is constructed from 

18mm MDF with a 30mm thick 

baffle.The cabinet is very heavily 

braced to reduce resonance. Drive 

unit line up consists of a I75mm 

Dual Concentric paper coned 

bass/mid/treble unit along with a 

super tweeter at the top of the 

cabinet.Termination is taken care of 

by the usual five terminals! Two pairs 

for connection to the amplifier and 

one for connection to ground.This is 

to aid in the elimination of RF 

interference.The Eyris will handle 

110 watts RMS, with a quoted 

efficiency of 88dB for 1 watt of input 

power (see our measurements). 

The listening session used the 

usual suspects as my equipment line 

up; Crown DC300A power amplifier, 

passive pre-amp,Trichord Dino RIAA, 

Roksan Nima pick up arm, London 

Super Gold, Leak Troughline, and my 

rather elderly Denon DCD 1750 CD 

player.The Tannoy Eyris DC's were 

mounted atop my 24-inch hardwood 

stands at 110 inches apart and 20 

inches from the front wall. 1 found 

they worked best slightly toed 

inwards. I also connected the ground 

wire to the green terminal this is 

essential to enable the DCI to give 

of its best.This connects the chassis 

to ground so any stray RFI is drained 

to ground. I also bi-amped with two 

DC300A power amplifiers and ran 

one DC300A per channel. 

SOUND QUALITY 
First disc on the CD player was Pink 

Floyd's 'Not Now John' (from 'The 

Final Cut'), and these speakers 

displayed an impressively wide image 

width.Then 1 moved to Eva Cassidy's 

'Songbird' - a fine album - which was 

played with panache. Her voice was 

breathy, with a good range of 

expression. Bass instruments were 
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delivered with just the nght amount 

of weight. Midrange was clean with a 

hint of the reverberation in the 

studio.This CD can move me to 

tears if delivered with an even 

frequency response, especially 

'Somewhere Over the Rainbow', a far 

better rendition than the original 

from Judy Garland.The treble 

register was ever so slightly 

exaggerated however, possibly due to 

the inclusion of the titanium super 

tweeter, so I think this loudspeaker 

would better suit heavily furnished 

rooms than Spartan spaces. 

James Brown's (sorry - I can't 

review anything without listening to 

the 'Godfather of Sour!) album 

'Super Bad' was carried with great 

incision.This album was supposed to 

have been -ecorded live, but 

the Eyris DCI enabled me to 

conclude that it was not. 

Rather, the audience noise was 

(badly) overdubbed after the 

event. 

Roy Ayers 'Ubiquity' was 

put on the turntable next - a 

stunning display of black 

crossover music.This 

recording's sumptuous warmth 

was immediately apparent 

through these loudspeakers. 

There was a wide ranging 

stereo image, with wonderful 

string sections and horns 

popping up out of the mix.The 

raucous piano, which lies just 

underneath the vocal line, was 

well displayed, too. Indeed, Roy 

Ayers' fine musical abilities 

were showcased by these 

loudspeakers. 

Ry Cooder was up next, 

with the Tannoys showing off 

that great guitar technique on 

'Bop Till You Drop'. The partnership 

of Keltner, Drummond and Holland 

on the track 'Down in Hollywood' 

was rendered beautifully.This music 

really floats my boat - if you have 

never heard of Ry Cooder buy this 

album, sadly no longer available on 

vinyl but still out on CD. It was one 

of the first digitally recorded albums 

and oddly, it had no equalisation 

between the master tape and the 

transfer to the metal stamper, in an 

attempt to retain the stereo image. 

The Eyris DC I s showed that WEA 

Records certainly did a fine job with 

this record. 

Next, I tuned in to Radio 4 to 

check vocal quality, which was very 

good.The DC's showed the correct 

bass-to-lower midrange chestiness 

that is the trademark of the BBC! 

On Jazz FM, the Richard Searling soul 

show was tremendous.The music 

conveyed the excitement that was 

originally intended, After all, he does 

play some very, very good music. 

Solar Radio has similar music but it's 

usually of poorer quality probably 

because they use Optimod 

compressors before the satellite 

uplink.These loudspeakers also 

seemed at ease as an AV loudspeaker, 

displaying subtlety beyond their price 

point. 

Overall then. I found Tannoy's 

Eyris DCI to be a fine and 

charismatic loudspeaker, albeit a tad 

fussy in setting up. It needs a great 

deal of running in, and works when 

best bi-amped rather than bi-wired, 

as when bi-amped the user is better 

able to set the treble level, which to 

my ears was a tad high at times. 

Compared to ATC's SCM 12, for 

example, these Tannoys are much 

brighter to my ears - which is to 

their detriment.The bass grip of the 

SCMI2 was also slightly superior, and 

the ATCs were easier to listen to for 

long periods - this is not a criticism 

of the DCI s, but more of an 

observation.The Eyris is more 

upfront, open, spacious and incisive, 

but can be a tad fatiguing if not 

carefully partnered.The trick is to 

make full use of its redoubtable 

strengths, whilst tuning out its 

characteristically lively treble. Use 

with big transistor or Mosfet 

amplifiers — single-ended tube 

amplifiers would be out of their 

depth with these loudspeakers. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The treble response of Tannoy's dual-
concentric driver in the DC-1 is similar 
to KEF's Uni-fi in displaying response 
variations from symmetric reflections at 
the cone base/horn throat. Although not 
as flat as the best dome tweeters, our 
third octave analysis shows, it still 
performs well and output is maintained 
up to 20kHz within a few dB. There's a 
little peaking around 4kHz that may add 
brightness, but all the same frequency 
response was flat within 
tight limits down to 250Hz. 
Below this bass emphasis of 
+4dB will give the sound 

body. A slow roll off in output 
below 100Hz suggests well 
damped bass, but the DC1 
gets down to a low 40Hz j-
3dB) all the same. The port 
peaks around 50Hz, fairly 
high, so the speaker will 
have some bass bounce, but 
also speed. 

Sensitivity was average at 86dB, 
partly because impedance is high at 
9ohms, due to a midband peak. The 
impedance curve was standard reflex 
pattern and fairly smooth as they go, 
making the loudspeaker a normal 
enough load. 

The DC1 measures well, with good 
balance achieved between all 
parameters. It should sound detailed 
and fast, and well focussed. NK 
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VERDICT •••• 
Superb spatiality allied to fine midband 
detailing makes for a lively and upfront 
loudspeaker, but partner carefully to 
powerful said-state amplification. 

TANNOY EYRIS DC1 f699 

Tannoy Limited 

1)+44 (0) 1236 420199 

www.tannoy.co.uk 
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NOW YOU CAN MASSIVELY UPGRADE YOUR DECK 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous 
Listener Magazine on Advanced DC Motor Kit 

Whatever your current turntable, the results 
of upgrading to our DC motor & PS unit are 
simply astounding. Designed as a drop in 
replacement for almost all turntables, the 
Origin Live upgrade kit offers vast improve-
ments to all versions of Linn, as well as: 
Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock, Oracle, 
Michelle, VP!, Clearaudio, Accoustic Signa-
ture, etc. 

The kit consists of a high grade DC motor, 
aluminium electronic control box and offboard 
power supply. All this provides an extremely 
cost effective route to truly high-end audio 
and is significantly superior in performance to 
PS upgrades at three times the price. 

single most important upgrade you can 
ever make to any record deck concerns the 
motor drive., nothing can prepare you for 
the shock of going DC In a word, gobsmack-
ing." 
Common Ground Magazine 

"...if you are thinking of upgrading your 
system...the CL DC Motor Kit should be high 
on your list for consideration." 
TNT Audio 

Advanced DC Motor Kit - £339.00 
Ultra DC Motor Kit - 570.00 
Upgrade Transformer ( optional) - £ 175 

HAVE YOU EVER WISHED YOUR RECORDS GAVE YOU MORE? 
Well now they can! Why not transform the per-
formance of your vinyl replay with a new genera-
tion, groundbreaking tonearm from Origin Live. If 
you currently own an expensive super-arm it will 
shock and delight you to discover how much more 
performance is available from a better erro. We 
urge you not to miss out and to arrange an audi-
tion now. The "Silver" arm at £599 is well attested 
to outperform the best of super arms at a fraction 
of the cost. As you move through the range the 
performance gets better and better - the perfor-
mance of the Illustrious Signature is simply 

"...the highest of recommendations for the 
Encounter tonearm: a new benchmark for 
musical communication, natural detail and 
timbrai truth." Stereo Times 2003 

"...the best tonearm I've heard... 
Hi-Fi World 2003 on the Illustrious 

01..1 Fully Modified - £359.00 
Silver Tonearm - £ 599.00 
Encounter Tonearm - £970.00 
Illustrious Tonearm - £ 1570.00 
Signature Tonearm - £2500 

www.originlive.com 
Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton, 5019 2PB tel/fax: + 44 ( 0) 2380 578877 

Moving Coil. 
Moving Magnet 
Switchable Gain 
Switchable Loading 
Super Regulators 
Discrete Output Stage 
Upgradeable Power Supply 
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ax Head Roo 

Price 

S
upertweeters really work — 
and I know this, because I 

heard the difference at 

Tannoy's factory in 

Coatbridge a few years 

back, when the company 

was just about to launch its new ST-

100.The company's chief designer, 

Alex Garner was quite sheepish. He 

was in no doubt that he could hear 

the difference, but what he could not 

ao was explain precisely why. Well, if 

he couldn't, then I'm not going to 

try! Suffice to say that, yes, there was 

a consistently demonstrable improve-

ment every time the ST- I00 was con-

nected up. 

So 1 for one am not an 

'unbeliever', therefore this review 

simply asks 'how good is the 

Townshend Maximum as 

supertweeters go?' The answer is 

very good indeed - because it's a 

ribbon, art extremely cleverly 

packaged one, and priced realistically 

too. 

It comes in a petite 

(50x30x100mm) casing, in a choice of 

either Titanium or stainless steel 

mirror finishes (as per the review 

samples). It looks exquisite; in some 

way redolent of a 1950s broadcast 

microphone. Pressure relief vents in 

the sides of the case are provided to 

allow the air pressure on the ribbon 

to equalise in the event of sudden 

pressure changes. Inside is a powerful 

neodymium magnet and an ultra thin 

eight micron pure aluminium ribbon, 

plus a simple crossover to set the 

sensitivity. All copper conductors, 

including the matching transformer 

windings and the aluminium ribbon, 

use Townshend Audio's Deep 

Cryogenically Treated (DCT) 

Not since vinyl was the world's 
favourite music carrier have 
we had a mass-market 

-00eigeel 
Now though, DVD-A and 
wide bandwidth format. 

J SAW are making inroads, 
------ and there's a need for 

ancillaries to exploit all this 
extra high frequency resolution. David 

tries out Townshend Audio's Maximum Ribbon Super Tweeter. 

„---

process,as found in its Is°Ida 

loudspeaker cables, and are heat 

annealed (- 190C to + 150C). 

Output may be set to suit 

loudspeakers with sensitivities from 

80-110dB, adjusted in steps by a rear-

mounted eight-position switch. In this 

respect, it's better than Tannoy's five-

way ¡simper system on the ST- I00, 

which offers less control over 

attenuation (87-95dB) but does sport 

three different crossover frequencies 

— so it's swings and roundabouts. 

Also on the track are the usual 4mm 

banana sockets.The kit comes 

complete with a set of very high 

quality I.5m DCT cables, for wiring 

to the main speaker terminals via 

spade or piggy back connectors, 

although for the purposes of my 

review I ran a separate line of Chord 

Company Odyssey 2 speaker cables 

(which J Lse for my main 'speakers) 

from my Quad 909 power amplifier 

to the Maximums, Townshend claims 

they'll work connected directly 

across the output of amplifiers up to 

350W, and there's an automatically 

resetting fuse to prevent ribbon 

damage in the event of overload. 

The idea is simple.Although 

human hearing rarely extends beyond 

20kHz. we can 'perceive' (if not 

actually hear) higher — which is partly 

why the brickwall filtering of CD at 

20kHz sounds so unnatural.To wit, 

the Maximums run from 20-73kHz 

(at —3dB points), or 12-90kHz (at 

—6dB), thus 'filling in' the ultra high 

frequency spectrum.There's another 

boon too — just as subwoofers seem 

to take the strain off loudspeaker 

bass units, making them altogether 

more fluid and unforced, so 

supertweeters seem to sweeten the 

treble.There's a small but obvious 

improvement in fluidity and ease 

in the high frequency region, 

which (interestingly) stretches 

down to the upper midband. 

In the case of my system, 

which currently uses Quad 989 

electrostatics, the difference was 

staggering — they proved just 

what the Quads have always 

wanted, There was an incredible 

improvement in their 

treble performance 

which I've always 

thought to be 

superb in some 

respects but fatally 

flawed M 

others 

(i.e. 

they're 

too veiled). 

The 

Maximums added a subtle but 

oh-so-welcome atmosphere and 

'spatial.ty' in both treble and upper 

midband regions. More impressive 

was the extra speed they seemed to 

provide; attack transients (such as 

the leading edges of notes from 

strummed steel string guitars) had 

better definition — yet there was 

absolutely no change in tonality 

(things didn't sound brighter, just 

faster). 

Frankly, I don't think there's 

much :n it between the Townshends 

and the Tannoys, save the former's 

wider sensitivity range. Not being 

able to audition the two in the same 

rooms, I can't give a definitive 

preference, but if forced I'd say the 

Townshends create a more 

perceptible effect. As such, they're 

heartily recommended. 

YCJIMUM 

) 

1 

VERDICT ••••• 
Great performance, engineering and 
build make them this year's essential 
high end audio accessory. 

TOWNSHEND 

MAXIMUM 

Townshend Audio 

www.townshendaudio.com 

£800PR 
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definitive audio 
Peddlers of fine wares, including: 

Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma; 
Nottingham Analogue; Michell; VPI; Living Voice Mystic Mat 
Arms: Rega, SME Series IV and V, Kuzma inc Airline; Triplanar 

Cartridges: VanDenHul; Kuzma: Reson Cartridge Man. Benz-Micro. 
Kondo 

Amplifiers . Kondo. Border Patrol. Canary, Sugden. Art Audio 
Monarchy; Western Electric Icon Tom Evans Audio Designs 

CD Players . Resolution Audio Wadia: Sugden 
Louspeakers: Living Voice. Vitavox 

Cables and Tables. Kondo. Living Voice 

We now have the lovely Eastern Electic "MINI MAX" line 
preamp at £800 for the standard configuration, or £ 1200 for the 

Definitive Audio magic dust version. 

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items 

Clearaudio Insider Wood Reference - moving coil cartridge - a long name for 
a small thing ( 10 hours only ) 
EAR MC3 moving coil step up transformer - 4/12/40 ohm compatibility 
(i.e ideal for Ortofons) - better than your active moving coil input!! 

Canary Audio 303 pwer amps - glorious 
Canary Audio 309 power amps - glorious - as new - dem use only 
Canary Audio 601 pre-amp - as new - dem use only - fabulous 
ATC 50A loudspeakers - walnut - scuffed cabinets otherwise perfect - bargain 
Tom Evans Groove - 500 ohm, 0,2 mV - perfect - 1 week of use 
Horning Agathon - 98dEi 2 way horn - Mahogany - new PM6As (alnico) 
Ruark Crusader II - April 2000 very good condition 
AudioNote (UK) M3 pre-amp - line only 
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - standard, unmodified - collector's item 
Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti - black marble finish, very tidy 
Audio Innovations 1st Audio - 8 Watt 2A3 4pin - collector's item - joy 
Nottingham Analogue - Mentor with LV Mystic Mat - spotless 
Avid Acutus tumtable - 10 hours use if that. perfect, 
Avid Volvere Sequel turntable - sealed box new 

Sale New 

£4000 £7500 

£500 £750 

£5000 £7600 
£7000 £ 10000 
£2500 £3200 
£2000 £5500 
£1500 £1850 
£1400 £3850 
£900 £1800 
£2000 £3700 
£700 
£600 
£900 
£1400 £2900 
£4000 £6500 
£3000 £3500 

Tel: 0115 973 3222 Fax: 0115 973 3666 
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk 

One of the best music appreciation devices 
available.' 
Jason Kennedy Hi-Fi Choice Summer 2002. 
EDITORS CHOICE 

Full details on the P20 and other BorderPatrol 
amplifiers and power supplies can be found on line 
at www.borderpatrol.net 

probably the second best music loudspeaker in the world 

(after the Virtuoso) 

First, there was the Virtuoso: 

1\le \rejoso 

website www.beauhorn.com 

True to the classical allusion in their name, the Beauhorn Virtuosos 
are unambiguously and unapologetically great classical music 
reproducers - and they're at least very good at most everything else. 
Art Dudley, Listener 

Then the B2.2 Revelation: 

... it's also one of the most effective and convincing music speakers 
you're ever likely to hear. It doesn't take long to forget about the 
hi-fi and simply get deeply involved in the musical content ... simply 
sound more 'right' and 'real' than ... conventional speakers. Paul 
Messenger, Hi-Fi Choice 
...it is simply irresistable. ... it was the clarity, openness and 
'crispness' that suggested ESLs... Ella, Aretha, Eva Cassidy, and 
Peggy Lee, each had all the correct textures, the sounds ofbreathing, 
and presented in a clearly defined space - chilling veracity ...at just 
under £4000 with the stands, it deserves a huge audience. It is so 
enjoyable a speaker that you forget all about flaws. Ken Kessler, 
Hi-Fi News 

BeauhornT" the 82.2 Revelation 

ed 

e-mail: infoc@beauhorn.com Hastings TN35 4NB England Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888 
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feature 

Peter Walker, 
OBE, DSc 1916-2003 

The founder of QUAD, Peter Walker, died recently. Noel Keywood looks at one of the most 
highly regarded figures of Britain's hi-fi industry. 

p
eter Walker, founder of 
Quad, passed away at his 

Cambridgeshire home on 

December 10th 2003, aged 

87. Peter achieved iconic 

status in the hi-fi industry, 

both in Britain and outside it too. 

This was partly due to the fact that 

Quad was an early exponent of pure 

high fidelity, at a time — just after the 

war — when such a market had not 

even been defined. It was also as a 

-esult of a long line of innovative and 

stylish products that were as intrigu-

ing as they were good sounding. Of 

all hi-fi companies, Quad has pro-

duced some of the most memorable 

designs ever and this alone is testa-

ment to Peter Walker's vision, deter-

mination and dedication to audio 

throughout his life. 

Born and raised in South 

London, Peter was bombed out of 

his early Central London premises in 

Lisle Street. On a trip to Huntingdon 

he spotted an empty butchers shop 

in the High Street and promptly 

moved the company in. From early 

on the Acoustical Manufacturing Co, 

as it was known then, was running a 

series of challenging advertisements 

in Wireless World explaining why 

their amplifiers were better for the 

quality reproduction of music, at a 

time when Britain was suffering 

rationing and few had much 

opportunity to listen to music except 

from the radio. 

Following the early amplifiers 

came an innovative corner ribbon 

loudspeaker and then, in 1957, the 

Quad ESL electrostatic loudspeaker. 

It was this loudspeaker, and the 

research papers 

that explained its 

operating 

principles, 

especially Walker's 

novel use of a 

constant current 

source to 

eliminate he 

problems of other 

designs, that 

cemented Quad's 

reputation. Even 

today a mint 

ESL57 is virtually 

unmatched in 

what it can do. 

I encountered 

Quad first as a 

slightly bemused 

user of a pair of 

German Braun 

electrostatic 

loudspeakers, 

based on the 

ESL57s. Later, after suffering blow-ups 

of a Cambridge P50 then a Lux I 

found myself a Quad 33/303 owner.. 

By working reliably this beautifully 

designed and built amplifier 

demonstrated just what Quad was 

about. I was later to own a pair of 

ESL63s which again proved their 

worth as a review tool of 

unmatchable ability. 

As a technical journalist I visited 

the Quad factory in Huntingdon 

many times over the years and 

regularly had the pleasure of listening 

to Peter explain what lay behind his 

designs. It was at shows he would 

select a room, he told me, that he 

knew would suit the electrostatic 

e_efr le,«) 
/19P> 

loudspeakers, reliably giving Quad 

one of the best sounds amongst the 

exnibitors.The company were given 

the Queen's Award for Technological 

Achievement in 1978. 

Peter was not only a respected 

figure within UK audio, but also one 

of its founding fathers and one of its 

strongest exponents. Quad stands at 

shows, Quad literature and Quad 

product design all reached a very 

high standard.The Quad brand is 

respected worldwide and of course 

it lives on today as a testament to 

Peter's great abilities. It is sad that 

one of the world's best known 

figures in audio should finally pass 

away. NK 
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review 

Nut Brittle 

W
hat is made by hand 
can be mended by 

hand. Be you con-

templating a George 

Daniels watch or a 

Bill Bodger footstool, 

this is surely a comforting thought? 

But then, if your precious artefact 

had been made instead by automat-

ed machinery and designed accord-

ingly, perhaps it would not need to 

be mended? 

It does not follow that it would 

not be c:haracterful and colourful, 

but somehow the fond notion 

survives that things made by people. 

preferably very few people in 

intimate workplaces, are more likely 

to offer a certain charm or 

distinction that is assumed to be 

lacking in the products of comput-

erised robots. 

Qu te where J E Sugden & 

Company, tucked into tiny 

Heckmondwike in West Yorkshire, fit 

into this hand/machine gamut I do 

not know, but the firm has been 

around for a good many years, has 

been admired for its work for as 

many, and still claims that its 

A piece of Sugden bijout2rie examined by UK Setright 

products are 'handcrafted'. 

Too often that means that the 

artificers concerned consider 

precision engineering to mean 

working to the nearest sixteenth of 

an inch instead of the usual 

comfortable eighth. Sugden's 

FMMaster tuner, part of their Bijou 

series (other elements of which have 

lately been reviewed in this 

magazine), is stylistically related to 

the other Bijoux in comprising a 

sandwich of coarsely-brushed light-

alloy slabs constrained by corner 

pillars, which in the example I have 

been considering are off-axis in 

relation to the holes drilled for 

them. 

It shows. Look at the rear of 

the box (which is something tnat is 

presumably not done once it is 

installed) and there are a couple of 

items (the antenna socket anc a 

tumbler switch) that are not perpen-

dicular to the rear face but are 

mounted askew. Again. it shows. 

Does it matter, though? Surely 

the real rest of a tuner is how it 

works, what sort of sounds it issues? 

If appearances were all that 

important, we should all be buying 

and gawping at some of the 

gorgeous-looking stuff offered by 

certain staggeringly artistic Swedes. 

Some of us might even be listening 

to it, or after a while just hearing it. 

Procure this Sugden, though; make 

the connections, throw the switches: 

what you hear sounds brilliant. 

Brilliance is not normal. Reality 

is normal; this sound is supernatural 

in its clarity, its precision, its freedom 

from the accretions of mud and 

murk that silt up the estuaries of so 

many rivals. I would not describe this 

sound as transparent: it is solid 

enough to have been chromium-

plated, but the emptiness of the 

silence that surrounds the sound is 

as transparent as gin and tonic. 

It may also prove as deceptive, 

or even as desensitising. Listening to 

music that I know, played by 

performers whom I know, I often 

felt that what I was hearing was a 

little more 'ntense than what I 

should hear from them directly. I 

certainly found that the balance of 

known music was upset: the mid-

range was projected with such 
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review 

intensity that, where it extends into 

the upper frequencies, it sounds 

metallic or even wiry — and bass 

lines that I knew to exist had to be 

hunted for, demanding an effort that 

should not be necessary. 

I reckon that I listened to a fair 

mix of programmes.There were live 

and recorded classical pieces, for 

anything from solo piano to full 

orchestra or choir with organ, on 

BBC Radio 3; there was the usual 

mix of sugared music and acidulated 

speech on Classic FM; there was 

chamber-scale — should I make that 

club-scale, or even bar-scale? — jazz 

on Jazz FM; there was conversational 

chit-chat on BBC Radio 4. These 

were not all, but they were the 

most; in every instance the same 

combination of chromium-plated 

middle and half-timbred bass was 

evident. 

Heard in your dealer's 

demonstration room, the startling 

sound of the Sugden could be very 

persuasive. After a week or two at 

home, unless it were fed through 

deep and honeyed speakers, I 

suspect that it might become a bit 

wearing. For those who only use 

radio for background (are there 

readers like that here?) it might 

actually serve to make low-level 

music more perceptible, more 

intelligible; in that case it could be 

doing a valuable service. 

People like that tend, I suspect, 

to scan the frequencies or rely on a 

multitude of presets. The Sugden 

accommodates twenty preset 

frequencies, a number that I have 

long thought ought to be sufficient 

for serious listening; perhaps only 

philologers and geographers could 

justify more. These presets can be 

contrived using the five buttons on 

the front of the Sugden — what looks 

like a sixth is actually a receptor lens 

for the handset. That handset is 

useless except for tracking up and 

down whatever scale of frequencies 

or presets you have selected with 

the other buttons, so either you sit 

within arm's reach of the tuner or 

you inure yourself to getting up and 

walking across the room whenever 

there is something to be done. 

It can be done with moderate 

ease, given fair measures of logic and 

intuition. Just do not expect much 

help from the instruction manual. 

This publication, amounting to four 

roughly photocopied sheets of A4 

paper, was evidently written by 

somebody who knew what he 

wanted to say but was not very 

good at saying it. The alarmingly 

rudimentary text and the 

illustrations do not correspond with 

each other: the options switch that 

I mentioned earlier occurs twice in 

the text, as though it were present 

both on the front and on the back of 

the tuner, so one of the numbers 

allotted to it in the text is simply 

not there when you look at the 

supposedly corresponding diagram. 

Somewhere in the New Testament it 

says that 'An evil and an adulterous 

generation seeketh after a sign; and 

there shall be no sign given them'. 

Offering two conflicting signs is a 

new way of confusing the blighters. 

At least this instruction manual 

does not drift off into reams of self-

indulgent praise for the 

manufacturer's choice of 

technologies, of components, or of 

manufacturing methods. That sort of 

things can wear very diin very 

quickly, and is often meaningless. 

There are doubtless those who wish 

to know what kind of circuitry is 

employed, or what breed of bits is 

bought in; but that knowledge can 

only be justified if it lead to an 

accurate expectation of what sound 

will emerge, and there are quicker 

and more reliable ways of 

establishing that, The best is probably 

to listen to it. 

Do so — but do be careful. 

Sensational sound is all very well, but 

sensational feel is something that I 

would not seek in such an 

instrument, While it was connected 

to the mains, by the simple two-core 

flex corresponding to the two-pin 

terminals in the back of the tuner, 

the whole body of the Sugden 

tingled at what was almost certainly 

mains frequency. If such be the 

work of men's hands, then I can 

understand why the Old Testament 

takes such a dim view of the idea. 

VERDICT woe 
A solidly built tuner, but one that's a bit 
off the pace against the competition. 

FM MASTER 

JE Sugden 

C + 44 (0) 1924 404 088 

www.jesugden.co.uk 

£949 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
The Sugden has pronounced treble lift 
in its frequency response, our analysis 
shows, and will sound bright as a 
result. Distortion levels were high 
towards full modulation, but a 
creditable 0.13% or so at 50% 
modulation. Being primarily second 
harmonic the output should sound clean 
and free from harshness or muddle. 
Stereo separation was adequately wide 
at 40dB and noise just low enough to 
be inaudible at —73dB ( IEC A wtd.), a 
normal enough result. Sensitivity was 
mediocre at 68uV for —50dB noise on 
stereo and 1.9mV for full quieting. The 
SugdEn needs to be used with a proper 
aerial Output was 0.5V at full 
modulation. 

The FM Master turned in a 
reasonable set of figures, with no 

weaknesses. It will sound bright and 
likely detailed, in use. NK 

Frequency response 
Stereo separation 
Distortion ( 50% mod.) 
Hiss ( CCIR) 
Signal for minimum hiss 
Sensitivity ( stereo) 

10Hz - 16.8kHz 
40dB 
0.13% 
73dB 
1.9mV 
75pV 

flIqUINC11,6k 

BM lk 2k Sk 16k 
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Countdown to 

20 - 22 February 2004 

10am - 5pm every day 
at the Marriott City Centre 
Hotel, Lower Castle St., 
Bristol 

GETTING TO THE SHOW 
By train: Temple Meads Station is a short 
distance from the Marriott and is accessible by 
bus, foot or taxi. 
By car: from the M4 take 119 (M32 - Bristol). 
Follow signs for City Centre and RAC signs to 
the Show. 

SOUND 

OATH 

.4-
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ocouesynof 
12119.179111411 

LONDON 
SICUIPI WALES 

Ne. 

CMPPEPINAM 

17010PLE MEWS 
MANN, SIWTION 

• 

Easy local parking in Broadmead 
and Bond Street NCPs. 

ORGANISED BY 

audio T 
in association with 

WHAT HI*FI? 
SOUND AND VISION 

SOUND 
SLIMISIO 
THE BRISTOL SHOW 
See and hear all the latest products under one roof... 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY: the official launch of 4 new models! 

CYRUS: come & learn about quality multi-room and the Cyrus Link. 

DENON: unveil their fourth Universal SACD/DVD-A Player 51; the technologically 

groundbreaking DVD-A11 with DVI-HDCP output. 

ELAC: launch the 200 Series - 5 new JET tweeter loudspeakers. 

LIVING VOICE: the OBX-R2 loudspeaker system making its debut. 

LOEWE: presenting their latest LCD, Plasma and DLP televisions, and the stylish new 

XELOS SL flat panel TVs. 

MERIDIAN: come and see the new G Series, their first new range in 10 years! 

MISSION: are proud to use the Bristol Show to launch the beautifully styled, Elegante range 
of multi channel, multi format loudspeaker systems. 

QUADRASPIRE: the launch of some major new products. 

REGA: the all new R9 loudspeakers and possibly more... 

REVOLVER: 2 new loudspeaker models. 

SONUS SYSTEMS: a new SE range of support furniture. 

TOTEM ACOUSTIC: unveiling of the Rainmaker, a fabulous compact loudspeaker. 

WA LOUDSPEAKERS: stunning speakers carved from Cotswold Limestone! 

WHAT HI-Fl? SOUND & VISION MAGAZINE: there in person to answer all your questions 

about Hi-fi, Home Cinema and more. 

N 
NOW 
frs 17 .1"" 
'(EAR 

GREAT DEALS AND SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE SHOW - PLUS YOUR 
CHANCE TO WIN SOME SUPERB PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION 

Admission 

Adults £7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os £3.50; Accompanied children under 16 free 

BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: Acoustic Energy, Alphason, Anthony Gallo Acoustics, Apart, Apollo, 
Arcam, Argento, Artison, Atacama, Audionet, Audiopax, Audiophile BASE, Audioquest, Audiovector, Ayre 
Acoustics, B&W, Bandridge, Baseplayer, Beyer Dynamic, Black Rhodium, Bryston, Cabasse, Canton, 
Celestion, Ceratec, Cherished Record Company, Chord Electronics, Clearaudio, Clearcover, Clearlight 
Audio, Creek, Cyrus, Dagetti, Denon, Dezorel, Diverse Vinyl, Dynaudio, Eclipse TD, Ecosse, Eichmann, Elac, 
Epos, Exposure, Fergushill, Focal JM Lab, Fujitsu, Future Glass, Gamut, Goldring, GPA, Grado, Graham, 
Heco, Hi-Fi Choice Magazine, Hi-Fi World Magazine, Inca Design, InFocus, tnvision UK, Isotek, Ixos, lxotica, 
Jamo, KEF, Klegg Audio, KM Acoustics, Lafayette Electronics, Lexicon, Living Voice, Loewe, Lyra, Magnat, 
Marantz, Mark Levinson, Meitner, Meridian, Michell, Miller & Kreisel, Milty, Mission, Mi Acoustics, Monitor 
Audio, Moon, Mordaunt Short, Multicover, Music Works, Myryad, NAD, Naim Audio, Never Connected, 
Niro, Nordost, One for All, Onkyo, Optimum, Opus, Ortofon, Parasound, Perfect Sound, Perigee, Pioneer, 
PMC, Polk, Primara, ProAc, Profigold, Project, PSB, PURE Digital, Purist, QED, Quad, Quadraspire, Rega, REL, 
Revel, Revolver, Roksan, Ruark, Runco, Russound, Sennheiser, Seventh Veil Loudspeakers, Shakti Audio 
Innovations, Shun Mook, Sim 2, Sonus Systems, Sony, SoundStyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, T+A, TAG 
McLaren Audio, Tannoy, Teac, Techlink, The Chord Company, Tivoli Audio, Totem Acoustic, Transfiguration, 
Trichord, Trinity Audio, True Colours Industries, Tube Technology, van Den Veda Products, Velodyne, 
Vertex AQ, Vibe, Vienna Acoustics, Vivadi, Vivanco, Vivante, Vogels, VPI, WA Loudspeakers, Waterfall, 
Wharfedale, What Hi-Fl? Sound & Vision Magazine, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha and many more... 

For the very latest information on new product launches check www.bristolshow.co.uk 
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'm intrigued by the idea of 

24/192 stereo. Even the 

description seems a strange 

fus.on of the old world — 

stereo — and the new world of 

digital where big numbers are 

everything. Two measly little chan-

nels seems archaic in a world 

buzzing with five, six and even seven. 

But 24 represents 24 bit digital reso-

lution which is pretty serious, 

putting both distortion and 

noise at levels so low as to 

be, we hope, beyond per-

ception.And 192 is the digi-

tal sampling frequency 

which, again pushes the ana-

logue frequency limit right 

out to 96kHz, a limit most 

feel to be just about beyond 

argument as good enough. It's 

still two channel, but this is 

two channels done properly, 

way surpassing Compact Disc's 

always inadequate 16bit/44. I kHz 

spedfication. 24/192 should return 

us to the sort of smoothness and 

believability we left behind with the 

passing of the LP Funny that 24/192 

is DVD Audio's top specification, yet 

it's stereo, not new fangled sur-

round- sound. 

I know a lot of readers are 

more than happy with stereo and 

detest the thought of surround 

sound.As Patrick Cleasby recently 

said, when analogue stereo is done 

properly it takes on almost magical 

properties. He made that comment 

in relation to new 24/192 stereo 

releases, which seem to be upon us 

with almost no fanfare.This is what 

many of you may have been waiting 

for. I know all too well that my I 2in 

SME 3012 fitted with Goldring 1042, 

Garrard 401 and World Audio 

Design valve phono stage (crucial) 

sounds incomparably more dynamic, 

spacious and natural than CD, to an 

extent that shocks people.They 

think I'm engaged in trickery, but 1 

am not (and, of course, you can do 

much better than this with, say, an 

SME V and Ortofon Kontrapunkt B). 

No, the problem lies with CD, which 

was never anything other than 

strictly limited in what it could 

achieve with its early coding system. 

1 don't expect 24/192 to sound 

the same as LP done properly - nor 

as good quite frankly. The best 

analogue often harbors subtle 

enhancements that would always 

keep it ahead of digital subjectively. 

And as good as LP can be, I've heard 

The best analogue 

often harbors sub-

tle enhancements 

that would always keep it 

ahead of digital subjec-

tively. 

better from high speed, professional 

tape machines running I in wide 

tape, with a tweaked up modern 

head and all-valve amplification.Yes, 

animals like this exist and the music 

industry has in its capacious vaults 

vast quantities of music laid down 

onto analogue tape, just awaiting 

transcription back into something 

better than CD. Well, 24/192 DVD 

Audio is it, but whether it will ever 

become popular is another question. 

It was specified as a 21st century 

coding scheme suitable for all the 

wonderful analogue performances 

that exist on tape. 

Studios and musicians are aware 

these days that digital isn't perfect. 

Replacing that simplistic mantra of 

the early eighties is a new expanded 

appreciation that encompasses both 

digital and analogue, recognising that 

both have weaknesses and strengths. 

It is as if the narrow religious 

fervour that gripped the industry. 

causing it to produce some of the 

worst recordings ever, has given it a 

renewed appreciation of the value of 

good audio quality. Even valves are 

making a renaissance at studio level. 

At the forefront of digital 

technology is 24/192 conversion. 

Studios can barely work with it at 

present, since 24/192 analogue to 

digital convertors are not yet two a 

penny. Yet plenty exist and they are 

specifically for audio - the new 

cutting edge of digital audio. 

We should — and doubtless will 

— in due course get 24/192 

surround-sound, but for the present 

the data rate and the amount of 

data needed to be stored is 

too great even for DVD. 

Blue Ray can meet this 

challenge, but it isn't due till 

early 2005 and at present is 

seen as a High Definition TV 

carrier. In the meantime, the 

DVD Forum in their wisdom 

decided that super stereo 

should exist as the ultimate 

audio format of DVD Audio, 

a decision that's almost 

bizarre. It seems purist to the point 

of retrogression, surround-sound 

being the new super whiz-bang 

format promoted to move us ahead 

into 21st century audio. 

Since I measured outrageous 

distortion levels from CD way back 

in 1987 and complained about how 

poor CD really was in The Flat 

Response,1 have always had limited 

enthusiasm for it. It surprises me 

little that when old and new CD 

players are compared closely there's 

been little improvement over the 

years.A digital code so basic 

possesses intrinsic limits that no end 

of audiophile tweaking can 

overcome. In fact I would suggest 

tweaking is an analogue activity, using 

a medium that, although imperfect is 

at the same time without limit. 

Digital is the opposite: perfect, but 

only within strict limits.Well, 

hopefully, 24/192 at last moves those 

limits sufficiently far outside human 

perception to give us a near perfect 

medium. So stereo buffs should keep 

an eye on developments, because as 

the world chatters about multi-

channel, stereo may be quietly 

moving into the passing lane... 
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Írhe Kec182 is out latest introduction for the true beginner and designed by Andy 

Grove. A simple and elegant design based on the classic ECL82 valve, a triode 
and power pentode sharing the same glass envelope.The amplifier consists of two 
ECL82s per channel, the triode sectons work as the input/phase splitter and the 

pentode sections work in push-pull for the output stage.The amplifier offers 8 
watts into an 8 ohm load, the hum level is extremely low, comparison to solid 

state standards.The chassis is constructed of I.6mm mild steal with a black 

powder coat finish, there is only one signal input pair controlled at the front by a 

volume control for that simple touch.The speaker connects are the standard 
4mm banana type, positioned at the rear, as are the mains input which is received 
through an IEC lead, mains switch and earth post.We have made the construction 
as simple as is humanly possible with comprehensive instructions.The circuitry is 
based on a single printed circuit board. Ultimately this kit is for the guy who has 

always fancied a go at building a kit, but never dared. Simon Pope says," It's a 

great introduction to the valve sound. For it's humble price it delivers a full and 
rich sound with great detail and good depth." Kec182 weighs 9kg. External 
dimensions are 30cm(w)x23.5cm(d)x I lcm(h) 

£195 KEI182 VALVE AMPLIFIER KIT 

These are our new 6550 series amplifiers.A pure class A design Providing 40 

watts into a 8 ohm load.(available in a 4 ohm version if required) A truely high 

end design by Andy Grove, using Svetlana 6550Cs in push-pull (any 6550 or 
KT88 tube can be used with this amp). It features valve rectification (5U4) a 
choke pi filter power supply and is hard wired.Weighs 19kg with dimensions 

390mm(w) x 330mm(d) x 190mm(h) with valves or 220mm(h) with rage. Simon 
Pope says - " If you favour attack and rhythmic grip, together with a smoothness 

of sound that's incredibly easy to live with, the KiT6550 could well be the kit 

amp for you.The 6550 is one for those who like a valve sound married to the 

attack and clout of a good quality solid state design". 

KIT6550 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT £6115 KAT6550 VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT £580 

The Ke184 features a pair of EL84 valves per channel in push-pull configuration. 
They give 15 watts into an 8 ohm load.The output transformers are Ultra 

Linear. Up front the ECF80 input/phase splitter valve has an extremely smooth 
sound.The Ke184 has very low hum, for simplicity the kit is built on a printed 

circuit board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel 
and attractive chromed custom made knobs.There are five line level inputs, 
plus one monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the 

front panel. At the rear is a mains switch/IEC power input, earth post, phonos, 
and 4mm bannana sockets. Simon Pope says, "The quality that can be gleaned 
from this amp is a fine introduction to the joys of the valve sound.The Ke184 
will highlight all the intricacies and depth of detail in your favourite recordings 
whilst retaining a warmth and fullness that is almost exclusive to pure valve 

amps and is rare at this price point." Ke184 weighs I Okg. External dimensions 
with valves are 300mm(w) x 270mm(d) x I 50mm(h). 

KEL84 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT WWII» 

The 2A3 PSE integrated amplifier offers a seriously hi-end sound, but without the 
cost usually associated with single-ended amplifiers.The stereo chassis houses, on 
the output, 2 x 2A3 in parallel single ended configuration and a single 65N7 as 
the driver tube per channel.The valve rectified power supply consists of a 5U4 
and a 10h choke.This feedbackless design provides 8.5watts into an 8 ohm load, 

so a good sensitivity speaker is required above 90dB. It can accept 6 line- level 
inputs fully controllable from the front panel.We provide the excellent Alps Blue 
potentiometer as standard.The amplifier is hard wired so plenty of scope for 

tweaking in the future. Simon Pope says, "The 2A3 PSE is extremely impressive 
piece of kit, good imaging, wide sound stage, nicely extended on the high 

frequency and tremendous bass thump.Weight - 20kg, external dimensions with 
valves fitted - 390mm(w) x 360mm(d) x 220mm(h) 
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The PRE-II is a valve pre-amplifier with six inputs, tape mon.tor and two sets of 
output sockets. It utilises a high quality line driver transformer and x5 gain.The 
PHONO-11 is a dedicated valve phono stage that incorporates a step-up 
transformer for MC users. Finally, PSU-Il is a power supply unit that feeds both 
the PRE- 11 and PHONO-11. 

Power Supply Unit (PSU-11) 
Pre-amplifier (PRE-11) 
Phono Stage (PHONO-11) 
Moving coil step-up transformer 

Passive pre-amplifier (PAS-II) 

SERIES II MODULAR PRE-AMP KIT 

£205.00 
£215.00 
L110.00 
£77.00 

£235.00 

KiT34 is a 32 watt stereo valve integrated amplifier, featuring a pair of EL34s, in 
push-pull mode, per channel, plus an ECHO pentode/triode as input/phase 

splitter.The power supply is valve rectified (2 x 5U4), using a heavy duty choke 

to achieve exceptional smoothing.The output transformers are 14% Ultra Linear 
tapped to keep distortion down to its lowest level and the kit is totally hard 
wired utilising three tag boards. It has five line level inputs, plus a tape-in and 

tape out, all controllable from the front. Simon Pope says,This integrated bring 

together the best sonic virtues of our KiT88, ke134 and top of the range 300B PSE 
in an affordable package.The highlights of the sound are a deep and taut bass 
response, together with an open and highly detailed mid and high frequency 

response that only the best valve designs can achieve...a true valve classic. "Weight 
22kg, External dimensions with valves fitted - 390mm(w) x 360mm(d) x 210mm(h) 

/Our Parallel Single Ended amplifiers offer ultimate 
sound quality Each monobloc has two of the 
beautfulh/ linear 300B directly heated triode in 
its output stage, producing 20 watts into an 8 
ohm load. At the front we have a 6AU6 
pentode and an ECC82 as the driver valve. 

This design utilises a 5U4 rectifier valve in 
the power supply in combination with a 

I OH choke, giving an extremely quiet 
supply Both mains and output 
transformers we E/I pattern. 

For purists, feedback is switchable and 
the kit is totaly hard-wired. For those that 

require valves we provide the superb Tesla 
300Bs, Russian 5U4s and European 6AU6s & 
ECC82. Simon Pope says, "Not to put too fine a 
point on it, the sound these monoblocs create is 
among the finest that can be encountered in hi-fi." Our 
300B PSE kit bears an affordable price of £895.00 (UK price) excluding valves. Each 

monobloc weighs 23kgs., external dimensions with va/ves: 
25cm(w) x 38cm(d) x 22cm(h) per monobloc. 

The 300B PP monobloc shares the same 
look and chassis as the 300B PSE monobloc. 

The 300B PP kit has been created for 
those who prefer a bit more dynamics 
and drive to their valve sound.With a 

pair of 300Bs in push-pull configu-
ration providing 26 watts output, 

these beauties will drive most 
modern loudspeakers to perfection. 
Andy Grove's design is totally 

feedbackless, using a 6AU6 pentode 
as the input valve and a 5687 as the 

phase splitter, the power supply uses 
a Russian 5E14 for rectification.The kit is constructed by 

point to point wiring so some experience is required. 3008 PSE owners do have 

the option to buy the conversion kit for £250.00 to turn their monoblocs to 
push-pull status. Each monobloc weighs 23kg. 

3006 PSE MONOBLOC KIT £895 300B PP MONOBLOC KIT NEW £895 

/he HD83 headphone amplifier is a beautifully simple design using Mullard 

ECL83 valves, a triode and power pentode housed in the same envelope. It 
works directly from any source, be it CD, tape, tuner etc., or from an amplifier's 

tape out or pre-amp out sockets. The circuit uses high specification EA output 
transformers that will drive any headphone load from 16 ohms to over 300 

ohms depending on how the secondaries are wired up.The HD83 is a single-
ended design with the power pentode wired up in triode configuration for 

added sonic purity, and it is as quiet as a mouse. For sound quality Jon Marks 
says," The bass is punchy and controlled without becoming artificial, while 

treble has the crispness of the best solid-state, with the tonal purity, delicacy 
and speed associated with valves." External dimensions I 8cm(w) x30cm(I) x 
8cm (h) weight 4kg. 
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KIT6550/KAT6550 mains transformers 

2 inch stack, I 30mm(h)x120mm(w)x135mm(I) 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. Secondaries 

425V-0V-425V, 350mA, 0V-5V, 6A, 3.15V-0V- 3.15V, 

9A. Suitable for 120V & 240 Vac opeation 

KEL84 mains transformer 

1.5 inch stack, 90mm(h)x 80mm(w)x 95mm(d) 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. Secondaries: 

0V-240V 300mA, 3.15V-0V-3.15V, 5.5A, suitable for 

120/240V operation 

KIT34/KAT34/KIT6550/KAT6550 choke 

1.25 inch stack, 65mm(h)x105mm(w) with fitting 

holes x 60mm(d), clamp fitting, 2.5 H, 350mA 

300B PSE mains E/I transformer 

I 30mm(h) x 95mm(w) x 115mm(d). 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. 

Secondaries: 380V-0V-380V, 180mA/150-0V-150V, 

25mA/OV-5V, 1.2A/OV-5V, 1.2A/OV-5V,3A/3.15V-0V-

3.15V,0.4A suitable for 120/240V operation 

HD83 mains toroidal transformer 

80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

I 65V,75mA/3. I 5V-0V-3.15V, IA, suitable for 

I 20/240V operation 

PSU-Il mains toroidal transformer 

80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

270V,60mA/OV-10V,2A, suitable for I 20/240V 

operation 

TRANSI mains toroidal transformer 

95mm dia. x 50mm(h). Secondaries: OV-

370V, I 50mA/OV-6.3V,3.5A 300B E/I choke 

65mm(h) x 70mm(d) x 80mm(w) open frame 

fitting, I OH, I 80mA, 

KEL84 E/I choke 

0.5 inch stack, 40mm(h)x 35mm(d)x 70mm(w) 

clamp fitting, I H, 250mA 

PSU-Il E/I 

40mm(h) x 35mm(d) x 70mm (w) clamp fitting. 

I 5H, 20mA 

KIT34/KAT34 mains transformer 
2.5 inch stack, I 20mm(h)x115mm(w)x95mm(d), 

drop through fitting with zinc cap,Secondaries 
365V - OV - 365V,300mA/OV - 5V, 6A/3. 15V - OV - 

3.15V, 7.5A. Suitable for I20/240V operation. 

2A3 PSE mains transformer: 

2.5inch stack, on a 120 size lamination, 

120mm(h)x I 15mm(w)x95mm(d), drop through 

fitting with zinc plated transformer caps. 

Secondary winding: 370V-0V-370V, 250mA, 0V-5V, 

3A, 0V-4V, 2A x4. Suitale for 

110V/120V/220V/230V operation. Can be used 
for a valve rectified, dc heater (2A3), dc regulated 

heater(input valve) stereo 2A3 PSE/PP amplifier. 

KECL82 mains transformer: 

1 .25inch stack, on a 29 size lamination, 
80mm(wide)x7Omm(height)x7Omm(depth), frame 

type 2 hole fixing. Secondary winding: 0V- I 85V, 

200mA, 0V-63V, 3.5A. Suitale for 
110V/120V/220V/230V operation. Good for low 

power amp, solid state rectification achieves a HT 

of 240Vdc. Could be used for ECL82 PP/PSE 

stereo amp. 

f 
KIT6550/KAT6550 E/I I 6%TAPPED UL 

push-pull output transformer 2 inch stack, 80mm 

(w) x 95mm(I) x I 00mm(h), drop through fitting 

with zinc cap. Primary-secondary 4.5K, 16% UL 

tapped. Secondary 4 Or 8 ohm, pls specify on 
order. max output 45 watts, max current 180mA, 

valves. KT88, 6550 etc 

KEL84 Ell Ultra Linear push-pull output 

transformer 

1.25 inch stack, 76mm(h)x 65mm(w)x 76rrrn(d) 

Primary - seondary, 8K with 12.5% UL tap - 

8ohms, max o/p-15watts, max current 150mA 

valves EL84 etc 

KfT88/KAT88 E/I push-pull output transformer 
80mm(w)x95mm(I)x I 00mm(h). Primary-secondary 

10K - 8ohms, max o/p-40watts, max current-

I 60mA valves-KT88, 6550, EL34 

Pre-Il E/I driver transformer 

80mm(w)x6Omm(I) x65mm(h). 6:1 step down 

transformer, max current-10mA valves-6922 etc 

pre-amp stage 

KIT34/KAT34 E/I 14% tapped Ultra Linear 

push-pull output transformer 

2 inch stack, 80mm(w)x95mm(I)x I 00mm(h), drop 

through fitting with zinc cap. Primary-secondary 

6.4K, 14% UL taps, Secondary 8ohm, max output 

34watts, max current 150mA, valves EL34, 6L6, 

6CA7 

HD83 E/I single ended output transformer 

40mm(w)x5Omm(I) x55mm(h). 

Primary-secondary 4K - 4 x 64ohms 

windings, max o/p- I watts, max current-25mA 

valves-ECL83 etc 

300B PSE En parallel single ended output 

transformer 

130mm(h) x 95mm(w) x 1 I 5mm(d). 

drop through fitting with zinc cap. 

Primary 1K5 Secondary 8R, output . 

2A3 PSE E/I output transformer: 

2A3 parallel single ended transformer, 2 inch stack, 

78 size lamination. Primary impedance is 2.5K, 

secondary impedence is 4ohm or 8ohm, max 

current is 100mA. Output is 8.5Watts. 

KECL82 PP output transformer 

ECL82 push-pull ultra linear. linch stack, on a 29 

size lamination, 

80mm(wide)x7Omm(height)x6Omm(depth), frame 

type 2 hole fixing. Primary 7.5Kohm. secondary 

8ohms. Max current 85mA, 

Good for numerous low output pentode valves in 

push-pull configuration. 

300B PP E/I push-pull output transformers 

2.5inch stack, on a size 120 lamination. 

I 30mm(h)x95mm(w)x I 15mm(d) drop through 

fitting with zinc plated cap. Primary impedance 4K, 

secondary 6ohm.Will suit 300Bs, 2A3s etc in 

push-pull configuration. 

1111=1.82 Printed Circuit Board 20Ornm(w) xi4Ommagliffli 

Ke184 Printed Circuit Board 280nun( ,nd x I 3SrnInffix I 6mm(d). 

Ellatria Printed Circuit Board 140mm(w) t 310mMEMIE 
Ke134 Printed Circuit Board I 40mintwi t 3 I Orm,(1) n 2 4rnm(d). 

IIIIIMEMIrcult Board (a pair) 120mm(w) x 21SnealMEIM 

H1383 Printed Circuit Board I 40minino x I 6Ornmili u I 6,7,14 

IlealliMrted Circuit Board 105mm(w) x 130mm(I)MDIMIII 

PRE- II Printed Circuit Board 105itionvo x I 3Ornr,(4 x I 6nrurqd, 

IlePNO-11 Printed Circuit Board I OSinro(w) x I XIMBfflaini 
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Michell, Trichord, Lowther and ReThm loudspeakers. 

Millennium Hi-Fi & Av 
500-1-3 First Floor, Wisma Indah (Shen Court), 

Jalan Tun Razak 50400 K.L. 

tel: 603 9283 8171 fax: 603 9281 3762 

137 Jalan Pendekar 2 Taman Skudai Baru 81300 Skudai, Johor DT 
tel: 607'554 5171 Fax: 607 554 7645 
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These are expert kits, not for the inexperienced. You must be able to solder and read a circuit diagram. The valve 
kits contain lethal voltages. We cannot be held Responsible for any errors arising from the construction of these kits. 

ammelltar cima gobuar webtmasheei 

Kec182 (8 ohm) 
2A3PSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
2A3PSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KaT34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
KiT34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
ke184 with valves (8 ohm) 
Ke184 without valves (8 ohm) 
PSUll 
PREll 
PHON011 
PASII 
Step ups transformers for MC use with PHON011 
HD83 with valves 
300BPSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
300BPSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pis specify) 
300BPP with valves (6 ohm) 
300BPP without valves (6 ohm) 
300BPP conversion pack 

Kec182 (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (with valves) 
2A3 PSE (without valves) 
KaT6550 (with valves) 
KaT6550 (without valves) 
KiT6550 (with valves) 
KiT6550 (without valves) 
KAT34(with valves) 
KAT34(without valves) 
KiT34 (with valves) 
KiT34 (without valves) 
Ke184 (with valves) 
Ke184 (without valves) 
PSU - 11 
PRE - II 
PHONO 11 
PAS II 
MC - step up (pair) 
HD83 (with valves) 
300B PSE (with valves) 
300B PSE (no valves) 
300B PP (with valves) 
300B PP (no valves) 
300B PP (conversion pack) 

£195.00 
£570.00 
£470.00 
£580.00 
£450.00 
£615.00 
£485.00 
£480.00 
£415.00 
£515.00 
£450.00 
£298.00 
£268.00 
£205.00 
£215.00 
£110.00 
£235.00 
£80.00 
£195.00 
£1197.00 
£895.00 
£1197.00 
£895.00 
£250.00 

£170.00 
£485.00 
£400.00 
£495.00 
£380.00 
£525.00 
£415.00 
£410.00 
£354.00 
£440.00 
£385.00 
£255.00 
£230.00 
£175.00 
£185.00 
£95.00 
£200.00 
£68.00 
£167.00 
£1120.00 
£765.00 
£1120.00 
£765.00 
£215.00 

RARTS INEORIFMON ORDER NO. OTY UK OVERSEAS 
(inc vat & carriage) (exc. vat & cerdees) 

2A3 mains transformer 
6550 mains transformer 
34 mains transformer 
ke184 mains transformer 
HD83 mains transformer 
PSUll mains transformer 
300B mains transformer 
34/6550 choke 
ke184 choke 
300B choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSUll choke 
6550 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
34 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
ke184 output (8 ohm) 
2A3 PSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
HD83 output (multiload secondary) 
PRE-Il driver transformer 
300BPSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm) 
300BPP output transformer (6ohm) 
ke184 PCB 
ke134 PCB 
keI80 PCB 
KECL82 PCB 
HD83 PCB 
PSUll PCB 
PREll PCB 
PHON011 PCB 
tag board 
ALPS 50K dual potentiometer 
ALPS 100K dual potentiometer 
stepped attenuator ( 10K or 50K) 
LCR 22.5uF 440Vdc polyprop. Cap 
Jensen 0.47uF 630V, aluminium foil 
Safety gloves 
2A3PSE/6550/34 safety cage 

2A3 PSE mains T 
6550 mains T 
KiT34 - mains T 
Ke184 - mains T 
HD83 - mains T 
PSU- Il - mains T 
300B - mains T (each) 
KiT34 - choke 
Ke184 - choke 
300B choke 
2A3 PSE choke 
PSU-choke 
6550 - 0/P T (pair) 
34 - 0/P T (pair) 
Ke184 - 0/P T (pair) 
2A3 PSE 0/P T (pair) 
HD83 - 0/P T(pair) 
PRE-II - driver T(pair) 
300B PSE - 0/P T (each) 
300B PP - 0/P T (each) 
Ke184 - PCB 
Ke134 - PCB 
Ke180 - PCB(pair) 
KECL82 - PCB 
HD83 - PCB 
PSU- Il - PCB 
PRE-Il - PCB 
PHONO-Il - PCB 
TAG 
ALPS - 50K 
ALPS - 100K 
Attenuator + resistor pack 
LCR - 22.5U 
JEN - 0.47U 630V 
SAFETY GLOVES 
2A3 PSE/34/6550 cage 

WORLD AUDIO DESIGN AMPLIFIERS FULLY BUILT FROM MALMBIL  
TItle 

1A40 
1A36 
P20A 

Description 

40W EL34 integrated 
38W KT88 ffiegrated 
20W 5881 power amp 

Price (exc. 
VAT a- Caniagei 
£590.00 
£895.00 
£795.00 

Title Description 

MB80 80W EL34 monobloc 
PAll Valve pre-amplifier 
PH11 Va M3 phcno gaga PAll 

ORDER INFORMATION 

NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

£115.00 
£120.00 
£100.00 
£60.00 
£40.00 
£40.00 
£115.00 
£40.00 
£20.00 
£40.00 
£40.00 
£20.00 
£130.00 
£130.00 
£90.00 
£130.00 
£100.00 
£80.00 
£110.00 
£110.00 
£30.00 
£12.00 
£52.00 
£25.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£4.00 
£14.00 
£14.00 
£75.00 
£10.00 
£20.00 
£25.00 
£80.00 

£98.00 
£105.00 
£85.00 
£47.00 
£34.00 
£34.00 
£98.00 
£34.00 
£17.00 
£34.00 
£34.00 
£17.00 
£112.00 
£112.00 
£78.00 
£112.00 
£86.00 
£68.00 
£94.00 
£94.00 
£26.00 
£11.00 
£45.00 
£21.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£17.00 
£3.00 
£12.00 
£12.00 
£65.00 
£8.00 
£17.00 
£21.00 
£68.00 

Price (exc. *dar our Far East Disbibutor: & AV 
VAT oCerdeo.) 

£1190.00 137 Jalan Pendekar 2, Taman Skudai Baru, 81300 Skudai, Johor DT, Malaysia 

£699,00 Tel: 07 554 5171 - Fax: 07 554 7645 - email:mha8@pd.jaring.my 
f199.00 

Tel/Fax: 01908 218 836 
I enclose cheque/postal order for £ made payable 
to World Audio Publishing Ltd. I wish to pay by Mastercard / Visa /Switch/ Solo. 

  Please debit my account no: 

POST CODE:   
COUNTRY: 
TEL. (DAY): 

Expiry Date:  Signature: 
  (Switch/Solo only) Valid Date:  Issue No.  
  (Visa/Mastercard only) Security number - last three digits of number on signature strip. ( 

Prices were correct at time of print, 01/01/04 they are subject to changa. 
If you wish for a bu* item, please phone for a quote / Valves Included except where otherwise stated.)If you would like a data sheet on any of the kits, please write a V in the qty box 

MADRINO - World Audio Publishing Ltd. accept no responsibility for kits, parts or modifications made or supplied by third parties.Order on our website xwrveworldaudiodesign.co.uk 
Please send your completed order form to: WORLD AUDIO PUBLISHING LTD. 12a Spring Gardens, Newpor Pagnell, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK16 CEE 

TeVFax: 01908 218336 e-mail: orders@worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

www.hi-ftworld.cesk 

VISA 
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AUDIO ENFONIC TH BOO 

ELECTRONICS 

VALVE BOOKS 

ASte I.••••••••• 
.1,010 
MIASUILEMENTs 
:=---"--

undefflanane 
HIM Circuits 

17.-Jerek; 

J. UM 

Fundamentals 
of 

Radio- Valve 
Technique 

WILLIAMSON , 

Electronics made Simple 

by Ian Sinclair 

Thus books covers the basic theory and 

principles of electronics A good read 

for the beginner 

Code No 1420 

£12.99 n £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Build your own Electronic Test 

Instruments 

by Electktor 

This book contains designs for 17 

measuring instruments, seven generators 

and analysers, ten miscellaneous instru-

ments and a number of test ancillaries 

and auxiliaries The designs range from a 

simple multkore cable designs contain a 
special printed circuit, drawing of which 

are given in an appendix 
Code No.1400 

£15.95 + £3.25 P&P (UK) 

Famous compendium of measurement 

and test techniques for audio reproduc-

tion equipment of the tube era includes 

discussion of all instruments needed. 

Covers amps, transformers, preamps. 

turntables, changers. tonearms, car-

tridges. tape recorders. 

Code No.I830 

CI 3.95 + £2.00 P&P(UK) 

Understanding Hi-Fi Circuits 

by N. H. Crowhurst 
Orignally published In 1957 Discusses all 

aspects of amplifiers. pre-amplifiers and equal.-

sauce orcurtry wed wntles. easy to under-
stand_The author does concentrate on valve 

oroks. so ran transistors here 

Paperback, 224pp Code No.1810 
Prke £ 13.95 + L103 UK p&p 

The Best of Audioneditorial proSects 

by Luciano Marri 

This bock contains sot excellent audio protects - 
a h.gh senstavrty speakeca superb tube pre-amn 
a 2A3 arnplAer design. a protect reang the Russian 
6C33CB and two renorects Leong 300Bs as output 

verses Overall the book rs a fabulous read 

62ppipaper back book code 1750 

£12.00 + (2.00 UK pup 

Fundamentals of Radio-Valve 

Technique 

J. Deketh 

This is part of the phdrps technical series 

written in 1947 it was one the most author. 

tine and comprehensive treatments of the 
nature and function of the vacuum tube 

534pp. Paper back 

Code No. 1630 

£21.50 + £ 2.50 P&P (UK) 

The Williamson Amplifier 

by D.T.N. 

Offers practical advice on how to build and 

set up the amplifier for best results. 

4Opp Paper back 

Code No.1040 

£9.95 oL1.50 P&P (U() 

114.1i-end 11DID. 
I' a,sajfallin'Itl 

Inside The 
Vacuum Tube 

Is:s.punt ( „. 
e. 

'eé,› 

• ••••••••,•••••••••• 1••••• 

Vacuum Tube 

Amplifiers 

F33 
RCA 

Build your own High-End Audio 

Equipment 

by Elecktor 

Build your own High-End Audio equip-

ment contains construction projects for 
solid state preamplifiers and power 

amplifiers, active cross-over filters, an 

acuve subwoofer. a mono/stereo 

compressor and a headphone amplifier 

Code No.1390 

£14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

The LP is back 

by Audio Arnatures 

Your complete guide to LP care and 

maintenance designed to offer you 

everything useful for those who love 

and enjoy this older music medium 

This covers the theory and care of 

LPs and the electronics and mechan-

ics of its players 

154pp Paperback , Code No.1620 

£8.00 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Inside the Vacuum Tube 

One of the most thorough (and funny) 

books ever written on the way vacuum 

tubes function. Riders mastery of analo-

gies common to most of us makes the 
book especially useful to those who 

want to learn about vacuum tubes 

Code No. 1840 

£24.00 n £ 2.50 P&P (UK) 

Audio Measurements 

Glass Audio Projects - 17Vactiorn 

Tube Designs 
This bock features 17 valve protect, 

designed. used and tested by some of the 

best audsors state stele Designs suds as a 

3008 push-pill amp a 33 power any a 

6528 wee endota 3038 pirakil single-

ended amp. a6C33C-B wee ended ane 
a 70W K1138 push-pull arnpa 2A3 

ended amp to name a few.AI inflame-
bon ts provided so most aromas on 

betroth front scratch 

Paperback 73pp. Code 1790, 

£8.00 a' LISO P&P (UK) 

Vacuos Tube Amplifiers 

byValley & VValltnan 

This book is a well known reference 

valve text book and is assembled 
from pieces by ten knowledgable 

authors An absolute bible when it 

comes to valve electronics 
734pp, Paperback. Code 1770 

£29.95 + £ 4.30 P&P (UK) 

Buikl your own Auck,Valye Amplifiers 

by Rainer Zur Linde 

This book covers construction projects 

for preamplders, power amplifiers and 
two amplifiers for musical instruments 

aimed at the practical aucho/hiff enthu-

siast, it offers much information on the 
operation of electron tubes, while the 

first chapter glues a short history of 

the thermlonrc valve 

paperback, 25Ipp, Code No.1320 

(14.95 + 2.50 P&P (UK) 

RCA Receiving Tube Manual 

Technical  Sosies RC- 14 

This book presents RCAs canmeroar valw 

kne-up as rt was in 1940 The Manildi cosers 

termnology,Technology and appliance, nabo 

tesong and then a Larger section rang some 

curt ideas and plenty of data on numerous 

eg 61.6, 6N7. 65N7 

255pp Paperback. Cade No.1800 

£13.95 + L7.110 p&p (UK) 

sac 
AUDIO TUBE DATA 
0•••• 1.#1111.•13. 
zwarrrra 
wan lhu«•IIIII•• OW.» 

=== 

Audio/Radio Handbook 

By National Semiconductor 
Naoasal Semiconductor s manual y an essenual 

aid to engineers and experienced hobbyists in 

the appficaoon of Narionalis fine of consumer 

audio and radio ICI Not only does rt hold com-

prehensive data of then- 1Cs but &cusses dseo-

ry aspects of arripkfiers and pre-amps and cov-
ers electronic pnnopals. 

paperback 200pp Code No1810 

£13.95 + 12.00 P&P (UK) 

The Joy of Audio Electronics 

by Charles Hansen 

This is a fail-safe guide to the pleasures of 

hands-on electronic construction This 

book covers test and measurement pro-

leas how to build simple kits, safety 

issues, the workplace. theory and 

resources. A must for the beginner who 

plans to build more advanced electronic 

projects in the future 

124pp Paperback, Code No.1650 

£10.50 u £2.50 P&P (UK) 

GEC Audio Tube Data 

Full of data and circuits concerning 

the three most well known MO 

Valve power tetrodes. the KT66, 

KT77 and KT88. ( the KT77 was 

GEesanswer to Mollards EL34) and 

some data on the PX4 and PX25 

triodes, The first section concerns 

preamplifiers of various types, with 

information regarding equalisation. 

tone controls, filters and suchlike. 

An excellent book for all valve 

heads. 

Paperback Code No. 1780 

£14.95 + £2.00 (UK) 

An Approach to Audio Electronic Valves 

in Alla0 Frequency Amplifiers 

by E. Rodenhois 
Discussing the use of valve data, the func-

tion of different amplifier stages and 

includes detailed descriptions of eight 

designs A wealth of practical data, mea-

surements and interesting features will be 

found A very good read. 

Paperback 147pp, Code No. 1520 
Price £ 12.95 £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Audio Reality 

by Bruce Roaenblitx 

Investigates conductors, skin effect, imped-

ance. interconnects, speaker cables. balanced 

lines, transmission lines, isolation transform-

ers, tubes, acoustics and much more Also, 

Indegies 6 excellent detailed valve design protects, 

80wan OTL 25watt OTL. grounded grid pre. 

amp. 150watt amp.. 6550 SE amp and a 

grounded grid cascade phono prearno 

Paperback 128pp, Code No. 1640 

Price 21.50 + 2.50 P&P (UK) 

Mollard Tube Circuits for Audio 

Amplifiers 

Includes full designs for eleven power and 

control amps. including 5-20, using valves 

Begins with a four chapter tutorial on getting 
the best sound from valve amplifiers 

1 42pp 8" x 10" Paperback Code 1030 

L13.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK) 

The Beginner% Guide to Tube Design 

by Bruce Rozenblitx 

This book takes a comprehensive look at 

tube audio design. It explarns how vacuum 

tubes work and how to design with them 
Rozenbfit covers stabilisation and testing. a 

description of 13 famous and classic amps 
and preamps and how to work effectively as a 

designer A hands-on guide to construction 

techniques. tools and choosing components 

and tubes is provided. 1997. 
132pp Paper back Code No. 1340 

(15.50 + 12.50 P&P (UK) 
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ito LIBRARY 
ORDER 4 BOOKS égt OVER 84 PAY ONLY £7.00 FOR P&P (UK ONLY) 

Manual. HI-FI a valvole Schernario 2' 

This book is dedicated to self makers and 

to Hi-Fi tube engineers.With a wealth of 

circuit diagrams from some of the best 

valve amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and phono 

equipment producers in the world. 

Including,Audio Research,Altec, Conrad 

Johnson, Art Audio. Luxman. Carver. 

Dynaco, Electrovoice Leak, Macintosh. 

Marantz, Quad, Radford. Quick Silver, 

numerous OTL designs.Verdier.VTL and 

Western Electic.Well worth the money. 

208pp. Paperback Code No. 1720 
£44.00 • £4.00 P&P (UK) 

First in High Fidelity 

The Products and History 

of H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd. 

by Steven Spicer 

This book is the unique and 

comprehensive story about 

one of the worlds best high. 

fidelity audio companies. 

Contained are 300 pictures. 

30 circuit diagrams for classic 

designs of the day There are 

also numerous anecdotes and 

contrisutions bon, ex-employees. 

A wonderful historical read 
270pp Paperback 

Code no.1740 

£19.95 • £335 rep UK 

LOUDSPEAKER BOOKS 

II 's I 1\1, 

VACUUM 
TUBES 

• 

ht. memo 
ssi sflh*-sThIS 
• e stii isis tslaiO 

Testing Loudspeakers* 

by Joe D'Appolito 

Joe D'Appolito. loudspeaker designer and 

consultant, has written the definitive text on 

testing loudspeakers. Dr. D'Appolito brings 

his expertise to the subject and provides 

you with a hands-on discussion of testing 

drivers and systems. He brings you the the-

ory and physics behind loudspeaker testing 
in this volume. 
Paperback 

Code No. 1580 

£24.95 + £3.00 P&P (UK) 

Bullock On Boxes 

by Robert M. Bullock III. 

Using Thiele-Small parameters clearly, it 

offers lots of helpful tables and graphs to get 

to grips with the sizing of the box and port 

of a reflex 

loudspeaker 
72pp 81/2" x I I" Paperback 

Code P4o. 1100 

£12.95 • £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects 

A collection of the 25 best speaker articles 

published in the Audio Amateur throughout 

the 19701. this popular book is proof that 

great designs are never out of date. This 

volume is a rich source of theory, practice 

and design. 
135pp 8112" x II" Paperback 

Code No. 1550 

£16.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK) 

GettMe the most out of Vacuum 

Tubes 

by Robert B. Tomer 

From the coter. "Types and causes of tube 

failures, what to expect from tubes, testing 

methods and all about tube maintenance 

programs." This book is intended to offer 

explanations of why tubes fail and what to 

do about it. Disc .usions of catastrophic and 

degenerative failures; selecting tubes and 

tube types and testing and predicting tube 

performance. 
160pp Paperback, Code NaI710 

£1195 • £2.00 P&P (UK) 

Basic Theory and 

Application of Electron 

Tubes 

A US Army & Navy 

Publication 

This book is an excellent 

introduction into valves. It 

does just about everything 

its tele suggests.Written in 

1957 it was used by the US 

military as a text book in 

their elecnonis department. 

Superbly written it con-

tainns all you need to know. 

215pp Paperback 

Code No.I 760 

£17.95 + £3.50 P&P (UK) 

E 
LOUDS AKE 

William AND 

SYLVAN%  

TECHNICAL 
MANUAL 

Sylvania Technical Manual 

by Sylvania Electric 

Products Inc. 

This 13th edition contains 

data on more than 3300 elec-

tron tubes and semiconduc-

tor devices. Repnnted here 

without the TV picture tube 

section, this manual contains 

detailed information on 

Sylvania's devices including 

charts and chagrams.A matte, 

index is found in the front cf 

the book for reference. 

516pp Paper back 

Code No. 1700 

£16.95 • £3.80 UK p+p 

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design and 

Construction 

by Ronald Wagner 

Step by step guide to the design and con-

struction of a full range electrostatic loud-

speaker, including basic operating principles 

Strongly recommended for those wanting 

to either build, repair and/or restore, or 

who are just interested ,n electrostatics. 

24Ipp 7" x 9 5/8" Paperback 

Code No. 1080 

[16.95 • £3.25 P&P (UK) 

r ORDER ON-LINE 
www.vvorldaudiodesign.co.0 

Please send Code No.) 

encicse cheque/postal order for £  

Please debit my account no: 

(Switch/Solo only) Valid Date: 

Delivery Address:  

Tel: ( Day) 

ENGLAND TEL/FAX: 01908 218836 

7-

Issue No. 

Loudspeakers:The Why and How of 

Good Reproduction 

by G.A. Briggs 

An easy to understand book on build ng 

loudspeakers, using empirical techniques 

that pre-date computer analysis. Strongly 

recommended for beginners. 
88pp 51/2" x 81/2" Paperback 

Code 1070 

£10.95 • £2.00 P&P (UK) 

ORDER FORM 

• 

allege 10,••••1'...•••¡ 

ACOUSTICS 
P19( HOHCOUSTU 

• ( 

Modem High-EndValveArnpliters 

Based on Toroidal Output 

Transformers 

by Menno van der Veen 

Explains the whys and wherefores of 

toroidal output transformers at various 

technical levels. Discussed extensively 

within this book are designs for amplifiers 

from 10 to 100 woos. hnally, the author 

gives some attention to a number of 

special valve amplifiers, and to the theory 

and practice of negative feedback. 

250pp Hard back Code No. 1670 

£24.95 + £3.30 P+P (UK) 

Valve Amplifiers 

(second edition) 

by Morgan Jones, Audio 

Engineer 

This book allows those with a 

limited knowledge of the field 

to understand both the theo-

ry and the practice of valve 

audio amplifier design, such 

that they can analyse and 

modify circuits, and rebuild an 
amplifier Constructional 

techniques are also provided 

so muden can build from 

scratch designs that actually 

work 

488pp, Paper back, 

Code No. 1330 

£26.99 • 3.76P&P (UK) 

The Loudspeaker Design 

Cookbook,6th edition (new) - 

by Vance Dickason 

This best seller offers up-to-date design 

information for the home constructor It 

uses modem Thiele-Small theory and 

parameters. 
288pp 81/2" x I 11/2" Paperback 

Code No. 1090 

£29.50 + £4.00 P&P (UK) 

Hom Loudspeaker Design 

by Mr J. Dinsdale 

A cokaim times by Mr J. Dinsdale. that 

dISOISS the design and theory cede wonder-

ful breed of loudspeakierThe took contains 

denied drawirgs of =news deapn. ndud-

ing some Lowther dassictAlsoinducled with 

the bock is a 3.5inch ficom disc 'wide straight 

forward software to assist in the dear 

process.A senous reference for those with an 

interest in horn speakers 
112pp paper badc& 3.51opre dot 

21Ornm x 300mm 

Code 1730 

£2950 • £2.50 P&P (UK) 

Acoustics & Psychoacoustits 2nd Edition 

by Dodd M.Hiweani 8. James Angus 

An San:dui:don to acme.. coserng Foman 

perception of sound notes and Portnoy musi-

cal dammicstimbre of maid instments, 

acoustic model for musical Maumee, hear. 

erg music dieter% cretonne:nos decereng the 

ear and pausing sound elecoonically 
224p 7A4x189nan 

paperbadt 

Code 1370 

£29.99 • £330 P&P (UK) 

made payable to World Audio Publishing Ltd. I wish to pay by Mastercard / Visa /Switch/ Solo. 

DE)Expiry Date:  Signature:  

(Visa/Mastercard only) Security number - last three digits of number on signature strip.: 

 Please return to: W.A.P. Ltd. 12A Soring Gardens, Newport Pagnell. Milton Keynes, MK16 OEE. 

ORDER ON LINE Website: www.worldaudiodesign.co.uk E-Mail: nick@worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

Please contact us for overseas P&P charges. Allow 28 days for delivery. 

Alt orders subject to availability. If further space is required please attach separate sheet D TICK BOX IF YOU HAVE ORDERED BEFORE 
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lam 
specialist hl-fi dealers 

LONDON 

THE INNOVATIVE HIE, 
HOME CINEMA AND MULTI ROOM 
RETAILER/INSTALLER 

SERVING LONDON 
FROM BATTFRSEA 

ORANGES 8. LEMONS 
Friendly and efficient service 

0% finance 

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER 

ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD 
CREEK DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ 
NAIM NAD NEAT PMC QED RE.GA ROKSAN 
ROTEL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE SOUNDSTYLE 
YAMAHA XANTECH and many others 

020-7924 2040 
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11 

website:oandlhifi.co.uk 

We aim to provide a well chosen 
selection of quality hi-fi and 
accessories including 
FMI, ARCAM, B&W, NAUTILUS, 
DYNAYEGOR, [INN, LOEWE, MERIDIAN, 
M&K, NAIM, PIONEER, PROCEED, 
NEAT, REGA, ROTEL, SHAHINIAN, 
YAMAHA + more 
www.infidelity.co.uk 

Infidelity 
IN DECENTLY GOOD HI F 

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, 

Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KTI 4DA 

• 0 8943 3530 

Open. 
Tues-F ri 
10 30am-
1pm, 
Saturday 
lOars-6pm 

MAIL ORDER 

Release the full potential 
of your system 

STEP 2: INTERCONNECTS 

Once you have improved your 

mains cables, the next step is to 

choose interconnects. Discover for 

yourself the profound difference 

well designed cables make. 

IIICONIMEND(D 

FIFFICHOICE 

KIMBER Silver Streak analogue 
interconnect £145 for 0 Sm pair 

Drumm 
Hi-Fi Choice May'03 
'A very fine cable indeed. 

Phone UK Freephone 0800 373467 (quote: AH24) for a FREE 

catalogue or buy online at www.russandrews.com 

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, Windermere Road, Staveley, Kendal LAO 9PL. 
Int tel: 0044 1539 825500 Far 0044 1539 825540 Email: 0124 , russandrews.com 

NORTH 

a Basically 
NORWICH • r 

It Audio Analogue, Brystor, 
I Chord Co, Denon, Eo, 

Naim Audio, PMC, Pr 
Unison Research,Tea, 

Creek and mar 

1 The Old S School Road, Bra 
Nr Norwich, Norio, 

Tel (01508) 

ound 
RFOLK 

abletalk, Chano, 
Final, Isoblue. 
c, Rega. Stax, 
UKD Opera. 
others 

ol 
Ash 
NRI 4 8HG 
0829 

VALVES Et TUBES 

CC Chelmer Valve Company 

Buy CVC. PREMIUM HI - Fl valves direct from 

All valves processed for improved performance. 
We also have stock of MAJOR BRAND types inc. 

MULLARD, GEC, BRIMAR, RCA, GE, PHILIPS, etc. 

The Stables, Baddow Park, Great Baddow, 
Chelmsford, Essex, CA42 7SY 

Tel: 01245 241301 Fax. 01245 241309 
Eill.si sales@chelmervalve.com 

SERVICES Et 

CONSULTANTS 

Front End Problem? 
contact 

The Cartridge Man 
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a 

leg to get the best - listen to my 
Koestsu - and Decca -eater 

Also agents for Croft, Hadcock, 
EAR, Michell & 

Moth. 

plus cartridge re-tipping service 
020 8688 6565 

Website: w%m.thecartridgeman£om 

or a yo advertising 
requirements please call 

Mike Ballance on 01908 616116 
or email: 

advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 
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Digital 
Delights? 
Not all high resolution discs are created equal. We look at a few to see what is on offer. 

THE BEACH BOYS PET SOUNDS 
(DVD-AUDIO: 24/96 MONO, 
24/96 STEREO, 24/96 MULTI-
CHANNEL) 

R.._ 
—  oth of this naonth's DVD-

Audio titles feature sur-

round mixes which have 

baffled many listeners. It's 

absolutely natural that as 

the surround professionals 

develop their relatively recently 

acquired expertise, a conventional 

standard of'how should a surround 

mix be?' will arise, and here we have 

two contenders which challenge the 

current orthodoxy. It is beyond dis-

pute that Pet Sounds ranks in the 

very highest echelons of all-time clas-

sic pop. rock albums, and it is there-

fore natural that Capitol should try 

to preserve this sublime music in the 

best possible digital form for posteri-

ty. However, as with many similar 

projects of the last few years, all the 

PETER GABRIEL UP 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DSD) 

any in 2002 it was reported 

that Real World were 

working on transferring 

their Peter Gabriel archive 

to high resolution digital, a 

warning to avoid the CD 

reissues and wait for whatever high 

resolution version appeared. It was 

reported that the stereo masters for 

all his tIbums were transferred to 

both 24/96 PCM and DSD to cover 

the possibility of both DVD-Audio 

and SACD release, but at some time 

in the :Jew- that followed they appear 

to have been persuaded that SACD 

was th?. way to go. 

In the middle of 2003 almost the 

entire tatalogue became available on 

stereo hybrid SACD. 'Up' was the 

only album to receive a multi-channel 

transfers and mastering for this pro-

ject were done at 24/96 resolution. It 

would be interesting to know, if Mark 

Linnet were to restart the project 

now ,.would he be using 24/192 or 

DSD technology? 

Once again we are in the 

territory of likely reissue fatigue for 

potential purchasers of this disc, who 

will almost inevitably have already 

bought at least one or two CD 

versions of it, if not the exhaustive 

'The Pet Sounds Sessions" of six 

years ago. Much of the commentary 

and supplemental material found 

here is culled from that box set, but 

the addition of some promo and 

"making of" video material is 

welcome, thanks to DVD-Audio's 

video capabilities. 

It is unfortunate for those fans of 

the album that if they wish to hear 

the best transfers to date of either 

the original mono master or 1996's 

stereo mix they should really splash 

mix from Tchad Blake, who had 

mixed the stereo version of the 

album as well, We can only hope that 

Gabriel is minded to lock Blake up in 

a room for a year with all of Peter's 

multi-tracks, as the results of his 

work on 'Up' are nothing short of 

revelatory. What was a scarily intense 

and dense recording, (not surprising 

with nigh-on ten years of work 

laye,ed onto the tracks!), becomes a 

fasclnating listen once pulled apart. 

There are daring discrete surround 

events from beginning to end, 

instruments zipping between 

diagonally opposed speakers or being 

fully isolated in the rears.The centre 

is used to great effect to isolate the 

presence in Gabriel's voice, which 

gives tricks such as his bass 

interventions coming from the rear 

in "Growing Up" even more impact 

The full emotional effect that 

wel used DSD can have is apparent 

out once 

again to 

obtain the 

24/96 

remasters 

available here. 

Unfortunately the 

surround mix does 

not really work, 

lacking any convincing front 

soundstage due to the decision to 

spread vocals and instrumentation 

around the four main speakers, with 

the bizarre under-use of the front 

right speaker leaving the listener with 

the constant feeling of a sonic " hole". 

A real shame. 

during ' Blue 

Sky', when the 

bass voice in the massed wordless 

refrain from The Blind Boys of 

Alabama appears from somewhere to 

your left and literally tugs at your 

heartstrings with its strange power 

to move.This is the kind of 

transcendent feeling that we should 

all be listening to music for. 
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ELTON JOHN GOODBYE YELLOW 
BRICK ROAD 
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND 
MULTI-CHANNEL DSD) 

Ii 
his three disc set is the 

example of a supremely 

well done reissue project. 

The addition of an abridged 

version of the Classic 

Albums documentary as a 

bonus DVD-Video is a masterstroke, 

although unlike in the US there is 

currently no option to buy the two 

disc package without it in the UK — 

so if you've already got the DVD, 

you've got to get it again! 

The original artwork has been 

spruced up and reused to make a 

very appealing package, there are 

excellem 5.1 versions of three B 

sides, and all the transfers and 

mastering have been done with 

meticulous attention to detail, (Tony 

Cousins of Metropolis was used for 

the stereo mastering because he had 

completed the most recent CD 

remasters with original producer, the 

late Gus Dudgeon, and still had his 

original mastering notes), but the key 

to the critical and sales success which 

this set has already had in the States 

NEIL YOUNG HARVEST 
(DVD-AUDIO: 24/192 STEREO, 
24/96 MULTI-CHANNEL) 

0.  
nveterate CD-hater Neil Young 

was, along with Joni Mitchell, 

one of the active proponents of 

, * the halfway house to DVD-

. Audio resolution which HDCD 

represented. It was therefore 

self-explanatory when Robin Hurley 

of Warner Strategic Marketing told 

me they were the only two artists 

who had explicitly requested that the 

stereo on their back catalogue discs 

should use the maximum available 

24/192 resolution after they each 

had relatively lacklustre 24/96 debuts. 

You can also feel Neil's pain when he 

discovered a digital format he finally 

liked just when he had reached the 

end of a program of remastering his 

archive at 20 bit 88.2 KHz resolution 

for HDCD! 

As is the way with these things it 

took quite a while for Neil's first 

back catalogue DVD-Audio to reach 

the market. Early reports that he 

didn't intend to do multi-channel 

mixes for the entire album were 

ultimately confounded by the arrival 

of a disc with a full surround mix. 

is the superb and very adventurous 

surround mix which Greg Penny has 

done, as well as coordinating all 

aspects of the project. 

Although Dudgeon would 

undoubtedly have overseen this 

project if he had not tragically died in 

a car crash in 2002, Greg Penny was 

well-placed to do the job in his 

absence, having attended some of the 

orig:nal sessions as a 17 year old 

Elton fan and aspirant record 

producer. Some twenty years later he 

produced Sir Elton's ' Made in England' 

However some might wish that he 

had stuck with Plan A, for this is 

another highly unconventional mix. 

Much like the ' Pet Sounds' mix the 

usual strategy of retaining a front 

soundstage and augmenting it with 

centre and surround usage is pretty 

much abandoned in favour of 

spreading the instrumentation 

around the room. Another point of 

similarity is that little attempt is 

made to keep the overall mix levels 

of the original stereo mix. Indeed, 

were it not for the fact that the last 

three tracks of the album revert to a 

f ;0111k IIA 
........ 

album and he got this gig after 

presenting Elton's management with 

demo 5.1 versions.They simply asked 

him to set about probably the 

greatest Elton John album. He has 

created a thrilling and aggressively 

discrete mix, in which Davey 

Johnstone is frequently just behind 

your right shoulder, and the fantastic 

playing of the classic Elton John band 

can De fully appreciated.Any lover of 

this album, or perfectly executed rock 

and roll, could not fail to appreciate 

this SACD version. 

more conventional presentation, and 

that have received a confirmation 

from reissue producer David May 

that the disc is as Ne l and Elliot 

Mazer intended, I might be querying 

my own set-up. 

The real bonus here, (apart from 

the hilarious film of Neil lying in a 

field listening to a playback of 

"VVo-ds"), is the presence of a 

24/192 stereo tack which, despite 

suffering tape .fiss, does do full justice 

to the characteristic harmonica, 

crunchy guitars and whiny Neil vocals 

on this legendary recording. 
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Advanced Notice 
After last month's look at the capabilities of Apple's new third generation iPod, it's now 
time to examine its essential complement — the iTunes music software. Patrick Cleasby 
explains how to store your precious music CDs on your Mac or PC in sonically superb MC 

quality using this brilliant application. 

If you're at all interested in compressed digital music, you should be considering migrating 
to iTunes as your library manager, but even if you are not anticipating using an iPod or 
purchasing music from the iTunes music store (which will inevitably reach our shores in the 
coming year), there are still good reasons to look into iTunes. So, you could do a lot worse 
than downloading it from www.apple.com/itunes, to transcribe your audio CDs to your 
computer for easy listening and music management. Here's a step by step guide: 

CD TO MC 

S
o how do you turn your 
CD music into AAC? Well, 

after you've installed iTunes 

on your machine (following 

the instructions on the 

website) and click on the 

desktop icon to run it, you should 

first verify that your importing pref-

erences are set to AAC in, at what-

ever bitrate you have decided upon 

(the higher the bitrate, the better the 

sound and the less disk space you'll 

have free).Although iTunes includes a 

check box in its import preferences 

to optionally use error correction 

from version 4.1 onwards, version 4 

is already much better than version 3 

when importing discs which are 

either old or scratched. 

Inevitably iTunes uses the 

popular Gracenote CD database 

(CDDB) for labelling your digital 

music files with that vital artist/ 

album/ track information which 

drives the navigation facilities of most 

portable digital music players. On the 

rare occasions where CDDB cannot 

identify a CD, it offers you the 

opportunity to fully annotate the disc 

MP3 Encoder 

Stereo Bit Rate: 320 hggy 

igUse Variable Sit Rate Encoding ('Igt) 

Quality: r Highest  

dAlth Via melded, be rate settings are used for a duereneeed tutelar» be rate I 

Sample Rate 

Channels 

Stereo Mode 

( Use Default Settings ) 

A uto  Jai 
Auto : 

Normal 

Smart fncodeng Adrustrnents 

Filter Frequencies Below 10 Hz 

( Cancel ) • 

If encoding for MP3 CD use the highest quality 

setting in the custom window. You will still be 

able to fit several albums onto one CDR. 

in 'Tunes (just 

click and hold to 

edit in any of the 

relevant columns) 

and then upload 

the details to 

CDDB for tne use 

of future 

encoders. Album 

and artist details 

can be added with 

a group update by 

selecting all the 

CD tracks (or a 

subset of them) and selecting right 

mouse button / Get Info.Type the 

details once and they are updated for 

all the selected tracks. 

The first step is to get all of your 

CDs identified on your computer. 

Unlike other jukeboxes iTunes does 

not re-label your files if you encode 

them prior to identification, so the 

best policy if you do not have an 

always-on connection is to scan all 

the discs you intend to deal with in 

one sitting (without encoding them) 

while your connection is up, and 

iTunes will retain the details to mark 

the files with when you subsequently 

reinsert the discs to encode while 

you are offline.The tracks reappear 

when you insert the CD, you hit the 

Import icon at the top Right of the 

screen, wait a few minutes and your 

disc is encoded. 

TRANSCODING MC BACK TO 
MP3 
One of the great benefits of iTunes is 

its willingness to transcode files from 

one format to another. I fully 

appreciate that until more devices 

support AAC you may require the 

ability to create MP3 CDs for the car 

or whatever. Although purists (or 

AAC Encoder 

Stereo Bit Rate 

Sample Rate 

192 kbps 

Auto .•  i • 

Channels Auto • 

Default Settings 

erellier 

Cancel 

The AAC encoder bit rate setting defaults to 

128kbps. Use custom settings if you wish to up it to 

the more faithful 192 kbps bit rate. 

people with too much time on their 

hands) might disapprove and insist on 

re-encoding from CD, it is 

remarkably easy and incredibly fast 

to transcode all or part of an iTunes 

AAC library to MP3.All you have to 

do is set your import preferences to 

an MP3 option and the "Convert 

Selection to..." option in the 

Advanced menu changes to "...to 

MP3". All you have to do is to group 

select the files you wish to transcode 

in the iTunes window and select this 

option. iTunes will rapidly generate a 

nicely-labelled set of MP3 files in the 

location specified in the advanced tab 

of Preferences — because their file 

suffix is different there is no conflict 

with the existing .m4a suffixed files 

which form your core library. 

The only downside of this move 

is that your iTune library stats (track 

counts, durations etc) will have gone 

up by the number of tracks cloned 

to MP3.To remove this effect simply 

right mouse click on the iTunes 

column headers, select file type to 

display, click to sort on the newly 

added column and delete all the MP3 

details, answering "No" to the 

message which asks if you want to 

move the deleted files to the trash. 
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feature 

APPLE DIGITAL 

Unlike the preceding generation of G4 towers, 

Apple's new 64bit 65 desktops all come with in-built 

3.5mm analog and optical SP/DIF audio i/o, enabling 

up to 24/48 digital recording from a suitable digital 

source, and 24 bit analog to digital conversion at a 

variety of sampling rates. 

Hey Presto! Your library details are 

still correct without duplicates, and 

you still have your new'y generated 

MP3 clones of the AAC files. 

IMPORTING EXISTING FILES 
There are two easy ways to import 

existing files — either right mouse 

click on the file in Explorer / Finder 

and "Open with" iTunes, or use "Add 

to library" from the File menu in 

iTunes itself. If you have enough disk 

space and your Advanced 

Preferences are set to copy files to 

the ¡Tunes library you end up with a 

tidy library with all the files in a 

common location. 

RECORDING AND MANAGING 
YOUR OWN FILES 
iTunes is not a recording application, 

it is a library application. If, as many 

people do, you would like to be able 

to maintain an inventory of your own 

recordings. whether computer-based 

internet broadcast recordings or any 

external analogue or digital 

recordings you have made, iTunes can 

make it easy to label them and 

transfer them to your iPod, but you 

need another application to create 

the music file. 

iTunes understands files in a 

variety of formats, .WAV,.A1F,.MP3, 

.M4A, even the likes of .MP2 files 

which can be created by PC-based 

DAB tuner/ recorder software, but 

the latter will not be usable on iPod, 

and iTunes will accordingly prevent 

such tracks from transferring to the 

iPod. If you want to listen to them on 

iPoe you will need to transcode the 

file using the method outlined above. 

The iPod also 

currently seems to 

get upset and refuse 

to play ball if you 

transfer 24bit 

uncompressed 

audio to it. 

One of the 

benefits of using a 

Mac rather than a PC, as well as the 

new G5's in-built and seamless 

SP/DIF support [see box], is the fact 

that if you want to record with it 

there is currently a very serviceable 

free download ' lite' version of TC 

Electronics Spark ME stereo 

recorder available to OSX users.This 

gives you everything you need to 

record 16 bit or 24 bit audio on 

your Mac, as long as your interface 

supports it. Even Mac and PC users 

without soundcards equipped with 

digital i/o can add 16 bit SP/DIF 

capability with a simple USB interface 

such as Edirol's UA- I D, although they 

will need to find an appropriate 

recording application as well.This is 

all you need to capture your own 

recordings, flawless soundtracks, or 

radio programs using the SP/DIF 

output of your Sky+ box, the coaxial 

output of certain Freeview set top 

boxes, whatever. 

PLAYBACK 
The iTunes default settings include 

having the "Sound Enhancer" set on 

in the effects tab, and depending on 

your compression settings this can 

produce some nasty swooshing 

artifacts which are not actually due 

to your file encoding. Use according 

to taste, but try switching it off.The 

same applies to the in-built equali-

sation settings, although these can be 

effective if older recordings need a 

little bit more life breathing into 

them. If you are playing your iTunes 

music out for people to dance to the 

crossfade option can be useful, and 

the sound check option can also be 

employed to try and match disparate 

gm.* memo. 
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If you are getting unpleasant playback artifacts 

try switching the "soundenhancer" off before 

blaming the encoding. 

Equalizer 

Rook 

ri 64 125 2S.) SC•0 IR 2K 45 85 165 

Rock equalisation - does exactly what it says on 

the tin - can be useful on older recordings. 

levels in your files 

DISC BURNING 
One of the advantages of iTunes 

from v4 onwards is that the 

integrated disc-burning facility is not 

restricted to CD-R — if you have a 

DVD burner onboard you can burn 

backup archives of chunks of your 

collection onto DVD, scores of 

albums a time. Just make sure that 

you have the latest patches if running 

the PC version, as DVD burner 

support has been improved. 

The only proviso is that the 

resultant discs consist of however 

many hundred individual track files in 

the root directory of the disc 

created. If you subsequently delete 

the source files from iTunes they can 

be reimported from the disc and 

their in-built metadata will ensure 

that your library is recreated as was, 

but if you want to use the disc on an 

MP3 disc player which can navigate 

an album-within-artist folder 

structure such as Pioneer's lifestyle 

systems it may be more useful to 

burn the Artist / Album folder 

structure as it exists in the 

computer's file system by some 

means other than iTunes, i.e.Toast 

for Mac or Nero for PC. 

Unfortunately the MP3 CD model 

which has rapidly found prevalence in 

car CD head units and DVD players 

has yet to be developed into MP4 

DVD territory, but it can only be a 

matter of time — early word from 

Pioneer is that they have already 

have MP4-capable devices in Japan... 

NEXT MONTH 

We investigate 'fair-use' 

strategies for creating com-

pressed digital versions o' 

music you only own on high 

resolution digital formats. 
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dial a dealer 

dial a dealer 
This is a comprehensive directory of Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and Ireland. 

BRISTOL & BATH 

THE RIGHT NOTE Tel: (01225) 
874728. Are you happy with your 
system? We find that most audiophiles 
listen for most of the time to systems 
that are not quite right'. Forget the 
'Best Buy' reviews and putting a system 
together like a patchwork quilt. Let us 
assess the vast range available, you 
judge the results. We'll help you to 
plan a system for the future, even if 
you spread the purchases. Leave 'up-
grade-itis' behind, save money and 
enjoy music all the time. Just listen, 
and you'll know. 
CD: Accuphase, Audio Synthesis, Bel 
Canto, dCS, Resolution Audio,Wadia. 
Vinyl: Basis, Clearaudio, DNM, Graham, 
Michell, Sumiko,Transfiguration. 
Amps:Advantage, CAT, DNM, Gamut, 
Spectral. 
Speakers: Audio Physic, NEAT,Verity 
Audio. Tuners: Magnum Dynalab. 
(Credit Cards Accepted). 

V'AUDIO HiFi Consultants: 36 
Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol. BS9 
1EJ. Tel: 0 I 17 968 6005. ATC,AVI, 
Alon, ALR Jordan, Audio Analogue, Avid, 
Black Rhodium, Electrocompaniet, Eslab 
Digital Amps, Harman Kardon, Infinity, 
Jamo, Lyra, Origin Live, Opera, 
Ortofon, PS Audio, Ruark, Michell, REL, 
SME, Sugden, Townshend, Triangle, 
Unison Research Valve Amps,VPI. 
Specialists in Video Projectors by SIM2, 
Infocus, Sanyo; screens by Stewart, 
Draper, Da-Lite, Owl, and Amps/DVD's 
by Harman Kardon etc. Demos by 
appointment only. Home trial facilities. 
We are not a shop. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

THE AUDIO FILE 4 I Victoria Road, 
Cambridge.Tel. 01223 368305. 
Fax: 01223 354975. Email: 
s.streater@aol.com.'For the best in 
British Hi-Fi and Home cinema 
entertainment'.Visit or call to arrange 
a dem with products from:Arcam, Linn, 
Naim, Cyrus, Absolute Sounds, Kef, 
Sony,Yamaha, Rel, Ruark, Denon. 

CHESHIRE 

ACOUSTICA 17 Hoole Rd, Chester 
CH2 3NH. www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 
01244 344227.A11 the best in HiFi & 
Home Cinema from Naim, Rep, Rotel, 
Sugden,Tube Technology, Primare, 
Isotek, Harman Kardon,Teac, Acoustic 
Energy, JM Lab, B&W, Spendor, Royd, 
REL, Quadraspire, SIM2 & Sanyo 
projectors and much more. We offer 
full demonstration facilities, interest 
free credit and delivery & install 
systems throughout Cheshire, 
Merseyside & North Wales. Opening 
hours are Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 to 
5.30. 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon 
Road, Wrexham, North Wales,Tel. 
01978 364500. Audio Visual Specialists. 
Arcam, Audio Analogue. Bose, B&W, 
Celestion, Castle, Denon, Harmon 
Kardon, Jamo, Marantz, Michell, Mission, 
Onkyo, Pro-Ject, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 
Micromega, Myrad, QUAD, Radford, 
Rotel, Ruark,Tannoy,TDL,Teac, 
Thorens, UKD, Unison Research, 
Yamaha, DSP Club Member, Demo 
Room, installation service. Easy Parking 
and Motorway access. All major credit 
cards accepted. 9.30 - 5.30 daily. 
Closed Sunday & Monday. 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI Kingsway 
Studios, Kingsway North,Warrington, 
WA I 3NU Tel 01925 828009 Fax 
01925 825773.Visa, Mastercard, 
Lombard Tricity. 2 dem rooms, home 
trial; Agencies include: Arcam,Tag 
McLaren,AVI. B&W, Castle, Caspian, 
Chord Electronics, Exposure, Harbeth, 
Heybrook, Krell, LFD, Michell, 
Meridian, Musical Fidelity, Monitor 
Audio, Nairn, Nautilus 800 series, Pink 
Triangle, ProAc, Roksan, SME,Wilson 
Benesch, XTC and many more. 

AUDIO DESTINATION Audio 
Destination,32b Bampton Street 
(above Hill House Hammond), 
Tiverton, Devon.Tel (01884) 243584. 
Hi-Fi/Home Cinema specialists. 2 
demonstration rooms, home 
demonstrations,childs play area, 
interest free credit, relaxed/friendly 
service. Musical Fidelity, Ruark, Monitor 
Audio, Chord, Project, Primare,Tube 
Technology,Totem, Unison Research, 
NAD, Nordost, Lexicon, Trinity Audio 
plus others. 
e-maikinfoeaudiodestination.co.uk 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 588 Ashley 
Road, Poole, Parkstone, Dorset BH14 
OAQ.Tel: (01202) 730865/380018. 
Arcam, I3&VV, Castle, Chord 
Electronics, Cyrus, Denon, Marantz, 
Michell, Mission, Pioneer, Tannoy 
Dimension,Yamaha. 2 Dem rooms. 
Listen to the available choice and 
decide at your leisure - no pressure, no 
obligation. Our staff enjoy music, with 
our choice of products, you can too! 
Service Department. Free installation. 
Home trial facilities. Access,Visa, Amex, 
Diners Card. Credit facilities available. 
Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5.30. 
www.movement-audio.co.uk 

MOVEMENT AUDIO 926 
Wimborne Road,Winton, 
Bournemouth, Dorset. BH9 4DH.Tel: 
(01202) 529988/520066 Arcam, B&W, 
Denon, KEF, Maranti, Mission, Musical 
Fidelity, Opera, Pioneer, Quad, Roksan, 

Ruark,Yamaha. Full dem facitlites 
available, also home dem. Friendly 
expert advice. Service Department. 
Free installation. Home trial facilities. 
Access,Visa, Amex. OpenTuesday-
Saturday 9.30-5.30 

WEYMOUTH HI-FI 33-35 Maiden 
Street,Weymouth, Dorset DT4 8BA. 
Tel (01305) 785729/766345. Arcam, 
B&W, Denon, KEF, Marantz, Mission, 
Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, 
Quad, Sony, Tannoy,Yamaha. Dem 
room. Friendly professional advice. 
Only quality hi-fi dealer in Weymouth 
area. Service Department. Free instal-
lation. Home trial facilities. Access,Visa, 
Amex, Switch, Delta Mastercard. 
Interest free credit. Instant credit. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

HIFI EXPERIENCE 227 Tottenham 
Court Road, London WI. 020 7580 
3535. Arcam, Cyrus, Denon Gold, 
Quad, Kef, Meridian,Yamaha, Marantz, 
McCormack, Mirage, Nakamichi, 
Musical Fidelity, PAFF and many more. 
Open 10.00-7.00 Mon-Fri. 9-6 on Sat 
Service dept, Credit facilities, delivery 
and free installation. 

THOMAS HEINITZ LTD 35 
Moscow Road, Bayswater, London, W2 
4AH.Tel: 020 7229 2077. Fax: 020 7727 
9348. Email: info@thomasheinitz.com. 
Web site: www.thomasheinitz.com. 
Established in I 952,Thomas Heinitz 
has a long history of providing the best 
music and AV systems available. We 
continue to offer the highest standard 
of service in the most relaxed 
atmosphere.Whatever your needs, 
from multiroom and home cinema to a 
high quality stereo system, we offer 
consultation, design specification, 
architect liasion and installation in 
order to ensure your system is 
tailored to your exact requirments. For 
quotes contact our manager Johnny 
Drum. 

MIDDLESEX 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI 422 Richmond 
Road. East Twickenham, Middlesex, 
TVV I 2EB. 
Tel: 020 8892 7613 Fax: 020 8892 
7749. www.riversidehifi.co.uk 
Audio Research, Blueroom, Bose,B&O, 
Copland, Denon. Elac, lnfocus, Krell, 
Linn, Living control, Martin Logan, 
Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, 
NAD, Project QED, Rel,Sennheiser, 
Sonus Faber, Teac,Theta, 
Wilson.Finance available. Subject to 
status.Written details available on 
request. Export orders welcome. UK 
mail order available. 3 demonstration 
rooms. All major credit cards. Open 
10am-5.30pm Mon-Sat 
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dial a dealer 

OXFORDSHIRE 

OVERTURE HI-Fl 3 Church Lane, 
Banbury, Oxon OX I 6 8LR.Tel (01295) 
272158. Email sales@overture.co.uk 
Website: www.overture.co.uk Arcam. 
Bose, Denon, KEF Linn Products, Miller 
and Kriesel, Mission. Mirage, NAD, 
Naim Audio, Spendor,Yamaha. For 
sensible unbiased advice, call 
Oxfordshire's audio experts. Superb 
demo facilities. No appts. necessary. 
Home Cinema,Plasma TV, Projectors, 
Lutron Lighting, MultiRoom and 
Commercial installations. Access/Visa, 
instant credit. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9.30-
5.30. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

ACOUSTICA 114 Wolverhampton 
Rd, Stafford ST I 7 4AH. 
www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01785 258216. 
All the best in Hi-Fi & Home Cinema 
from Naim Audio, Arcam, Rega, 
Rotel,NAD, Sugden,Tube Technology, 
Yamaha, Harman Kardon, Bowers & 
Wilkins, Focal-JM Lab, Monitor Audio, 
Ruark, Mission, KEF KHT, REL, 
Quadraspire,Sim2, Optoma & Sanyo 
projectors and much more. We offer 
full demonstration facilities, interest 
free credit and delivery & install 
systems throughout Staffordshire & the 
Midlands. Opening hours are Tuesday to 
Friday 10.00 to 5.30. Saturday 10.00 
until 5.00. 

SUFFOLK 

AUDIO IMAGES 128 London Road 
North, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1HB 
Tel: 01502 582853. Arcam, Acurus, 
Castle, Rotel, Moth,Triangle, QTA, 
Sugden, Denon,Yamaha, Mirage, M & K, 
Definative, Musical Fidelity, plus the 
incredible Rothwell range. Refreshingly 
different selection. Dem Room, 
Professional AV installer's from budget 
to high end. Full credit facilities. 9.30 to 
5.30 Mon & Sat - 9.30 to 6.00 Tues to 
Fri. 

INFIDELITY 9 High Street, Hampton 
Wick, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey. 
KT1 4DA.Tel. 020 943 3530. Email: 
infidelity@compuserve.com - Web 
Address: infidelity.co.uk Stockists of: 
Linn, Nairn, Arcam, Meridian, Rega, I3&W 
Nautilus, Neat, Proceed, Royd, M&K, 
Rotel, Stax, Shahinian, Dynavector. Open 
10.30 - 7.00 Tues - Fri, 10.00 - 6 Sat. 

WEST MIDLANDS 

SOUND CINERGY 37 High Street, 
Aldridge. 01922 457926. Tues-Sat I 0 - 
5.30.AE,Arcam, Chord Co., Creek, 
Harman Kardon, Infinity, Linn, Loewe, 
Marantz, NAD, Project, PURE REL, 
Tannoy, van den Hul. 
www.soundcinergy.co.uk 
http://www.soundcinergy.co.uk 

MUSIC MATTERS 
Birmingham - 363, Hagley Road, 
Edgbaston, B I 7 8DL. Tel: 0121 429 2811. 
Solihull - 93-95, Hobs Moat Road, B92 
8JL.Tel: 0121 342 0254. 
Stourbridge - 9, Market Street D48 
I AB.Tel: 01384 444184. 
Sutton Coldfield - 10, Boldmere 
Road, B73 5TD Tel: 0121 354 231 I. 
Arcam,Alchemist,Apollo,Audioquest, 
Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, 
Castle, Celestion, Chord, Copland, 

Cyrus, Denon, DPA, JBL, Kef, Krell, 
Maranta, Martin Logan, Meridian, Musical 
Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, REL, Rotel, 
Ruark, SME, Sennheiser, Sonus Faber,Tag 
McLaren,Teac,Theta,Yamaha etc. 
Classical CD's available at Birmingham 
only. Demonstration rooms, service 
and installation. BADA member.VISA / 
MASTERCARD / AMEX / SWITCH. 
Open:- 10-5.30 Tuesday to Saturday. Late 
night Thursday till 7.00 (not 
Stourbridge). 

SOUND ACADEMY For the 
Midlands. The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, 
Tel. 0121 321 2445 & High Street, 
Bloxwich, Nr Walsall, (sharing the ASDA 
shopping centre) Tel 01922 493499. 
Hosts 4 private studios plus a Home 
Theatre Cinema with Tube & LCD 
Projectors. The best in hi-fi from Naim, 
Arcam, Audiolab, Chord, Meridian, 
Monitor Audio and many more. So... if 
you've taken time to read this, please let 
us make you welcome. Phone 0121 
321 2445 for Sutton or 01922 493499 
for Walsall. Call in and to browse our 
exciting display of hi-fi and home 
cinema equipment. Mail order available. 
interest free credit S.T. Status. Open 6 
days, 9am to 5.30pm. Please call for late 
night. Expert Advice, Cable Dressing 
and Installation. 

WILTSHIRE 

SALISBURY HI-Fl LTD 15 
Catherine Street. Salisbury,Wiltshire 
SPI 2DF.Tel (01722) 322169/330841. 
Arcam, MW, Celestion, Denon, KEF. 
Maranta, Meridian, Mission, Musical 
Fidelity, NAD, Opera, Pioneer, Ruark, 
Tannoy,Yamaha, 2 Dem rooms. Friendly, 
relaxed atmosphere. Professional advice. 
Home dem available. Service 
department, Free installation. Home 
trial facilities.Access,Visa, Amex. Interest 
free credit. Instant credit. Open Mon-
Sat 9-5.30. 

YORKSHIRE (NORTH) 

SOUND ORGANISATION YORK, 
2 Gillygate,York YO3 I 7EQ.Tel (01904) 
627108. Carefully chosen Hi-Fi and AV 
equipment includes Arcam, MW, 
Nautilus, Denon, Linn, Naim, Regs, 
Rotel, Stax etc 3 dem rooms incl. Home 
Cinema and Linn connect. Service 
Department. Home installations. Instant 
Credit and major credit cards . Closed 
Mondays. Phone for chat and more 
details. 
www.soundorg.co.uk 

YORKSHIRE (EAST) 

THE AUDIO ROOM 2 George Street, 
Hedon, Hull, HUI2 8JH.tel 01482 891375. 
www.theaudioroom.co.uk 
The Norths premier hi fi dealer, stunning 
showrooms and dedicated listening 
room, authorised agents for, Linn, Naim, 
Krell,Audio Research, Cyrus, 
Sugden, Rega,Ayre Acoustics, Mark 
Levinson, Pathos, Unison Research, B&W, 
Proac, Focal JM lab, Spendor, Sonus Faber, 
Martin Logan and others Home 
demonstrations and credit fa hoes 
available. Open Mon - Sat, 9am - 
6pm.The Norths friendliest hi fi dealer. 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 

THE HI-Fl STUDIOS 
Hi-Fi - Home Cinema - Custom 
Installation Tel: Doncaster 
01302 727274 or 01 302 725550. E-Mail: 

info@thehifistudios.freeserve.co.uk 
Web Site: www.thehifistudios.co.uk 
Musical Fidelity, Electrocompaniet, 
ProAc, PMC, JM Lab, Ruark, Castle, 
TEAC, Unison Research, Monitor 
Audio, Impulse, Primare, Harbeth, NAD, 
Michell Turntables, Nottingham 
Analogue Studios, Audio Analogue, 
Living Voice, Densen, Celestion, KEF, 
Opera.Trichord Research, Nordost, 
Stands Unique, Ortofon, Project 
Goldring, REL, Denon,TAG McLaren, 
Rotel,Yamaha, Proceed - plus many 
more.Viewing & Demonstration by 
appointment in a unique setting. Home 
trials and installation. Card facilities 
and 0% available. Please phone for 
more information. BADA. CEDIA. 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 

PREMIER AUDIO - now 
demonstrating - Room I: DCS Elgar, 
Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD 
Lad & 250 Power.Verity Fidel° & Sonus 
Faber Speakers, Siltech Cables, Isotek 
Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands 
Room 2: Audio Aero,Audio Synthisis, 
Kora Pre & Power, Pink Triangle 
CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics 
Speakers,Arcici Equipment Stand, 
lsotek Sub Station P/S Audio Synthisis, 
Audio Physics,Audio Aero, Absolute 
Sounds, DCS, Kora, Plinius, Siltech, 
Arcici, BDA, Pink Triangle, Avid 
Turntables. Project, Ortofon,Van den 
Hul, Mirage. P/X welcome Home 
demonstration good selection of 
S/hand.We are I Omins J39 - M 1 10mins 
J30 M62 Tel: Wakefield 01924 255045 - 
Colin Grundy. 

AUDIO REPUBLIC, 78 Otley Road, 
Leeds 0113 2177294, www.audio-
republic.co.uk for the very best in 
quality hifi in West Yorkshire and 
beyond, our relaxed and professional 
approach stems from over 10 years 
experience in designing and installing 
high quality music systems. We believe 
the following offer outstanding results; 
Naim Audio, Regs Research, 
Dynavector Systems (amplifiers and 
cartridges)Totem Acoustic, Conrad 
Johnson, Sugden, ProAc, Spendor, 
Shahinian, JM Lab, TEAC, Nottingham 
Analogue, Kuzma, Living Voice, Nutter 
Furniture, Benz Cartridges, Cardas 
Cables, Quadraspire, Chord Cables, 
Custom Design,Alphason Designs. 
Choice of shop or home 
demonstrations, open Tues - Sat 9.30am 
to 5.30 pm, most credit cards 
welcome. Please phone for a chat and 
directions. 

WALES 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon 
Road, Wrexham, North Wales, Tel 
.01978 364500. See our main ad under 
Cheshire. 

VINYL/RECORD MAIL ORDER 

DIVERSE VINYL 10 Charles Street, 
Newport, NP20 I JU.Tel/Fax: 01633 
259661/256261. 
Email: sales@diverse-music.co.uk 
Probably the most varied and 
impressive selection of brand new LPs 
you'll find anywhere: international new 
releases, reissues and audiophile 
products. Also UK distributor of the 
Disco Anti Stat LP Cleaning Device. 
Call for a free catalogue, or visit 
www.www.diversevinyl.com 
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'My tubes are impossible 
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V971 ,GDEDED Lu'unIcDolc)0@cmua 
Over 2,500 different tube types in stock at all times 

We offer you the best prices around, Guaranteed 

- UK's first fully online tube ordering system 

- Expert matching service by PM Valve Labs 

- We sell only the world's BEST brands 

- Next day delivery ( if ordered before 3prn) 

- Free delivery (on all orders over £ 50) 

- MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

- Trade enquires ureic orne 

WR5 

by Henley 

Hi- Ft & AN furndure crafted from solid tunbillli 

01235 511166 www.henleydesigns.co.uk 

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories 

www.mantra-audio.co.uk 

PRICES INCLUDE P & P FOR UK DELIVERY 1 TO 10 DAYS - 
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING 

CHARGES TO EU & WORLDWIDE 

CARTRIDGE SELECTION STYLUS REPLACEMENT STYLI 

Goldring 

1006 £16 

Swiss Quality Diamond Styli 

£76 £62 GEX £52 ADC XLM Mk Ill 

1022 GX £95 £76 GEX £67 Aka; AN 5. AN 60 £12 1012 GX  
£124 £100 GEX £86 AN2, AN 70 £14 

1042 £143 £114 GEX £100 Aiwa AN11 £12 
Eroica DOH £133 £109 GEX N/A Dual ON 145 E. ON 165 E £16 

Elite £232 £190 GEX N/A JVC DT 55. DT 60 £12 
National EPS 24 CS. P 30 D. P 33 D £12 Audio Technica 

AT 95 E Ortofon FF15NMS20 Ell. 0M20 £16 £23 £15 
AT 110E £28 £16 Pioneer PN 210/220/240 £12 

Shure N 75 C. SC 35 C £12 
AT 0C9 ML II £330 £280 EX 

N 75 ED T2. N 75 EJ T2 £16 
Grado N 95 ED/EJ. N 75 3 ( 78) £16 
Prestige Black £40 £27 VN 35 E £18 

Prestige Gold £110 £73 N 97 HE, VN 35 HE £25 

Ortoton Sony ND 142/155 G. CN234 £12 
510 Mk II £34 £22 ND 143/150/200 G £14 
MC 15 Super II £130 £110 EX N/A Stanton D 681 EEE £19 

MC 25 FL £227 £193 EX N/A • • • Over 500 Styli Types Stocked• ' • 
MC 10 Supreme £304 £258 EX N/A 

MC 20 Supreme £382 £323 EX N/A 

MC 30 Supreme £452 £385 EX N/A GRADO Award winning Headphones 

Kontrapunkt 8 £643 £548 EX N/A Pres'ige Series SR-60 £85 

Rohmann £837 £742 EX N/A SR-80 £104 

Shure SR-125 £152 

M 97 XE £98 £58 SR-225 £199 

V 15 V xMR £304 £204 SR-325 £294 

Sumiko Reference Series RS-1 £641 
RS-2 ( newl£495 Blue Point Special £265 £237 EX 

SEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge 

EX - Exchange price for any moving coil cartridge 

rr Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652 " 

HEADPHONE SELECTION 

MANTRA AUDIO ( HF1.1). 22 GARTH AVENUE NORTH DUFFIELD. SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 SRP 
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david 
price 

S
orne eighteen months ago, I 
went to Pioneer's UK head-

quarters in Stoke Poges to 

hear its (then new) DV-757i 

DVD player hooked up to 

the VSA-AX10i AV amplifier, 

both via the standard 5.1 analogue 

interconnects and the (then 

new) direct digital I- Link 

connection.The difference 

was like night and day. 

Worthy as the 757i's 

onboard converters were, 

when the machine was used 

as a transport to port out the 

digital audiostream directly 

into the AV amp's internal 

DACs, the sound improved 

dramatically. I remember a 

more open, direct and solid 

acoustic, one that was 

smoother and more musical too. 

When we switched back to the DVD 

player's converters, things suddenly 

became thinner, harder and less 

focussed. 

This came as no surprise.After 

al1,1-Link is to multichannel DVD-

Audio (and SACD) what SfF'DIF was 

to Compact Disc back in the late 

nineteen eighties. Back then, unless 

you owned an 'external DAC' like 

Arcam's Black Box or Audio 

Alchemy's Digital Decoding Engine, 

the technology meant relatively little. 

But now, late eighties CD players can 

plug straight into AV amps such as 

the aforementioned Pioneer VSA-

AX I Oi and be transformed into 

multichannel marvels, completely in 

the digital domain, via Dolby Pro 

Logic 11 (et al) processing. So direct 

digital outputs have brought 

tremendous flexibility to the 

machines to which they're fitted. 

Interestingly though, they 

ultimately negate the value of a 

player. What were once complete 

machines in their own right become 

mere transports that plug into 

whatever their owner is using this 

month.The digital converters, 

analogue output stages and power 

supplies inside any S/PDIF-equipped 

player become irrelevant; top-of-the-

range machines are suddenly only 

worthy inasmuch as they have decent 

I
What were once 
complete 

machines in their 

own right become mere 

transports that plug into 

whatever their owner is 

using this month. 

mechanisms fitted.And even this 

doesn't count for so much when you 

consider that CD mechs are 

generally much of a muchness, and 

you're only really paying for better 

DACs and audio stages on the pricier 

machines.All it then comes down to 

is the quality of the clocking and the 

S/PDIF transmitter chip. (Ken 

lshiwata once confided to me that 

one of the best sounding transports 

ever was a mediocre middle-of-the-

range late eighties Sony CD spinner - 

the CDP-338E5 - simply because of 

the latter.) 

Pioneer's DV-668i is an 

interesting machine, as it sports not 

only I-Link but HDMI too. If I-Link is 

a latter-day S/PDIF, then the High 

Definition Multimedia Interface is the 

new SCART.And it is of potentially 

immense significance for UK plc's 

consumer electronics industry.You 

see, right now, there's a hell of a good 

reason to invest in a serious DVD 

spinner over a £99 'supermarket 

special' — quality. Countless British 

companies (such as Linn,Arcam, 

Meridian and Myriad et al.) have 

invested serious time and money in 

making products that produce superb 

pictures when plugged into suitably 

high quality displays, with sonics to 

match. Plug a cheapo supermarket 

DVD into your AV system however, 

and the results will be poor - while 

the likes of an £ 1000 Arcam 

DV-89 will transform things. 

Right now, dealers can easily 

demonstrate this and are 

making a good income from 

getting non-specialist punters 

who'd never have heard of 

Arcam to invest in 

'something decent for their 

front room'. 

But what happens when 

your average £99 'made in 

China' DVD player comes 

with an HDMI socket, in 

around eighteen months from now? 

Effectively, it becomes a DVD 

transport, piping out up to eight 

channels of audio and pure digital 

video (at ultra high speeds of up to 5 

Gbps) to the display device (plasma 

TV or projector) — and suddenly 

there's no need to invest in the 

current crop of high quality DVD 

players, because your plasma will now 

be doing the digital video conversion 

as it drives the screen, and your 

audio can go to any old £ 199 AV 

receiver. 

Suddenly, any quarter-decent 

HDMI-equipped DVD spinner will 

do, and there will be little need for 

what's become the staple of British 

specialist audio companies: decent 

machines. HDMI and I-Link offer 

tremendous flexibility to the 

consumer and as such are to be 

applauded, but here's hoping that our 

manufacturers (and indeed any 

others which don't work to 'lowest 

common denominator' rules) can 

stay in the game and survive this new 

forthcoming digital technology 

revolution.. 
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manufacturers 

meet your maker 
A reference guide to Britain's manufacturers and distributors 

CREEK AUDIO LTD 12 Avebury 

Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hampstead, 
Herts, HP2 7TA. Tel. 01442 260146 

E-mailsinfo@creekaudio.co.uk 

Internet: www.creekaudio.cosuk - Creek 

Audio build stylish Hi-Fi products in the 

UK, combining state of the art electronic 
design, with full bodied, accurate and 

musically rewarding sound. Our stan-
dard size products come in two award-

winning ranges, the entry level 43 series 
and higher priced 53 series. These 
include: CD43 Mk2 - CD player with 24 
bit resolution DAC, T43 AM/FM Tuner, 
Integrated Amps - 5350, 5350SE and 

4330 Mk2 (described by Stereophile 
Magazine as the best amp under $ 1000). 

Our A43 Mk2 and A53 Power Amps 
range from 50 to 250 Watts and both 

P43 and P53 Pre-Amps offer passive and 
active operation with remote control. In 

addition we have an award winning OBH 

range of small products: OBH-8/8SE MM 

and OBH-9 MC Phono Pre-Amplifiers, 
OBH-11 and 11 SE Headphone 

Amplifiers, OBH-10 and 12 Remote 
Control Passive Pre-Amps and OBH-14 - 

24 bit DAC. See our home page for fur-
ther details or call us for leaflets. 

EPOS ACOUSTICS 

2 Avebury Court, Mark Road, Hemel 
Hampstead, Hens, HP2 7TA. Tel. 01442 

260146. Emaikinfo@epos-acoustics.com 
Website: www.epos-acoustics.com 

Innovative design and superior sound dis-
tinguish EPOS speakers from other 
brands in a similar price category. 

Adhering to the EPOS tradition of musi-
cality and communication, the new MI2 

follows closely the style of the successful 
ES 12, and was awarded five gold stars in 

the March 2001 edition of What Hi-Fi? 

For more information about the M12 or 

the new MI5 please see our home page 
or call us for leaflets. 

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD 

Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, 

Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich, 
Norfolk, NRI3 3DJ 

Te1.01493 751100 Fax 01493 751155 

e-mail: sales@falcon-acoustics.co.uk 

UK distributors of FOCAL drive units, 
SOLEN (SCR-Chateauroux) polypropy-
lenecapacitors,TAYDEN high quality PA 
loudspeaker units.Falcon are the largest 
specialist Audio-inductor manufacturer 

in the UK Comprehensive range of DIY 
speaker parts and kits, Accessories and 

Books. Sub-bass and electronic filters. 

Audio Amateur Publications and Audio 

Computer Software. Everything but the 
wood%. Enquiries should be accompa-
nied by a 46p stamped address envelope 

or see full price list with illustrated 

details and.pdf data sheets on our web 

site: www.falcon-acoustics.co.uk. 

PMC/BRYSTON Emmy award win-

ning manufacturers of the highest quali-
ty loudspeakers and amplification. 

Industry standard in Mastering, Film 

Scoring, Broadcast and Post 
Productions. (5.1 & Stereo) PMC 
Products: Compacts, Floorstanders, and 

Large passive & active monitors. Prices 

range from £500 to £32,0000. Finished 
in a large selection of exquisite real 

wood veneers, all PMC loudspeakers 
are available in horizontal mirrored 
pairs, centre channels and complemen-

tary subs for 5.1 surround systems. 
Bryston's balanced range of products 

include R/C Preamps, Integrated, Amp 

modules for all the PMC range, Mono, 

Stereo 150W to 800w per ch, 3 Ch, 4 

ch and 5 channel THX amplifiers, 
Surround processors, all with distortion 

figures and build quality to die for. 
Every product is available in silver or 

black backed by a 20 year warranty. 
PMC Ltd 43-45 Crawley Green Road. 

Luton, LU2 OAA. Tel: 08704 441044 
Fax: 08704 441045 
Email: sales@promonitor.co.uk 

Web: www.pmc-speakers.com 

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS 

Designed and manufactured in the UK 

each Sugden product is hand-built by 
one highly skilled technician.A full range 

of pure class A amplifiers are available 

including integrated, stereo power and 
the incredible Masterclass balanced 

monoblocks. Our stunning Bijou system 
now comes with a single-ended pure 

class A power Amplifier with optional 
integral stand.Two analogue tuners have 

joined the range matching our A2I and 

Bijou series, offering a digital user inter-
face with excellent facilities. Each ampli-

fier series has a matching CD player 

with a class A output stage and heavily 
modified transport. The class A 

HeadMaster offers a pre-amp with 
three inputs a fixed and variable output 
with remote control. The HeadMaster 
can be used as a control unit in a high 

quality audio system and excels with 

headphones. Please contact us for prod-
uct information, dealer list and 

brochures. 01924 404088 email 

info@jesugden.co.uk. 

TAG McLAREN AUDIO - The 

Summit, II Latham Road, Huntingdon, 
Cambs, PE I 8 6ZU. Tel +44 (0) 1480 

415600 Fax +44 (0) 1480 52159. 
Combining science and technology with 

distinct style, TAG McLaren Audio's 

complete range of audio and audio-visu-
la products are designed to bring maxi-
mum pleasure to the discerning listen-

er. To find out more visit our website at 
www.tagmclarenaudio.com, email us on 

HelpDesk@tagmclarenaudio.com or 

contact our helpdesk on freephone 
0800 783 8007. 

For all your advertising 
requirements please call 

Mike Ballance on 01908 616116 
or email: 

advertisîng@jjj.-jiworld.co.uk 
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dominic 
todd 

-,..,,.... he world of loudspeaker l.e 

manufacturing must be a 

very steady and stable sort 

of place to be. Hi-fi 

sources come in and out 

of fashion every decade, 

and these days an electronics com-

pany realle needs to have their wits 

about them, and a great teal of flexi-

bility, reputation and resource if they 

are to keep up. Even some of the 

most prestigious UK compa-

nies have recently struggled 

with the !.oaring costs of 

R&D. Eve's the humble 

amplifier these days has 

advanced greatly, with digital 

design slowly making inroads 

Yet, by and large, speaker 

technology has remained 

pr2tty much the same for a 

couple of generations now. 

Admittedly, driver 

technology gets the odd 

tweak here and there, 

cabinets have benefited from 

computer aided design and different 

finishes come and go wit's fashion, 

yet there aren't the seismic shifts in 
technology that electronics manufac-

turers face. No wonder, when a hi-fi 

retailer it: faced with a new 'speaker 

company the response is often along 

the lines of, " not another 'speaker 

manufacturer!" Yet who can blame 

them? With massively growing sales 

of surround sound systems there's a 

need or more 'speakers than ever 

before. It's not just the small plastic 

ones, that sit rather pathetically a 

few feet away from your average 

Wega, either. 

Slowly but surely DVD-A and 

SACD are finally winning over 

former surround sound sceptics to 

the benefits of multicharnel music, 

meaning that serious 'speakers are 

required all around. So serious in 

fact that I was aghast to see that 

Yamana's latest DSP-Z9 requires no 

fewer than nine of them (and a sub!) 

to extract it's full potential.Yet, what 

I don't think that many manufac-

turers haven't quite got a grasp of, is 

that most customers don't partic-

ularly want nine speakers, or even 

seven, six or five for that matter. In 

short, the public's affection for the 

'speaker has waned somewhat. 

Truth be told, it probably began 

to wane with the introduction of 

the Wharfedale Diamond, and the 

large ' speaker becoming as 

fashionab e as black ash effect in the 

beech and maple 90's, but that's 

5
 Slowly but surely 
DVD-A and SACD 

are finally winning 

over former surround 

sound sceptics to the 

benefits of multichannel 

music. 

another •;tory.VVhat all - bar the 

most committed audiophiles want - 

is fewer and less obtrusive, not 

more and bulkier speakers. One way 

around this is, of course, the sub/sat 

system.They've become very 

popular these days and some of the 

better ones even sound reasonable 

now too It's taken the likes of 

Tannoy. KEF and Mission some time 

to get it right but they now all offer 

sub/sat systems that at least make a 

stab at high fidelity. Interestingly 

Mission's NXT flat panel technology 

hasn't been quite as successful as 

many, including myself, had thought. 

By and large it is still just Mission 

using the technology, and although 

'speakers such as VVharfedale's PPS I 

flat panel " picture 'speakers" were 

popular, at the right price, the idea 

has yet to catch on. 

One would have thought that 

with massive growth in custom 

installations, often built in to new 

builds these days, that NXT would 

have had a ready made market. Yet, 

unsurprisingly I suppose, developers 

and builders prefer not to take the 

risk or expense of anything other 

than a bog standard ceiling ' speaker, 

which is a pity. Yet whether NXT or 

conventional satellite ' speaker, the 

trouble is that a conventional 

'speaker of the same price will still 

sound better. Furthermore satel'ite 

'speakers still need cabling no 

matter how small or flat they are.A 

few cable- less ' speakers float around 

the market place, but they really 

don't sound good, and still 

need to be wired into the 

mains or use expensive 

batteries. 

The answer is to provide 

a surround source from a 

single point.This, of course, 

has been tried numerous 

times before and usually 

with less than satisfactory 

results. Simply bouncing 

sound off different surfaces 

or phasing the sound has 

never really had me 

convinced, although with the right 

type of music some of the Bose 

models can be rather fun to listen 

to.Yet Niro's system is rather more 

promising. Rather like the reflecting 

type ' speaker it uses all five speakers 

packed into a single case.The 

difference is that each is controlled 

by a computer that uses algorithms 

that simulate the effects used by the 

brain to identify sound direction. 

Apparently the computer can 

compute 600 million calculatiors per 

second and takes into account the 

time taken for the sound to reach 

each side of the head, and even 

subtle distortions caused by the 

shape of each ea-. With computers 

becoming ever more powerful and 

subtle, it's an idea that could catch 

on in the wider 'speaker world. One 

thing's for sure, the demand is 

certainly there. 

Until then, as an audiophile, one 

simply has to put up with 'speakers 

and cable everywhere, and a room 

dominated by the hi-fi. It's good to 

know that some things in life never 

change! 
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The Amazing AH! iNJOE TJOEB' 
4000 Valve CD player 
a 241111 192khz UPSAMPLER' 

) u. 
ie-1111i. • ••• 

 ••. 

feature Packed CO Player from III! of Holland 
1 Optional 192khz 24bit Swiss Upsampler only £249.95 
2 Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer. 
3 Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps 
4 Philips Military spec 6922 valves 
5 `Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter 
6 High quality drive mechanism 
7 Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v 
8 AC ' Noise Killer' fitted 
9 Full remote control with adjustable volume 
10 Optional Audiophile mains lead 
11 Optional Burr Brown OP amps 
12 All versions upgradeable to ' Reference' model 

AH I of Holland take a basic CD player and substantially modify it 
Inc adding a second power supply, an AC noise killer, a low jitter 
clock, a new PCB with valve output stage. Only quality 
auciophile parts are used such as Wima and Vishay. The Swiss 
Upsampler by Anagram technologies uses Analog Devices 
AD1895 2ni generation 24bit sample rate converter. For the 
upsampling a Wolfson Microelectronics VVM8740 DAC chip, 
24bit 192khz chip. The result is simply stunning value! 

Prices from only £429.95 to £899.95. 
Standard Inc ' Super Crystal', Digital Transformer £429.95 
Super Upgraded version £529.95 
Ultra Irc Burr Bi-own op amps & Siemens valves £699.95 
Reference ,nc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & all upgrades £899.95 

'Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World. 
Rated 4.87 out of 5, with over 100 reviews on ' audioreview.com' 

STOP PRESS:  
5 Page rave review in Novembers Stereophile' 

"I cant recall hearing a more musically involving, fulsomely 
detailed, three-dimensional presentation from any other CD 
player at such a modest price as the AH! Njoe Tjoeb 4000". 
-Chip Stern. 

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet. 

Auditions by appointment. www.iconaudio.co.uk 
Phone 07787 158791. Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk 

Buy Direct from the UK distributors: 

• 
1-C-071- COALCII0-

Tei; 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 7052W 
www.iansdespokeurniture.co.uk 

Absolute Demos 
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Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier 
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier 
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers 
Audio Research LS12 - Preamplifier 
Audio Research CD3 - CD Player 
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC 
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier 
Audio Research M3CONElenc4VcrtiVieairics 
California Audio Alpha - DAC 
California Audio DX1-CD Player 
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD 
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD 

Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier 
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier 
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier 

Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier 
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player 
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier 
Krell KSL - Preamplifier 

Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Player 
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel 
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel 
Martin Logan Odyssey - Electrostatic 
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic 
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC 
PS Audio Reference Link -Digital Preamp 
Scitietaber Concertino Home Loudspeakers 
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers 
Theta Digital Dreadnaught -5 ch-amp 
Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive 
Theta Digital David II -CD/DVD Drive 

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver 
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black 

Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black 
Z Systems RDCI1- Transparent Digital Equalizer 

£265.00 
£219.00 

£3499.00 
£1349.00 
£3749.00 
£800.00 

£1999.00 
£3679.00 
£499.00 
£349.00 

£799.00 
£1149.00 
£720.00 
£650.00 

£1099.00 
£1400.00 
£899.00 

£1599.00 
£800.00 

£1200.00 
£949.00 

£1499.00 
£3949.00 
£7299.00 
£989.00 

£1999.00 
£429.00 

£1300.00 
£4739.00 
£2379.00 
£2999.00 

£2900.00 
£5999.00 
£5400.00 
£1850.00 

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA 
Visa 3nd MasterCard accepted 
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world classics 
In this heavily revised section, you'll find the great and the good from audio's glorious past. 
Most are seminal designs which have earned their place in hi-fi history, but you'll also see 
some oddities which aren't classic as SL ch, but are great used buys. The year of introduction 

is given, alongside the original UK launch price. Think we've overlooked something? Then write 

in and let us know! 

DIG ITA L 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD I 1986 [L1500] 

Inspired Sul Curtis redesign of Philips 

CDI04, complete with switchable digital fil-

ter. Lean but tight and musical performer. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD 

4SE 1998 [000] 

A touch soft in the treble and tonally light, 
but outstanding in every other respect. 

LINN KARIK III 1995 [L1775] 

The final Karik was a gem. Superb transport 

gives a brilliantly tight, grippy dynamic sound, 

albeit tonal'y dry. 

MARANTZ CD73 1983 [000] 

A riot of gold brushed aluminium and LEDs, 

this distinctive machine squeezed every last 

ounce frorr its I 4x4 DAC -super musical 

MARANTZ SA- I 2000 [L5,000] 

The greatest argument for SACD.This sub-

lime Ken Isliwata design is utterly musically 

convincing with both CD and SACD, beating 

most audiophile CD spinners hands down. 

MERIDIAN MCD 1984 [L600] 

The first British 'audiophile' machine was a 

sweeter, n-ore detailed Philips CDI00. I4x4 

never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro 

arrived a year later. 

MERIDIAN 207 1988 [095] 

Beautiful17-built two-box with pre-amp stage. 

Very musical although not as refined as mod-

ern Bitstream gear. No digital output. 

NAIM CDS 1990 [L N/A] 

Classic Philips 16x4 chipset with serious 

attention to power supplies equals grin-

inducing sonics. 

SONY CDP-I 01 1982 [C800] 

The first Japanese CD spinner was powerful 

and invol4ing. Brilliant transport more than 

compensated for I6x2 DAC. and you even 

got remcte control! 

SONY CDP-R I /OAS-RI 1987 [c.3,000] 

Sony's first two boxer was right first time. 

Tonally lean. but probably the most detailed 

and architectural sounding machine of the 

eighties. 

COMPACT DISC 

TRANSPORTS 
ESOTERIC PO 1997 [03.000] 

The best CD drive bar none:TEAC's Tokyo 

boys pushed the boat out in style. Bril iantly 

incisive. ridKulously over engineered. 

KENWOOD 9010 1986 [ 600] 

The first discrete Jap transport was beautiful-

ly done and responds well to re-clocking 

even today. 

TEAC VRDS-TI 1994 [L600] 

Warm and expansive sound made this a mid 

price hit.Vvell built, with a slick mech. 

DACS 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 
DACMAGIC 1995 [C99] 

Good value upgrade for budget CD players 

with extensive facilities and detailed sonics. 

DCS ELGAR 1997 [03500] 

Extremely open and natural performer, albeit 

extremely pricey - superb. 

DPA LITTLE BIT 3 1996 [099] 

Rich, clean, rhythmic and punchy sound trans-

forms budget CD players. 

P1NKTRIANGLE DACAPO I 993 [1 N/A] 

Exquisite; the warmest and most lyrical 16bit 

digital auctio we have ever heard. Clever plug-

in digital filter modules really workea! 

QED DIGIT 1991 [00] 
Budget birstream performer with tweaks 

aplenty. Positron PSU upgrade makes it 

smooth, but now past it. 

TURNTABLES 
ARISTON RDI IS 1972 [04] 

Modern evolution of Thorens' original belt 

drive paradigm, Scotland's original surer-tied 

was warm and musical, albeit soft. St II capa-

ble of fine results today. 

DUAL CS505 1982 (1.75] 

Simple high quality engineering and a 

respectable low mass tonearm made for a 

brilliant budget buy. Polished, smooth and 

slightly bland sound. 

GARRARD 301/401 1953 [1.19] 

Heavy metal - tremendously strong and artic-

ulate wits only a veiled treble to let it down. 

In many respects, better than the seventies 

'superdecks' that succeeded it. 

GOLDRING LENCO 
88/89 1963 [C15.6S1 

Simple, well engineered middleweight with 

soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearms. 

Good spares and servicing support even 

today from specialists. 

LINN AXIS 1987 [053] 

Simplified cut-price version of the Sondek 

complete with LVX arm. Elegant and decently 

performing mid-price package. Later version 

with Akito tonearm better 

LINN SONDEK LPI2 1973 [1.86] 

For many. the Brit superdeck; constant mods 

meant that early ones sound warmer and 

more lyrical than modern versions. 

Beguilingly musical but now off the pace. 

MARANTZ TT1000 1978 [L N/A] 

Beautiful seventies high end belt drive with 

sweet and clean sound. Rare in Europe, but 

big in Japan. 

MICHELL GYRODEC 1981 [1.599] 

Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold 

design wasn't accorded the respect it 

deserved until recently. Early examples sound 

cold and mechanical. but now right on the 

pace. Clean, solid and architectural sound. 

REGA PLANAR 3 1978 [09] 
Brilliantly simple but clean and musical per-

former, complete with Acos-derived S- shape 

tonearm. 1983 saw the arrival of the RB300, 

which added detail at the expense of 

warmth. Superb budget buy. 

ROKSAN XERXES 1984 [1550] 
Supposedly the first to ' better' the LP I 2. 

Super tight and clean sound, with excellent 

transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but 

more neutral. Sagging plinth top-plates make 

them a dubious used buy. 

TECHNICS SPI 0 1973 [1400] 

Seminal Japanese engineering. Sonics depend 

on plinths, but a well mounted SPI0/11 will 

give any modern a hard time, especially in 

respect of bass power and midband accuracy. 

THORENS TD I 24 1959 [L N/A] 

The template for virtually every 1970s 

'superdeck', this iconic design was the only 

real competition for Garrard's 301. It was 
sweeter and more lyrical, yet lighter and less 

impactful in the bass. 

TOWNSHEND ROCK 1979 [C NIA] 

The product of academic resea-ch by the 

Cranfield Institute, this novel machine has an 

extremely clean and fluid sound. Substantially 

modified through the years, and capable of 

superb results even today. 

TRIO LO-7D 1978 [1600] 

The best 'all- in-one' turntable package ever 
made,Trio/Kenwood threw their 'engineering 

best practice' book at this one with startling 

results. Clean, powerful and three-dimension-

al sound, ultimately limited by the tonearm. 

classics 
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Choice 
hi-fi 
youchoose 

Choice hi-fi make it easy for 

you to fulfill your sonic 

dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just 

about expensive brandnames. 

It's about aspiring to the very 

best sound, about choosing 

your ideal system from the 

widest selection in the country, 

in a unique no- pressure 

environment. 

Y ourchoice 
-Acoustic Energy 
•Advantag_e 
Analysis -Plus 
•ATC 
•Audia Flight 
•Audible Illusions 
•Audio Note 
-Audio Physic 
•B.A.T 
-Bel Canto 
•Boulder 
•Bryston 
•C.A.T. 
-Cary 
-Chord 
•Clear Audio 
-dcs 
•Denon 
•DNM 
•Egglaston Works 
•Efectrograph Delphi 
'Gene let 
•Graham 
•Gryphon 
'1 merge 
-In Focus 
• M Lab 
•KEF 
▪ Krell 
-Lexicon 
•Linn 
-Loewe 
•Lutron 
•Lyra 
-Mark Levinson 
-Michell Eng. 
-Musical Fidelity 
•Naim 
-NEC 
•Nordost 
-Oracle 
-Ortofon 
P.M. C. 

-Plinius 
•Primare 
•Project 
•Quadraspire 
-REL 
•Rockport 
•Roksan 
•Rotel 
•Ruark 
•Seleco 
-SME 
•Soundations 
-Straight Wire 
•Sugden 
•Tara Labs 
•Teac 
-Theme Scene 
-Tom Evans 
-Totem 
•Transfiguration 
•Trichord 
-Trilogy 
'Van den Hul 
'Vienna Acoustics 
•VPI 
•Wilson Audio 
-Wilson Research 
-YBA 

The best in New, Second hand and Ex Dem equipment 

HI- F 1 

Quint-ter- 1y Sale 

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer) 
Exposure VII pre + XII r;isu 
Magnum Dynalab P 200 Pre 
dpa Enlightenment DAC 
Michaelson Audio Odyseus 
McCormak Line Drive 
Audio Refinement Pre S "new" 

NJw thismonth 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Conrad Johnson MF2500 
YBA Passion Monoblocks 
Audia Flight 100 
Audia Flight One Integrated 

PRE AMPLIFIERS 
Conrad Johnson PVI4L 
Audia Flight Pre 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia 
Audio Physic Avanti 
JM Lab Micro Utopia + Stand 

HOME 
CINEMA 

items 
Our Original 
Price Retail Price 

£2,995.00 
£450.00 
£695.00 
£295.00 
£495.00 
£395.00 
£395.00 

£14.500.00 
£1,200.00 
£1,900.00 
- 

£1,500.00 
£995.00 
£895.00 

£2,795.00 £4,000.00 
£5,495.00 £9,500.00 
[On Dem £6,500.00 
£011 Dem £4,500.00 

£1,650.00 
LOn Dem 

£3,500.00 
£4,995.00 
£2.195.00 

£2,250.00 
£4,500.00 

£7,899.00 
£7.800.00 
£4.349.00 

CD PLAYERS & DACS/DVD PLAYERS 
Linn Sondec CD12 £7,995.00 £ 12,000.00 
Linn UN1DISK 1.1 [On Dem £6,500.00 
Chord SPM 1600E Dac/ Pre £3,250.00 £6,500.00 

TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VARIOUS 
Roksan Xerxes 10/DSI.5/ Artemiz/ Jubilee 
Ortofon Jubilee 
Roksan Caspian Phono se 
SME 20/2A 
Roksan TMS2/ Artemiz 

AV COMPONENTS 
Lexicon MC8 Processor 
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player 

P ea t- amplifiers 
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4) 
Mark Levinson 331 
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 
Boulder 500 AE 
Bel Canto Evo 4 
ES Lab DX-S4 
AVI S2000A Amp 
Roksan L2/S1 Pre/ Power 
Krell KAV 250A 
Krell KSA 808 
Roksan Caspian Integrated 
Roksan Caspian Power 
Quad 33/ 303 
Krell FPB 700cx 
Naim Nait 3 
Rowland Model 12 (4 chassis) 
Cary 805 C Monoblocks "new" 
ES. Lab DX-S8 
Plinius 8200P 
Krell FPB 200 
Plinius SA 102 "new" 
Musical Fidelity PI80 
Musical FidelityCRPS 
Bryston 4 BSST 
lads Defy 7 mk Ill 
Linn Bass Active Card 
Gamut D200 "i,e," 
Musical Fidelity F15 
Audio Innovations S1000 mk Ill monos 
Krell MDA 300 
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver 
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver 
Boulder 1060 Power "new" 
Primare 30.1 mk 11 Integrated 
YBA Passion Stereo "new" 
Plinius 250 mk IV "new" 

AN/ components 
AV COMPONENTS 
Linn 5103 System Controller 
Parasound 2205 - 5 Channel 
Lexicon MCI 
SIM 2 HT 300 
Primare P30 Processor 
Linn Klassik DVD 
Lexicon MCI2 / MC12B 

Loewe Xemix DVD "new" 

PLASMAS/LCD/PROJECTORS 
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp from 
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo 
Panasonic TH-42 PWD6 "new" 

Pre amplifiers 
Audio Research LS2B 
Musical Fidelity NuVista 
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre 
Conrad Johnson PVIO 
Audio Research L525 mk 11 
YBA 2a Line 
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre 
Krell KRC 

[On Dem £4,500.00 
£0n Dem £ 1,500.00 
£0n Dem £950.00 
£0n Dem £5,273.53 
£0n Dem £8,500.00 

[On Dem £5,000.00 
£0n Dem £2,300.000 

£3995.00each 
£2,250.00 
£2,695.00 
£2,495.00 
LOn Dem 
£1,395.00 
£695.00 
£995.00 
£1,795.00 
£1,395.00 
LOn Dem 
LOn Dem 
£295.00 
£11,995.00 
£425.00 
£8.995.00 
£4,995.00 
£0n Dem 
£0n Dem 
£3,995.00 
LOn Dem 
£395.00 
£395.00 
LOn Dem 
£2,750.00 
£69.00 
£0n Dem 
£995.00 
£995.00 
£4,995.00 
£1,295.00 
£895.00 
LOn Dem 
£1,350.00 
£,995.00 
£0n Dem 

£6,000.00 
£4,500.00 
£3,300.00 
£5,500.00 
£3,895.00 
£2,000.00 
£1,400.00 
£2,500.00 
£3,650.00 
£3,600.00 
£895.00 
£645.00 

£15,000.00 
£608.00 
£14,500.00 
£8,250.00 
£2,995.00 
£1,550.00 
£8,000.00 
£3,750.00 
£900.00 
£900.00 
£2,350.00 
£6,000.00 
£120.00 
£3,250.00 
£2,500.00 
£3,000.00 
£12,000.00 
£2,250.00 
£1,030.00 
£16,500.00 
£1,500.00 
£5,995.00 
£6,350.00 

£2,395.00 £3,285.00 
£1,795.00 £3,000.00 
£1,995.00 £5,500.00 
£7,500.00 £9,000.00 
£1,295.00 £2,000.00 
£0n Dem £2,000.00 
£0n Dem £8100.00/ 

£8900.00 
£0n Dem £495.00 

£4000.00 POA 

-£4,400.00 P°A 

£1,295.00 £ - 
£995.00 £ 1,200.00 
£295.00 £ - 
£495.00 £ 1,200.00 
£4,250.00 £5,995.00 
£1,295.00 £ 1,995.00 
[On Dem £2,700.00 
£2,495.00 £6,949.00 

MULTIROOM BUY/SELL 
INSTALL 

Chord DSC 1600E (dac/pre) 
Audio Research LS3 
Musical Fidelity F22 
AVI S2000 MF remote pre 
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem 
Boulder 1012 (pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono) 
YBA Passion Pre (inc Phono) 
Boulder 2010 Pre 
Plinius I6L 
CAT ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono rx 

C> LI alit speakers 
Wilson Audio System 5.1 
Avante Garde Trio 
Proac Ref 125 Yew 
Proac CC I Centre 
2 x Proac ER1 Sub 
SD Acoustics SDI 
Dynaudio Audience 50 
IM Lab Nova Utopia 
Heybrook Sextet (new drivers) 
Revel Ultima Studio 
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black 
jm Lab Alto Utopia BE 
Wilson Witt mk 1 
JM Lab Utopia 
Reference 3A 
Audio Physic Spark 
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket 
Ensemble PA1 
Audio Physic Caldera 
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote 
Mirage M3 si Linn Mirage (Active) 
Rel Q 200 E 
Rel Q 150 E 
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood) 
Audio Physic Yam 
Vienna Acoustics Mahler 
Vienna Acoustics Mozart 
Vienna Acoustics 5.1 
Cabasse io 5.1 
1M Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 spk 
Blue Room Minipod (White 
Blue Room Minipod 4- Sub (Blue) 
Blue Room Minipod Sub 
Genelec 205 Active Monitors 
Audio Physic Virgo III "fleW " 

Audio Physic Tempo III ' rm.," 
Naim SBL's 
Rogers LS55 "i,r," 

CCDplayet-s 
DACS 

Linn CD12 
Linn Karik/ Numerik 
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307 
Micromega Micro Drive/ dac 
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96 
Roksan Caspian CD 
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa 
Trichord PD-S 503 
Pink Triangle Ordinal 
YBA CD I- Delta (Twin_psu) 
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 
Mark Levinson 39 
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black & Gold) 
Myryad MDV 200 DVD 
YBA CD 3 Delta 
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport 
Primare V20 DVD/CD 
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4) 
Primare V25 CD/DVD 
Theta Pro Geny 
Boulder 2020 dac 
Theta Data Il Transport AT + link 
YBA CD Integre • .• 

IIMEGGIENV,analogue 

£3,250.00 £6,500.00 
£895.00 £ 1,997.00 
£695.00 £ 1.500.00 
£395.00 £800.00 
£1,495.00 £2,794.00 
£0n Dem £ 13,000.00 
£3,995.00 £5,595.00 
£P.O.A £30,000.00 
£0n Deco £3,200.00 
[On Dem £5,750.00 

£6,995.00 £19,000.00 
£9,995.00 £ 17,000.00 
£1,295.00 £1,700.00 
£595.00 £800.00 
£595.00 £ 1.000.00 
£495.00 £ 1,650.00 
£395.00 £577.00 
¿On Dent £ 19,999.00 
£495.00 £ 1,200.00 
£7,495.00 £ I 3,000.00 
£495.00 £ 1,100.00 
[Or Dell, £9,999.00 
£3,750.00 £9,000.00 
£9,995.00 £ 18,000.00 
£1,750.00 £2,250.00 
£1,150.00 £ 1,795.00 
£795.00 £ 1,750.00 
£895.00 £2,000.00 
£4,995.00 £10e0.00 
£2,995.00 £5,200.00 
£1,595.00 £4,100.00 
£995.00 £2,500.00 
LOn Dem £650.00 
£0n Dem £500.00 
£0n Dem £ 1,799.00 
[On Dent £999.00 
[On Dem £6,000.00 
[On Dem £ 1,700.00 
[On Dem £3,500.00 
£0n Dem £2,170.00 
£0n Dem £859.00 
£25.00 £298.99 
£625.00 £749.00 
£415.00 £468.99 
LOn Deco £750.00 
[On Dem £4,000.00 
£0n Dun £2,000.00 
£995.00 £2,225.00 
£260.00 £430.00 

£0n Dem £12,000.00 
£995.00 £3,300.00 
£695.00 £ 1,400.00 
£995.00 £ - 
£11,995.00 £23,498.00 
LOn Due £995.00 
£1,495.00 £3.495.00 
£295.00 £500.00 
£295.00 £600.00 
£3,995.00 £5,500.00 
£1,695.00 £3,250.00 
£2,995.00 £5,000.00 
£595.00 £ 1,200.00 
£650.00 £995.00 
CO, Di.nt £2,200.00 
£750.00 £ 1,600.00 
£750.00 £ 1,000.00 
LOn Dell. £4,500.00 

£1,000.00 
£595.00 £ 1,295.00 
£P.O.A. £24,000.00 
£1,995.00 £4,000.00 
LOn Deni £ 1,195.00 

Michell Orbe/ VC/ RB300 £0n Dem £2,350.00 
Nakamichi CR3 £495.00 C - 
Nakamichi CR4 £595.00 L - 
Project RPM 6 "new" £0n Dem £500.00 
Project RPM9/ arm [On Dem £ 1,350.00 
VP1TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/VPI Stand/ Clearauudio 
Accurate/ Pump etc. 'new" £8,500.00 £ 16,000.00 
Roksan Radius (Acrylic) ' new" £0e Dent £850.00 
Lorricraft record cleaning machine [On Deco £ 1,100.00 
Tara Labs The One Balanced 1m L999.00 £2,250.00 
Earmax Pro [On Deni £425.00 
Revox BI60 Tuner £450.00 £995.00 
Decca London Gold (original Garrott Brothers) £ 1,495.00 £ Priceless 
SME 30/2 A "new" £10,495.00 £ 12,289.00 
Moth Record Cleaning m/c £395.00 £ - 
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "new" £245.00 £325.00 
Ortofon Rohmann £0n Dem LI,050.00 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new" LOn Dem £500.00 

/£750.00 
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 "new" LOn Dem £ 1,100.00 
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc £495.00 £ - 
Gryphon Phono Pre-Amp (dual mono) Head Amp £695.00 £ 1,600.00 
Sh'T Series V Arm "new" £1,350.00 £ 1,650.00 
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu £495.00 £ - 
Plinius 14 Phono "new" [On Dent £2,750.00 
Nackamichi DR 3 £195.00 £400.00 
Tom Evans - The Groove "new" (On Dem £ 1,795.00 
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo £ 1,695.00 £2.065.00 
Rega Planer 3 + Hi R News Out Board Power £320.00 £423.00 
Clear Audio Symphdrlb phono stage X-demo M C £640.00 £740.00 

'' Reduced this month 

ei:020 8392 1959 <S7- 020 8392 1963 
fax l) 20 8392 1994 'Illginfo@choice-hifi.com 

Open from 10am to 6pm Mon- Sat and other times by appointment. 
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment. 

We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status 



classics 

TONEARMS 
ACOS LUSTRE GST-I 1975 [146] 

The archetypal S-shaped seventies arm; good, 

propulsive and involving sound in its day, but 

ragged and undynamic now. 

AUDIOTECHNICAAT 1120 I 978 [175] 

Fine finish can't compensate for this ultra 

low mass arm's limited sonics - a good 

starter arm if you've only got a few quid to 

spend. 

ALPHASON HRIOOS 1981 g I SO] 

First class arm, practically up to present-day 

standards. Buy carefully, though, as there is no 

service available now.Totally under priced 

when new, exceptional. 

GRACE G707 1974 [(58] 

This early Japanese example of the tonearm 

art has a smooth, lyrical sound. Imported by 

Linn, fitted to early LP I 2s. Sonically way off 

the pace now, though. 

HADCOCK GH228 1976 [(46] 

Evergreen unipivot with lovely sweet, fluid 

sound - although bass and dynamics are limit-

ed. Excellent service backup. 

LINN ITTOK LVII 1978 [1253] 

Arguably the first 'superarm.; Japanese design 

to Linn specs made for a muscular, rhythmic 

sound with real dynamics. Now off the pace, 

but the final LVIII version worth seeking out. 

NAIM ARO 1986 [1875] 

Truly endearing and charismatic performer - 

wonderfully engaging mid-band makes up for 

softened f-equency extremes. 

REGA RB300 1983 [L88] 

Inspired budget esoterica. Detailed, tight, neu-

tral sound but tonally grey sounding in 

absolute terms. Responds well to tweaking, 

and its cheaper RB250 brother better still. 

SME 3009 1959 [118] 

Once state of the art, but long since bet-

tered. Musical enough, but weak at frequency 

extremes and veiled in the midband. 

Legendary serviceability has made it a cult. 

used prices unjustifiably high. 

SME SERIES III 1979 [LI 13] 

Clever variable mass design complete with 

Titanium Nitride tube tried to be all things 

to all men, and failed. Charming nonetheless, 

with a warm and inoffensive sound. 

TECHNICS EPA-501 1979 [L N/A] 

Popular partner for late seventies Technics 

motor units. Nice build and Titanium Nitride 

tube can't compensate for middling sound. 

INTEGRATED 

AMPLIFIERS 
A&R A60 1977 [L115] 

Sweet and musical feature-packed integrated; 

the Audiolab 8000A used its blueprint to 

great effect. 

AUDIOLAB 8000A 1985 [1495] 

Smooth integrated with clean MM/MC phono 

stage and huge feature count. Extremely reli-

able, too. Post '93 versions a top used buy. 

CREEK CAS4040 1983 [1150] 

More musical than any budget amp before it: 

CAS4140 loses tone controls, gains grip. 

MCINTOSH MA6800 1995 [(3735] 

Effortlessly sweet, strong and powerful with 

seminal styling to match. 

MISSION CYRUS 2 1984 [1299] 

Classic eighties minimalism combines arrest-

ing styling with clean, open, lively sound. 

Further upgradeable with PSX power supply. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY AI 1985 [1350] 

Beguiling Class A integrated with exquisite 

styling. Questionable reliability. 

MYST TMA3 1983 [1300] 

Madcap eighties minimalism, but a strong and 

tight performer all the same. 

NAD 3020 1979 [169] 

Brilliantly smooth, sweet and punchy at the 

price and even has a better phono stage that, 

you'd expect.The archetypal budget super. 

amp. 

NAIM NAIT 1984 [1350] 

Superb rhythms and dynamics make it truly 

musical, but tonally monochromatic. Fine 

phono stage, very low power. 

ROGERS CADET III 1965 g34] 

Sweet sounding valve integrated. uses ECL86 

output valves, even has a half useable phono 

stage, sweet, warm a good introduction to 

valves 

ROTEL RA-8206X 1983 [1139] 

Lively and clean budget integratea that 

arguably started the move to minimalism. 

SUGDEN A21 1969 g N/A] 

Class A transistor integrated with an emi-

nently likeable smoothness and musicality. 

Limited inputs via DIN sockets. 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
AUDIOLAB 8000C 199 I [(499] 

Tonally grey but fine phono input and great 

facilities make it an excellent general purpose 

tool. 

CROFT MICRO 1986 [1150] 

Budget valve pre-amp with exceptionally 

transparent performance. 

LEAK POINT ONE STEREO 

1958 [I N/A] 

Good for their time, but way off the pace 

these days. Use of EF86 pentode valve for 

high gain rules out ultra performance. Not 

the highest-fi! 

LECSON AC- 1 1973 [L N/A] 

Amazing styling courtesy of Allan Boothroyd 

can't disguise its rather cloudy sound, but a 

design classic nonetheless. 

LINN LK-I 1986 [(499] 

A brave attempt by the Glasgow boys to 

bring remote controlled user-friendliness to 

hair-shirt audiophile hi-fi. Didn't quite work, 

but not half bad for under £ 100. 

248 Lee High Rd, London SE13 5PL 110am to 6.30pm Closed Thurs b Sun) 

Life Changing Experience! 
Call ( 020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 

Web. - www.billyvee co el( ernall...wiesCÀ,)billyvee co.uk E&OE 

In the eye of the storm 
Linn have recently released three 
new groundbreaking products fea-
tured on the right. Their perform-
ance and flexibility confirm Lion's 

position in the forefront of the digital 
technology revolution. We believe 
that they will change the way that 
you percieve your music and your 

home entertainment system. Book 
your audition and let us show you. 
This is way beyond Hi-Fi & AN 

Based around tinn's Silverdisk engine, Ile Unidisk 2.1 
is a universal source component desigred to deliver 
reference standard video and pitch accurate audio. 

The Kisto 0051 System controller ofiers a totally 
comprehensive solution delivering premium levels ol 

stereo, video, and multi- channel processing. 

The New Akurate Loud 
speaker system features 
Linn's new 3K driver array 
that creates a consistent 
single point source. 
Acoustically matched they 
deliver a superb definition 
in either stereo or multi-
channel systems. 

www h -fiwort d co ilk FEBRUARY 2004 HI-FI WORLD it COMPUTER Ann 85 



classics 

NAIM NAC32.5 1978 [L N/A] 

The Salisbury company came of age with this, 

their classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and 

incisive sound that's a joy with vinyl but a tad 

forward for digital. 

QUAD 22 1958 [L25] 

The partner to the much vaunted Quad II 

monoblocs - cloudy and vague sound means 

it's for anacrophiles only. 

QUAD 33 1968 [C43] 

Better than the 22, but Quad's first tranny 

pre isn't outstanding. Responds well to 

tweaking/ rebuilding though... 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
LEAK POINT ONE,TLIO, 

TLI2.1 1949 [L28] 

Early classics that are getting expensive. 

Overhauling is de rigeur before use, using 

original parts if possible. Surprisingly crisp 

and musical sound, that's far more modern 

than Quad Ils. Deeply impressive when in 

fine fettle. 

LEAK STEREO 20 1958 [L31] 

Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier 

with decent power and drive. Surprisingly 

modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. 
Irrepressibly musical and fluid. 

LECSON API 1973 [L N/A] 

Madcap cylindrical styling alluded to its 

'tower of power' pretensions, but it wasn't. 

Poor build, but decently clean sounding when 

working. 

MARANTZ MODEL 9 1997 [C8000] 

Authentic reproduction monoblocs still more 

than cut the sonic mustard. 

Highly expensive and highly sought after. 

MICHELL ALECTO 1997 [C1989] 

Crisp, clean and beautifully controlled with 

gorgeous styling. Partnered with the £ 1650 

Orca this sounds delicious! 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

XA200 1996 [El 000PR] 

200W of sweet smooth transistor stomp in a 

grooved tube! Under-rated oddity. 

QUAD II 1952 [E22] 

The all-time classic valve amplifier, with a 

deliciously fluid and lyrical voice. In other 

respects though, it sounds hopelessly dated. 

Low power and hard to partner properly. 

QUAD 303 1968 [C55] 

Bullet proof build, but woolly sound. Off the 

pace, but endearing nonetheless. Some pipe 

smoking slipper wearers swear by them! 

QUAD 405 1978 [CI15] 

The first of the current dumpers is a capable 

design with smooth, effortless power and a 

decently musical sound. 606 and 707 contin-

ue the theme with greater detail and incision. 

PHONO STAGES 
CREEK OBH-8 SE 1996 [L 180] 

Punchy, rhythmic character with oodles of 

detail makes this a great budget audiophile 

classic. Partner with a Goldring GI042 for an 

unbeatable budget combination. 

LINN LINNK 1984 [L149] 

Naim-designed MC phono stage built to 

partner the original Naim NAIT - yes, really! 

Fine sound, although off the pace these days. 

MICHELL ISO 1988 [t N/A] 

This Tom Evans-designed black box started 

the trend for high performance offboard 

phono stages. Charismatic, musical and 

punchy - if lacking in finesse. 

TUNERS 
CREEK CAS3140 1985 g199] 

Excellent detail, separation and dynamics - 

brilliantly musical at the price.T40 continued 

the theme... 

MARANTZ ST-8 1978 [C353] 

Marantas finest radio moment. Warm. organ-

ic sound plus an oscilloscope for checking 

the signal strength and multipath. 

NAD 4040 1979 [L79] 

Tremendously smooth and natural sound 

allied to low prices and good availability 

make this budget analogue esoterica. Needs a 

good antenna to work properly, however. 

LEAK TROUGHLINE 1956 [E25] 

Series 1 an interesting ornament but limited 

to 88-100MHz only. II and Ill are arguably the 

best-sounding tuners ever.Adaptation for 

stereo easy via phono multiplex socket. Fed 

by a modern outboard decoder they're deli-

ciously lucid with true dimensionality. 

NAD 4140 I 995 [L199] 

Brilliant affordable digital tuner has a smooth, 

detailed musical sound plus sensible real-

world facilities. 

NAIM NATO3 1993 [E595] 

The warm, atmospheric sound is further 

proof of Naims proficiency with tuners. 

PIONEER TX-9500 1976 [L295] 

Another of the serious classic solid-staters. 

Boasts the usual high end Jap package of fine 

sound, brilliant sensitivity and superb build. 

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 [L444] 

Reputedly the best of the classic Jap ana-

logues, this combines sleek ergonomics, high 

sensitivity and an explicit, detailed sound. 

ANALOGUE RECORDERS 
AIWA XD-009 1989 [L600] 

Aiwa's Nak beater didn't, but it wasn't half 

bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included 

a I 6x4 DAC! 

NAKAMICHI CR-7E 1987 [C800] 

The very best sounding Nakamichi ever - but 

lacks the visual drama of a Dragon. 

REVOX A77 1968 [L145] 

The first domestic open reel that the pros 
used at home. Superbly made, but sonically 

off the pace these days. B77 better, but 

couldn't match the Japanese. 

SONY WM-D6C 1985 [L290] 

Single capstan transport on a par with a 

Swiss watch, single rec/replay head better 

than most Naks. Result: sublime. 

0% APR is available on purchases of more than £660. Please call for details. Prices set at time of press. E&OE 

Arcam DT26 DAB Tuner (2Yr GAee)  (999.00) 
Arcam CD62T CD Player (2Yr G/tee)  (369.00) 

Arcam CD727 CD Player (2Yr G/tee)  (449.00) 
Arcam A85 Amplifier (2Yr G/tee)  (799.00) 

Arcam DV88 DVD Player - Blk (2Yr /Gtee)  (999.00) 
AVI UTES Speakers - Cherry (2Yr /Gtee)  (399.00) 

B&W CMC Centre Speaker (2Yr G,/tee)  (350.00) 
Ei&W AS2500 Sub Woofer (2Yr G/tee)  (895.00) 
K.E.F. KHI 2005 AV Spkr Pack (2Yr G/tee) . . .  (799.00) 
Linn Trikan Centre Spkr - maple (2Yr /Gtee) . .  (549.00) 
Linn Ninka Speakers - Blk (2Yr G/tee)  (1145.00) 

Linn Espek Speakers - maple (2Yr G/tee) ..  (2800.00) 
Linn Klimax Twin Power Amplifier (2Yr G/tee) .  (6000.00) 

£549.00 Linn Sizmik Active Sub - Cherry (2Yr /Gtee) ....(995.00) £645.00 

£259.00 Mission M70 Speakers - Beech (1Yr /Gtee) . ..( 129.00) £69.00 
£329.00 Mission M51 Speakers - Rosenut (2Yr C,./tee) ..(299.00) £209.00 

£549.00 Naim AV2 Processor (2Yr G/tee)  (2255.00) £1695.00 
£499.00 Naim NAPV 175 3 Ch P/Amplifier (2Yr Ceee)  (1225.00) £895.00 
£199.00 Naim NAC 112 Preamp (1Yr /Gtee)  (660.00) £495.00 
£199.00 Naim NAT-05 Tuner ( 1Yr /Gtee)  (765.00) £575.00 
£479.00 Naim Credo Speakers (2Yr G/tee)  (1350.00) £595.00 

£479.00 PMC TB2 Speakers (2Yr C3/tee)  (700.00) £495.00 
£349.00 Rega Radio 2000 Silver (2Yr /Gtee)  (374.00) £219.00 
£695.00 Rega Ara Speakers - Cherry (2Yr /Gtee) . .  (255.00) £149.00 

£1795.00 Revox E642 42" Plasma/Tuner (1Yr /Gtee) .(7499.00) £2799.00 
£4395.00 Rotel RQ Phono MM/MC Pre (6Mth /Gtee)  (189.00) £75.00 
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classics 

PIONEER CTF-950 1978 [C400] 

Not up to modern standards sonically, but a 

great symbol of the cassette deck art 

nonetheless. 

YAMAHA TC-800GL 1977 [ I 79] 

Early classic with ski-slope styling courtesy of 

Mario Bellini. Middling sonics by modern 

standards, but cool nonetheless! 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 
KENWOOD DM-9090 1997 [C500] 

Serious and sophisticated sound thanks to 

well implemented ATRAC 4.5; surprisingly 

musical MD recorder 

MARANTZ DR- 17 1999 [f100] 

Probably the best sounding CD recorder 

made; built like a brick outhouse with a true 

audiophile !.ound and HDCD compatibility. 

PIONEER PDR-555RW I 999 [C480] 

For a montent, this was the CD recorder to 

have. Clean and detailed. 

SONY TCD-8 DATMAN 1996 [C599] 

Super clear sound makes this an amazing 

portable, but fragile. 

SONY MDS-JE555ES 2000 [f900] 

The best sJunding MD deck ever, thanks to 

awesome build and heroic ATRAC-DSP Type 

R coding. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
JR 149 1977 [f 20] 
Infamous cylindrical speaker that was ignored 

for decades but now back in fashion! Based 

on classic KEF T27 / B110 combo as seen in 

the BBC L53/5a. Doesn't play loud, needs a 

powerful transistor amplifier, but rewards 

with fine clarity in imaging, 

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 [C39 EACH] 

Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a 

reasonably powerful amplifier can sound 

quite satisfying. 

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 [ I 8 EACH] 

This seminal full-range driver is still manufac-

tured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many clas-

sic horn designs. 

MAGNEPLANAR SMGA198X [C800] 

Technological loudspeaker with genuinely 

musical abilities; fast, smooth, open, dry. 

MISSION 752 1995 [ 495] 

Cracking Henry Azima-designed floor-

standers combined HDA drive units and 

metal dome tweeters with surprisingly warm 

results. Benign load characteristics makes 

them great for valves. 

MISSION 770 1980 g375] 

Back in its day, it was an innovative product 

and one of the first of the polypropylene 

designs. warm, smooth, clean and powerful 

sound, 

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 [E499] 

The first mass production sub and sat system 

using NXT panels is a sure-fire future classic 

- not flawless, but a tantalisingly unboxy 

sound nevertheless! 

QUAD ESL57 1956 [c.is EACH] 
Wonderfully open and neutral sound puts 

box loudspeakers to s'iame. Properly ser-

viced they give superb midband performarce, 

although frequency extremes less impressive. 

Ideally, use in stacked pairs or with sub-

woofers and supertweeters. 

QUAD ESL63 1980 [ 200] 

An update of the ESL57. with stiffer cabinets. 

Until the 989, the best of the Quad electro-

statics. 

YAMAHA NS I 000 1977 [C532] 

High tech Beryllium midband and tweeter 

domes and brutish 12" woofers in massive 

sealed mirror image cabs equals stunning 

transients, speed and wallop allied to superb 

transparency and ultra low distortion. 

Partner carefully! 

TANNOY 

WESTMINSTER 1985 [f4500] 

Folded horn monsters which certainly sound 

good if you have the space. Not the last 

word in tautness but can drive large rooms 

and image like few others. 

SOUND. : 1- . MS 

EXCELLENT VALUE PRE - OWNED BARGAINS 
SECONDHAND UNITS WITH WARRANTY 24HR DEL ONLY £5 CHECK AVAILABLITY BEFORE ORDERING 

CALL SALES:(020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road. London, SE13 5PL 
0% APR is available on purchases of more than £660. Please call for details. Prices set at time of press. E&OE 

Arcam CD72 CD Player Silver (6Mth /Gtee) ....(399.00) £259.00 
Arcam DVSS DVD Player Silver ( 1Yr /Gtee) ....(999.00) £479.00 

Arcam FMJ DV27 Player ( 1Yr G/tee)  (1599.00) £1199.00 
Arcam A85 Amplifier ( 1Yr G/tee)  (799.00) £549.00 
Arcam Alpia 7 Tuner (6Mth G/tee)  (279.00) £139.00 

B&W CDMCse Centre Spkr - Blk (6Mth G/tee)  (400.00) £199.00 
Denon TU260L Tuner (6Mth Gltee)  (139.00) £95.00 
Linn Karik 3 C D Player (6Mth G/tee)  (1850.00) £625.00 
Linn Ikemi CD Player ( 1Yr /Gtee)  (2225.00) £1195.00 
Linn Numerik D A Converter (6Mth G/tee)  (1100.00) £299.00 
Linn Wakonda Preamp ( 1Yr /Gtee)  (849.00) £495.00 
Linn Kairn Preamp Une ( 1Yr G/tee)  (1400.00) £599.00 

Linn 5103 AV Processor Sil LCD ( 1Yr G/tee) .(3250.00) £1249.00 
Linn 5103 AV Processor Sil LCD ( 1Yr G/tee) .(3250.00) £1149.00 
Linn Lingo Old style (6Mth /Gtee)  (495.00) £325.00 
Naim NACD 3 CD Player (6Mth /Gtee)  (899.00) £495.00 

Naim NACD5 CD Player ( 1Yr G/tee)  (1125.00) £785.00 
Nairn CDS Head Unit ( 1Yr G/tee)  (4165.00) £2795.00 

Nairn PSX Power Supply-CDX ( 1Yr G/tee) .  (2100.00) £1395.00 
Pioneer DV909 DVD/Laser Sil (6Mth G/tee) .(899.00) £199.00 
ProAc Response 2.5 Speakers ( 1Yr /Gtee) (2700.00) £1195.00 
Ruark Talisman Speakers (6Mth G/tee) . . . .(499.00) £179.00 
Sugden Headmaster Preamp  (659.00) £350.00 
Yamaha DSP800 Processor (6Mth /Gtee)  (399.00) £189.00 
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standards 

world 
standards 
These are the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK, complete 
with the date they were originally launched and their current retail prices. Watch out for 
regular updates...! 

TURNTABLES 
AN TT I /ARM ONE/IQ I 1998 £725 

Redesigned Systemdek IIX now off the pace, 

but the arm and cartridge are both star per-

formers. 

LINN LP12/ LINGO 1973 a I 00 

The quintessential belt drive superdeck offers 

a beguilingly musical midband at the expense 

of lumpy bass and nebulous imaging. Latest 

Lingo brings a new lease of life, with even 

more punch and polish. 

MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £575 

Superb introduction to Michell turntables on 

a budget. Top quality build and elegant design 

make it the class of the mid-price field right 

now. 

MICHELL GYRODEC SE 2002 £870 

Its beauty is more than skin deep - superbly 

build and finish allied to clever design equals 

class leading performance. Latest DC motor 

with 'Never Connected' NU make it all the 

more unassailable. 

MICHELL ORBE SE 2002 £ 1916 

Cost-no-object evolution of the Gyro adds 

massy acrylic platter and two-stage isolation. 

Fantastically capable all rounder with com-

manding, powerful. detailed sound that gets 

the best from almost any arm and cartridge. 

PRO-JECT DEBUT II 

PHONO SB 2002 £ 170 

Fuss-free all in one starter turntable, com-

plete with built in phono stage. Not a star 

performer, but a fine midi system upgrade all 

the same. 

REGA P3 2000 £298 

Great entry level audiophile deck with fine 

bundled tonearm.Tweakable, and responds 

well to careful siting on a Base platform. 

REGA P25 2001 £619 

Until the TecnoDec. the best mid-price 

turntable package. Fine build and elegant 

styling. Clean, open sound but limited at fre-

quency extremes in absolute terms. 

SME MODEL 10A 1995 £3333 

Exquisitely engineered deck and arm combo. 

but dry and clinical sounding compared to 

rivals Accomplished performer with classical 

music, nonetheless. 

TECHNICS SLI200/111 1973 £395 

Slick build makes it a respectable performer, 

although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega 

RB250 and it's suddenly a serious mid-price 

machine. 

TONEARMS 
HADCOCK 242 SE 2000 £649 

Latest of a long line of unipivots, with added 

mass, revised geometry and better finish. 

Musical like few others at or near the price, 

but poor frequency extremes. 

LINN EKOS 1987 £ 1700 

Subde mods over the years, including revised bear-

ings and the recent new winng has kept it a serious 

contender in the superarm stakes. Lacks the SME's 

shin, the OL's clarity or the ARO's emotion, but 

has a feisty musicality all of its own. 

MICHELL TECNOARM 2003 £346 

John Michell's brilliant reworking of Rega's 

classic adds a classy counterweight and end 

stub, plus Cardas cable.The result is a near 

transparent sound with plenty of power and 

poise. 

NAIM ARO 1987 £ 1425 

Charismatic unipivot is poor at frequency 

extremes but sublime in the midband; truly 

emotive and insightful. 

ORIGIN LIVE SILVER 2502001 £625 

This fully developed and expertly fettled 

Rega boasts a superbly even, transparent and 

tuneful sound. Gives away only a small degree 

of finesse and dimensionality to top arms. 

ORIGIN LIVE 

ILLUSTRIOUS 2002 £ 1570 

A modern superarm with battleship build. 

Extremely strong, even and open sound in 

the mould of the late. lamented Zeta, plus 

fine tonal colouring. Exquisite. 

REGA RB250 1984 £ 112 

Sold through Moth Marketing, this is capable 

far beyond its price point, with a tight, lean 

and detailed sound. Responds brilliantly to 

Origin Live counterweight modification, and 

well to rewiring. 

SME 309 1989 £767 

Entry level SME complete with cost-cut alu-

minium armtube and detachable headshell. 

Tight, neutral sound with good tonality, but 

lacks the IV's pace and precision. 

SME SERIES IV 1988 I 127 

Offers nine tenths of the SME V's magic at 

just over half price. Exquisitely built and fin-

ished, and a design classic. Faces stiff competi-

tion these days, but lovely nevertheless. 

SME SERIES V 1987 £ 1614 

The so-called Best Pickup Arm in the World isn't, 

but comes close.Vice-like bass with incredible 

weight, ultra clear midband and treble. Does 

everything except beguile the listener 

LARTRIDGES 
AUDIO TECHNICA AP I 10 1984 £29 

Great starter cartridge that's refined, detailed 

and musical beyond its price. 

DYNAVECTOR DV 10X5 2003 £250 

A distant descendent of the classic Ultimo 

10X, this has warmth and sweetness in 

spades, allied to a punchy bass. Beats GI042 

comfortably. 

DYNAVECTOR DV20X-H 2003 £395 

The best modern budget MC combines deli-

ciously sweet sound with fantastic get-up-

and-go. High output version works a treat 

with valve phono stages too. 

GOLDRING G I 042 1994 £I35 

One of the best MMs going. with sweet and 

extended treble and punchy, muscular bass. 

LYRIA LYDIAN BETA 1998 £600 

An altogether more beguiling listen than the 

MC30S, although not quite as incisive. Superb 

all rounder. nonetheless. 

LYRA PARNASSUS OCT 1997 £ 1895 

Jonathan Carr's masterpiece is a brilliantly 

lyrical and fluid performer, with a deliciously 

sweet tone and immense subtlety and polish. 

ORTOFON MC25FL 1994 £285 

Strong budget MC with a cleaner and more 

detailed sound than the Dynavector: more 

sterile and less emotive, however. 

ORTOFON MC30 SUPR' 1995 £550 

Beautifully clean and detailed device with real 

finesse, albeit a tad mechanical sounding. 

ORTOFON KONTRA' B 1999 £720 

Surprisingly articulate performer by Ortofon 

standards.All the brand's usual polish and 

detail allied to real vim. Loves making music! 

MUSIC MAKER 1999 £575 

When mated with a good quality arm, this 

hand finished high-output pick-up gives an 

ear-boggling account of itself.Very high com-

plience ensures maximum information 

retrieval.An absolute (grain orientated) gem. 

SHUREV15XMR 1994 £350 

The most musical MM yet made — brilliantly 

dynamic and punchy in the classic Shure 

mould, yet refined and tidy too. 

SUMIKO BPS 1995 £250 

Charismatic performer with rhythm aplenty, 

but in other respects way off the pace — 

lacks smoothness and sophistication of the 

DV I OX5. 
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DIGITAL mse,- PLAYERS 
ARCAM DIVA CD82T 2002 £600 

Oodles of finesse, but not the most gripping 

performer at the price.A fine all rounder in 

the classic Arcam mould. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 

DVD57 2003 £200 

Crisp. lively DVD-A sound makes this superb 

value for money, but I 6bit playback is way 

behind similarly priced CD spinners. 

CREEK CD50 2003 £699 

Lyrical and musically engaging mid-price 

machine, but lacks its Marantz rival's tonal 

exuberance 

CYRUS CD8 2003 £ 1000 

Highly incisive, engaging, grippy and dynamic 

sound, but needs careful matching to smooth 

ancilliaries. Optional PSX-R adds bass and 

dimensionality. 

DENON DVD-AI 2002 £2500 

Middling CD performance, but a genuinely 

strong DVD-A sound with masses of space 

and detail. Excellent pictures, too! 

credo 
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LINN GENKI 1999 £995 

Undeniably fast, lithe, musical and fun - but 

some won't take to its dry, wry character. 

Works best in all- Linn systems, where it real-

ly rises to the challenge! 

LINN IKEMI 1999 CI 950 

Has the brilliant focus and clarity of the pre-

vious Karik Ill with a dose more tonal rich-

ness and polish. More grip and poise than 

most at any price - still superb! 

MARANTZ CD6000KI 2001 £500 

Brilliantly warm and voluptuous sound will 

endear it to vinylphiles and tube lovers alike. 

Musical, colourful, polished and powerful like 

none others at or near its price.' 

MARANTZ CDI7 II 2002 £800 

Oft-overlooked middleweight boasts a truly 

beguiling sound with lots of tonal flavour Sits 

awkwardly between the £600 and £ I000 

price points, where some brilliant value buys 

reside, though. 

MARANTZ DV8300 2002 £1500 

An extremely well designed universal player, 

offering a beguilingly natural sound whatever 

you feed it. 

MERIDIAN 507 2003 E I 195 

Quintessentially Meridian mid-price machine; 

smooth, warm, expansive and seductively 

musical.The best all rounder at this competi-

tive price point. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

TRI VISTA 

When playing SACDs, the sweetest, most 

lucid and lyrical digital disc spinner we've 

heard. Olc school stereo, pure DSD design. 

CD sound is up in the £ 1000 class, too! 

Future classic. 

2002 £4000 

NAD C5411 2002 £330 

Highly musical and articulate budget machine 

in the classic NAD mould. Second only to 

Cambridge's CD500SE in the value stakes. 

NAIM CD5 2001 £ 1195 

Taut and grippy like no others at the price. 

but lacks the warmth of the Marantz 

CD6000KI at half the price.To wit, it's a very 

focussed product, best used in Naim systems. 

NAIM CDX2-XPS2 2003 £4950 

A fine high end machine, but add an XPS2 

and it becomes one of the most charismati-

cally engaging 16bit machines we've ever 

heard. Plays music with such passion! 

NAIM CDS3 2003 £ 050 

The most polished Naim CD to date; 

tremendously capable and musical, but lacks 

the Rotweiler quality of the cheaper CDX2-

XPS2. 

PHILIPS DVD963SA 2003 £400 

Creamy CD sound allied to superb SACD 

and DVD video playback makes this brilliant 

value for money. 

REGA PLANET 2002 £498 

Rhythmic and beguiling performer, although 

lacks the warmth of tone needed to better 

its Marantz rival. Superb ergonomics and 

design, nonetheless. 

REGA JUPITER 2002 £ 1000 

A Planet on steroids, this machine adds depth 

and breadth to its baby brothers already 

impressive sound. Good, but facing stiff com-

petition. 

DIGITAL RECORDERS 
PIONEER PDR-609 2001 £200 

Brilliant value CD recorder that makes excel-

lent recordings from its digital inputs. Half 

decent digital converters, too. 

PHILIPS DVDR880 2003 £370 

Poor CD audio playback, but makes great 

DVD video recordings and boasts fine 

ergonomics Top AV value. 

SONY RCD-W3 2002 £250 

Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-

nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital 

copies, but analogue input poor. Middling son-

ics, but there's a digital output! 

YAMAHA CDR-HDI300E 2002 £600 

HD means MD-style ease of editing, but 

compromises recording quality ever-so slight-

y. Add decent CD replay and it's a fine all 

rounder nonetheless - top value. 

ONKYO MB-SI 2001 £ 1100 

An interesting machine complete with MP3 

functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics 

and over-smooth sound make it mediocre 

value against the Yamaha. 

PHONO STAGES 
CREEK OBH-2 1 SE 2003 £250 

Musically enjoyable yet highly refined for the 

price - a superb buy. Gives the Dino a real 

hard time. 

EAR 834P 1993 £400 

Classic tube design with a deliciously warm 

and expansive sound - shame about the 

loose bass and veiled treble! 

LINN LINTO 2000 £900 

A musical and incisive performer, with more 

speed than the Delphini at the expense of 

detail and tonal colour. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-LP 1999 £ 149 

Clarity and detail allied to decent smooth-

ness make it a solid first phonostage. 

MM/MC. 

QED DISCSAVER 1995 £35, 

Rhythmic, bouncy sound via battery, although 

it's bright and forward. Great value, but £ 100 

more on the X-LP is well worth it! 

TRICHORD DINO 2002 £299 

Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. 

Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the 

price. 

TRICHORD DELPHINI 2003 £995 

The very latest ' Never Connected' variant is 

easily the best, bringing velvety smoothness 

to an already refined and engaging performer. 

Neutral to a fault - some will mourn the 

passing of the charismatic ISO. 

AMPLIFIERS 
ARCAM DIVA A65 PLUS 2002 £370 

Classic budget Arcam fare - decently sweet 

and open with sensible facilities and plenty of 

power. 

ARCAM FMJ A32 2001 £ 1150 

For those who value serious power and 

labyrinthine facilities over outright clarity or 

grip.A very impressive all rounder with an 

unusually muscular power amp at this price. 

AUDIO ANALOGUE 

PUCINNI 1999 £495 

Brilliant value mid-pricer is a real step up 

from budget designs. Smooth, fluid, natural 

sound with adequate power and no nasties. 

Fine phono stage too! 

AUDIO NOTE OTO SE 2000 £ 1199 

This baby tuber is beautifully sweet and 

creamy, but lacks solid-state's clarity, detail 

and incision. Low, low power means speaker 

choice critical. 

AUDIO NOTE SORO SE 2000£ 1699 

Wonderfully out-of-the-box sounding tube 

middleweight is all about sweetness and fluid-

ity. Limited power and loose bass, but little 

the worse for it. 

CYRUS 6 2003 £600 

Cracking do- it-all mid price design. bringing 

svelte sound, good connectivity and upgrade-

ability and stunning style and build. 

CYRUS 8 2003 £ 300 

Unusually warm and lyrical for a solid-stater. 

with decent power and punch. PSX-R adds 

dynamics, detail and dimensionality. 

MERIDIAN 551 1994 £895 

Evergreen middleweight is a serious per-

former even now, Tonally a tad dry, it's still 

very smooth and svelte with bags of power, 

detail and grip. Class act. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

A308 2002 £2400 

Impressive monster integrated.Vast power 

delivered with clarity, even-handedness and 

finesse. Musical, with real tonal colour 

Separate pre-power version better still, but 

less good value. 

NAD C320 2002 £220 

Not the giant killer that the 3020 once was, 

but a very strong budget design.A great 

starting point; forms a fine system with 

NAD's partnering C54 1i CD player. 
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NAIM NAIT 5 2001 £845 

A fast and thrilling listen, thanks to taut and 

articulate bass and midband. Surprisingly pol-

ished for a budget Naim amp, both sonically 

and ergonomically. 

SUGDEN A2 IA 1993 £ 1020 

The most musical amplifier at the price, bar 

none. Delicious Class A sound is smooth. 

sweet and wonderfully transparent with true 

tonal colour. Low power, so match carefully. 

PREAMPLIFIERS 
CREEK OBH-I 2 2000 £220 

Brilliant value budget passive, giving little 

away in sonics to far more expensive designs. 

Connectivity and build aren't great, but what 

do you expect at this price? 

MF AUDIO PASSIVE PRE 2003 LI 010 

Novel and effective pre with switchable gain 

via a transformer, and balanced operation. 

Open and incisive sound, yet makes most 

active rivals sound edgy by comparison. 

NAIM NAC 112 2002 £660 

Affordable admission ticket to the Salisbury 

high end experience. Detailed and dynamic, if 

tonally rather lacklustre. 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
LINN LKI40 2000 £800 

Dry and grey sounding, but decently dynamic 

and musically engaging all the same.A worthy 

worker in a budget Linn system. 

NAIM NAP 150 2002 £795 

Driven by a decent source and a NAC 112, 

this gives highly enjoyable results - providing 

you like the Naim sound! Taut, fast and feisty 

despite its relative lack of power 

MARANTZ SM- I 7 2001 £ 00 

Useful budget power amp with plenty of 

clean transistor power. Not the most trans-

parent, but sweet and clean all the same. Fine 

build completes a great value package. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

A308 CR 2003 £2400 

Superb transistor behemoth, worth partner-

ing with any high end CD player or preamp. 

Oodles of grunt served up with poise and 

purpose. 

QUAD 909 2001 £900 

The latest current-dumper has a smooth and 

expansive character with enough wallop to 

drive most loads. Not the most musical, but 

super value all the same. Lovely build, finish 

and Quad's legendary service are nice. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
B&W CDMI NT 2002 £750 

Fine clarity and imaging allied to pleasing 

warmth and great rhythmic cohesion make 

these standmounters an essential audition. 

CASTLE CONWAY 3 2003 £930 

Superbly smooth and crisp performers, with 

a big hearted musical sound. Ultimately 

coloured though, with a slow, plummy bass. 

CYRUS CLS70 2001 £800 

Charismatic performer with a fast, tight and 

open midband, but lacks cohesion and scale.. 

EPOS ELS-3 2003 £200 

Plenty of brio and a decent degree of refine-

ment makes this budget baby a fine value 

contender. 

KEF Q I 2003 £ 50 

Highly polished and articulate standmounters 

at the price, but demand good ancillaries for 

best results. 

KLIPSCH HERESY II 1997 El 100 

An outstanding high sensitivity loudspeaker 

with midrange and treble horns coupled with 

infinite baffle 12" bass driver. Effortless, fast 

and accurate. 

LINN NINKA 2001 £995 

Major on rhythms and dynamics, making 

them an involving listen. Reasonably refined, 

too - but tonally disappointing. 

MISSION 7825E 2003 £900 

Bright and tight design capable of brilliant 

speed and grip, at the expense of warmth. 

Demands high quality, high powered ancillar-

ies. 

MONITOR AUDIO B4 2003 £ 50 

An unusually smooth and lucid performer at 

the price, and its 3-way design means it dri-

ves rooms well. Fine engineering, but build 

and finish so-so. 

MORDAUNT SHORT 914 2002 £ 00 

Warm, detailed and articulate performer, but 

a touch loose in the bass and veiled up top. 

Fine partner for budget valve amps. 

NAIM ALLAE 2002 £ 1990 

Taut and grippy like few others, this speaker 

majors on transient speed. Surprisingly 

smooth for a Naim box, with nicely etched 

treble, As always, tonally dry. 

TDK S-80 2002 £90 

Ingenious NXT multimedia sub/sat system 

has a wonderfully even and open sound - like 

baby electrostatics. 

QUAD ESL-988 2001 £ 400 

Wonderfully neutral and self-effacing with 

sublime imaging and projection.Treble lacks 

extension, bass lacks weight - although the 

pricier 989 answers the latter resoundingly. 

PERIGEE FK-1L 2002 £5000 

Charismatic Aussie ribbon design with deli-

ciously open mid and treble, allied to fine 

bass weight. The right room and ancillaries 

essential. Engaging, musical and powerful 

sound. Superb. 

W'DALE DIAMOND 8.1 2001 El 20 

Still the best baby budget standmounters 

around.Tight and grippy thanks to Kevlar dri-

vers, but invariably limited in the frequency 

extremes. 

HEADPHONES 
JECKLIN FLOAT TWO 1998 £99 

Wonderful panel-like sound from these eso-

teric- looking headclamps. 

SENNHEISER MX-500 1999 £ 19 

Our unqualified recommendation for those 

seeking a serious sounding pair of in-ear 

phones. Smooth, detailed and musical. 

SENNHEISER PX- 100 2002 £ 9 

Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans 

ideal for personals, but good enough for real 

hi-fi use. Superb build allied to a smooth and 

engaging performance make them the spiritu-

al successor to the HD400s. 

SENNHEISER HD-590 1998 £ 99 

The company's best real-world cans to date. 

Open and smooth with plenty of detail. 

Brigntly lit midband makes them an ideal 

partner for a valve headphone amp. 

INTERCONNECTS 
CHORD CO. CHAMELEON 2 [90/M 
One of our favourites, these are musical per-

formers with a smooth yet open sound. 

DNM RESON C40/M 

Neutral and transparent - a steal! 

NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN CI SO/M 

Some of the fastest and most transparent 

cable around. 

VDH ULTIMATE THE FIRST (260/0.6M 

Carbon interconnects that help you forget 

the electronics and concentrate on the 

music. Miraculous transparency.Tight and 

tuneful bass mixed with air and space results 

in a cracking cable for the money. 
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Falcon Acoustics Ltd 
Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound 

http:11wwwfalcon-acoustics.co.uk 

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site 

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and a pick of the best from other manufacturers. 
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive, Components, Accessories. 

New LS3/5A type Crossovers 
COMPONENTS 

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd. 
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0. I mFd. to 10mFd. 

ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polars; 50v, 100v 8c Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd. 
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors. 

FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power 
AIRCORED 036 - I.25mm wire: IRON DUST. I mm wire 

TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mlf in I mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.1mH steps 

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS 
Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set. 

Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets. 
2001 & 2002 year sets on CD-R only 

RJCAr 'State of the Art' Units & Kit Designs' 

Focal Unit Range 
as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems. 

Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in .pdf format 

3W4211 6W4311 7W4411 8W5411 10W6411 

Plus: Audiom 6 WM 

7K6411 (replacement for Audiom 7K-/7K2) 

TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD5B 

All normal stock items 

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972 

Send for our FREE price list PL31: Just send a large SAE. (46p stamp) or US$2 bill 

overseas, Europe US$1 bill or 3 International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:-

(Dept HEW) Unit 12 Damgate Lane Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane 

ACLE. Norwich, Norfolk, NR I 3 3D.1 Tel: 01493 751100 

audioXpress... It Just Sounds Better 

Your Favorite Audio - 
One New Magazine! 
PROJECTS 

REVIEWS 

THE NEWEST 

TECHNOLOGIES 

• AUDIO 
CLASSROOM 

and Much More! 

Subscribe To This 
Great Monthly 

Publication Today! 
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Only s59.95 us 
for 12 Issues! 

audioXpress • PO Box 876 • Peterborough. NH 
03458-0876 USA • Phone: 603-924-9464 

Fax: 603-924-9467 • E-mail: custserv@audioXpress.com 

otereAr: www.audioXpress.co 

Rediscover 
the beauty of 
pure sound.... 

NEW! 
Visit our web site at 

www.chelmervalve.com 
to view our entire valve 
catalogue and buy on 

line! 

We have been supplying tubes to the audio market for over 40 
years. Only valves that pass our stringent in house QC tests are 
used for the CVC Premium brand, and our no fuss guarantee 
ensures your complete peace of mind. When available, we also 
stock the justifiably famous brands such as Brimar, GEC, Mullard, 
RCA Telefunken etc. So why compromise? Our sales and technical 
staff are just a telephone call away. To put it simply  

YOUR NEEDS...OUR BUSINESS. 

CVC Chelmer Valve Co Ltd 
The Stables, Baddow Park, Great Baddow, 

Chelmsford, Essex CM2 7SY 

Tel: +44 1245 241300 Email:sales@chelmervalve.com 

Fax: +44 1245 241309 www.chelmervalve.com 

WHITE NOISE 
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS 

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:- Power Amplifiers 30-
250W, Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active 
Crossovers, Power Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, 
Balanced line drivers / receivers, Stepped attenua-
tors, Gold plated connectors, Cables, Capacitors, 
Resistors, Semiconductors, Transformers, 
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units 

WHITE NOISE 

II STATION ROAD 

BEARSDEN 

GLASGOW 

G61-4AW 

Web:- http://www.wnaudio.com 

Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com 

Tel:- 0141-942-2460 (until 9pm) 

Fax:- 0141-587-7377 
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illy news 
SPEAKER KITS GALORE 
North Creek Music Systems (USA) have been 

trading since 1991.They have a good few 

loudspeaker kits, utilising high end drivers 

from the likes of Scan-Speak and Vifa.The site 

details construction plans and layouts, 

measured responses and ohotographs of the 

finished products.They sell just about 

everything to do with loudspeakers: resistors, 

capacitors, inductors, drive units, spikes, 

binding posts, plans, related books and 

magazines... Their kits are not particularly 

sensitive, so you would have to put your single 

ended valve amps away. Even though North 

Creek are state side and you may not fancy 

paying the extra carriage for their items, you 

could always buy the plans off them and 

source the components and drivers here in 

the UK. Both Falcon Acoustics and Wilmslow 

have good stocks of parts and will be happy to 

supply you. 

HORN HEAVEN 

JAPAN REVISITED 
Following on from Cive Meakin's visit to Akihabara, Japan, as 

featured in this issue. I thought I would look over their site.This is 

the official site to Akihabara, in English thankfully, so you do not 

have to install any translation software, which I for one can never 

get to work properly. The site tells you a bit about some of the 

main shops, what they sell, and what languages they speak. They all 

seem to speak English, but evidence seems to contradict this. It 

provides a map and instructions on how to get there. For your 

information, I just cnecked cheap flights for Japan quickly and it 

costs something in the region of £450.00 for a return ticket. 

Akihabara 

VALVE MANUFACTURE 
If you have ever 

wondered about how 

they make valves and 

the machinery they 

use, this site has a 

tour of the 

Amalgamated 

Wireless Valve Company's Ashfield Valve Works. There are good 

sized pictures of the machines they used to use, with their 

operators close by. 

The site describes itself as an electron tube technology 

resource and suppgy.They sell numerous valves, accompanying this 

with lots of tube data. It is the pictorial history lesson this 

Australian site offers that I find interesting. 

A. ALcitme..TED ,,,,JpEttssvà..k.(01in 

Factory Tour 

To quote BD Design's homepage, 

"If you're looking for high-sensitivity systems, that 

reproduce reality; if you want amplifiers that sound good, 

and you want good value for money, then you're in the 

right place. Once heard, you'll never want to go back." 

These guys have a well built site, selling a range of 

horn loudspeakers. Recognizing limitations in the lower 

end response that horns suffer, they also provide 

subwoofers. Some of their designs marry the two in the 

same enclosure.They are into DIY and outline a couple 

of designs using AER drive units, stating them to be 

natural sounding full-range drive units.Their site features 

detailed instructions of 

how to build them, 

excellent feature as you 

can see vilat you are 

letting yourself into before 

you buy. 

The site has its own 

bulletin board, well used, 

classified ads section, not so well used.They also sell 

Border Patrol amps,TVC attenuators. Kemp electronics 

and Nottingham turntables, Also they stock other high 

end drivers. If you like horn loudspeakers this professional 

site is worth a look. 

-11 
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The Electric 
Town Experience 
Clive Meakins visits Tokyo's Akihabara district, famous for its hi-fi and electronics stores. 
Even the markets sell electronic components, he found. 

S
o what's Tokyo got to offer 
readers of this magazine? 

I'm not talking about the 

offers I was made in the 

restaurant district around 

my hotel. Rather, what 1 

have in mind is visiting Akihabara or 

as its sometimes known, Electric 

Town. This is the place to go to pick 

up the latest high-tech electronics, 

portable music players; MP3, MD, CD, 

TVs, DVD, SACD, PDAs, computers 

and digital cameras. You name it, 

they've got it, including everything 

from high-end audio to electronic 

components. 

I was in Tokyo for a week on 

business and managed to visit 

Akihabara twice. You must go more 

than once, as you need to absorb the 

environment on your first visit. I 

found a useful map on the web at 

www.spectrumieee.org/VVEBONLY/r 

esource/jul02/toolmap.html.Armed 

with this 1 set out from my hotel. 

This was my first trip to Tokyo 

and I'd only arrived a few hours 

earlier so I was wary of getting lost 

in a city with little Western signage. 

English wasn't spoken much 

and my Japanese could only 

come from my phrase book. 

I found the city very clean 

and not as busy as I'd 

expected. Busy but not 

gridlocked. I took a look 

inside one of the subway 

stations, there was some 

Western script on the map 

but the ticket machines 

were totally in Japanese. 

Being severely jet- lagged I 

elected to take a taxi to 

Akihabara, costly but I 

should get there, or so I 

thought. 

Akihabara is so well 

known that most attempted 

pronunciations will get you 

there. You need to be 

dropped off near the JR 

(Japan Railway) Akihabara 

Station. The problem I had 

was that I was dropped off 

on the wrong side of the 

station. Easy you might 

think, cross-reference a 

couple of road names and 

Array of valve worked on. 

Valve seller. 

start walking in the right direction. 

Wrong! Could I correlate the 

Japanese on my map with the road 

signs? No way. I didn't have a clue 

about whether I was walking towards 

or away from the city centre. This 

started to become uncomfortable. 

After about 15 minutes I found the 

canal that was marked on the map 

and in no time at all I was in the 

centre of Electric Town. More 

confident now I that had my bearings 

1 set about exploring. 

Before searching out hi-fi and 

electronics I had an errand to 

perform. Could I buy a digital 

camera at a price much lower than 
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Capacitor stall. 

the UK? Plenty of shops were tax-

free and selling familiar models with 

universal chargers and multi-lingual 

manuals. Watch out for the voltage 

of electrical goods. Japan's supply is 

100v at 50Hz. Oh yes. don't try 

phoning home to check prices, quite 

apart from the 9 hour time 

difference, there's no GSM phone 

service, so your mobile phone won't 

reach English soil. When 1 compared 

prices, I found that at 177 Yen to the 

Pound, prices were lower than UK 

shops but only marginally cheaper 

than the price in European airports 

where the shops pay the tax, i.e. tax-

free to you but rot officially tax-free. 

The Akihabara shops don't seem to 

negotiate on price but will throw in 

an extra flash card, case or similar. 

Having decided to buy the camera in 

Europe I finally headed for the hi-fi 

stores. 

The shops are mostly multi-floor, 

typically up to six or seven floors. I 

went to the top loor of a large 

store that had a hi-fi separates 

section. There was a lz.rge wall full of 

speakers and a switch box to allow 

some sort of comparison to be 

made. I'd not seen a setup like this 

since the 70s, but then again I 

wouldn't frequent these sorts of 

stores at home, do they stil exist? 

They had some good speakrs, a lot 

of B&VV, some Tannoy and of course 

a lot of Japanese kit. Tnere were 

racks of tuners, amps, CD players 

and cables. There were a lot of 

tweaky parts, especially various wood 

and metal cones. At last I found a 

Fixings. 

Transforming paradise. 
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Phono and jack plugs. 

few record decks, all disco style but 

quite possibly f ne sounding. There 

were of course various Dynavector 

cartridges and more surprisingly a lot 

of Ortofons too. Prices were good 

for a store though I suspect if you 

knew where to get the keenest 

prices you could make some 

substantial savings. I was looking for 

a Nagaoka reco-d roller cleaner, but 

all I found was a Pixall from the UK, 

this is a roller cleaner with tear-off 

sticky tape that I used way back. I 

did find a metal Audio Technica 

strobe disc for my Michell Gyro SE. 

I found several more stores with 

a similar repertoire so I decided to 

search for valve amps, single driver 

speakers, exotic resistors, capacitors 

and ironware. But now I was hungry. 

I found that under the railway arches 

near the station there were various 

eateries. I had what became my 

favourite lunch,Tempura. This is 

deep fried fish and vegetables on 

noodles. You can wash this down 

with unpleasant green tea so I chose 

beer. It turns out Tempura's origins 

are Portuguese but wherever it 

comes from, it s good. 

Near the station you can enter 

between some of the shops where 

you find what I call the secret 

garden, it's an undercover market 

area full o' electronics stalls. Each 

stall has its own specialization. There 

were stalls specializing in resistors, 

Kiwame, Riken Ohm, Mills, Red Fire 

Crackers so, not just Japanese. For 

electrolytic capacitors I found most 

of the better Japanese makes but I 

couldn't find the Black Gate VVKzs 

111111110e-

Racks of amps. 

reservoir capacitors I was looking 

for. All this way to the land of Black 

Gates(BGs) and I was told I wouldn't 

find them in Akihabara. I couldn't 

help feeling I was asking the wrong 

people in the wrong way. Maybe if 

they didn't know where to get the 

BGs they preferred to say they 

weren't available here - perhaps it's a 

Japanese cultural thing. In Japan, work 

is a serious business, relationships are 

bui!t up over time, something I had 

little of, and a business relationship is 

closely linked to friendships, probably 

because these guys work incredibly 

hard - and long hours. 

I was amazed by the connector 

stalls and switches stalls; they all had 

a lot of stock. Then I came to the 

wire stall, all sorts were available and 

in sensible lengths, you don't need to 

buy ridiculous lengths. There were 

also stalls for knobs, chassis, tag 

strips etc. Other stalls had various 

chips, op-amps, DACs ano the like. 

Where I wished I had more time 

were the valve and transformer 

stalls. The valve stalls had all sorts of 

New Old Stock valves, quite a lot of 

it was rather pricey but I could have 

done with more time to scan all the 

stock. 

In what I believe translates into 

the "Tokyo Radio Department" 

across the road from the bigger 

market area are some very specialist 

stails. I didn't just need time to look 

but also time to work out what I 

wanted. At Noguchi Transformers 

the prices looked really good, no 

doubt not shipping them across the 

world is one reason - just make sure 

you have sufficient baggage 

allowance! Work out what you want 

before you go, don't waste the 

opportunity. 
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Fostex and other drivers. 

At the northwest extremity of 

Akihabara is one of the Dyna 5555 

stores. The top floor has some good 

high-end kit. I spent a marvellous 

hour listening to SACD through 

Avantguard Duo horns in a large and 

acoustically well-treated room. 

Quite why I had to go all that way to 

listen to German speakers .s a good 

question that I have no answer for. 

Back in the market ares I found a 

stall selling speaker drive units. They 

had several Fostex units including a 

208 Sigma at around half the 

European price. Nearby was a very 

small shop selling small speakers, 

many with Fostex drivers. These 

looked like very low volume 

production and may have been kits. 

The woodwork was very rigid. They 

were clearly for small rooms. Small 

was the order of the day. 

If I were a resident of Tokyo I 

would quite happily join the masses 

of hobbyists that scour the specialist 

stores, filling up a box of exotic bits 

to construct my own amplifiers, pre-

amplifier, speakers and I may even 

progress to a DAC. Most parts are 

lower priced than the best interner 

prices and there would be no 

shipping costs. Resistor and 

capacitor savings are useful but the 

fun picking over the market stalls is 

more important. If you could find 

Black Gate capacitors there would 

probably be good savings here, 

especially for VVKz types for valve 

amplifier power supply capacitors. 

The greatest savings though would 

come from the iron, in other words 

chokes, power and output 

transformers. You could also go for 

some of the more exotic output 

transformers. This would be rather 

like selecting the best market 

ingredients to cook a great meal. 

If you are going to Tokyo I urge 

you to carefully work out what you 

want before you travel. It is quite a 

journey to Japan and no doubt you 

will suffer from jet- leg, so don't go 

for a weekend away trip.You will also 

need a pen and paper, the 

stallholders typically read better 

English than they speak it. If you have 

a Japanese speaking friend, buy them 

lunch and take them along as your 

personal translator.There's little like 

Akihabara anywhere else in the 

world, making this a unique 

destination for any DIY nut. 

Want to be wired. 
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• 0.01uF Aluminium Foil  £10.13 each 
£36.50 set of 4 

.0.01uF Copper Foil  £15 29 each 
£55.00 set of 4 

0.1uF Aluminium Foil  £12.50 each 
£45.00 set of 4 

..0.1uF Copper Foil  £18.27 each 
£65.77 set of 4 

.;0.22uF Aluminium Foil  £14.51 each 
£2.24 set of 4 

- 0.22uF Copper Foil  £22.02 each 
£79 28 set of 4 

• 0.47uF Aluminium Foil  £16.61 each 
£59.80 set of 4 

• 0.47uF Copper Foil  £28.94 each 
£104.18 set of 4 

Valve Amplifier Parts 

- EL34 Monoblock amp chassis.£43.00 
• 30w Mains Transformer 
410-0-410v I 5v / 6.3v £56.00 
- 30w Mains Transformer 
375v / 5v / 6.3v £52.00 
• PP 30w Output Transformer £49.00 
• HT Choke 200mA 7H £21.00 

www.soundspares.co.uk 

Jensen PIO signal capacitors (630v) 

• 1uF Aluminium Foil .. 619.99 each 
£71.95 set of 4 

  .1uF Copper Foil  £41.23 each 
£148.43 set of 4 

Other values and versions available - Please Call 

Jensen 4 Pole Electro) tics' 

• 47000uF - 16v £21.40 ea 
- 33000uF - 25v £21.40 ea 
• 22000uF - 40v £21.40 ea 
- 10000uF - 63v £21.40 ea 
• 6800uF - 100v £23.44 ea 
• 220uF - 385v £23.44 ea 
* Read our report on these fantastic capaators at 

• Alps Blue Audio Dual Pot 50k £13 
• Alps Blue Audio Dual Pot 20k £13 

• DACT CT2 Attenuator Dual 100k.£115 
• DACT CT2 Attenuator Dual 50k..1115 

EEiicchhmmaannn'-- Bullet Pluge 

- Bullet plug - 4 pack £ 30.00 \  
- Silver Bullet Plug - single £ 18.49 
• Silver Bullet Plug - 4 pack £ 74.99 

• eXpress 4 interconnect RCA le 
• eXpress 6 interconnect RCA le 

Prices Include VAT & UK Delivery 

 £ 79.99 
1144.99 'Alternative lengths available on request 

01245 450 658 

advertising 

requirements please 

call Mike Ballance 

on 01908 616116 

or email: 

r 
•e, r 

GUESS 
WHAT!!! .... 

WE'RE 25 YEARS YOUNG!!! 
Yes, it's true: this is the Year of our Silver Anniversary. 

It seems like only yesterday that these doors opened for 

business..., but it was August 24th 1978. 

We'd like to say a very big ' Thank You' to our many Customers, 

numbering close to 60,000 according to our Register. 

Our Customers include both private and professional users of audio 

and radio equipment: hi-fi enthusiasts, classic-equipment 

collectors, sound and film studios, broadcasters, musicians, 

entertainers...the list goes on....and on. 

And that's exactly what we intend doing!! 

Our Website is currently undergoing a 'Silver' makeover but when it 
re-appears we're sure you will find it well worth a visit. URL below. 

Meanwhile, here's a few 'notables' from our past quarter century: 

• First CD serviced Dec. '83 • First custom-build July ' 79 

• Physically, longest job - an 8'. 32 channel desk 

• Heaviest/tallest - Marconi H1000 1kVV linear amp. at 8cwt., 6'9" 

• Greatest audio power - 2 x 5kVV. absorbed for 8 minutes on test by 

our No. 3 Load in '98 • Greatest r.f. power - 2kW absorbed for 15 

minutes in '98 by a Bird Termaline • First chassis re-plate, 

McIntosh in '81 • Strangest?. the jury's still out on this! 

The U.K. 's Premier Repair 8( Restoration Centre 

Whether your equipment is Old, New, 
in Kit form, Valve, Solid-state, Audio or R.F., 

we 
Repair, Restore, Re-calibrate, Re-align:-

Tape recorders by Revox. Tascam (up to 1") and Teac 
Valve amps., pre-amps., tuners, cinema amps., 

theatre-organ amps., industrial p.a. amps. from Radford. Quad, Leak, 
RCA. Altobass, Grant, Parmeko, Ka/ea. Clarke & Smith. Compton, etc. 
Valve Communications Receivers and Transmitters 

(to 30MHz/2KW/6'3" tall) by KW Marconi. Labgear. Eddystone. 
Redifon. Ajax, RCA. Tiger.. and so on. 

We 
Build that Kit for you or 

Re-build it if you've had a go but it's gone pear-shaped. 

We will.... 
Custom-build for you a published Classic design. 
(Fancy a Williamson'? Or a 912+? A 3-3 . maybe? No problem) 

Design something special and build the prototype. 

Upgrades???.... 
Intelligent, engineering-led upgrades - certainly! 

(Snake-oil, Symbology. purple mains plugs - Sorry!) 

Al! this, 
as well as being an Authorised Service Centre for such respected 
names of the Digital Era as Denon, Citronic, Kenwood. Yamaha. 

Overall, 
some pretty comprehensive facilities.. and it will take only 

a few minutes of your life plus a few pence from your pocket to call/fax 
and discuss your requirements: 011 3 244 0378. 

E-mail: audiolabs@aol.com 
Web: www.audiolabs.co.uk 

Or Write 

AUDIO LABORATORIES (LEEDS) 
3 Kildare Terrace Industrial Estate, 

Leeds LS121DB, England. 
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Are you sitti 
comfortab 
Dave Stocks creates a standalone remote control device. 

ADD REMOTE CONTROL TO 
YOUR PREAMP 

T W  

ere are plenty of great 

1Y preamp designs and 

kits around, Bruce 

Rosenblit's Grounded Grid, 

AD Pre 2 and various 

Nelson Pass DIY designs to 

name but a few. However there is 

one problem with all of these - you 

have to get out of your nice com-

fortable listening chair to change the 

volume! 

Having evaluated several options 

to solve this problem (sit nearer to 

the hi-fi?) I eventually decided the 

easiest and most cost effective way 

was to use a commercially available 

programmable infra-red receiver 

module with a few extra 

components to drive a motorised 

potentiometer. 

MILFORD IR RECEIVER MODULE 
Milford Instruments part number I-

933 is ideal for our needs, see: 

http://www.milinst.com/gemodules/ I _ 

933.pdf).This is a ready built infra-

red receiver/decoder that can be 

programmed to respond to any 

button of most remote control 

handsets In my case I have 

programmed the unit to respond to 

two unused buttons on my CDP 

remote controller for up/down 

volume control. 

The module has seven channels 

that can be configured for toggle or 

momentary action, for vokme 

control using a motorised Jot you 

need two channels configured for 

momentary action.The other 

channels could be used for source 

selection, with suitable logic and 

relays, if you wanted to include this. 

The module costs just under £30. 

Note that some remote controls 

Internal view of control device. 

emit only a one-shot stream of data 

when a button is pressed; this type 

cannot be used to set a momentary 

output on the Milford module, All the 

remotes 1 lave tried emit a 

continuous data stream and worked 

perfectly with it. 

You will also need a motorised 

potentiometer, some sort of power 

supply and a full bridge driver, which 

can be built on a piece of strip-

board. This gives a simple and cost 

effective solution not beyond the 

abilities or pocket of most DIY'ers. 

You can either fit the whole 

thing inside your preamp or build it 

into a separate box and use a 2-pole 

connector to connect to your 

preamp. 

MOTOR RATINGS 
The Alps Blue is probably the most 

readily available quality motorised 

potentiometer and is stocked by 

both Farnell and RS as well as 

specialist hi-fi component suppliers. I 

used the Panasonic part which is less 

if? 

readily available (indeed it may now 

be discontinued by Panasonic but 

available in another guise). 

The specs are: 

Panasonic motor: 6V nominal (3V — 

9V), 50mA. 12 seconds for full 

rotation at 6V. 

Alps motor: 4.5V nominal (4V — 6V), 

100mA ( 150mA at end stop). 12 

seconds for 300 degree rotation at 

4.5V. 

EXPLANATION OF THE BRIDGE 
DRIVER CIRCUIT 
The unit needs a stable supply 

around 12V (e.g. I2.6V heater 

supplies in a valve design). R6 limits 

the current through T5 when power 

is initially applied and C3 is charging; 

it also shares the power dissipation 

with T5 when driving the higher 

current, lower vo'tage Alps motor. 

The circuit will work with supply 

voltages down to 9V but the value of 

R6 will need reducing to preserve 

enough voltage headroom to drive 

the motor, IOR would be a suitable 
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LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
PHONE 

020 8684 1166 

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES,TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND IC S 

I MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CRO 2QP 

24 HOURS EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS 

E-MAIL LANGREX@AOL.COM 

FAX 

020 8684 3056 

ECC83 
ECC85 
ECC88 
ECC88 
ECH81 
ECL82 
ECL86 
EL36 
EL37 
EZ81 
EZ80 
GZ33/37 
GZ32 
5Z4G 
6V6GT 
I 2BH7 
12E1 
13E1 
807 
81IA 
6080 

A selection of our stocks of New Original Valves/Tubes. 
Many other brands available 

STANDARD TYPES 

E.I 
RFT 
BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
PHILIPS 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
MULLARD 
BRIMAR 
BRIMAR 
BRIMAR 
STC 
STC 
HYTRON 
RCA 
MULLARD 

VISA 

4.00 
12.00 
6.00 
10.00 
3.00 
5.00 
10.00 
5.00 

30.00 
10.00 
5.00 

20.00 
25.00 
730 
7.50 
12.00 
10.00 
85.00 
7.50 

25.00 
10.00 

SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES 

A2900/CV6091 GEC 
E82CC SIEMENS 
E83CC TESLA 
E88CC/CV2492 BRIMAR 
E88CC GOLD PIN TESLA 
ECC81/CV4024 MULLARD 
ECC81/M8162 MULLARD 
ECC81/6201 MULLARD 
ECC82/CV4003 MULLARD 
ECC82/M8136 MULLARD 
ECC83/CV4004 MULLARD 

5R4GY 
5U4GB 
5Y3WGT 
6BX7GT 
6B4G 
6FQ7 
6L6GC 
6L6WGB 
12AX7WA 

AMERICAN TYPES 

RCA 
SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA 
GE 
SYLVANIA 
SYLVANIA 
GEJSYL 
SYL 
SYLVANIA 

17.50 
7.50 
7.50 
15.00 
8.50 
6.00 
7.50 
10.00 
15.00 
17.50 
40.00 

730 
15.00 
5.00 
730 

22.00 
730 

20.00 
15.00 
6.00 

12BY7A 
5687WB 
58I4A 
6072A 
6146B 
6201 
6336A 
6550C 
6922 
7027A 
7308 

E88CC 
ECC81 
ECC82 
ECC83 
EF86 
EL84 
EL34 
EL34 
6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 

GE 
ECG 
GE 
GE 
GE 
GE 
RCA 
SVET 
ECG 
GE 
SYL 

OTHER TYPES 

TESLA 
RFT 
RFT 
RFT 
USSR 
USSR 
SVETLANA 
E.I 
USA 
USA 

7.00 
6.00 
5.00 
10.00 
15.00 
6.00 

35.00 
20.00 
6.00 

25.00 
5.00 

4.00 
3.00 
6.00 
8.00 
5.00 
3.00 
730 
6.00 
750 
750 

THESE ARE A SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK OF OVER WOO TYPES. PLEASE CALL OR FAX FOR AN IMMEDIATE 
QUOTATION ON ANY TYPES NOT LISTED. WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF VALVES IN THE UK. 

SAME DAY DESPATCH VISA/ACCESS ACCEPTABLE. OBSOLETE TYPES A SPECIALITY. 
CREDIT CARD MIN ORDER £ 10.00. 

OPEN TO CALLERS MON.- FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY 
U.K. P&P 1-3 VALVES £2.00, 4-6 VALVES £3.00 ADD 17.5°. VAT TO TOTAL INC P+P O'SEAS P & P PLEASE ENQUIRE 

rit:ist.2i Card 

Watford 7 DAYS A WEEK 9AM - 9PM The Audiophiles Choice 
All output valves multi-tested and digitally matched 

Valves Full no quibble guarantee. Expert advice on all valve amps 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
ECC81 Telefunken £15.00 300B JJ Tesla £68.00 

GZ37 Mullard £18.00 ECL82 A.E £4.00 

ECC83 E.I. £3.83 5B255M S.T.0 £4.00 

2A3 Sovtek £18.00 GZ32 Philips £18.00 

ECC83/5751 G.E £10.00 6922 Philips £5.00 

QUAD II RE VALVE 

SPECIAL OFFER 

The Harma KT66 has become the industry choice 
as the closest in performance to the G.E.C. KT66 
in these classic amps. This month you can revalve 
and revitalise your quad at a fraction of the normal 
cost. 

4x Harma KT66, 2 x Harma GZ32 & 4 Svet EF86 
only £130 The set plus carriage and v.a.t. 

ATTENTION ALL 6C33 USERS & GRAAF OWNERS 

We are renowned for supplying the high grade military version of the 6C33C. We have selected 
items which have been matched on plate current & transconductance at the special offer price of 
£22 each. 
Also PC900 Philips on special at £8.50 each. 

NIAIL ORDER OR 
ORDER ON LINE 

VISA 

SVETLANA 6550C 
SPECIAL OFFER 

Original (new old stock) 90's production 6550C with 
tri plate anode and precision gold wound grids. This 
tube obtained a rave review in Vacuum Tube Valley 
iss 6. All 6550C are rigourously tested and then dual 
matched on anode current and output. Special 
selected sets are available for AR, Conrad and 
World Audio Amplifiers at only £20 each. 

,-*"orld Audio 
S. de4eee 

WORLD AUDIO DESIGN 
UPGRADES 

KIT 6550 & KAT 6550 Upgrade KIT 34 & KAT 34 Upgrade 

1111111k. 4 x 6550C Svetlana matched 4 x F1.34 Syr:liana ruched 

1011)5SO 

KAT65. 

2 x ECF80 GE 2 x ECROGF 

2 x 5U4G Russian 141134 2 x 5046 Ruvaan 

E99 the set + vat & carriage E60 Ole set + vot & carroogn 

KAT34 

Fast mail order/next day delivery/World Wide shipping 

1000's more valves stocked. Prices exclude VAT and carriage. 

01923 893270 Fax: 01923 679207 
www.watfordvalves.com 
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diy supplement 

View of control device linked to pre-amplifier via a interconnect. 

ix 

11111.111111P 

1-111111111111 
111111111111111 

?1,‘ 111111111111111 

value. 

The unit shown in the picture 

has as L7812 regulator fitted because 

it is used with an unregulated supply 

of about I 6V. This is fine with the 

Panasonic pot but the extra current 

of the Alps motor would cause 

excessive dissipation in the regulator. 

I also used BC series transistors but 

would recommend the superior 

power handling of the Zetex parts 

listed when driving the Alps pot. 

T 1 — T4 along with R2 — RS form 

a bridge driver, When output I goes 

high 12 is turned on which causes T4 

to turn on, therefore PAD I is pulled 

high and PAD2 low, which drives 

current through the motor winding. 

When output 2 goes high,TI and T3 

are on, causing the current to flow in 

the opposite direction through the 

motorThe trimmer potentiometer 

(R I) on the base of T5 is provided to 

enable the voltage applied to the 

motor to be set for the desired 

:1 

rotational speed of the 

potentiometer. 

D I is provided to protect against 

an accidental reversal of the power 

supply. D2 to D5 protect T1 to T4 

against possible negative collector-

emitter voltages during operation 

with an inductive load.The design 

does not include short circuit 

protection. In case of a short on the 

output (or an incorrectly fitted 

component) R6 will probably fail due 

to excessive dissipation (about 4W), 

it will however, protect the other 

components in the circuit. 

BUILD DETAILS 
1 chose to build the system into a 

small infra red box and used a 

2.5mm jack socket for the power 

input and a phono socket for the 

motor drive output.The preamp has 

a phono socket wired to the motor, 

which enables use of a standard 

phono-to-phono lead for connecting 

the two units together (caution: do 

not connect the output of the 

remote driver to an audio input!). 

The circuitry can easily be built 

on a piece of stripboard with the IR 

module attached using small wire 

loops or suitable nuts and bolts.1 

made it an interference fit in the 

infra red box so that there were no 

fixings visible externally. 

SET UP 
As usual check for solder bridges 

and incorrectly fitted components, 

particularly polarised capacitors. 

Adjust the 10k potentiometer to 

approximately half way through its 

travel which should result in about 

SV being applied to the motor during 

operation.Apply power, program the 

IR decoder module according to 

Milford's instructions and connect to 

the motor. If the volume control 

turns the wrong way reprogram the 

IR module accordingly. Adjust the 

10K pot to achieve a suitable rate of 

change of volume. Sit some distance 

from your hi-fi and enjoy! 

PARTS LIST 

IR Receiver Module 

01 

02 — 05 

Ti, 12, 15 

13,14 

Cl 

C2 

R1 

R2, R3 

R4, R5 

R6 

Phono connector 

2.5mm chassis jack socket 

Infra Red box ( 112 X 62 X 27mm) 

Regulated mains adaptor 12V 

Milford 1-933 

1N4004 

1N4148 

ZTX650 

ZTX750 

100uF 25V 

10uF 25V 

10K pot 

4K7 

1K5 

33R 2W ( or 3 X 100R 0.6W 

in parallel) 

Maplin order code N7OAL 

Maplin order code MG81C 

14 J114 
R6 

PADX1 PXAD2 

z D4 To Motor 05 t 

1N4146 11\14148 

Bridge driver circuit. 
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kit Et component 

kit Er component suppliers 
COMPONENT  

SUPPLIERS 

Audio-Links 

7 Fairmont Crescent, 

Scunthorpe, 

North Lincolnshire DNI6 I EL 

Tel: 01724 870432 

Fax: 01724 875340 

Email: 

audiolinks@ntlworld.com 

Extensive stock of specialist audiophile 

components for valve and solid state 

enthusiasts. Supplier of the largest range 

of high-end audio volume controls in 

Europe. 30 page catalogue - Free via 

e-mail or £3.00 posted. 

White Noise 

1 I Station Road, Bearsden, Glasgow 

G61 4AW 

Tel: 0141 942 2460 

Fax:0141587 7377 

Email: 

david.white38@ntlworld.com 

www.wnaudio.com 

Supplier of the widest range of standard 

and audiophile kits for solid state pream-

plifiers, power amplifiers, headphone 

amplifiers, power supplies, MM/MC 

phono stages, active crossovers, balanced 

i/o modules, and stepped attenuators; 

more kits in the pipeline.All kits use the 

highest quality, glass fibre, solder masked, 

silkscreened, PCBs.VVe also supply a 

wide range of active ( esp. Japanese tran-

sistors and Exicon mosfets) and passive 

components, gold plated connectors, and 

silver plated wires.VVrite, phone or email 

for a free catalogue. Mail order only. 

LOUDSPEAKER KIT  

SUPPLIERS  

(PL Acoustics, Chelsea Villa, Torrs Park, 

Ilfracombe, North Devon, 

EX34 8AY 

Tel/Fax: 01271 867439 

Please visit website for full catalogue 

of products: 

www.iplacoustics.co.uk 

IPL supply a range of 7 high quality trans-

mission line speaker kits, and a full range 

of Hi Fi and AV speaker kits, including 2 

active subwoofers. Drive units are avail-

able from Audax, 

Seas, Morel , Legend (Ribbon Tweeters), 

and IPL custom built metal coned dri-

vers. IPL also supply; quality capacitors, 

inductors and cabinet accessories, 

including Silver Plated PTFE insulated 

cables. 

VALVE AND OUPUT  

TRANSFORMER SUPPLIERS 

Watford Valves 

3 Ryall Close, Bricket Wood, 

St. Albans, Herts AL2 3TS 

Tel: 0 1923 893270 

Fax: 01923 679207 

Specialist in new old stock and current 

production valves. Sole UK distributor of 

the Harma Diamond range selected for 

their superior performance. Huge range 

held, stockists of Mullard, GE, Philips, 

National, Brimar, Sylvania,Telefunken, 

RCA, MOV and many more.All valves 

are new boxed and guaranteed. For free 

price list and specialist advice call or fax 

Derek Rocco,Watford Valves. 

Chelmer Valve Company Ltd 

The Stables, Baddow Park 

Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex 

CAI2 7SY 

Tel: 01245 241300 

Fax. 01245 241309. 

Email: sales@chelmervalve.com 

Web Site: www.chelmervalve.com 

Premium range of audio valves, 

tested/selected for low noise, hum, 

microphony; power valves burnt- in. Huge 

stock of valves/tubes of all type, audio 

valves ( inc. NOS types), industrial etc. 

Also large stocks of semiconductor. 

Many obsolete types. 

Billington Export Ltd. 

I E Gillmans Trading Estate, 

Billingshurst, 

West Sussex 

RH14 9EZ 

Visitors by appointment only please 

Fax: 01403 783519 

E-Mail: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk 

Website: www.bel-tubes.co.uk 

Specialists in guaranteed new/old stock, 

current production valves & tubes.Also 

CRT for audio, hi fi (as well as industrial 

uses).A vast archive of vintage and obso-

lete types including limited quantities of 

Mullard, GEC, Sylvania, Philips, Brimar, 

Telefunken, RCA and others. Large 

stocks of Chinese, Russian, El and Tesla 

etc.A 50-page valve catalogue is available 

on request. Major stockists of the excel-

lent Billington Gold brand. Contact us 

for quotations - attractive price on larger 

orders. 

For all your advertising requirements 
please call Mike Ballance 

on 01908 616116 
or email: advertisinibiafiworId.co.uk 
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market place 

email:advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

market place 
specialist products and services 

For all your advertising requirements please call 
Mike Ballance on 01908 616116 

or email: advertisi d co uk 

if you hcve invested expertise and 

money in building up o sound system 

to your own unique specifications, 

then wi'y compromise with indifferent 
llousinj units? 

Fi-Rax offers a new dimension in 

audio eisual racking - from a ronge 

of standard designs to the flexibility 

to custom create a unit to suit your 

podia lar sound system and lifestyle. 

'High quality aluminium construction. 

•Finishes available to your choice. 

•Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving 

'Sound isolation on shelving/feet. 

'Custom created to suit your system. 

•Free delivery throughout the UK. 

Fi•Rax • a sound investment for those 
who want the best from their 

equipment. 

Audio Visual Furniture 

For further information a free brochuie comact.Jem Distribution. 
Springfield Mills, Spa Street, Ossett Wakefield WF5OHW. 
Teh 01924 27 7626 Fox: 01924 270759 

mi qch4Z4% 
Used equipment for sale 
amptillem 
Audiolalo Di integrated amp boxed as new £295 
Audionote M1 Valve Pre Amp with Phono Stage £395 
Audio Innosations 1000 monobloc hard wired £995 
Arcam 290P power amp £195 
Conrad JoMscn PFI pre amplifier new £1200 
excellent phono stage £495 
Classe A Pr‘weir Amp great for dnving ESL63 
balanced/single ended £595 
Denon P0A4400A monoblocs Class A (x4) each £225 
Denon DAP 2500 £95 
Denon POATIO Lucas Film TI-OH Ultra Power Amp new £560 £250 
EAR 834P Valve Phono Amp£ 295 
EAR 834L Valve Line Stage £ 325 
Leak TL12o monobloc fully serviced excellent 
sound quality £475 
Marantz PM 64, K1 Sig Int Amp £245 
Mark Levin .ors ML12A with matching PSU superb 

Meridian stags 
£796 

Ci pre power combination £295 
Mendias KAM Mcnobtoks 360 p/c current model Mist £895 
Mandan 541 pre amp new £995 £395 
Mission Cyrus 1 last edition £95 
MicroMega Tempo 1 Integrated Amp remote 
control with great phonostage new £800 £395 
Moth 100W Monoblocks wen Passive Pre new £1400 £495 
Nam Nan t, integrated Amp £375 
Nairn NAP90 Power Amp £295 
Naim 250 Power Amp serviced £650 
Nam original 32 with snaps PSU £195 
Pass Aleph 3 Power Amp mint boxed one of the 
finest design ever Class A single ended £1095 
Quad II monobloc senal no. 90248 rare black 8 
silver badge version POA 
Quad H fulh. rebuilt monoblocs superb £495 
Quad 303 Power Amp £195 
Quad 306 ,'iower Amp £250 
Quad 34 Pre Amp mint booed £195 
Quad 405 POW. Amp boxed £225 
Rega EXS Power Amp £295 
Robo RB8TOBX Power Amp £195 
Sugden A48 Integrated Amp £95 

Dribbles 
M ssion 775 SM with 774 tonearrn £295 
M chell Orhe turntable £1295 
Michell Gyiodec gold finish mint condition boxed £795 
Michell Mi. TO RB300 mint £395 
M,chell Focus 1 turntable £195 
Onginlive classic turntable acrylic platter £395 
OC power supply phase o model £325 
SME V Tonearm boxed £995 
SME 309 -onearm boxed f495 
System Deck 11X turntable ..UPGRADE 
YOUR RERA 'ron 
STD with Mission 774 tonearm 
Various Rega turntable's 

fekSCM 10 Active 10 ex den, new £1750 
ATC Active 21,5 ex den, new £2700 

£150 
£195 

phone for details 

1250 
£2300 

ATC SCM 20'S Black finish new £2000 
ATC SCM 10's Walnut finish 
ATC SCM Ts slightly marked cabinets 
El8W COM1 Rosewood finish 
Audiophysic Spark MK3 latest edition new £1850 
Beauhom 62 loudsceakers x-dom 
Celeshon Dillon 44 3 way speaker 
Gale 301 speakers 
JM Labs 905 tookshelf spks stereophile recommended 
JM Labs Micro Utopia speakers with matching 
stands boxed mint new £3995 
Linn Isobank prices 
Living Voice Aud otorium floorstandirg speakers 
cherry finish new £1500 12mths old 
Musical Fidelity MC2 Bookshelf Speakers 
Martin Logans Aerie ' last and best version boxed mint 
ProAc Tablette 50 speakers boxed as new 
OLN Sphtfield Signatures 
Clued ESL57 refurbished 
Sonus Faber Guinan Homage 
Tannoy 600 studio monitor booed new 
Tannoy corner Lancaster with 15' Monitor 
Golds 1968 as new condition 
Spendor Bd 1 Speakers 
Wilmslow Audio transmission line speakers with 
volt drive units Hi-Fi News recommended 

CO Playas, RAC: 
Audolab 8000 DAC F senel number Tag Mclaren 
built HDCD mint boxed 
Musical Fidelity 532 24 bd CD player as new £900 
Musical Fidelity A3 upsarnpling DAC as new boxed 
Amaro Alpha 6 new £600 
Maranta 0063 top loading CO Player 
Meridian 600 senos transpon 
Meridian 600 CD DAC 
Mendian 208 CD Player • Pre Amp 
Pioneer P091 heavy weight CD player 
Roksan Attesa top loading cd player £ 1500 new 
Sony 555 champagne finish battleship build quality 
Teat VRDSIO 

Iliarrs,Matl to Reel, Cassette Deck, teas 
Leak Troughline Tuner 3 various from 
Meridian onginal shcebox tuner 
Nairn Nat 03 Tuner mint boxed 
Quad FM3 Tuner (boxed mint) 
Quad FM3 Tuner 
Quad FM4 Tuner old style 
Quad FM-I Tuner new style 
Rotel RT930 AX Tuner 
Revox 036 Open Reel Mint 
Tascan, 22/2 Open Reel 

Duo In 
Rogers LS3/5 Speakers 15 Ohm 
Quad II Monoblocks 
ATC SCA2 Flagship pre amplifier 
<>goal Nam Malt 
509 EAR monoblocs 
Samuel Johnson CO player 8 transport 

New web address: www.retroreproduction.com 
28a Haddington Place Edinburgh EH? 4AF Phone/Fax 0131 558 9989 

Open 11.00am • 5.30pm • closed Monday & Sunday 

£795 
£394 
£350 
£395 
£995 

£1995 
£195 
£125 
£725 

£1795 
£395 

£895 
£195 

£1495 
£395 
£895 
£595 

£2995 
£350 

£P0A 
£175 

£395 

£695 
£525 
f595 
£195 
£95 
£495 
£296 
£395 
£395 
f495 
£595 
£450 

£50 
£150 
£350 
£145 
£95 

£225 
£285 
£95 
£95 
£195 

Selected products from: ATC,Audio Physic, EAR Yoshino, 
Nottingham Analogue, Dynavector. 

Is.I W E fs1 STRATINIG• 

The Fantastic EAR 890 and 89970 watt per channel Class 

A amplification (SPECIAL offer trade in your existing ampli-

fication for full market value against any EAR products. 

ATC SCM 7, 12, & 35 SPEAKERS PROBABLY THE FINEST SPEAKERS 

AVAILABLE - PRICES START FROM £4180 

Ear 869 single ended triode integrated amplifier 

(I)  Improved version of the classic 859 with revised ouput 
transforners modified input stage with the addition of 

a extra signal valve which has allowed an increase to 

15watt of single ended power, also the 869 can be used as a 

power amp. Don't be fooled by its modest power output this amp 

drives real world speakers, price £2498.00 

Ultimate Ear Phono Stage 

This is the ultimate esoteric Phono Stage as used in the world 
wide acclaimed Ear 312 Control Centre - Pre Amp. This has lo 

be the ultimate Vinyl Replay purchase. price £2095 

,et, FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY.* 

Full value Trade in on Ear Phono Stages and other selected models. 

WE ARE PROUDIO ANNOUNCE THE NEW BEAUHORN B2 HORN  
LOUDSPEAKERS IDEAL FOR LOW POWERED SINGLE ENDED VALVE AMPS  

ALSO DEMONSTRATNG THE NEW GRAHAM SLEE PROJECTS RANGE OF 
AFFORDABLE PHONOSTAGES 

• 

a iyr ,  There are notv four models in the EAR lineup: 

The classic 834P uses the same circuit architecture as its 
more expensive brothers, and shares the same high quali-

, sound through MM type cartridges, it is enclosed in a tough. rigid 
metal case and is fully CE" type approved. price £495.00 

The signature builds on the Classic 834P specification by adding a superb 
moving coil (MC) inout stage as well as the no-extra- price option of a high 

quality volume control. price £590.00 

Top to the range, the Deluxe 8.34P comes in stunning chrome and gold cabinet, and has extra attention 
and quality control. With different moving coil input options, this unit will fit the most demanding of 
audiophile systems. For the true vinyl enthusiast. price £895110 

MC3 - The ultimate stage for MC matching with 3 fixed transformer taps to cover all types of moving 
coil cartridges, and separate left/right grounding. MC3 in used in the new £ 10.000 312 pre. price 
C630.00 
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The Hi-Fi Compaiu's 

Trading • 
Station 

• Vinyl 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH H101 £275 
ALPHASON Sonata 
Atlas PSIFIR 100S MCS f2000 
ARISTON Q Deck £199 
CONOISSEUR 802 £250 
CONRAD JOHNSON Premiere 15 
(Phono Stage) £3750 
DUAL (5506 (Black) £175 
DUAL CS 505 Silver £150 
DUAL C5503-1 Concept £180 
DYNAVECTOR DV-PHA- 100 ( Phono Stg)1950 
GARRARD 401 + SME 30091I/Shure VI5111 950 
GOLDRING LENCO GL85 white £175 
LINN Basik Turntable £600 
LINN I.P12 ( Block) LVX/K9 £1500 
LINN 012 Afro ( no tonearm) £1300 
LINN 1P12 Rosewood/Akito £750 
LINN LP1 2 Lingo / Ekos / Archive £3500 
LORIAN Transformer £700 
LUXMAN PD282 (Rosewood) £595 
MICHELL Gyrodec £870 
MICHELL ISO Phono Stage Ex-dem £895 
MICHELL ISO/HERA Phono Stage £895 
MICHELL Gyro/Orbe Update 
OC/MEC/CLAUD £3000 
MICHELL ISO Phono Stage£ 895 
MICHELL Syncro ( No Arm) £ 575 
MISSION 775 / Goldring 1040 £795 
ORACLE Alexandria £1500 
ORTOFON MCA10 Phono Trans £125 
PIONEER PH 2011/Grade GCE £175 
PROJECT 6.9 £600 
REGA 25/Rego cart As new £1695 
REGA Planar 2 ( No arm) £200 
SME 100 with 309 Tone Arm £3410 
SME309 Incognito Wired £795 
SME2 0/24 £5273 
SYSTEMDEK Mission 774/ATOC3 £600 
TECHNICS 1210 incl Flight rose £600 
THORENS ID 318 ( block lamer) £ 50 
THORENS TD1 60 No cover £279 
THORENS ID 166 MK V R8250/ATO(5 £500 
THORENS TD150 Rare 
THORENS ID 1 25/SME 300911 
(Grande Plinth) £950 
THORENS 10124/SME 300911 £875 
TRANSCRIPTORS Ref Electronic 
with SME 3009 
TRICHORD Dino inc large PS £600 
UNISON Phono 1 PSU £850 
VOYD Reference inc arm £14,995 
WELL TEMPERED Record Player £2,300 

e Digital Sources 
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle £ 1995 
ARUM Alpha One CD £300 
ARCAM Alpha 9 CD £799 
ARUM Divo 72 £400 
ARUM Diva CD73 £400 
ARCAM Diva £D92 £800 
AUDIOLAB 8000CDM/DAC £2300 
AUDIO MECHA 
Damnation Iran r Upgrade fl 250 
AUDIO MECHA Mephisto £2200 

The leading reseller 

of carefully used 

and mint condition 

hi-fi components 

and systems. 

Buy, sell, exchange. 

Commission Sales. 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAR 2 £1700 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Transcend £ 1200 

£148 AVI S2000MC REF £1395 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO (Di CD Plyr £500 

£9 9 5 DCS Elgar £9500 
£ 98 DC5 Elgar £9500 
£125 DPA The Little Bit DAC £350 

EXPOSURE CD Player £999 
2250 KENWOOD DP7090 CD Plyr £399 
£ 80 KENWOOD DP-X9010 Trans £400 
£ £88 HINSHAW Overture DAC £300 
£88 LINN Parch CD £1850 
£945 LINN Mimik £875 
£595 MARANTZ £D85 £450 
£ 75 MARANTZ CD17Ki £1250 
£345 MARANTZ CD94CDA/94 £1500 
£575 MERIDIAN 203 DAC £499 
£375 MERIDIAN 207 CD/Pre £700 
£894 MERIDIAN 506 £1200 

£1998 MERIDIAN 508 CD £1500 
£356 MERIDIAN 562 Digital Controller 
£320 MERIDIAN 602/606 (Trans/Doc) £3000 
£7 4 0 MICROMEGA Stage 2 £750 
£646 MICROMEGA Solo £750 
£448 MICROMEGA Stage 3 £1000 

MICROMEGA Micro-DAC £499 
£1698 MUSICAL FIDELITY 
£298 Nu Vista 3D CD/Pre £3000 
£295 NAIM (DI £1999 
£3 9 8 NAIM CD3 £1000 
£6 5 0 ORELLE DAI OT Trans £900 
£55 PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGY 
£ 78 Upsainpling DAC £695 
£300 PROCEED PDT3/PDP3 
£895 Trans/DAC £3999 
£75 OED Reference DAC £299 

£2 8 9 6 REGA Planet £500 
£395 ROKSAN kandy CD Player £500 

£4 4 8 6 ROTEL RCD96513X £350 
£195 SONY CDPXA2ES CD Plyr £250 
£298 SONY SOX 940 SA CD £700 
£195 TEAC VRDS 10 ( CD Player) £699 
£1 6 0 TECHNICS SLP2000 Ref £1200 
£298 THETA DATA Basic Trans £2400 
£190 THETA PEARL CD Trans £1400 

THETA Miles (Bol) £2200 
£595 THORENS 
£475 TDC2000(Trans)/ TDA2000(DAC) f2000 

£595 
£3 9 8 
£4 7 8 

£3 9 9 8 TRICHORD Pulsa ( Series 1) 
£1,695 WADIA 860(D 

ALBARRY 10408 Monohlocks 
ARCAM Delta 60 
ARCAM P75 
ARCAM Xeta 7 

£1495 ARCAM Alpha 6 Plus lot 
£149 ARCAM Alpha 9 Power 
£350 ATC SCA2 Inc Phono 
£ 275 AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti 
£328 AUDIO ALCHEMY Kroken 
£494 AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini ( bik) 
£ 998 AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini SE 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Alto 
£439 AUDIOLAB 8000A 

£1398 AUDIOLAB 8000C Pre 

£8 9 6 
£5 9 6 
£5 9 8 
£95 

£5495 
£6498 

£95 
£629 
£129 
£199 
£75 

£1098 
£304 
£ 195 
£748 
£ 495 
£228 
£299 
£695 
£798 
£450 
£796 
£396 
£255 
£398 
£149 

£2198 
£948 
£495 
£375 

£496 

£1800 
£99 

£350 
£199 
£1 75 
£98 
£335 
£450 
£198 
£749 
£898 
£1298 
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• Amplifiers Solid State 

£1900 £ 1298 
£6995 £4998 
£800 £448 
£280 £148 
£435 £296 
£500 £95 
£350 £195 
£495 £295 
£2900 £1 698 
£650 £455 
£400 £1 56 
£595 £355 
£650 £345 
£395 £148 
£450 £175 
£495 £295 

www.hifitradingstation.com 
The Trading Station 
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI ILI 

Phone: 0870 608 8211 

email: audiotrader©talk21.com 
BUSINESS HOURS: 
Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED* 
'NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR 
PERSONAL CALLERS 

AUDIOLAB 8000S 
AUDIOLAB 80000 
AUDIOLAB 8000M ( 21 
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B 
CHORD SPM900 
CHORD SPM600 
COPLAND (SA 14 
COUNTERPOINT Solid One 
CYRUS AV5 AV Pre 
CYRUS ACA7 Pre 
CYRUS II 
CYRUS 3 Integrated 
CYRUS AV Master 
CYRUS Pre 
CYRUS Power 
DENON AVP-AID Digital Pre 
DENON AVP-A1D 
Digital Integrated AV amp 
DNM Pre2/PA1 
ELECTOR MEL Pre 
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC3 MC £2200 
ELECTRO COMPANIET 2 Pre/Power £ 1500 
EXPOSURE 7/8 Pre Pwz £1100 
EXPOSURE 18/21 Pre & Pwr £2000 
GALACTRON MK2121 £1200 
GAMUT 200 £4000 
HARMON KARDON AVM AV Rec£1000 
HARMON KARDON Citation Pwr £ 1200 
INCATECH Claymore Amp £400 
KENWOOD LUC Pre £500 
KRELL KST100 Power Amp £2995 
KRELL 000250a £3495 
KRELL FPB300 £9500 
KRELL FP8300 Cast £10,995 
LECSON AC1/AP1 
LED [SI Pre £1000 
LINN LK1 £450 
LINN LK2 £550 
LINN LK1/LK2 £1000 
LINN LK280 Spark PS(2) £1600 
LINN Wokondo Pre £995 
LUMLEY 02100 Power £750 
LUMLEY Passive Pre £250 
MARANTZ (orig) SM10 Power £700 
MARK LEVINSON 27.5 Pwr £6000 
MERIDIAN 501.2 Pre £780 
MERIDIAN 502 Pre £1295 
MERIDIAN 556 £995 
MERIDIAN 565 Processor £3300 
MERIDIAN 601 DSP Pre £2700 
MERIDIAN 555 Power Amp £895 
MICROMEGA Tempo 2 £750 
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR £1500 
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 Pre £1500 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 002 Int £800 
MUSICAL FIDELITY Dr Thomas £699 
MYRYAD 0120 Power £500 
MARANTZ PM7200G £350 
MICHELL Argo £575 
MICHELL Argo/Electro Mono's £2495 
NAD 910 AV Pre/902 2ch Pwr £450 

£800 
£1100 
£1600 
£3498 
£1300 
£1550 
f2200 
£1500 
£1950 
£1000 
£600 
£275 
£600 
£450 
£700 
£700 

£2500 

£2500 
£2800 
£500 

£395 
£595 
£898 

£1495 
£6 9 6 
£8 9 8 

£1 3 9 5 
£745 
£695 
£428 
£356 
£125 
£348 
£198 
£345 
£358 
£698 

£895 
£898 
£148 

£1 188 
£355 
£405 
£795 
£598 

£1 998 
£4 9 8 
£2 4 9 
£1 75 
£1 5 5 
£1796 
£2 1 9 8 
£4 9 9 5 
£5 9 9 5 
£475 
£375 
£1 9 4 
£2 9 9 
£4 9 5 
£4 9 5 
£498 
£398 
£1 28 
£498 

£2798 
£476 
£695 
£698 

£1 796 
£1 6 9 5 
£445 
£398 
£678 
£595 
£296 
£275 
£255 
£245 
£425 

£1496 
£175 

Sell your carefully used and 
mint condition hi-fi. Combine 
the power of our adverts, web 
site and database for results. 



NAGRA PIP Bal Pre + remote £5395 
NMM NA( 42 Pre £400 
NAIM 11ait 3 mt. £700 
NAIM NAIT 5 £199 
NAIM NAP 160 power £895 
NAKAMICHI 610 Pre Amp £600 
NVA AP30 mt. £350 
ORELLE 56100 Intgrtd £500 
PARASOUND HCA1506 
6 Chanel Power £2995 
PIONEER 0400 £225 
PIONEER C906 Pre £500 
PS AUDIO IV Pre bel. MC/MM £600 
SUGDEN C51/P51 Pre/Pwr £500 
QUAD 303 Power £200 
QUAD 44 Pre ( scratched cose) £450 
QUAD 405 Power Amplifier £350 
QUAD 34 £400 
QUAD 34/Avondale P.S £575 
QUAD 66 £699 
QUAD 909 £800 
ROGERS Cadet 3 Int. vintage £200 
ROKSAN Caspian DSPAV Pre £900 
ROKSAN Caspian Pwr £710 
ROTEL RC1070 £399 
ROTEL RB985 Power Amp £900 
SPECTRAL DMC12 PRE £4200 
SPECTRAL DMA 100S Power £4200 
SPHINX Project 2 Pre £1600 
SPHINX Project 12 monos £3000 
SONY SDPEP9ES ( Digital) £600 
SONY VA333ES (AV System) (799 
SONY fAt•1000ESD Pre (495 
SIJGDEN SO/SU 41 ( 70 watts class A) £ 1100 
TAG McLaren F3 Prune £1500 
TAG McLaren F300 Peer f 1200 
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm £650 
TESSERA( Pre £1500 
THORENS TTA 2000 Power Amp £1000 
TOWNSEND Elite 600 Pre £500 
YAMAHA (4/ M4 Pre Power £800 

Q Amplifiers Valve 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS LI Pre £300 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Monos£1200 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Mkl 1(1500 
AUDIONOTE 'AMU. 
(70 Watt S.E. Triode) £14995 
AUDIO PRISM Debut ( Red Rose) £2800 
AUDIO PRISM Mantissa ( Red Rose)£3000 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 £1500 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B Mk2 pre £ 3000 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 Mk 1 Pwr£5500 
BEARD M70 monoblocks £ 1800 
CARY Pre-omp £3500 
CARY CAD300SE Monoblocks £5000 
CONRAD JOHNSON PV 1001 Pee £ 1400 
CONRAD JOHNSON PV 10 Pre £ 1600 
CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre £1950 
CONRAD JOHNSON 
Prem 8 Monos £16,000 
CONRAD JOHNSON 
Premier 140SA £7000 
COPLAND 301 Pre £1250 
COPLAND 504 Power £1250 
CR DEVELOPMENTS 
Cormeto (Pre) £900 
CROFT Super Micro Pre £450 
GAMMA Era Reference Pre £4000 
GAMMA HBC 'The Beostie' £2000 
GRAAF 13.5 Pre £3950 
GRAAF GM20 OIL £2995 
HOVLAND HP 100 + MC Phono (5750 
JADIS 0430 Integrated £3500 
JADIS JA50 Monoblocks ( Current) £ 5890 
JADIS Defy 7 Power 
LUMLEY Ref 250 monoblocks £6500 
LUMLEY Ref 120 
Monublocks £3500 
PAPWORTH 19450 £2000 
PAPWORTH M100 Mono's £3995 
PM COMPONENTS 845 mono,s £3000 
QUAD 22 r 2 monoblocks 
QUAD Forty two £4000 
UNISON Mystery One £1750 

£3996 
£125 
£296 
£595 
£495 
£175 
£175 
£198 

£1296 
£ 75 
£175 
£295 
£248 
£ 95 
£155 
£198 
£198 
£228 
£356 
£495 
£ 95 
£548 
£498 
£195 
£498 
2948 
2948 
£798 

£1495 
£298 
£495 
£248 
£595 
£648 
£498 
£375 
£598 
£398 
£195 
£255 

Q Tuners Tape misc 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH RD 06 
ARCAM DAB10 
ART Headphone Amp 
AUDIOLAB 80001 
DENON DRM 22 
HARMAN KARDON TK912 Tuner £ 125 
LEAK FM Stereophetic Tuner 
LINN Kudos Tuner 
LUXMAN ST50 ( Rare) 
MERIDIAN 504 
MICROMEGA FM tuner 
MYRIAD 130 tuner 
NAIM NAT 01 tuner 
NAKAMICHI 480 block 
NAKAMICHI 4811 ( Silver) 
NAKAMICHI CR7E 
NAKAMICHI RX202E 
NAKAMICHI 600 
QUAD FM2 tuner 
QUAD FM3 tuner 
QUAD FM4 tuner 
REVOX S Series Systemn 
REVOX 036 ( Reel to reel) 
REVOX E36 ( Reel to reel) 
REVOX Pro HS77 ( Reel to reel) 
REVOX All 2 track ( Reel to mee)) 
REVOX PR99Il 2 track ( 7.5/15ips) 
REVOX 8910 Pro cossette deck 
REVOX A76 
ROGERS Rovensbrook Tuner 
ROKSAN Caspian Tuner 
ROTEL RT820L Tuner 
SILTECH HE-963 S.E.DIG. ( 1M) 
SILTECH LS- 100-03 ( 2.5M)SPK £ 1200 
SILTECH SU-28863 BAL ( 1M PAIR) £350 
SUGDEN 151 tuner £250 
SONY STS730ES £700 
SONY JA 20ES Mini Disc Render £350 
STAX 3030 Basic L/Phones £550 
STAX Lambe Nova Classic Heoclphones£700 
TEAC A1500 ( Reel to reel - 7" spools) £400 
TEAC 08030 Cassette Deck £500 
TRANSPARENT Ref Spkr ( 0.75M) £2250 
TRANSPARENT Ref XL SE ( 3M) £4611 

£145 TRANSPARENT Ref XL SE ( 1M) £3915 
£598 TRIO KT9XL Tuner £300 
£688 YAMAHA T(800 GL ( classic) £300 

£200 
£800 
£250 
£800 
£700 

£7998 
£1495 
£1695 
£696 

£1495 
£3498 
£1296 
£1495 
£3998 
£676 
£845 
£998 

£9755 

£5248 
£798 
£798 

£345 
£295 

£1998 
£1298 
£2168 
£1698 
£3996 
£1946 
£4446 
£2698 
£3996 

£1998 
£1098 
£1998 
£1495 
£455 

£2995 
£1198 

£150 
£775 
£900 
£800 
£300 
£250 

£2000 
£495 
£495 

£1500 
£600 
£400 
£200 
£200 
£300 

£1550 

£950 
f750 

£1500 
£1500 
(SOD 
£150 
£600 
£120 
£230 

Q Loudspeakers 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 MKII 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 
ACOUSTAT Model 2 Electrostatics 
SVA 1800 
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100 
Hybrid electrostatics 
ACOUSTAT Model Ch, 
valve powered electrostatics 
COUSTIC ENERGY AE120 
COUSTIC PRECISIION Elkos 
POGEE Scintillas 
RISTON Speaker; 
UDIOSTATIC ES300 Electrostatics 
UDIONOTE AN/E ( Inc stands) 
UD1ONOTE ESP ( Inc stands) 
UDIO PRO 8250 Sub 
OSE Acoustimass 
8W P4 ( Cherry but marked) 
& W P6 
& W Matrix 801 
& W CC6 ( centre) 
& W ECM8 TOO ( R.L. & (entre) 
& W DM4 ( circa 1975) 
& W 601 Mark III 
&W 601-3 
KS 107 II Hybrid ribbons 
ASILE Warwick 
ASTLE Chester (Walnut) 
ASILE Durham (Marked) 
ASILE Howard S2 
ELESTION SINS 
HARTWELL PM310 
All 400 
CM Time Windows 
YNAUDIO SDA 2.8 

£48 
£345 
£148 
£445 
£55 
£58 
£75 
£428 
£555 
£445 
£145 
£128 
£1398 
£196 
£166 
£895 
£255 
£198 
£125 
£95 

£198 
£1148 
£348 
£298 
£398 
£378 
£595 
£548 
£295 
£95 

£298 
£45 

£158 
£698 
£228 
£128 
£295 
£178 
£376 
£498 
£198 
£298 

£1495 
£2875 
£2295 
£128 
£ 95 

£1500 £895 
£3500 £1795 
£2500 £674.1111. 
£1200 £698 

£1500 

£2000 
£800 
£650 

£3995 
£300 
£1500 
£2900 
£1850 
£1000 
£400 
£700 
£1000 
£5995 
£200 

£2400 
£200 
£195 
£275 
£1150 
£200 
£799 
£230 

£1400 
£ 250 
£250 

£1000 
£600 
£800 

LAC CL310i £850 
NSEMBLE Primadonna RARE £ 10,000 
POS ES11/ Including Stands £ 1650 

£578 

£ 748 
£295 
£348 
£1998 
£175 
£578 

£1498 
£1098 
£356 
£198 
£349 
498 

2498 
£75 
£696 
t 55 
£95 

£178 
£995 
£88 
£478 
£95 

£598 
£155 
£95 
£356 
£155 
£378 
£548 

£2,995 
£328 

Can't find what you're 
looking for? 

Our Wants List is seen by 
thousands of visitors to our 
web site. Add your details now 
- you could get a result! 

GALE 401 With Stands £500 
GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5 f 3000 
HALES Signature System 2 £4000 
HECO 10 SH £150 
HEYBROOK HB1 £150 
HARBETH HL Ill Monitors £500 
HEYBROOK HB2R £279 
HEYBROOK Heystack ( Rosewood) £ 500 
IMPULSE H7 (Black) £1000 
IMPULSE 06 (1200 
INFINITY Alpha 40 ( black lacquer) £600 
INFINITY 8 Kappa £1895 
JBL TLX12 £250 
REF 1040E ( circa 1975) £200 
REF 70 Speakers £250 
REF 015 £200 
REF Ref 101/2 £500 
REF Studio Monitors ( circa 1965) £400 
REF Ref Mod 1 £1300 
REF Ref 2/2 (Black) (1800 
KEF Reference 4 ( Burr Walnut) £4500 
REF 035 (Black) (350 
REF Cube ( ECI Box) £700 
LEAK long.) Sandwich 12 ohm 12' £400 
LEAK Sandwich 200 Black £250 
LEAK Sandwich 2030 Black £175 
LEAK Sandwich 250 £200 
LEAK Sandwich 600 £400 
LINN Nexus ( Black + stands) £500 
LINN Kober ( Rosewood) ACTIVE £2500 
MAGNA PLANAR Ir Imp £1400 
McINTOSH 
ML-1C'Rare (circa 1965) (500 
MEADOWLARK Shearwater £2990 
MERIDIAN DSP5000 ( 24bit) £4200 
MERIDIAN M3 Active £1000 
MERLIN 15M- SE (Mint) £1600 
MISSION 725 ( Black & Light Oak) ( 550 
MISSION 733 (BlacK) (200 
MISSION 751 ( Blah) f 330 
MISSION 753 ( Rosewood) £799 
MISSION 75 ( Centre - Rosewood) £350 
MISSION 752 £550 
MONITOR AUDIO Studio12 (1200 
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14 Worked) £900 
MORDAUNT SHORT Pageant £ 180 
MORREL Bass Master Oak (Markeel 600 
MUSICAL FIDELITY Ref 2 £250 
PINK TRIANGLE Ventrical £ 1500 
PROAC Studio 1 Mk2 
PROAC Tablette 50 
PROAC Toblette 2000 
PROAC Super Towers 
PROAC Future 1 
ONR Monitors ( Black) 
QUAD 988 
QUAD ESL63 
QUAD ESL63 Block + Stands 
REGA XEL ( Black) 

£600 
£649 

£1000 
£5,995 
£1200 
£3600 
£3500 
£3500 
£990 

REGA (B(ock) £950 
RUARK Broadsword ( Rosewood) £ 700 
RUARK Solstice £5000 
SHELL 13 High Sensitivity Monitors (770 
SNELL E2 £500 
SONUS FABER Electa Arnotor 1 
SOUNDLAB Dynastats 
SPENDOR 501 mini monitors 
TANNOY Buckingham 
TANNOY Devon 
TANNOY M3 
TANNOY DC2000 
TARGET RS4 ( circa ( 977) scratched £250 
TARGET TM1 ( circo 1977) scratched £200 
THIEL CS2.2 Discoloured veneer £2500 
TOWNSEND Ribbon Hybrid £750 
TRIANGLE Icare £1500 
WHARFDALE 519 £275 
YAMAHA 115200 £250 
YORKSHIRE Hifi 1 3 £195 

£ 2000 
£3200 
£400 

£5000 
£750 
£200 
£200 

£196 
£495 
£998 
£88 
£45 
£198 
£125 
£296 
£299 
£558 
£255 

£1195 
£128 
£ 75 
£125 
£ 98 
£155 
£125 
£798 
£998 
1998 
£179 
£246 
£148 
£ 95 
£ 75 
£ 95 
£155 
£239 
£999 
£595 

£298 
£1498 
£2695 
£ 298 
£998 
£295 
£99 

£189 
£425 
£148 
£275 
£646 
£299 
£75 

£599 
£ 98 
£950 
£380 
£395 
£495 
£695 

£4,258 
£369 
£2498 
£1495 
£1998 
£640 
£646 
£329 

£2998 
£349 
£245 
£1295 
£1100 
£155 

£1600 
£298 
£ 75 
£ 95 
£125 
£ 75 
£996 
£195 
£345 
£ 95 
£175 
£ 78 



The Hi-Fi Company's Trading 
Station 

EX-DEMONSTRATION & DISPLAY 
ITEMS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
We work closely with several high- end retailers and can offer you great 
savings on their top quality ex-demonstration and display items. 
All stock listed here is offered in ' as new' condition unless otherwise 
stated, complete with boxes, instructions and full manufacturers 
warranties. Some excess stock items are new, in unopened boxes. 

APOGEE Mini Grand GS Speakers £7598 

ARIEL ACOUSTICS Mod 8 + stands XD £5679 

ATC SCA2 including phono £2700 

ATC 100s Active £8995 

AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD2 CD Plyr £ 1000 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Puccini, manual silver £ 595 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Donizetti Mono Sil+ei£550 

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro Amp £2900 

AUDIOGRAM Mill Amp 0489 

AUDIOGRAM MEI2 Integated Amp 0599 

AUDIO MECCA Mephisto Transport 02200 

AUDION Silver Knight 3008 Intgrtd XD f 1125 

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC5 D/A £2335 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT200/2 Pwr XD £11982 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 Mk2 XD £5795 

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 120 £3498 

AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2 Amp £3690 

AUDIO RESEARCH IS8 Pre Amp £ 1499 

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref600 MkIll £42998 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 Volve Amp £4379 

AUDIO RESEARCH M300 mk11 monos£11996 

AUDIO RESEARCH V1100 MkIll Amp 06400 

B&W THX System XD 04975 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Alpha DAC f 1808 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Delta CD Trans 01099 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO DX I 

COPLAND FDA277 CD + HDCD 

COPLAND CDA288 CD + HOOD 

COPLAND CSA303 Pre Amp 

COPLAND CfA301 Pre Amp 

COPLAND CIA504 Amp 

EAR 834P Valve Phono Stage XD 

GOLDMUND Mimesis 6 Amp 

GOLDMUND Mimesis 68 Pre Amp 

GRAAF 13.5 BII Pre XD 

GRAAF GM20 OIL XD 

GRAAF Venticingue 

GRAAF VT5.35.5 ( five ch power amp) £2500 

JADIS Orchestra CD Player 

KEF 001 

KEF 005 

KRELL KPS28 CD Player XD 

KRELL KG Pre-amp XD 

KRELL EPB300( 

KRELL KAV250P Pre Amp 

KRELL KSL Pre Amp 

KRELL (D Player with DSP 

LINN LPI 2 / Lingo / Akito ( black) £2699 

LINN LPI 2 Eros Archive inc Lingo ( b(k) £3500 

£852 

1649 

£1998 

01349 

01298 

01999 

£549 

£2899 

£2584 

£3950 

£2950 

02250 

£1298 

£999 

£1999 

£8998 

£9998 

£10995 

£2398 

£2345 

03789 

£4057 

£3596 

£1698 

£5998 

£246 

£397 

£347 

f1797 

£267 

f317 

£1398 

£876 

£1297 

£9586 

£4636 

£697 

02467 

£997 

£25797 

£2997 

£5997 

£4267 

£1996 

£847 

£587 

£457 

£1097 

£1337 

£197 

£587 

£1197 

£436 

£1547 

f1377 

f2746 

£2356 

£1191 

£1397 

£957 

£744 

£1494 

£6746 

£7996 

£5995 

£1597 

£1037 

£1517 

£1994 

£1998 

www.hifitradingstation.com 

The Trading Station 

35 Cowgate Peterborough PEI 1LZ 

Phone: 0870 608 8211 

email: audiotraderetalk21.com 

Business Hours: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED' 
'NEXT DAY DELIVERY SERVICE 
COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS 

LINN Classik Movie XD £1995 

MARTIN LOGAN Aeon Speakers XD £3148 

MARTIN LOGAN (LS II Limited Edition £6700 

MERIDIAN DSP33 Digital Speakers 02595 

MARTIN LOGAN 

Theatre CentreChannel Speaker £2998 

MARTIN LOGAN Cinema Spk £1698 

M&KVX1005ub XD £154 

McINTOSH MC122 Power £1249 

McINTOSH M(7108 8Ch Pwr £2549 

McINTOSH MX135 AV CnIrl Cntr £7990 

McINTOSH LS320 Speakers XD £1998 

McINTOSH LS340 Speakers XD £4798 

McINTOSH CS36 Centre Speoker £2495 

MERIDIAN 557 Stereo Power Amp XD £2549 

MERIDIAN DSP33C (entre XD £1355 

MERIDIAN DSP5000C ( Dig (entre) XD £1995 

MICHELL Gyro SE XD 

MICHELL Delphini Phono (PSU XD 

MICHELL Delphini Phono SPSU XD 

MISSION 180 ( Centre) XD 

MISSION 782 Speakers XD 0699 

MISSION MS! Speakers XD £600 

MONRIO Asty 55W.line intamp silver £ 550 

MONRIO Asty PH55 W.line + phono silver£650 

MONRIO Asty ST. remote volume silver (600 

MONRIO Asty-Player ( 24/96) silver £750 

MONRIO HP- 1 ( 120 woos power amp) silver(895 

MONRIO 188.2 ( DA° silver 0595 

MONRIO Bitmatch CD-player/transport silyer£695 

MONRIO MC-25 power amp silver 

MONRIO MC-200S power amp silver 

MONRIO MP1 mono 110 watts 

MONRIO MPI mono 135 wotts 

MONRIO MP? 2- channel x 135 watts 

NAGRA PLO Pre XD 

NAIM CDS 

MAIM Intro 2 

NAIM NAC 112 

NAIM Noit 5 

NAIM NAP 150 

NAIM NAT 01 

NAIM NA( 82 Pre XD 

NAIM CDS/XPS Mk2 XD 

MAIM Credo XD 

OPERA SPI ( Cherry) XD 

PATHOS Classic One ( 50 watt) 

PATHOS Twin Towers XD 

PATHOS Logos XD 

£870 

£895 

£998 

£350 

(900 

£1350 

£600 

£700 

£950 

f 5395 

£1195 

£865 

£660 

£845 

£795 

02500 

£2500 

£6265 

£1425 

0525 

£1150 

£3250 

£3250 

£1597 

£897 

£634 

£796 

£1496 

£3996 

£1296 

£2996 

£1626 

£1996 

£1146 

£1594 

£740 

£738 

£798 

£274 

£554 

£474 

£347 

£397 

£447 

£527 

£597 

£221 

£291 

£447 

£497 

£417 

£457 

£697 

£3996 

£954 

£694 

£524 

£674 

£634 

£1398 

£1994 

f4994 

£994 

£426 

£797 

£2596 

£2596 

£1596 PIONEER DVR7000 ND Recorder XD £1299 £896 

£2646 PIONEER 50-1 5000 50' Projection TV £3999 £1496 

£5176 PIONEER PDP 503 HDE ( 501 Plasma £6995 £5495 

£2076 PRIMARE V20 OVO Plr XD £2500 £1996 

PROAC Response IS ( Rosewood) XD £1910 £ 1296 

PROAC Response 2.5 ( Lt Oak) XD £2700 £2148 

PS AUDIO IlLink2 HUD DAC £2590 £1037 

PS AUDIO Ref Link Pre/DAC ( 4549 £1991 

REGA Naos ( Cherry) XD £998 £794 

REGA ARA ( Cherry) XD £255 £214 

REGA ELA XD £750 £418 

REGA Curse Pre Amp f 548 £434 

REGA Maio £498 £394 

REGA Jupiter CD £998 £794 

SME 10A with 309 Tone Arm XD £3410 £2896 

SONUS FABER Amati Homage XD £11850 £9996 

SONUS FABER Concertino XD £599£529 

SONUS FABER Extremo Speakers £6499 £3497 

SONUS FABER Electo Speakers £1789 £ 1197 

SPENDOR S6 £1299 £994 

SPENDOR S8 Cherry - SIghs mime' damage £ 1700 £ 1346 

SPENDOR S9 £2499 11996 

TDS Audio Transformer £349 £266 

THETA Casanova Pre XD £4478 £2996 

THETA Dreadnaught5 Ch Amp f 7498 £5297 

THETA Carmen II CD/DVD Trans £3998 £2937 

THETA Jitter Buster £228 £177 

THETA DavIdll OVO Player £5998 £4397 

TRIANGLE Lays Ambre £1295 f 897 

TRICHORD Pulsa Series One DAC £1900 £ 1298 

UNISON RESEARCH Unico 1 (715 £597 

UNISON RESEARCH S2 (1295 £697 

UNISON RESEARCH 58 £3100 £1997 

UNISON RESEARCH Power 35 £1500 £897 

UNISON RESEARCH Feather One £895 £447 

UNISON RESEARCH Feather One Remate0995 £527 

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle £1995 £1496 

WILSON AUDIO Cub ( Black (aminate) XD £5495 £3496 

WILSON AUDIO Cub ( Gloss) XD ( 6890 f3996 

WILSON AUDIO Sophia ( Block) XD £11992 £9596 

WILSON AUDIO Cub Wilson Gloss £6890 £4397 

WILSON AUDIO Cubil Wilson Gloss £8248 £6047 

WILSON AUDIO win 2 Speakers £ 10995 £6997 

WILSON BENESCH Orator XD £2900 £2524 

WILSON BENESCH Actor XD £3999 £2998 

WILSON BENESCH Act- 1 XD 06999 £4499 

WILSON BENESCH Act-2 XD £8999 £5999 

Z SYSTEMS RE101 Silver Dig.Eguoliser £3298 £2197 



HEATHCO TE AUDIO 
TEL: 01992 653999 MOBILE: 07860 511111 E -MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteAudio@aol.com 

VALVE AMPS 
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS 4 BOX PRE/PSU & 2 MONOS SERVICED/REVALVED 
QUAD TWO-FORTY PRE &MONOBLOCS 
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 REMOTE INTEGRATED EX OEM 
GRAAF GRAFFit INTEGRATED 
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11(REMOTE CONTROL) 
JADIS DEFY-7 100 WATTS CHANEL 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 POWER AMP EX DISPLAY 
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70 POWER AMP 
JADIS JPS-2 TWO BOX PRE (WAS £8000) 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 PRE WITH REMOTE UPGRADE & RE-VALVE 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-14 PRE C/W PHONO STAGE (£4000) 
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2 PRE AMP (MULLARD REVALVE) 
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 14 REMOTE CONTROL PRE AMP 
OAKLEY IMAGE 6 AMERICAN VALVE PRE-AMP INC.PHONO STAGE 
UNISON RESEARCH 05P PRE AMP WITH PHONO STAGE 
MONRIO ASTY VALVE PRE-AMP (VERY PRETTY) 3 MONTHS USE 
VINTAGE RADIO RESTORATION ADUR MONOBLOCS 
AUDIONOTE P2-SE POWER AMP 
AUDIO RESEARCH BAL-1 BALANCED/SE CONVERTER 

SOLID STATE 
KRELL FPB 600 STEREO AMP 
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5 POWER AMP VERY RARE 
MARK LEVINSON.23 POWER AMP (200 WATTS/CHANNEL) 
MUSICAL FIDELITY P-270 POWER AMP 
TOCA SECA 20 WATT CLASS A AMP MARBLE FRONT VERY RARE /GOOD 
MARANTZ SC-22 PRE & MA-22 MONOBLOCS 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M BALANCED/SE/REMOTE 
CONRAD JOHNSON PF-R REMOTE PRE AMP 
AUDIO INV 1000 SILVER WIRED PASSIVE PRE 
REGA CURA REMOTE PRE AMP 
LAVARDIN IT 
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO ( EX DISPLAY MODEL HUGE SAVING) 
CAIRN 4808 REMOTE INTEGRATED 
ORELLE SA-100R REMOTE AUDIOPHILE AMP 
DENON PMA 600V INTEGRATED AMP 
NAD C-370 INTEGRATED 
ALBARRY 4808 MONOBLOCS 
ARCAM-8 

CD 
KRELL MD-1 TRANSPORTE SEP-64X TWO BOX DAC 
ACCUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT AND MATCHING DAC.(EXTREMELY RARE) 
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000 FLAGSHIP TRANSPORT & DAC (GOLD/WALNUT) 
DPA T-1 TFtANSPORT/PDM-1 MK.3 TWO BOX DAC (BOTH DELTRAN) 
THETA DATA BASIC 11 TRANSPORT WITH DELIRAN MOD 
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSEND TRANSPORT COAX AES/EBU AT&T 
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRANSPORT (AUDIO SYN.MOD. AT&T/COAX) 
ORELLE MOT TRANSPORT SILVER WIRED 
THETA OS PRO GEN III (AT&T, COAX.ETC.)WAS £6000 APPROX 
THETA OSPre GEN III ( PRE-AMP/DAC) 
THETA DS PRO GEN 11 
THETA DS PRO PROGENY-A DAC 
THETA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC. 
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIGNATURE 
MONRIO 18B DAC & SEPERATE PSU. 
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 
NAIM CD- (HAD NEW LASER MECH) 
NAIM CD-5 
PIONEER PD-91 
TECHNICS SLPS 903 
AMC CD8A( BALANCED&PHONO OUTPUTS) 

VINYL 
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE AND ARM 24 KARAT GOLD (WAS $30.000) 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE STUDIO MENTOR REFERENCE/COVER & MATCHING ARM 
DAIS TURNTABLE VERY RARE 
SYSTEMDECK/LINN BASIK/AT CART. 
ARISTON a DECK-11 
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1 LEGENDRY PHONO STAGE 
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE 
McCORMACK MICRO DRIVE PHONO STAGE 
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC EX DISPLAY 
DENSEN DRIVE MC. PHONO STAGE 

MINT 
BOXED 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
EXCLT 

NEW/BOXED 
MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
EXCLT. 
EXCLT 
MINT 

MINT BOXED 

£4000 
£2750 
£1275 
£895 
£650 
£3250 
£2750 
£1950 
£3450 
£2950 
£1795 
£1295 
£1995 
£495 
£695 
£375 
£995 

MINT £650 
£375 

EXCLT £6250 
EXCLT £2950 
MINT £ 795 
EXCLT £600 
EXCLT £1250 

MINT/BOXED £1250 
MINT £995 

MINT/BOXED £1795 
EXCLT £225 

AS NEW £295 
MINT/BOXED £1995 

AS NEW/BOXED £1750 
MINT £375 

MINT/BOXED £395 
EXCLT/MINT IBA 

MINT £195 
MINT/BOXED £395 

MINT £250 

MINT £3750 
EXCLT/BOXED £2450 

BOXED £2450 
MINT/BOXED £1095 
MINT/BOXED £1095 
MINT/BOXED £895 

EXCLT £575 
EXCLT £675 

MINT/BOXED £395 
MINT/BOXED £2395 
EXCLT/BOXED £2295 
MINT/BOXED £1295 
MINT BOXED £595 
MINT/BOXED £1275 

AS NEW/BOXED £650 
MINT £495 

MINT/BOXED £350 
MINT/BOXED £1095 
MINT/BOXED TEA 
MINT/BOXED £495 

EXCLT £175 
NEW/BOXED £145 

BOXED £7500 
MINT £3250 

BOXED IBA 
BOXED £195 

BOXEDNGC £195 
MINT/BOXED £1095 

BRAND NEW/BOXED £450 
NEW/BOXED eso 

NEW £250 
MINT £275 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB BIRDS EYE MAPLE VENEER FANTASTIC! 
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLACK 
ART AUDIO-2 PIANO BLACK (£6000 NEW) 
HARBETH MASTERING SYSTEM MA-40 (EUCALYPTUS 2 MONTHS OLD £5000 NEW)) 
B & W SILVER SIGNATURE, EXTERNAL X-OVER/3 METRE CABLES & SLATE STANDS 
ALE JORDAN NOTE-5 SPECIAL BOBINGA WOOD FINISH 
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i 
ALON 11 OPEN BAFFLE FLOORSTANDERS 
LIVING VOICE AUDATORIUM . EX DEM 
CELESTION A-2 FLOORSTANDERS 
REGA XEL (WALNUT) 
AUDIONOTE ANK/SP SILVER WIRED 
KELLY KT-3 HIGH 95 DB SENSITIVITY CHERRY VENEER 

MINT 
MINT/CRATED 
MINT/CRATED 
MINT/BOXED 

MINT 
EX.DIS 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT 
MINT 

MINT/BOXED 
MINT/BOXED 

£3750 
£7500 
£3450 
£2850 
£2450 
£1150 
£1195 
£1195 
£1150 
£650 
£650 
£575 
£795 

INFINITY KAPPA-8 REFERENCE MINT £1450 
SNELL C MK-IV AMERICAN OAK VERY RARE/GOOD EXCLT £1500 
PROAC STUDIO 150 EXCLT £1050 
EPOS ES- 11 MK2 MINT/BOXED £295 
EPOS ES-14 WITH STANDS MINT £375 
ROKSAN WAN 30 & OJAN 3S SUBWOOFER SYSTEM (ROSEWOOD) RARE/SUPERB MINT/BOXED £1450 
BOSE 901 MK.IV & MATCHING EQUALISER (RECENT£700 SERVICE) EXCLT/BOXED £595 
CELESTION A-2 HUGELY CAPABLE ( ROSEWOOD VENEER) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1250 
TANNOY ARUNDEL 153839 HIGH POWER DRIVERS 95 DB SENSITIVE VERY RARE MINT £1500 
SO OBS FLOORSTANDERS( OPEN BAFFLE) SMALLER BROTHER TO SD1 BOXED £495 
CASTLE HOWARD-2 PREMIUM BEECH FINISH MINT £795 
CASTLE AVON FLOORSTANDERS MINT £450 
CELESTION DITTON 25 VERY NICE ONE OWNER PAIR £150 
EEL STORM-1 ACTIVE SUB WOOFER EXCLT £495 
IMF PROFFESSIONAL MONITOR VII PHONE 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-109 MINT £225 

TUNERS/TAPE/DAT/MINIDISCIMISC 
NAKAMICHI DR-3 (VERY LITTLE USE) MINT/BOXED £250 
SONY 3000ES TUNER ( GOLD) MINT £195 
DENON TU-600 TUNER MINT £75 
AUDIO RESEARCH BAL-1 BALANCED/PHONO CONVERTER £375 

RACKS/STANDS 
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105/ SILVER EX DIS/BOXED NEW £275 
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105 ONYX BLACK EX DIS/BOXED NEW £275 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 310 NV TABLE EX.DIS. £195 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 SHELF BLACK OR SILVER (£320) EX DIS. £195 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5 SHELF CANCELLED ORDER 2 OFF BRAND NEW BOXED £225 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4 SHELF CANCELLED ORDER 2 OFF BRAND NEW BOXED £195 
SOUNDSTYLE XS 250 CD STORAGE RACK CANCELLED ORDER 2 OFF BRAND NEW BOXED £195 
B&W STANDS FOR CD-1 NT SILVER/BLACK VGC £95 
TARGET 24 INCH STANDS MINT £75 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-2 TWIN PILLAR LEAD FILLED STANDS MINT £375 

SPECIAL OFFER 
BLACK RHODIUM S-13002 RI-WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY £ 10 PER METRE 
SLACK RHODIUM S-300 81 WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY f25 PER METRE 

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC 
BLACK RHODIUM 8 WAY MAINS BLOCKS (CANCELLED ORDER) BRAND NEW £225 
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE ( BRAIDED) BRAND NEW £65 
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE(BRAIDED)RHODIUM PLATED/POLISHED SUPERGRIP PLUG BRAND NEW £100 

CAKES 
LONNIIMANEILCANIK 
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £750 
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 21 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED £525 
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2 METRE STEREO PAIR TERMINATED £575 
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 1.5 METRE STEREO PAIR TERMINATED £375 
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS 8I-WIRE 15FT PAIR £475 
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2 METRE PAIR £175 
MIT MN-750 8 FT. PAIR £650 
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 METRE PAIR (NEW) £225 
CARDAS HEXLINK 2 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) £275 
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) £375 
AUDIONOTE AN-L 4 METRE PAIR (FACTORY TERMINATED) £225 
OED GENESIS SILVER SPIRAL 4 X 1.5 METRE TERMINATED £175 
CABLE TALK CONCERT BI-WIRE 5 METRE PAIR TERMINATED £100 
VANDEN HUL MC CS 122 2 X 3 METRE PAIR (EACH) £75 
AUDIOOUEST CRYSTAL HYPERLITZ 2 METRE BI-WIRE TERMINATED £75 

11111111111111EM 
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1 METRE EX OEM 
SILVER ARROW 1 METRE BALANCED XLR EX DEM/AS NEW 
XL0 SIGNATURE SEVERAL NEW PACKAGED INTERCONNECTS 
MANDRAKE BALANCED XLR INTERCONNECT 2.5 METRES 
GRYPHON THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE 1.5 METRES 
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM-2 NORMALLY £1750/METRE LTD QUANTITY 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 1 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5 METRE 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1 METRE (£135) 
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5 METRE (£110) 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1 METRE (£95) 
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE (£75) 
SUPRA EFF-ISL 2.5 FT PAIR NEW/PACKAGED 
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2 X 2 METRE PAIRS 
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 4 METRE PAIR 

MINI& 
XL0 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 1 METRE & 2 METRE 
MADRIGAL AES/EBU 05 METRE 
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4 FT. 
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 METRE 
VAN DEN HUL 0-102 MK.111 HB. 4 FEET 
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3 

£495 
£600 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS 
£350 
£307 

BRAND NEW BOXED RING 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £400 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £275 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £100 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £80 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED f65 
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £55 

£50 
(MINT)ezdi£550 

£450 

NEW/PACKED £175/£225 
£150 
£200 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED £100 
EX DISPLAY/NEW £40 

BRAND NEW PACKAGED £50 

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AID MODERN 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM 

Are you making the right connections? 
Send for Britain's biggest catalogue of 

specialist cable and connections. 

All available by mail order. 

Phone 020-8942 9124 or clip 
the coupon for your Free copy 

www.custom-cable.co.uk 

CUSTOM [ABLE 
SERE  

PO Box 4007, London SW178XG 

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue 

Name   

Address   

Postcode   

NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED 

Send to: Custom Cable Service 
PO Box 4007 
London SW17 8XG 

HFW 2/04 
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AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE 
GNLM 05/04 and GNIA1 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with 

FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with 

a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality 

ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a 
i 

,o4 ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops 
,,, whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic 

/ field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the 
›fe material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy 

-/ This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into 

heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite 
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and 

specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the 

most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market. 

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable 
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distri-

9:,,•• bution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with 

Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site :r 

t' for details. 

''etge 

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference 

you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes 

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary 

Silverfuse conductors, The conductors are 10 gauge and with 

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with 

IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m 

£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 

4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with 

UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains 

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished 

in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has 

no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers. 

resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regu-

lators, just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 

for 4 way, £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8 way. 

AUDUSA - 00M Silverlink OCC balanced 
r speaker cable - stranded, silver on OFHC plus 

three strands of OCC (Ohno Continous Casting - sin-
gle crystal copper) for improved bass performance. 
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against 
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8 
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm. 

GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5) 
£48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m, 
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £30 
for 1st meter, £20 per m 
thereafter. 

Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA 2.5) 
shown with Marinco IEC 320 
will be fitted at extra cost. 

GNLM 05/04 
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m, 
£86 for 2.0m. Also available 
of the reel. 

Both GNLM cables are avail-
able for export. 

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plat-
ed contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA 
- Eupen and LAT AC-2 mains cable available with 16 amp tEC 

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mahn-

co/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European 

Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs 

see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana 
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and 

ac mains connectors 

LAT International AC-2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE 
We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with SILVERFUSE is a near alloy of silver 
an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the 

and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SIL-

AC-2 

Power cable compare 
with products costing 
ten times as much, 

then decide 

VER CLAD. Plating (or clad, which is the same thing 
as plating) causes a dioding effect when 

mrir"nirr signal is passed through resulting in 
n\rnu'rlu't4,/ brightness arid distortion. The Siiverfuse 

process starts with seven nines OFF-IC cop-
,,/per wire with a d'aneter that is slightly larger 

than the required size. It s then pulled through a 
trough of molten silver. The w re with a silver deposit, 
is then forced through a compacting die where it is 
subject to tremendous pressure. The silver and the 
high purity copper are fused together into a near alloy. 
The compacting fusion also reduces the wire diameter 

to the desired size No dioding subsequently 
occurs with this process. The result provides for 
the benefits of silver; which are excellent defin-
ition and clarity, wit The high purity copper ben-
efits of warmth and mellowness. 

ciL, GIL . 

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects ard Speaker 

cable better than most others at double the price. 

SUNFIRE CORPORATION - Snohomish USA 
New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema 

Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400 
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub 
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air 
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 chan-
nel (2 x 300 and 2 x 600) and 5 channel (5 x 220 watts and 5 x 430 watts patented amp 
technology (no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp 

www.audusa.com 
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.com 



Sound ¡Music 
93-95 Nantvvich Rd.. Crewe. Cheshire. 

Telephone • 01270 214143  
Miller (S1 ) - £450 

Audiallash HOMO N • .1mplifiet I) - £750 Pair 
rs ( SI I) - 

'as • ers ( Warn 
askers (Oa 

ers de Sta 
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I : 11101.• " Se, I »I 'LUX 1)) - €300 
NNIaarte era ( NI a ple/X I )) - £250 

.5 ham Speakers ( I)) - £ 4411) 

Agencies Include: Linn, Musical Fidelity, 
Origin Live, Monitor Audio, Castle, 

Quad, Ifiharfedale, Harman Kardon, Creek, 
Meridian, Tannoy, Infinity, Loewe, SarWO, 
Ortoton, VDH, JUL, Project, Roksan, QED, 
Cable Talk, Michell, Arcam, Trichord,PMC, 

PINEWOOD MUSIC 
of Winchester and Taunton 

A specialist high end dealer since 1987, Pinewood Music 

caters for two-channel musk and home cinema enthusiasts. 

Clients may visit our listening rooms in Winchester and 

Taunton or enjoy a home demonstration. You are invited to 

telephone for an appointment. 

Featured award-winners: 

KRELL KAV-400x1 integrated 
SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR 
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY 

Our agencies include: Krell, Sonus faber, 
Martin Logan, Copland, Transparent. finite-elemente 

Ex-demonstration and part-exchange sale: 

Krell KAV-280CD £2600 

Krell KAV-30011 integrated £2450 

Krell KAV-250P pre £ 850 

Sonus faber Signum £ 750 

Sonus faber Grand Piano Home £1350 

Transparent Reference X. cables £ POA 
Copland CDA 288 £ 850 

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY 
Tel: 01460 54322 Mobile: 07860 351113 

e-mail: brianriv@rnac.com 

LASSIQUE SOUNDS.(LEicEsTER) INC ONE THING.. 
VINTAGE HIFI & VALVE SPECIALIST TEL 0845 123 5137 ( local ratc)(UKonly ) 

WANTED Vintage and modern hifi eqpt. Part exchange welcome. 

FOR SAL.E.PRE/PL)WER AMPLIFIERS 

Rothwell Indus rims's,: pry amplifier Mau £699 £ 450 Qua! 34 pnJ amplifier. Ex condition. f 225 

Sugcksn A2)/ll class A interszrated. Mint. Boxed. £ 250 Quad 405,2 power amp. Slight hum on trandiumer. f 150 

"%oasis*: valse amplifier 10Wil.K4. Revalved £450 Linn LKI011 power amplifier. Excellent condition. £ 395 

Golden tube Audio SE-40 single entkd salve amplifer.Complete with Bias adjust 6»1.40 matt, of valve power £ 695 

Sugdi-n AU51 power amplifier. Boxed. £ 650 ATC SIA- I 50 class A integreated. M int Boxed. £1299 

Maranta PM66SE KI signature integrated amplifier £ 199 Nains Nap 90 & Nac 92 pœigewerNew cases £ 495 

Pair Leak TLI 2 + valse amps Grey. Rebuilt by me. £ 599 Crimson Electrik 510/525 amplifierAxd. f 249 

Tube Technology Union sabe par amp. Mint brad f 995 Rogers Cadet integrated tube amplifier. IOW £ 175 

Magnum A. I(X)2 X huge mono power amplifies 350 watts output Excelkmt condition. Cad around £3.100 £ 799 

CR Developments Camenta line valve pie-amp. f 450 Harmon Karilon HKI400 line amplifierMint/boxed f 199 

Han I II WRSA integrated amplifier. 80WSuperb. f 375 Kenwood KAMOD integrated amplifier. Black. f Ito 

Sugrien A25 amplifier Excellent condition & instr £ MO Nuns SAC 92 pre amp. SNO 161840. Mint. Boxed f 299 

Meridian Modular prapower amplifier. Ex cond. £ 249 Magnum MP 125 pre innplifier with MM/MC. £ 250 

Quad 77 integrated amplifier Mint. Boxed. Insu. £ 399 Quad 77 remote awnsl for amplifier etc. Cast £300 f 149 

Musical Eidelits B I integrated amplifier. Good cond£ 125 Naim Nail 3R integrated amp & remoteaMintlixdf 495 Linn 

I.K I pie-amp and reissue. Gaul condition. f 249 Lim LK2 power amplifier. ( had condition. f 299 

Copland CLA50 I power :amplifier. Vahe. £1800 £799 Naim Nap ISO power ainplificr Stmt. Boxed. £ 799 

Quad II, in valious condition and prices £P0A Pioneer.A4110 nucleated (unplifier Good cond. £ 125 

Leak Stereo 20 valve power amplifiers from f POA Harmon Kardon integrated raise amp. 110V. V rat £ 299 

Quad .303 power ainplifiers from f 125 Arearn Alpha 2 ainplifier. Mint. Boxed/nut £ 95 

Nakamichi CA5 pre-amplifier. F.x amd. Cast £750 f 375 Nakamichi PAS 100W,CH power amp. Cost £ 13110 f 650 

NVA ANO mono power amplifiers X 2.. Goad cond£ 799 NVA MO stereo pincer amplifier. Good condition. f 295 

Musical Fidelity Pre-0 pre-amplifier. Mint. Boxed f 151) Arcarn Alpha 3 amplifier. MintBoxed Instructions f 10B 

Arran /ma 1Pni WS: Cinema amp. Casa 099101 450 Quad 33 pre amplifiers. Erin  f 75 

TURNTABLES 

lloren, TD- 135 turntable and ann. Like a 124. f POA Thorere TD-10 I turntable and mired £7(tsBxd f 349 
Giurard 401 with SME 301s) not. f 295 Thrums lT)I 15 mith thorns tone arm. £ 125 

Transcriptors Hydraulic reference/Dam armaMint f POA Cr'airard 301,401 chassis in canals condition from f 125 

SPEAKERS 

Quad F.SL57 speakersAll fully serviced with full 3 months warrantyHear what ESL57s should sound like Fromf900 pr 

Tannins Lancaster comer units.12 in Nlonitor golds. £999 Tanner Lancaster with I r monitor golds. £750 

Monitor Audio R652 with stands. Mint. Boxed. £ 150 Quad ESL5Ts nix condition. £700pr 

Roksan ROE-ONE speakers. Black. Mini. Boxed. £ 295 Mission 773 flocs- slanders. Mint/boxed. Halt price f 199 

SD Armustim SOS lore:Fakers Piano finish f 275 Rogers LS55 speakers. Rosewood. Boxed. Esc cord f 199 

Heyhmok Hesitan. Black. Boxed. Ex condition f 199 Celestion SL600 speakers. CiMod condition. Bi wire f 375 

Tams. Chatsworth with 12 inch monitior golds. MD Mordaunt Short MS201 pearl. Brand new. Black f 169 

Castle Kendall speaker,. Good condition. £ 69 B&W DM4 speakers. Black finish f K5 

Pair Quad ESL.57 spin. Fully rebuilt. le4 Recrus bass & 2 ream treble unitsAll nes, eleetronics.12m warranty £ 1399 

Kef C20 Bookshelf monitor speakers in black £ 60 Magneplaner MG 1.4 . Boxed with £400 oak stands f 999 

OTHER ITEMS 

Michell 'so. Very late model with see through cu,e. f 250 %ilia 8 CD transport. Cast L3500. >ell for only £ 1295 Trio 

KTIrStOL synthesiser tuner. AM/FM. Black. £ 75 Rotel RO) 965 BX CD player. Mini. Boxed f 149 

Arum Delta 150 nietan demo tuner and remote. f 95 Mande CD50 Cd plaisir Ex condition. f 79 

DEC PX4 valve. Brand new. f 100 Decca London international tone mu. New. Boxed. £ 175 

Amans Deha 1703 CD TramtxmaNlintBoxed£P00 f 399 Leak Troughline 3 Mono valve tuner. Fully serviced 1 195 

SME 3109 toneann, from f 115 Rote' 950 CD player. Ex cond. Boxed. £ 100 

Quad 77 ROS Psi tuner Mint. Boxed. Instructions £ 399 Nidcamichi COP 2E CI) player. Ex condition. £ 250 

Naim 425 pre amp. MM Wards fined. f 125 Phillips 101 top loading cd player. Colkmable. f 125 

Marantz SD275 rain cassette deck. Dolby Be £ 49 Technics SL-PCNWOA Mash CD player-IL-mote. f 75 

Aiwa AD-S750 Dolby B-C-S/FIX pro assette deck f 75 Technics SL-PS620A CI) plaserrensue. f 75 

Linx Tuner. Mint.Boxisd. Very. unusual. Grit £549 £ 249 Quad FN13 tuner in excellent condition. £ 99 

Means Alpha 5 cd player. Mint. Rosedrenxte f 195 Manna CD63 top loader al plaser. ( olkytahle. f 115 

41...)11 : . • I) Ie...S1,57 sN: 1.11,S63 PAN IFCI.S/SER V111.71N4G 11,.:"I'C. 

NEW- B&W DM70 Electrostatic panels now undertaken. Price for one panel is £150.00 

Reconditioned Quad ESL57 speakers from only £900.00.pr.Why spend £4000+? Have your 
ESL57 SPEAKERS STANDARD SERVICE f375.PR. Ring for info. 
Exchange/ recon ESL57 bass panel £130.Treble £109. ESL63 panels £ 100 refurbished. 
ELS63/ESL57 speaker stands, available in black or woodgrain @ £175.00 a pair. 
New socks for ELS63s £38 pr. Many other spare parts available. Please ring. 
"Classique Sounds servicing restores the Quads to a position where they can hold their 
head high", Jon Marks. HIFI WORLD. April 1999.Full servicing facilities available. 

Tmughtme 3 tuner service & realignment f150.00. (excludes valves. Rarely needed). 
One thing stereo decoder (back in stock ) £175.00 Ex review Hifi world. 

'II I . (somew at of a s.. :. m) or s. 
URE SILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE . 
9.99% pure silver conductors. Quality gold plated RCA phono plugs. 

Metre terminated £70.00 One metre terminated £90.00. Availallde mith Eidunann plugs +.£30 . 
au Trunslucerit LL'IR4 + Heavy duty. 99.99°4 purr err (41V). Eichmann Solid seer plugs 
/49.110r E199.00 per harmetre. 7 day money back guarantee f'not better than existing atbe 

NEW. 1.0MM 99.99% Pure silver wire @f15m. 0.5mm pure silver wire @ £6.00m 
Translucent pure silver mains cable. 3 amp. £ 129.00 13 amp £249 

One Thing Mains cables. Rh suppressed. Silver plated conductors.Voltage spike protectiononly...f 70.00. 
New, One Thing 6 way mains block complete with plaited mains lead. Only f 99.00 

NEW EAR/YOSHINO EQUIPMENT 

Ear 834P MM/MC phono stage with/without volume. Brand new. Boxed at only £615 

Ear 834P MM phono stage. No volume control. Brand new. Boxed at only £489 

Ear 834L Line only valve pre-amplifier.Amazing. Brand new. Boxed at only £549 

\ - . )8-1.. I _.) :", I .. I a '.. C target. at local rate am where in the UK i 

el 0116 2835821 or 117802 2 13740 ( Mobild). Callers by appt only. 
pening time. I0.(Xfarn-61X)pm Mon-Friday.10.(X)ain-2.(X)pm Saturday. 
I Aylestone drive. Aylestone. Leicester. LE2 8QE. Email • 

lassique_soundseyahoo.co.uk , 
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Midland Audio X-Change 

CD players DACs & Transports 

Accuphase DP65V CD Player x-demo 
Accuphase DP75V CD Player 24/192 S/H 
Audio Research CD3 x-demo 
dCS Elgar 24/192 Non Firewire S/H 
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H 
Krell KAV280CD x-demo 
Mark Levinson No 31.5 Transport S/H 
Mark Levinson No 390s x-demo 
Mark Levinson No 360s x-demo 
Naim Audio CD3 cd player S/H 
Theta Data Basic II Transport S/H 
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H 
Theta Carmen CD/DVD Transport S/H 
Wadia 301 CD player x-demo 

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges 

Avid Acutus Turntable Chrome x-demo 
Gryphon Legato SAP Phono Stage x-demo 
Ortofon Kontrapunkt b MC Cartridge x-demo 
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable New& Boxed 
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed 
Moth record Cleaning Machine S/H 
McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed 
Roksan Artexerxes X MC/MM Phono Stage S/H 
Roksan Cognoscenti Xerxes Piano lacquer 
fTabrizi /Corus Black S/H 
Roksan Artexerxes MC Phono Stage S/H 
Roksan Xerxes /XPSII [Tabriz/ K18 Turntable S/H 
Roksan Xerxes/XPS 3/RB300/Corus Black S/H 
Roksan Shiraz 600 hours S/H 

Preamplifiers 

Graaf GM13.5BII Valve Preamplifier x-demo S/H 

Gryphon Sonata Allegro 2 box preamplifier x-demo 
Nagra PLP Battery Preamplifier with Phono stage S/H 
Naim Audio NAC72 with MC boards 
Naim Audio NAC62 (old style) with phono stage S/H 
Mark Levinson 380s x-demo 
Roksan L2 preamplifier S/H 
Spectral DMC12 s Phono x-demo 
Spectral DMC12 Line New&Boxed 
Spectral DMC30 Remote x-demo 

Amplifiers 

Audio Research D100.2 x-demo 
Krell KAV300iL x-demo 
Graaf GM100 Valve PowerAmplifier x-demo 
Gryphon Calisto 2100 integrated x-demo 
Gryphon Calisto 2200 integtated x-demo 
Gryphon Antellion Signature Class Ax-demo 
Naim Audio NAP140 (old Style) power amplifier S/H 
Mark Levinson 434 mono blocks x-demo 
Spectral DMA100s PowerAmplifier x-demo 

Loudspeakers 

Avalon Eclipse Maple x-demo 
Indigo Model Two Centre Channel Cherry S/H 
JM Lab Micro Utopia be Classic 4 months old S/H 
Living Voice Avatars OBX-R Ebony x-demo 
Sonus Faber Leather Stands S/H 
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-demo 

Cables & Accessories 

Acoustic Zen Silver Signature Balanced 12ft 
Audio Note AN-V 1.5m Interconnect RCA_RCAS/H 
Cogan Hall EM-D 0.6m S/H 
Nordost Valhalla 1m RCA S/H 

Was Now 

4250 
7500 
4999 
8500 
2999 
3999 
9999 
6500 
7495 
899 
2397 
6290 
3499 
3650 

6000 
7895 
699 
1295 
650 
599 
650 
450 

2700 
549 
N/A 
N/A 
1000 

4000 
9739 
6995 
N/A 
N/A 
6995 
1295 
4750 
4250 
8500 

2995 
4995 
4249 
3999 
1695 
3250 
4999 
4999 
5995 
499 
995 
2999 
1995 
2995 

3799 
5999 
375 
1099 
449 
299 
399 
299 

995 
179 
495 
449 
349 

2999 
5995 
4995 
339 
175 
4995 
299 
3299 
2999 
6500 

3690 2799 
3750 2699 
4500 3250 
3650 2795 
4800 3295 
150009999 
N/A 299 
9000 6995 
4750 3499 

9800 7249 
199 129 
4300 3399 
4000 2999 
350 249 
7995 4999 

2700 1499 
420 175 
199 99 
2200 1299 

Was Now 
Opera Lux 3 Tier Table Clear/Stainless x-Demo 950 499 
Siltech LS38G3 2x4.75m Silver speaker cable/WBT S/H 1752 999 
Transparent Music Link Ultra xl Balanced 2m S/H 1629 995 
Transparent Music Link Ultra Balanced 7.26m S/H 2349 1499 

Tuners & Tape Decks, Power Supplies 

AKG C1000 Condenser Mic S/H 
Magnum Dynalab FT-R Remote Switcher for 
FT101A/Etude (New&Boxed) 

241 120 

450 299 

Sugden and ProAc Musical Evening 22nd 
Jan 2004 from 6 pm please book your place 
now Hosted by David Spiers from Sugden, to 

include full master Class esoteric system and 
ProAc 0100 

Midland Audio X-change is looking for:— 
Audio Research 
Krell 

Mark Levinson 
Naim Audio 
Dcs 
Wadia 
cash paid call John Roberts: 01562 731100 

Suppliers and installers of High 
QualityAudio Systems 

47 Laboratory 
Accuphase 

ATC 
Audio Physic 

Audio Research 
Avalon Accoustics 

Avid 
bel canto 

Benz Micro 
Cardas 

Clearaudio 
Conrad Johnson 

dCS 
Densen 

DNM/Reson 
Electrocompaniet 

Finite Elemente 
Graaf 

Gryphon 

J M Labs 
Krell 
Kuzma 
Lavardin 
Mark Levinson 
Martin Logan 
Michell 
Nagra 
Primare 
ProAc 
Rega 
Siltech 
Sonus Faber 
Spectral 
Nordost 
Sugden 
Transparent Audio 
Verity Audio 
Wadia 

MAX has moved.. 
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

call John Roberts Tel 01562 731100 

or Fax 01562 730228 

The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbroughton 

Worcestershire • DY9 9TD 

e-mail sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk 

Fax 01562 750246 Mobile 07721 605966 

Midland Audio X- Change 



2nd User Hi-Fi & audio 

01376 521132 
07802 483698 
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net 

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT 
ARCAM ALPHA 9 INTEGRATED REMOTE AMPLIFIER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249 
ARCAM ALPHA 10 DAB TUNER IMMACULATE £629 
ARCAM ALPHA 8 TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE £149 
ARCAM ALPHA 10/DAVE-AV MODULE + CR 9000 LEARNING REMOTE-C1600 NEW £795 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER £1495 
CAEILE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS £649 
COUNTERPOINT SA I00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649 
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
CYRUS POWER AMP BOXED AND SUPERB £349 
CYRUS PRE PER AMP NO REMOTE £299 
DENON AVC-A IISR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK-NEW £1700 £1295 
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW £279 
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW £595 
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB £299 
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS £595 
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695 
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £1495 
LOEWE ACONDA 3r FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND £1795 
M & K SSI50 THX TRI-POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW-BLACK £795 
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB £349 
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK 
MICRONIEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £349 
MISSION 73ILE BI-WIREABLE VERSION OF THE CLASSIC 731 BOOKSHELF £79 
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 9i CHERRY SPEAKERS BOXED AND IMMACULATE £595 
NAIM NAP 200 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE £1195 
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB £349 
NAIM AV2JNAP 175 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE £2995 
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE £179 
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY £795 
ONIX 0A35/0A801 x 2 PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING £995 
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER £595 
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249 
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
REGA MALA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299 
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW £449 
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY £299 
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK £299 
ROKSAN DPI/ATTESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3-BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £1295 
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME £995 
ROKSAN L I _5/DS13/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK £2495 
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS DC. VDH MODDED £1595 
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT £349 
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH £229 
THORENS TDI60 BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006 £229 

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE - 
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. 

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS 
www.sound-stage.co.uk 

c WILLIAMS HART -D 

HART ELECTRONIC KITS TRADED FOR ON ER 30 YEARS 

mode, Monohlock Pocor Amp Kits 
110 AMPLIFIERS SOU WILL HEAR! Rts{ardl.es e1 mice 

It I II WED IN HI.FI NEWS AS ....EXCEPTIONAL... 
SELF EVIDENTLY CORRECT' 

Single Ended Clou A Vol,, Sound 
15Watt Power Amp modules 

FOR THOSE WHO WANT THAT VALVE 
MIDBAND BUT BASS AND TREBLE TO MATCH 

\CTIVE Ft/Control SUBWOOFER MODULE £177.30 Speakers Designee & Built to Order 

Advenix your Hi-Ft on my website (FREE) 
Also: Amen' Winning Phono Stage Ka. Active Crossover Modules. Speaker Daly, Units, 
M Cap Capacitors. Caddock Resistors. Remote Control Volume and much mare. 

WEB SITE: www.williamshart.com e-mail: sales@williamshart.com 
tyn-Y-Coed. Uidiatdau. Bala. Gwynedd. LL23 7S0 Tel/Fun for catalogue 01678 520757. 

PERSONAL VISITORS SHOULD PHONE FIRST TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 
Run by former Technical Director of Wilmslow Audio 

PRODUCT 

ARCAM Diva A75plus Silver Amp 

ARCAM Diva A85 Solver Amp 

ARCAM Diva CD62 Silver CD Player with text 

ARCAM Diva CD73 Silver CD Player with text 

ARCAM Diva DV88 Black DVD Player 

ARCAM FMJ CD23T Black CD Player 

ARCAM FMJ DV27 Black DVD Player 

ARCAM FMJ T21 Silver Tuner 

ARCAM Diva P85 Power Amp 

B&W CDM7NT Block Speakers 

B&W CDM9NT Red Speakers 

CYRUS APA7.5 Mono block 

CYRUS DVD7 Black DVD Player 

DENON DVD 3800 Gold DVD Player 

HARMAN KARDON DVD 21 DVD Player 

KEF KHT2005 5.1 Speaker Package 

KEF 03 Speakers 

KEF TDM45B THX Subwoofer 

LOEWE PLANUS 4781ZW Arctic 32" TV 

MERIDIAN 501 MK2 Pre Amp 

MERIDIAN 502 Pre Amp 

,MERIDIAN 551 Amp 

MERIDIAN 556 Power Amp 

MERIDIAN 557 Power Amp 

MERIDIAN 558 Multi Channel Amp 

MERIDIAN 588 CD Player 

MERIDIAN 956 DVD Player 

MERIDIAN DSP33 DSP Active Speaker 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 3.2CRpow Power Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 3.2CRpre Pre Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 308CRpre Pre Amp 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR Pre Amp 

NAD C300 Amp 

NAD C350 Amp 

NAD C370 Amp 

NAD C541 CD Player 

PIONEER DV 656 DVD Player 

PIONEER DVR 7000 Si/ver DVD Recorder 

PIONEER VSX AX10 Seer AV Amp 

SONY STSE370 Silver ROS Tuner 

SONY STSE520 Black Tuner 

SONY VPLVW11HT Rrciector 

LIST NOW 

EX/DEMO £470 £300 

DUDEMO £800 £600 

EX/DEMO £370 £280 

EX/DEMO £400 £300 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £500 

EX/DEMO £1,200 £900 

DUDEMO £1,600 £1,200 

EYJDEMO £400 £250 

EX/DEMO £530 £425 

DUDEMO £1,250 £1,000 

EX/DEMO £1,800 £1,400 

DUDEMO £950 £750 

DUDEMO £1,000 £800 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £850 

NEW £250 £225 

DUDEMO £800 £600 

EX/DEMO £400 £300 

EX/DEMO £800 £400 

EXJDEMO £1,350 £1,000 

EX/DEMO £780 £600 

EX/DEMO £1,470 £1,100 

DUDEMO £895 £650 

EX/DEMO £995 £700 

EX/DEMO £1,625 £1,200 

EX/DEMO £3,395 £2,000 

EX/DEMO £2,100 £1,575 

EX/DEMO £2,485 £1,600 

DUDEMO £2,595 £1,500 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £750 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £750 

EX/DEMO £1,500 £1,125 

EX/DEMO £1,000 £800 

DUDEMO £150 £12C 

EX/DEMO £300 £250 

EX/DEMO £450 £36C 

DUDEMO £330 £26C. 

EX/DEMO £400 £300 

EX/DEMO £1,200 £600 

EX/DEMO £2,500 £1,800 

EX/DEMO £110 £80 

EX/DEMO £140 £110 

EX/DEMO £4.000 £3,300 

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS 

OR CALL OUR HOTLINE 

NUMBER FOR DETAILS. 

MANY ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!! 

HOTLINE 020 7497 1346 
Convent Garden 

18 Monmouth Street 
Convent Garden 
London WC2H 9HB 
Tel: 020 7497 1346 

Edgeware 
173 Station Road 
Edgware 
Middlesex HA8 7JX 
Tel: 020 8952 5535 

Beckenham 
126 High Street 
Beckenham 
Kent, BR3 1EB 
Tel: 020 8663 3777 

E-Mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk 
Website: www.musical-tmages.co.uk 

NOT VALID W111H ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS E&OE 
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JANUARY SALE NOW ON! 
30b Larchfield St., Darlington 
01325 241888 

hifisound 
Gqrrard 
Helms 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Linn 
Log c 
Mo 
Moe 
Mi 
Mie 
Mic 
Mo 
Rego 
Rergler 
Revo ver 

S u e 
Syste 
Townsend 

Trraicrho'crre r.' T  

Comllidr Audio 
Ken. 
Maranta 
Maranta 
Maraftz 
Meri ion 
Men di 
Micromega 

etiluicsricerCilePigelity 
hMy[yad 
Pi IDS 
Pin ' Triangle 
Pion er 

Sony 
Sony 
Teac 
Yamaha 

Arccm 
Arcam 

Auc io Eperimenl 
Auc lo a 
Auc io a 
Auc 
Aucio ob 
Au ion 
Carve 
Creek 
Conrad Johnson 
Cyrus 
Cyrus 
Krell 
Lecson 
Linn 
Magnum Ref. 
Maranta 
Marantz 
Meridian 
Mission 
Mission 
titition 

Noon 
Pr3ire 
Qu 

Rote 
Rote 
Rote 
Rote 
Trio 

Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
Acoustic Energy 
Bose 
Castle 

Cetese C tion 
Ceiestion 
Dean 

Hey 
KE 
KEF 
KEF 
Mission 
Mission 
Mission 
Opero 
Rego Rogers 
Wharfedale 

th 
rook 

Arca r r' 

îznruos,, 

8curdTarium 

TT:g„ks 

Negro 
Teac 

Onkyo 
Sony 
Sony 
Yamaha 

Tutntcpttworld 
401 - ex,.Pnth / E3009 vtIM 
SCCM3,40 - gX oc rfms 

LP12/Basik Plus - ex ex black 
LP12 - early, origino p/s, lair 

1912/Lingo/LVII - nr matte ornosia, boxed 
LP12/Valhallo/LVII - nr mint rosenut, boxed 

Dm101/Datuserarb7 vgc 

GyrodecF-°ccYws Ortie epfalter upgrace,unsramrrinnt, boxed 
_ QC.Power Su - ex 
Delphos, - ex, 2 x sys 

Mycro - Due/ thanks to Richard 
Alamo/Mo tRB250) - ex ex 
Planor 3 RB300 - vgc/ex 

Planar 78/RB 50/ono Cart - ex/ex 
Revolver/Rohrer AT95E - ex/ex 

Revor/L - ex/ex 
Studio Dynetic M216 Tonearm inc. 2 stylii - ex, boxed 

Il/LW - ex/ex . 
Rock hils2 - c/w plint:i-nd lid, nr mint 

Skeleton/Vesti - ex/ex 
Deno - Ex, standard p/s 

Digital 
5700 Isomagic - nr mint, boned 

D_P1100 - ex, v. underrated 
CD80 - ex, boxed, remote 

CD63mk2 KI Signature - ex, remote 
CD6OSE - ex, remote 

206 - ex, remote 
200 - ex, remote 

°PStào. -exei Pfc:eicbMoPviX e 
Xi bn.- nr mirit 

120 - Hack nr mint boxed 
CD101 - ex' 

Ordinal DAÇ - nr mint, boxed 
CLD SB15 - Laserdisc, yçd, cd, PAL. NSTC 

RCD96513X - Ex, black, remote 
DTC690 DAT - vgc, remote 

CDP333esd - ex, manual, remote 
CDP4500 - ex, remote 
CDC575 - multiplay, ex 

Delta 90.2 - ç ition boxed 
Agertlirtcij 

Alpha 7 - ex, highly rated amp 
Alpha 7R - ex, as cove with remote 

Valve preamp - rare, prry and excellent sound 
800QA - lack ex 

8000A - bilac , mint boxed 
8000S - nr mint 

8000M x2 - nr mint 
Silver Nights - Mmmmmmmonoblacks 

CM1040 - voc, nice integrated 
CAS4040 - ex, boxid 
SA250 poweramp - 99, 

Power - nr. mint boxed, Isteack 
AV Master Preampeontroller - nr mint boxed, black 

KMA100 - ex 
Quattra - Fob 80; Mtegrated 

Prend,- ex lolock-
MP300 & 2e MF125 - ex/ex, mrn/mç Fabulous! 

PM66SE KI - nr mint box 

PM6°1811,1ÓJ/ nr mint , block 
rdpi, mm/mc 

7000 Fair/ 

Cyrus One - ex, box, 
Cyrus One - (sr mint, nexte, mm! 

Cyrus Two6d and PSX - ex, grey, me, glom, 
Monos an Passive pre ex, wood 

Nail 1 - ex, phono 
A20 mit2 ex, top design and quality 

2x 50E irwiiublocItti and 33 pre - nr mint, Inc leads 
33 303 - ex, boxed 
R 980BX - nr mint 

g 
RB970BX - nr mint 

RTC950L nr mint pre with ilt in tuner 
.t 

RC850 - good condition 
2x 1-05M - ex, rare ond gorgeous'!! 

,eireekv, 
stands 

Su 
Atle% ep. blayk ash, with AE owoorerprint 

Howard - ex, mn 90k 
Kendal nr mint, in light ash 

standmou 
nd twin bass bargain! 

mAit5o.- t ste;t, 

rige ri 
huge 

HL Monitor 41, II - 1101 rY 
HB100 - vgc, superb 
103.2i.t- nr mint, boxed 

C 8 - nr mint 
Cantor - as, with stands 
733 ex, block 000rstgnder 

765i - nr mint boxed twin ss blacc  floorstonder 
763i - ex, block oorstan er 

Callas Gold ex, gorgeous mahogany 

Studio Monitor - Origino  Iwo stands - suit volve amps 
Studio I - age, foni transmission line 
505.2 - nr mint boned, block standmount 

Tu 
ed 

299 
149 
479 
199 
999 
749 
149 
249 
949 
249 
4 

Call for dia  
125 
179 
175 
125 
119 
149 
249 
495 
799 
199 

89 
89 
195 
175 
89 
279 
279 
125 
375 
125 
249 

377 
119 
119 
149 
129 

899 
79 
125 
149 
349 
225 
249 
329 
749 
1199 
225 
79 

Î7999 
199 

2495 
225 
149 
479 
149 
199 
149 
119 
119 

U99 
149 
349 

175 
125 
125 

747$ 

119 
149 
499 
99 

549 
195 

7 
199 
80 
129 
99 
149 
119 
649 
75 
199 
299 
75 

59 
79 

249 
59 
3 

99 
69 
89 

Call for details 
75 

199 
199 
599 
179 

Call 01325 241888 and don 't be frightened of the mac hi ne. 
If you want to pop in, we usua lly open the shop on ly on Saturdays, 
10 till 5, unless there's something better to do, so please please check 

before travelling! 

PART EXCHANGE A SPECIALITY 
Your equipment wanted for cash - best prices paid 

Weald Audio 
purveyors of esoteric & quality hi-fi components 
07966 267404 email coom@btinternet.com 
This months Delights 
Apogee Calipers( brand new,custom finish,ring !) £1895 
Apogee Duettas mk2 ( brand new custom finish ring!) £2995 
Accuphase dp801 cd transport ((6000!!) £1095 
Unison Research smart 845 monoblocks(the best) £2095 
Mark levinson no.23 pwr amp £2595 
Trichord pulsar one dac/pwr supply £595 
Mirage 1090i omni dir. Spkrs £495 
DPA Enlightenment pre/pwr(late chrome models) £795 
DPA dac (enlightenment upgrade) £195 
Roksan attessa dac/pwr supply £595 
Nakamichi CR I E 2 head tape deck £195 
Audiostatic E5200 e/stats £1395 
Notts Analogue Paragon Linear arm (very rare) £ 95 
Art Audio Quintet, 15 watts of valve loveliness! 

££614955 Conrad Johnson PF I Lpreamp 
Conrad Johnson P95 valve preamp £595 
Counterpoint SA12 valve hybrid (unbeatable!) £595 
Counterpoint SA20 valve hybrid ( more unbeatable!) £895 
Counterpoint DA I I E cd transport (philips cdm4) £495 
Krell KA -300i1 integrated ( 300 watts/channel!!) £2195 
Tube Technology Genesis valve monblocks (wow! )£ 1495 
DNM 3 box bats powered preamp. £695 
Grant GM200 valve monoblocks/preamp (012000) £1595 
Ray Lumley valve reference pre/pwr (chrome) £695 
Quad FM4 tuner(back from Quad this week) £225 
Meridian 601 dac/preamp (E2100) f695 
Meridian 602 cd transport £495 
Meridian 606 dac 
Aucholab 8000s remote amp ££345 345 
Krell 3001 integrated amp E I 295 
Similar high quality components always required,please 
ring or leave details via email,call us last we try harder! 

Low cost shipping available,demos by appointment on ly. 
We are currently 5 mins from j28/m25 

AUDIOJUMBLE 

2004  

ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI 
EQUIPMENT AT:- THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE. 

TONBRIDGE, KENT. 

SUNDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2004 

10.30AM - 4.30PM 

STALLS £25-00 ADMISSION £3-00 
9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00 

BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY 
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 

* VALVE AMPS * TUNERS * RECORDS * 

* SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS * 

* BOOKS * CASSETTE DECKS * C.D. PLAYERS * 

www.audiojumble.co.uk 
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SUSSEX SURPLUS 
Oak Farm, Goose Green Lane, Thakeham, West Sussex, RH20 

Telephone: 01798 817496 Fax: 01798 817560 

ECC8I MOLLARD 
ECC82 MALLARD 
ECC83 MULIARD 
M8162 MALLARD 
M8136 MALLARD 
M8137 MUM 
6V6G (RIMAR UK 
6V6G USA 
ECC31 MOLLARD 
ECC32 MALLARD 
ECC33 MALLARD 
ECC34 NULLARD 
ECC35 NULLARD 
EZ80 MALLARD 
EMI MALLARD 
E781 BRIIAAR 
E780 BRIMAR 
ECL86 TESA 
6166 CLEAR GEC 
2166 GREY GEC 
K166 SHOULDERED GEC 
KT6I GEC 
KI88 GEC 
0230 MALLARD 
6734 MOLLARD 
6232 «IMO 
G737 MALLARD 
6231 COSSOR 
EC(88 PHILIPS 
E88CC MULIARD 
(CAME MENS 
(137A MOLLARD 
EF86 MOLLARD 
EL34 NULLARD 
11.37 MOLLARD 
ELI 56 TELEEUNKEN 
018/20 GEC 
FW4-500 MOLLARD 
1614 GEC 
MI.6 GEC 
65N7 BRIMAR 
65N7 USA 
I2AX7 WAGE 
EDO MALLARD 
6X4 GEC 
5U4G GEC 

£8 
£12 
£35 
£8 

£18 
£41 
£22 
£15 
£35 

£100 
645 
£40 
£40 
£10 
£13 
£12 
£9 

£10 
£70 
£85 

£130 
£30 

£160 
£10 
£45 
£35 
£35 
£50 
£15 
£30 
£40 
£15 
£25 
£80 
£80 

£175 
£30 
£20 
f25 
£25 
£30 
£20 
£15 
£12 
£10 
£70 

5R4GY STC 
511E12 STC 
0042 GEC 
6080 USA 
616G USA 
61.66 STC 
5881 USA 
5881 RUSSIAN 
40331 SIC 
126117 (RIMAR 
6732 PHILIPS 
LS? GEC 
6550AGE USA 
5046E RCA 
6733 MULLIARD 
DET25 GEC 
EL84 MALLARD 
52255M SIC 
52254M SIC 
015 NO/DA 
163 GEC 
211 GE USA 
EL86 MOLLARD 
EF184 BRIM 
807 USA 

BLOCK PAPER CAPACITORS 
0.250F 1000V TCC 
0.101 30000 DUB 
0.1511F 1700V /CC 
0 I AF 5000V DUB 
101 1500V TCC 
0 SUE I OM TCC 
8UF 2CIOV FCC 
0 50F+0.25111 3SOV 
1201 350V DUB 
8UF 600V DUB 
801 1000V DUB 
0 SUE 800V TCC 
IUF 1500V OUB 
111F 600V DUB 
1UF 600V TCC 
4111 600V DUB 
4111 800V DUB 
401 10000 DUB 
4UF 1500V TCC 

025 2IJF 600V DUB 
£20 2UF 1000V FCC 
£15 
£10 
£30 
£45 
£35 
£8 

£125 
£12 
£25 
£60 
£35 
£20 
£30 

£125 
£10 
£15 
£15 
£10 
£15 

£125 
£10 
£5 

£10 

AXIAL CAPACITORS 
25UF 500V DUE 0/F 
.511F 5000 OUB 0/F 
.1UF 1000V DUB 0/F 
.25 LIF 500V IC( 0/F 
.1111 1500V TCC 0/F 
801 5000 HUNTS 
0 IUF 350V TCC 0/1 
0.011JF 1000V TCC 0/F 
0.2SUF SOOV PLESSEY 
0.5UF 350V TCC 0/F 
1.701 1000V SPRAIJGE 
1UF 4000 ICW POLY 
.68UF 400V ION POLY 
0.1111 2000V EIRIE 0/ 
0.220F 630V WINO 
1UF 400V WINO 
O 22111 400V MALLARD 

CHOKES 
20H 120MA PARM 0/F 
10H 250MA PARM 0/F 
10H 150MA PORN 0/1 

£15 10H 120MA PAW 0/f 
£20 10H 100MA PARM 0/F 
£10 5 H 500MA PORN 0/F 
£20 5 H 250MA PUPA 0/F 
£10 5 H 18076A PARM 0/F 
£15 511 100MA PARM 0/F 
6/0 SOH 50MA PARM 0/F 
£7 2 H 300MA PLESSEY 0/F 

£12 611 250MA PLESSEY 0/F 
GIs 16H 30MA PLESSEY 0/F 
£20 458 SMA PLESSEY 0/F 
615 10H 110MA VARNISHED 
£18 5 H 250MA VARNISHED 
£8 20H 120MA VARNISHED 

212 10H ISOMA VARNISHED 
£10 10H 75MA VARNISHED 
£15 16H 120MA VARNISHED 
£18 SOH 25MA POTTED 
£20 15H 120MA POTTED 

GO 
£12 

£10 
£10 
£10 
Go 
£6 
£4 
£5 
£3 
£5 
fS 
£5 
£3 
£3 

610 
£3 
£2 
£3 

£50 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
650 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£20 
635 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£30 
£45 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£45 
£40 

TRANSFORMERS 
PAPAW 0/I 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SE0DNDARYS 
38(-0-380 I76MA FWR 
15C-0 150 NI FWR 
3 1-0-3.2 30 (x2) 
6 40 2.3A (x2) 
3.2-0-3.2 1.2A £60 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
500-450-0450-500 240MA £40 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
3500350 200MA 
0250 400MA 
0-6 3 3A 05 3A 
0-6 3 26 

PLESSEY 0/F 
PRIMARY 110-230 SOCS SCRN 
SE CONDARYS 
365-0365 21576A 
57057 60MA 
6 5 30 6 5 30 6 5 28 
6 5 400MA 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARTS 
400-350-0350-400 150MA 
4003500-350-400 250MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-400-3500-350400450 
380MA DC ( CH) 
240MA DC (CD) 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONCARYS 
350300-0-300353 120MA 
CON- 4 -6.3 - 3A 
COM- 4 - 5 - 3A 

£60 (OM- 4 -6.3 - 4A 

650 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 50SC SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
275-0-275 40MA 
6 4 600MA 6520 £50 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
225-0115 100PAA 
6.4 1 SA 

PARMECO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-4C00-400-450 120MA 
COM- 4 - 5- 3A 
COM 4 -6 3 3A 
COM- 4- 6 3 — SA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONOARYS 
150-0-150 89MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONJARYS 

£50 4003500-350400 60MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200250 SOCS URN 
SECONDARYS 
450-400-0400-450 250MA 

£60 (OM- 4 -6.3 - 40 ( x2) 
(OM- 4 -S -3A 
CON- 4 -6.3 — 3A £125 

695 

£95 

£95 

£40 

£53 

GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
3503000-300-350 100MA 
6.3 IA 6.3 3A 
0-5-6.3 2A 660 
GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
3504350 70MA 
3.1503.15 3.511 
70010MA £60 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
(OM- 4 - 5 -6 3 -30 (x2) £45 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
CON -4 - 5 -6 3 3A 
(OM -4 -5 3A 
(OM -4 -6 3 3A 1x2) £55 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
0-2.5-5-6.3 2A (x4) £60 

P&P £5 PER ORDER TRANSFORMERS AND OVERSEAS POSTAGE AT COST 
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 

b...DCAHO 

Mire Connoisseur ,kudio 
VISA 

CALL FOR GREAT DEALS ON 'EX-DEM' AND 'B' STOCK ITEMS! 

Choose From: 
AUDIO ANALOGUE * AUDIO PHYSIC * CROFT BLUENOTE * DIAPASON * 

DYNAVECTOR * EAR * FINAL * GRAAF * LYRA * OPERA * PATHOS ACOUSTICS 

STAX * SUMIKO * TRIANGLE * UNISON RESEARCH * AUDUSA* ANALYSIS PLUS 

ECOSSE * KEMP ELEKTRONICS * PS AUDIO *AUDIOPAX 

MANLEY LABS * CLEARLIGHT * ASPEKT RDC * PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES 

* * * * * OUR GUARANTEE * * * * * 

• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT 

6 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT 

• CUSTOMER CARE- BEFORE & AFTER YOU BUY 

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk  

Tel: 0845-166-1249 

info@connoisseuraudio.co.uk 

MAXIMISE YOUR PREVIOUS INVESTMENT WITH OUR UNBEATABLE PART 

EXCHANGES 

• 
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Oxford Audio 
Consultants Ltd. 

OUR St l'ER11 SERVICE IS THE SAME REGARDLESS OF PRICE 
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Ex-Demonstration & Previously Owned Equipment 

SALE LIST 
Krell FPB200 power amp £3995 SH 

Audio Physic Calderas P.O.A. SH 

Musical Fidelity Nuvista power amp £1795 SH 

Magneplanar MG1.4 speakers £ 395 SH 

Nairn 282 our dem model £2150 XD 

Naim Supercap £2150 XD 
Transparent Reference XL bal interconnect & speaker cable P.O.A. SH 

Krell KAV300iL £2495 SH 

Sim 2 HT300 projector ex dem £5995 XD 

NA1M XPS 2 £1795 XD 

Naim NAP250.2 power amp £1795 XD 

Krell FPB200c power amp £4995 SH 

Martin Logan CLSIlz mint P.O.A. 

Tag McLaren T32 tuner with DAB module £1495 XD 

Audio Analogue Bellini preamp £ 295 SH 

Tag McLaren DVD32R DVD Player ex dem £2995 XD 

Naim NAP180 power amp mint £ 695 XD 

Denon DV5000 DVD Player £ 795 SH 

Onkyo TX DS 989 AV amplifie £1295 SH 

Krell FPB600 £6795 SH 

Wilson System 6.1 Ferrari Grey £9995 SH 

Krell 250p preamplifier £1295 SH 

LICS Delius £2500 SH 

Martin Logan Aeon ex dem £2295 XD 

Graaf 135 preamplifier £1695 SH 

Onkyo Integra system - our dem models £5995 XD 
Veritas P400 Pimer Amplifier as new 4: I ( g)5 XD 

SH - Second Hand XD - EX Demonstration 

0% interest free credit 
Licensed Credit Broker 

REFER TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE LATEST UPDATED SALE LIST. 

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE 
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS 

Cantay House, Park End Street 

Oxford OXI 1,11) 

eel4N I it\ I M 1/4 Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879 
Ç.....__.).2.1 ,,.. -,,,..,,..;..-...;• Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665 

E-MAIL: oxford.aijdio@htinternet.com 

WEBSITE: mu u.oxfi)rdatidio.co.uk 

V.A.T. No. 
729580013 

TEL/FAX 
0121 747 4246 

CENTRAL 

QUALITY USED 
EQUIPMENT, 

BOUGHT, SOLD, 
PART EXCHANGE 

URGENTLY REQUIRED 
LINN, NAIM, 

MERIDIAN, QUAD, 
CASH WAITING 

ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR I MTR EX DEM 

ADVANTAGE A300 POVVERAMP 

ALOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO 

ARCAM FMJ A32 

ATC 20ASL ACTIVE ROSEWOOD 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 

AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE 

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL NEW 

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X 

BEL CANTO EVO2 

BOULDER 1012 DAC PRE PHONO 

BURMESTER 935 MK 2 WITH MC PHONO 

BURMESTER 001 CD 

BURMESTER 956 MK 2 

CHORD CPA 3200 E 

CLEARAUDIO REFERENCETQl.SIGNATURE, 

ACCURATE P/S,6STREAM 9600 

CLEARAUDIO MAGIX EQUIPMENT SUPPORT 4 AVAILABLE 175 

COPLAND CSA 14 1530 

HOVLAND HP-100 + WC PHONO 5750 

HOVLAND HP-100 LINE ONLY 4750 

HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP 7000 

HOVLAND RADIA 7995 

KRELL KPS 28C 9030 

KRELL KAV 300IL 3698 

LUXMAN K-351 CASSE I I E DECK N/A 

LINN KOLEKTOR PRE 550 

MARANTZ 63KI SIG MK2 500 

MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM 3500 

MARANTZ CD17 KI SIG MK11 1200 

MARTIN LOGAN SL3 3400 

MARK LEVINSON NO 37 TRANSPORT 4500 

MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC 4000 

MERIDIAN 561 3200 

MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT MK11 1400 

MERIDIAN 518 900 

MICHELL GYRO BRONZE NO ARM 1184 

MICHELL QC P/S 440 

MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD 3000 

MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S 200 

NAIM 140 750 

NAIM HICAP 750 

NAIM CD5 1200 

NAIM 62 M/M PHONO OLIVE CASE 400 

NAIM HEADLINE 275 

NAIM CD2 2000 

NAIM 102 1400 

NAIM 72 N/A 

ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION 9500 

PRIMARE D30.2 CD 1680 

PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY 2500 

SME 10 SERIES 1V ARM SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE 5000 

SOUND LAB MILLENIUM 3 8295 

SPECTRAL DMC 10 PREAMP 2000 

SPECTRAL DMA100S POWERAMP 4750 

SPECTRAL DMC12S PREAMP 4750 

SPECTRAL MIT 330 I MTR INTERCONNECT 2 AVAILABLE 500 

SPECTRAL MIT 770 II 25FT SPEAKER CABLE 3500 

SUGDEN SAU51 PRE N/A 

SUGDEN MASTERCLASS PRE 2300 

SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER 33(X) 

TEAC Ti TRANSPORT 600 

THETA PRO GENY 1100 

VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION HYBRID 06 MTR 160 

VERITAS P400 3000 

WADIA 861B 2 WEEKS OLD 6000 

RRP 
815 

2600 

2765 

1200 

5600 

3500 

8500 

8275 

4000 

3000 

12950 

4000 

95() 

6500 

4800 

NOW £ 
595 

995 

1395 

750 

2495 

1795 

2995 

5795 

2495 

1995 

7995 

2295 

4995 

3795 

2695 

5995 

95 

695 

3995 

3295 

4495 

5995 

5995 

2495 

195 

350 

195 

2295 

695 

1695 

2695 

1495 

1495 

595 

450 

495 

295 

1995 

695 

395 

550 

795 

150 

150 

795 

595 

350 

3995 

995 

1795 

2995 

4995 

795 

2795 

2795 

295 

1995 

295 

1495 

2295 

350 

495 

95 

1495 

4495 

OPEN MON-SUN 10.00 TO 8.00 
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk. 
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk 

ALSO AGENTS FOR 

Advantage. Balanced audio technologies. Boulder. Burmester. 
Egleston. Hovland.Kharma. Lumley. Pass labs. Sound lab. VTL. 
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-es'e Heatherdale "eim.ea 
eaudio limited 

NEATNEROALE PRE-OWNE0 GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

SPEAKERS 
CŒ6 

£7995 
£995 
£95 

ET0.11,,4 Stande,u bert,, 5, Speakers £140 
Elokx MOrIttlX I II £95 
Pew' Salon SkTceIS E. Dena Black Gloss Rosewrincd Sède Peels(£15995) ce ogler b £5935 
Reel SOxia Spelaves Ex Deno Brock GICISS Roseheod SedePanels(£10495)ce ogler Ice £7995 
Teac IS-57 Satellite Speakers £50 
Orchid LWO Speakers E> Demo £2495 
Epos ES12 Speakers £375 
BxW CDM1 Speakers £350 
B•W Cdm1 Speakers 
B.W matrix 1 Speakers EU 
Mirage M3 SI Speakers £1495 
Mission 782 (Stand Mount Mode(( ( Black Ash) Just Reduced From £250 £150 
Audio Physics tempo speaker £995 
Revel Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2 Sub 15S £5995 
Ella> Symphony floor standing speakers £99 
Orchid PLLI Speakers o demo £3495 

PRIM 
Nan Nao 92 Pre Amp £350 
Mai k Levinson 101380s Pe Amp £3995 
Mark Levinson ML380 Pre Amp £3495 
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp & Power Supply Just Reduced from £900 £650 
boom GOP 450 Tuner re-Amp £350 

202 Findon Road, Worthing. WEST Sussex. BN14 OEJ 
TeL 01903-872288 or (offer hours) 07860 660001 Fax. 01903-872234 

neatherdaleehifi-stereo.com //www.hifi-stereo.com 

AMPLIFIERS 
112 AE Power Amp 

Mark Levinson Ret 33 Mono Blocks Ex Demo 
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks 
Krell OSA 50s Power Amp 
Audio Research D130 Power Amp 
Lerdek Integrated Amp rare classic 
Mendel 605 Mono Blocks 
Revox 13250S Integrated Amp 
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps With MF3a Pre Amp 8 Psu 
Nan NAP 9013 power amp 
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2 Sub 155 
Aurlonote Noro Mono amps 
Nakanchl PA 5 Stasis Power Amp Cost New £1150 
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp 

Mark Leenson Reference 315 transport with ML33 6 
PAC mint condition boxed 

£1595 
£17995 
£2995 
£2195 
£1295 
£495 
£995 
£375 
£995 
£695 

£5995 
£5995 
£695 
£350 

£1995 

PO A 

eltitglir(ttoi 2nktr pairinterconnect £1650 
Shunyata Ex Perna 1m Aries rta interconnects with locking connectors 
normal retail £650 our price £425 
Shunyala Ex Demo 1 5 Aries rca interconnects with lockang connectors 
normal retail DM our price £495 
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker CAV Spades with locking conneors normal retail £1500 
our price £995 
Totem Model 1 Stands New Unused £250 
Transparent 1 5 mtr digital interconnect £195 

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER A MICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE 

Pioneer Elite DVD/CDAIrdeo Cc player Region 1 DUD 
Yamaha DOD Player 5795 
Reads H11 Cassette Deck 
NakarnKhi Tri-Tracer 1000 Cassette Deck 
Nakamechi 680 3 Head Cassette Deck 
Salsa, TU-5990 Tuner 
tilta,d,oital4 ZHGelldli,ntr Balanced Interconnect 

lmtr Kondo Ksl rpolnrerconnect ( Normal Price £2000) 
Yamaha Cl-010 Alen] Tuner 
Nakanuch,bx2 cassette deck 
5 mir hovland Si- wire speaker cable 
Stu £6007 omega ref (SR117 head phone 8 SRMOOlt dual triodel Norrnal Relati £2995 
Audionote kontlo) 3mi pair SPZ speaker cable 
Audio Note Iliondol ksil-LP Silver htz Interconnect I mtr pair 

11'3119 119M 91PlaillAillil £245 
A'ud'ax Note ANS7r Transformer £2995 
Audio Note M7 Phono Stage £2995 

Ft: Unused BARGAIN g KI 
Koelsu Unishl Gold Unused BARGAIN £PÇA 
Michell pyroded with oc power supply £995 
Lumley straosphere turntable (gold poled) vath dedicated stand & large power supply £2995 
Verde, Ebony Wood arm Pearl Normal Retail £1300 £425 
Onofon Jubifee Cartridge £995 

Studio Dac 

I 
95 

£6 
£145 
£375 
£395 
£395 
£55 
£275 
£850 
£995 
C125 
£195 
£600 
£1995 
£1995 
£B50 

£850 
Musical FIcellty Mac HDCD £150 
CEC OX5 , MO? DUC eni, CEC 1151 Tre,nn,1 NEW 72295 
GEC DX' ..x..? I rkiV. 

Other services available. See in store D. Finance. Conditions Apply. See in store 

VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - AMEX - DINERS CLUB WELCOME. 
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW & USED STOCK ond buy In for cash 

www.soundsexpensive.com 
Hi-Fi & Audio Consultants, Sales and Service 

Buy What Hi Fi's Award 
winners at the cheapest prices! 

ALON NAPOLEON  
SYSTEM  

I referred last time to the superb Alon Lotus Elite, but at 
£4.4k, they are not cheap (see review Hi-Fi+ issue 25). 
The Lotus Elite Signature with alnico magnets in all dri-
vers will be reviewed shortly (£8k). But the tiny Alon 
Napoleon Satellite speakers cost only £300 each, and com-
bined with the Alon Thunderbolt subwoofer (£ 1800) make 
up a superb stereo system for £2.4k, and can be expanded 
to a multichannel setup. Also works well with new AVI 
laboratory front end! 

So do phone for demo or visit www.enjoythemusic.corn 
and www.alonbyacarian.com. 

SALE OF EX-DEMO/P.E. EQUIPMENT  
ATC 20SL (PERFECT) + STANDS £1300 
ATC SCM50 PASSIVE (BLACK) £2500 

AVI PRE + 2 MONOBLOCKS 
££61450(0) INFINITY PRELUDE MTS SPEAKERS (8K) 

ALON LOTUS ELITE (NEW) (£4.4K) £3500 
(TO MAKE WAY FOR SIGNATURE) 

ESLAB DX-S4 DIGITAL POWER AMP (2.5K GOLD) £1200 
ALON LOTUS (FOR VALVE AMPS) SPEAKERS £1200 
RUARK SOLSTICE SPEAKERS (OAK-£4K+) £2000 
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC4.7 PRE + AW60 POWER £1800 
IAS BEAULIEU SPEAKERS (BEST WITH VALVE AMPS) 
3 WAY LARGE SPEAKERS £500 

\T 'audio Hl-F1 Consultants 
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ 

Tel/Fax 0117 968 6005 

IAN HARRISON HI-FI TEL: 01283 702875 
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY 

MASSIVE NEW YEAR SALE 
TRADE IN YOUR OU) MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 8i SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP. 

CARTRIDGES & STYLI 

DENON 

SHURE 

AUDIO TECHNICA 

GOLDRING 

SUMIKO 

TRes-
FIGURATION 

LONDON (DECCA) 

GRADO 

ORTOFON 

RESON 

CLEAR AUDIO 

KOE7SU 

SHUN MOOK 

HIFI FURNITURE 

OPTIMUM 
ASH DESIGN 
APOLLO 
SOUND STYLE 
SOUND 
ORGANISATION 
ALPHASON 

CABLES 

BLACK RHODIUM 
TRANSPARENT 
QED 
ORTOF-ON 
NORDOST 
ARGENTO 
AUDIO 
SUPRA 

TONEARMS TURNTABLES 

GELeJ-IAM 

MOTH 

CLEAR AUDIO 

HADCOCK 

MICHELL 

MICHELL 

CLEAR AUDIO 

CD PLAYERS 

SONY 
CRFEK 

HEADPHONES 

STAX 

SENNHEISER 

SONY 

AKG 

GRADO 

AUDIO-

TECHNICA 

OAT 

TASCAM 
SONY 

CASSETTE DECKS 

PIONEER 

SONY 

MINI DISC 

SONY 

TUNERS 

SONY 

CREEK 

DVD 

SONY 

PHONO STAGES 

TRICHORD 
MOTH 
CREEK 
NAD 
EAR 
TOM EVANS 
CLEAR AUDIO 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

ELAC 
SONY 
HARBETH 
CABASSE 
SHUN MOOK 
EPOS 

AMPLIFIERS 

CREEK 
HALCRO 
MOTH 
CAT 
GAMUT 
ALOIA 
EAR 
AUDIO VALVE 
ACCUS TIC ARTS 
GRAAF 

Cr"-- ------7 1111111Fefflffl 
»Ili News Cartridge Alignment Gauge £5 Audio Technlea Stylus 

NH News Test Record & Cleaning Fluid £5 

Alignment Gauge £15 Clearaudio Carbon Fibre Record 

Shure SFG/2 Tracking Force Gauge £25 Cleaning Brush £14  

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. 
ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW EL BOXED WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES. 

NO EX. DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS. GOODS ARE NOT 
SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE 

OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES. 
SUPPLIER OF HIFI PRODUCTS .4 ACCESSORIES SINCE 1986 

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON 
DERBY, DE65 6GQ. TEL: 01283 702875. 9am - 9 m INCLUDING SUNÔAYS. 
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diverse vó 
10 charles st newport south wales np20 iju 
01633 259661/256261 salesediversevinyl.com 

BEST SELLERS OF 2003 
Belle & Sebastian 

Blur 

British Sea Power 

Calexico 

Cardigans 

Daniel Lanios 

Dusty Springfield 

Eels 

Elvis Costello 

Frank Black & Catholics 

Grandaddy 

Jayhawks 

Johnny Cash 

Kings Of Leon 

Laura Cantrell 

Lucinda Williams 

Massive Attack 

Pink Floyd 

Red Hot Chilli Peppers 

Richard Thompson 

Steely Dan 

Television 

The Beatles 

The Coral 

The Darkness 

The Thorns 

The Thrills 

Turin Breaks 

White Stripes 

Dear Catastrophe Waitress 

Think Tank 

The Decline Of 

Feast Of Wire 

Long Gone Before Daylight 

Shine 

Dusty In Memphis 

Shootenany 

North 

Show Me Your Tears 

Someday 

Rainy Day Music 

American 4: Man Comes Around 

Youth And Young Manhood 

When The Roses Bloom Again 

World Without Tears 

100th Window 

Dark Side - 30th Anniversary 

By The Way 

The Old Kit Bag 

Everything Must Go 

Marquee Moon 

Let It Be Naked 

Magic & Medicine 

Permission To Land 

The Thorns 

So Much For The City 

Ether Song 

Elephant 

£12.90 

£18.90 

£12.90 

£10.90 

£15.90 

£14.90 

£15.90 

£14.90 

£15.90 

£15.90 

£14.90 

£16.90 

£15.90 

£11.90 

£16.90 

£16.90 

£18.90 

£15.90 

£14.90 

£21.90 

£16.90 

£15.90 

£18.90 

£13.90 

£12.90 

£11.90 

£15.90 

£18.90 

£13.90 

NEW RELEASES FOR DEC 2003 and JAN 2004 
Al Green I Can't Stop 

Alicia Keys The Diary Of Alicia Keys 

Bob Dylan John Wesley Harding (Mono) 

Cassandra Wilson Glamoured 

Pink Try This 

Rage Against The Machine Live At The Grand Olympic 

REM 

Ryan Adams 

Red Hot Chili Peppers 

In Time - The Best Of - LTD 2LP 

Love Is Hell 

Greatest Hits 

£15.90 

£14.90 

£16.90 

£TBC 

£14.90 

£16.90 

£29.90 

£19.90 

£TBC 

NEW ON DIVERSE RECORDS/REAL WORLD RECORDS 

Adrian Sherwood - Never Trust A Hippy £19.90 (out now) 
Dolly Varden - Dumbest Magnets (2004) 

DIVERSE VINYL WISHES ALL HI Fl WORLD READERS 
A HAPPY AND MUSICAL NEW YEAR! 

DISCO ANTI STAT LP CLEANER 

Probably the most economical LP cleaning device on 

the market 

Only £41.95 

Call fcr details 

Call for a catalogue of over 3500 

brand new LPs, or visit 

www.diversevinyl.com 

iLt listenin 
r()0111 

SALE LIST 

KRELL KAV 500i Int Amp 

YRUS DVD7 

YRUS 5 AMPLIFIER 

YRUS 7 AMP 

YRUS AV MASTER - PROCESSOR 

PRICE NEW 

f4,995.00 

£1,000.00 

£500.00 

£100.00 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS16 PRE AMP - BLK £3,500.00 

ARCAM DV88 DVD PLAYER £1,000.00 

ARCAM DIVA A75 AMP £410.00 

ARCAM ALPHA 7R AMP £280.00 

ARCAM FM) 422 Inc DAVE AC3/DTS processor £ 1,850.00 

TAG MCLAREN DPA32R ( Digital pre Inc DAB) £ 1,990.00 

TAG MCLAREN 5R - 5 CHANNEL POWER AMP £2,995.00 

MARTIN LOGAN AEON £3,148.00 

MARTIN LOGAN SCENARIO £2,498.00 

CELESTION CI - Compact speakers £ 199.00 

CELESTION - Cl - Floorstanders £499.00 

LINN MAJIK - INT AMP £650.00 

LINN KAIRN - PRE AMP £1,400.00 

INN 5140 - fLOORSTANDE RS approx. £2,400.00 
INN KABE RS - BLK 

MERIDIAN 556 - 2 CH POWER AMP £995.00 

MERIDIAN 596 £2,150.00 

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player smartlink (as new) £3,195.00 

MERIDIAN 561 Surround Controller £,995.00 

MERIDIAN 562v.2 Controller £ 1,500.00 

MERIDIAN 556 Power amp £995.00 

MERIDIAN 588 CD £2,100.00 

MERIDIAN 507 CD £1,195.00 

MERIDIAN 568.2 mm Smartlink ( as new) £4,305.00 

VIENNA BEETHOVEN Speaker (Beech) £2,500.00 

VIENNA MOZART Speakers (Beech) £ 1,500.00 

VIENNA WALTZ centre Speaker (Beech) £500.00 

VIENNA MAHLER £5000.00 

PROCEED AVP PROCESSOR. VGC/LIGHT USE £4,100.00 

PROCEED PM DT DVD PLAYER. VGC/LIGHT USE £5,495.00 

MUSICAL FIDE LTY XA I OOR - INT AMP £900.00 

MISSION 780 - ROSEWOOD £300.00 

MISSION 783 - BEECH ( Good condition) £ 1,000.00 
MISSION 78 AS Active sub (new) £700.00 

MISSION 773 E (new) £399.00 

ROTE L RB985 5 Channel amp (new) £599.00 

NAKAMICH MB 1 0 5-disc multi CD £500.00 

RE DROSE Valve system (amp & speakers) I yr old £ 10,000.00 

SALE PRICE 
£2,295.00 

£599.00 

£329.00 D 

£419.00 D 

£100.00 

f2,195.00 

£619.00 D 

£309.00 

£189.00 

£999.00 

£1,189.00 

£1,799.00 

£2,195.00 

£1,629.00 

£114.00 

£299.00 

£399.00 

£595.00 

£199.00 

£395.00 

£649.00 

£1,925.00 

£2,395.00 

£2,095.00 

£995.00 

£595.00 

£1,495.00 

£819.00 

£2,995.00 

£1,495.00 

£995.00 

£350.00 

£2995.00 

£2,579.00 

£2,995.00 

£599.00 

£219.00 

£599.00 

£450.00 

£199.00 

£349.00 

£200.00 

£3,995.00 

Hi-Fi Multiroom and home cinema 

PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE 
FOR LATEST OFFERS! 

THE LISTENING ROOMS LTD 

161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SVV5 OUJ 
TEL: 020- 7244 7750/59 FAX: 020 - 7370 0192 

www.thelisteningrooms.com 
E-mail: dr@btclick.com Mon-Sat 10-6pm 
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private ads 
Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly nnsecutive 
insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

f 

I » I 

WORLD 
cc computer audio 

SPECIAL OFFER - Book a Private Classified Advert - Get One FREE! 
Plus one months FREE Internet advert. See Page 129 for order form 

This offer is only open to Private Classified advertisers 

AVI PRE-AMP, stereo power 
£475.Trichord Genesis CD 
£275.Teac VDRS I OSE £300. 
Primare A2011 integrated £300. 
Wanted: Lescon Cylinder 
power, Pioneer SA9900 amp, 
Target R I -R2 speaker stands. 
Tel: 01226 710 605 or 0777 
927 4655 (Feb(I) 

CD TEAC VDRS transport TDI 
DAC boxed £600 ovno. May 
split. Tel: Mark 020 8547 2397 
or 01959 572030 (Feb(I) 

EXPOSURE POWER Supply VI, 
dual pre-amp VI 1, power-amp 
VIII £675. Michell Focus One 
deck £475. Nakamichi BX2 tape 

deck £ 160. Linn Sara speakers 
with metal stands £325. 

Lowther Classic speakers - 
offers.Tel: 01202 512 915 
(Bournemouth) (Feb(I) 

AVANTGARDE UNO Horn 
loudspeaker £3500. Musical 

Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD 
Super Audio CD player, 
mint, boxed, £3000.Tel: 020 
8531 5979 or 07903 265205 
(Mar(I) 

MARANTZ 6000 K1 Sig (350), 
hardwired Kimber Powercord, 
Schottky retification (200), 

Clock 4/ N/C power supply 
(380),Trichord digital output 
board (390),Audiocom regula-
tors, Blackgate/Oscon decou-
pling caps etc (290) £ 1050.Tel: 
0151 608 4481 (Wirral) (Feb(I) 

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES 
P- IA Correction Engine, 
Perpetual Technologies P-3A 
DAC, Monolithic power supply 
for the above items. All boxed 
with operating instructions. 
£1200.Tel: 01525 861 346 
(Beds) (Feb(I) 

AUDIO PHYSIC Avanti III 
speakers, cherrywood, boxed, 
mint condition, as new. 

Stereophile Class A product. 
Less than half price. £3300.Tel: 
020 8363 4963 or 0797 312 
8355 (North London) (Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 

£550 includes FREE Deltec 

DAC. Musical Fidelity StudioT 

power amp £ 100. Audio 

Technica ATH-W1OVTG head-

phones £ 150. MF X-Cans Mk 1 

£80. No Offers. Tel: 020 8249 

8877 (Feb(I) 

WADIA 301 CD player, little 

used and as new with box and 

manual. £2450 (£3650).Tel: 

01202 767 873 (Dorset) (Feb(I) 

KRELL KRS- I A pre ampli-
fiers, 4 aluminium blocks, 
cost £ 10,000, £ 3500. Reevox 
Agora-B active loudspeakers 
200W, £ 1000 Apogee 
Scintilla ribbon active speak-

ers 200VV, £ 1030. Marantz 
MA-22 mono amplifiers, 4 
off, £ 1000. Marantz CD 23 

DAF, £2000. Te • 020 8459 
7539 ( Feb(1) 

LOVVTHER ACOUSTAS, new 

foams £295. Wharfedale E70's, 

rosewood £ 150.Wharfedale 

E30's £30.Wharfedale Dovedale 

III £ 100. Celestion Ditton 44's 

£100. Leak Stereo 20 £225. 

Pioneer TX 7500 tuner £50.Tel: 

01744 755 434 (Feb(I) 

KEF Q80 speakers (black) 

£150. Pioneer FD75 Reference 

CD player £200.Audiolab 

8000A amplifier £200. Mission 

754F speakers £600. 2x Sm 

Cabletalk 3.1 bi-wire £25.Tel: 

01407 762 863 (Feb(I) 

NAIM HI- F1 System Sale, CD2 

CD player, NAC 82 pre-amp, 

Hi-Cap power supply. NAP 250 

power amp, SBL loudspeakers 

(cherry), QLN Projekt equip-

ment rack (cherry). Complete 

system purchased new from 

Grahams HI- F1 in December 

1997. Mint condition, very low 

usage, boxed with manuals. Sell 

complete for £5900.Tel: Mark 

01708 224 319 (Essex) or 

07813 332301 (mobile) (Feb(I) 

WANTED: CROFT Micro II 
special pre-amp or similar. Tel: 
evenings 01292 269 477 (Feb(I) 

TONEARM SAEC WE308L, 

boxed, unused £700 (£2200). 
Aurios Isolation Bearings, new, 
boxed £90 (£201). C9 Carver 
Sonic Hologram Generator, 
offers, includes manual.Tel: 
Wayne 029 20 369 052 or 
Email: Ilyndes@hotmail.com 
(Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 508 24 bit CD play-
er £850.Townsend Rock 
tu-ntable, Mk2, Excalibur arm, 
Merlin power supply, plinth and 

lid. Needs some attention. £ 150 
the lot.Tel: 01895 421850 or 
0771 8765 988 or Email: 
bmphook@aol.com (Feb(I) 

JR 149 SPEAKERS. Original 
condition. No repairs, mods or 
damage Owned from new. 
Wooden teak tops. New foam 
fitted and in good working 
order, £270 ono.Tel: 01455 613 
248 (Feb(I) 

LUMLEY MONITOR Reg 2 
Signatures on M.A.F. stands, 
£1200. Orchid Orchaidis dual 
monoblock RC750A Class A 
amp, 350 watts per channel, 
power and finesse, £2100. New 
£5500.Tel: 01530 272 801 

(Feb(I) 

SONY TAP 9000ES multi chan-
nel pre amplifier in gold, boxed 
ard in exceptional condition, 
£400. Tel: 0151 425 4142 (Feb(I) 

CABLES, 2m KIMBER 4TC and 
8TC £200 (£390). 6m Chord 
Flatline biwire gold £ 110 
(£225). 2x I m Chord Solid 
intercolnects £50 each. 
Excellent condition.Tel: 0151 
425 4142 (Feb(I) 

EPOS MI5 speakers, light cher-
ry, as new £595. Linn Sondek 
LP I 2 Valhalla Ittok LVII, good 
condition £495. Sumiko Blue 

Point special MC cartridge, very 
low use £ 180.All boxed.Tel: 
01484 307 096 (Feb(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR pre-
amp, cossetted, perfect condi-
tion, boxed, £280. Sony JA3OES 

MiniDisc player, mint, £90.Tel: 
01752 773 369 (Feb(I) 

PINK TRIANGLE Da Capo + 
D.C. £ 1400 ono. Philips CD 

850,Trichord Clock 3 £ 120. 
Buyer collects, cash only, will 
demo, all mint.Tel: 0 I 15 927 

1273 after 5pm (Feb) 

SHANLING CDT100 valve CD 
player, rave reviews, 12 months 
old, mint £ 1195. Sonus Faber 

Grand Piano-Home floorstand-
ing speakers, piano-black, mint 
£ I I 95.Wanted: Burmester 
amplifiers + Oracle Delphi 
turntable.Tel: 01604 584 630 or 

07808 096684 (Northampton) 
(Feb(I) 

UNISON RESEARCH Simply 

Four T amplifier, rare triode 
version, boxed with instruc-
tions, superb £ I 050.AR Legend 
turntable £ 120. Rotel RCD 865 
£100.Target 4 tier rack £80.Tel: 
01977 732 606 (Yorkshire) 

(Feb(I) 

REVOX G36 tape recorder, 2 
track, perfect condition, excel-
lent sound, very clean £ 199.Tel: 
01933 678 251 (Feb(I) 

MERIDIAN 557 power amp 

£850. Counterpoint SA12 tube 
mosfet power amp £250. Linn 

LK1 plus Dirak phono stage 

not working otherwise ok 

£ I 50.Tel: 01296 747 176 or 
07855 899 478 (Feb(I) 

THORENS TDI25 Mk2, 
SME3009, Shure VI 5,Thorens 
plinth, includes manuals £200. 
Tel: 0141 942 0133 (Feb(I) 

QUAD CD-P Player cost 
£1000, £550 ono new boxed. 
ATCSCM I 2 speakers, one year 

old, boxed £550 ono. Quad I I L 
speakers £250. Quad ESL 57 

electrostatic speakers, good 
condition £250.Tel: 020 7282 

8996 or 020 7282 8830 (Feb(I) 
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5 MINS FROM M25 

RECORD DECKS 

HELIOS ARM MKI 

LINN SONDEK BASIC PLUS MAHOGANY 

LINN LPI2 CIRKUS BEARING. LINGO PSU. ITTOK 

LVII TONE ARM - MINT 

ROKSAN XERXES. SME CUT 

AUDIONOTE TT I . ORIGIN LIVE RB300 

SYSTEM DECK WITH LINN LVX ARM 

THORENS TD150 

PIONEER PLA35 

PRE-AMPS 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 LINE PRE 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS LI - VGC 

BURMISTER GERMAN QUALITY BOXED 

RAPPAPORT 

GATE VALVE PRE NEW 

HAELER PRE 

MATISSE ATOM LINE VALVE PRE-AMP 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 - MINT COND. 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 MONO BLOCS 
BEARD EXPORT MODEL P80 

CONRAD JOHNSON MV55 - VGC 

DYNATFtON PAIR LF11) & LF10a - VGC 

ROGERS CADET II CHASSIS WITH PRE. 

ROGERS CADET III Nol 

ROGERS CADET III No2 

SCOTT INTERGRATED VALVE AMP 

AUDION STERLING ELM STEREO CHROME 

ROGERS CADET III CHASSIS PRE a POWER 

ROGERS RAVENSFIROOK 

ROGERS CADET II CHASSIS WITH PRE. 
ROGERS JUNIOR ELM I XO/PUT XEMR SWAP 

ROGERS MASTER EXCELLENT 

£150.00 

£PHONE 

£1.099.00 

£299-00 

£650-00 
£19900 

£70-00 

£55-(al 

£750.00£  
199.00 

£399.00 

£2504111) 

£649-00£  
120-00 

£499.01) 

£1.59900 

61099.00 
£49900 

£599.01) 

£49.00 

£19940)£  
150-00 

£150-00 

£299.00 

£499-00 

E225-00 

£75-(X) 

199-00 

8199-00 

£599-00 

MATRIX HI-FI 
QUAD 303 

QUAD 303/33 COMBINAFION - VGC 

GATES 31:0/3 PUSH PULL SEE WEB 

VAA70MKII - ELM PUSH PULL INTERGRATED 

ARION ELECKTRA 

SHANGLING POWER AMPS (SEE WEB SITE) 

TUNERS, CASSETTE DECKS ETC. 

YAMAHA TC-1400GL WEDGE CASS. DECK 

YAMAHA KX480 CASSETTE DECK 

YAMAHA KX500 CASSETTE DECK 

YAMAHA CT710 TUNER 

CD/HDCD/SACD/DVD PLAYERS 

TOM EVANS EICOS PRECISION CD WITH SEPERATE 

POWER SUPPLY - AWESOME 

MICROMEGA DRIVE 2 AND DAC - MINT - BOXED 

HELIOS CD2 

MARANTZ CD94 

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TUBE 

ANALOGUE PROCESSOR DAC 

ROKSAN DA I DAC - VGC 

SHANGLING CD T1185 HDCD (SEE WEB SITE I 

SHANGLING SCD T20) SACO ( SEE WEB SITE) 

PHILIPS CD960 PREDECESSOR 70 CD94 

PHILIPS DVD 6125 NEW 

SPEAKERS 

AUDIO NOTE ANK/B MAHOGANY 

LINN KANN'S NEW CHERRY 

CELESTION Al BLACK ASH 

REGA ELA BLACK 

CABLES 

VARICa S I \ ,IOCK 

£90-00 

£150.00 

2.500-00 

£399.00 

£399-00 

(21100-)) 

1:851/1 , 

£8046 , 

D55-00 

£45-00 

L2.100.00 

/749.00 
f399-10, 

£349-00 

L399-00 

£199.00 

£1,65044) 

E2,150-00 

f199.00 

£115.1)) 

W9,11) 

6199-00 

PI I PHO \ I 

VALVE AMP 

REPAIRS 

WIVIV.TUBE-WAREHOUSE.COM 

NEW 
SEE OUR NEW TUBE 
WEB SITE - MAIL 
ORDER TUBES AND 

ACCESSORIES 
DISCOUNTED 

PRICES 
GOLDEN DRAGON, SVETLANA, NOS ETC, 

OUR OWN "PRESTIGE" HAND PICKED FOR 

SOUND QUALITY PHONE 01322 281787 

NEW HIGH QUALITY HIFI •VINTAGE HIFI FOR SALE AND WANTED 

•DEM ROOM AVAILABLE VALVE AMP REPAIRS 

SEE OUR WEB SITE FOR THE LATEST STOCK SHOWROOM 
SHANLING, MICHELLE, CELESTION, QED, AUDIOQUEST, SOUNDSTYLE, ETC... 65 DARENTH ROAD 
PHONE: (01322) 281700/292391 FAX: (01322) 229908 DARTFORD 
E-MAIL: info@matrixhi-fi.co.uk WEB: www.matrixhifi.co.uk FREE EASY PARKING KENT DA 1 1 LU 

Origin Live ecreaung the Original Sound www.originlive.com 

KIT TURNTABLES TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM 

"...this vinyl front end had my jaw heading 
towards the floor with the solidity and transparency 
of the music it was making...Overall a deeply 
impressive deck...bniliant value for money... 
component quality is superb and the build process 

is a doodle." 
Hi-Fi World 

"One of the most enjoyable and musically involving 
turntables I have ever heard regardless of make 

or reputation." 
Audiophile 

Now you can own a professionally built, high 
performance turntable at a fraction of the normal 
cost. All OL turntable kits are supplied in various 

forms: 
-A Standard Kit of Parts to enable you to build your 

own plinth at £282 
-The Complete Non-suspended Standard Kit 
offered with a pre-drilled & finished plinth at £349 
-The Complete Ultra Kit comes in two options. The 
Ultra Kit Classic offering a truly high end 
suspended sub-chassis turntable with beautifully 

finished finished solid wood plinth. 
The Ultra Kit Modern offers the performance of 
the Ultra Kit Classic combined with the modern 

day skeletal styling. 
Both options available at £538 

"Nothing less than total dynamite" 
Hi-Fi World 

If you are the proud owner of any rega tonearm, 
you are now in the enviable position to transform 
its performance into the league of super arms with 
our modifications. The OL structural modification 
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at a level 
exceeding that of arms costing over £ 1500!! High 
performance rewiring with high grade litz wire is also 
offered at an additional £70 and external rewiring 
is also £ 70 further increasing the performance. 

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this 
humble arm into a real giant killer. Gone is 
the rather grey, sterile sound of the cooking 
Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics 
have great speed and impact, and the sound 

stage is huge." 
Hi-Fi World on structural modification 

What Hi-Fi? gave this modification 5/5 

Structural Modification - £75 
Internal Rewiring - £70 
External Rewiring - £70 

For arm modifications we normally return your 
arm within 2 - 3 days 

UNIVERSAL TURNTABLE MOTOR KIT 

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous." 
Listener Magazine 

"The single most important upgrade you can ever 
make to any record deck concerns the motor 
drive.., nothing can prepare you for the shock of 

going DC. In a word, gobsmacking." 
Common Ground Magazine 

"...if you are thinking of upgrading your system... 
the OL DC Motor Kit should be high on your list for 

consideration." 
TNT Audio 

Designed as a drop in replacement for almost all 
tumtables, the OL upgrade DC motor kit offers vast 
improvements to all versions of Linn, as well 
as: Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock, Oracle, 
Michelle, VPI, Clearaudio, Accoustic Signature, etc. 
The kit consists of a high grade DC motor, 
aluminium electronic control box and offboard 
power supply. All this provides an extremely cost 
effective route to truly high-end audio and is 
significantly superior in performance to PS upgrades 

at three times the price. 

OL Power Supply & Motor Kit - £339 
OL Ultra Power Supply & Motor Kit - £570 

Upgrade Transformer - £175 

Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton, S019 2PB, UK 
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877 www.originlive.com email: originlive(d)originlive.com 
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private ads 
Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive 
insertions wit be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions. 

» I 

WORLD 
computer audio 

SPECIAL OFFER - Book a Private Classified Advert - Get One FREE! 
Plus one months FREE Internet advert. See Page 129 for order form 

This offer is only open to Private Classified advertisers 

NAD SILVERLINE S400 stereo 

tuner, amazing quality, absolute-

ly immaculate, remote, boxed 

(£600) £300. Nakamichi DRIO 
cassette deck, unused, boxed 

(am) £300. Money back guar-
antee.Tel:Allan 0117 952 1341 

(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

PROAC RESPONSE D15 loud-

speakers, mahogany, three 

months old, absolutely immacu-
late, boxed (Q000+) £ I 100. 

MK 125 11 subwoofer 2 x 12" 

drivers, 2 x 100W amps 

(£1500) £850. Money back 

guarantee.Tel:Allan 0117 952 

1341 (Bristol) (Feb(I) 

SONY SCD XA333ES 

CD/SACD player, excellent 

transport, only six months old, 
still under warranty, gold 

colour, remote, boxed (£ 1500) 

£800 ovno. Money back guaran-

tee.Tel:Allan 0117 952 1341 

(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

MARTIN LOGAN SL3 electro-

static/hybrid loudspeakers. 

Arguably best model ever pro-

duced, absolutely immaculate, 

upgraded mains leads, spiked 

(£4000) £ 1950. Money back if 

not completly amazed! Tel:Allan 

0117 952 1341 (Bristol) (Feb(I) 

SONY SCD I Flagship 

CD/SACD player, incredible 

build quality. Absolutely immac-

ulate, unbelievably heavy - 30kg! 

- remote, boxed, serious offers 

around £2000. Originally 

£5000. Money back guarantee. 

Tel:Allan 0117 952 1341 

(Bristol) (Feb(I) 

ROKSAN KANDY MkIll amp 

and CD player. 5 months old 

both mint condition £750 the 

pair or £395 each.Tel: Dave 

07729 600 847 (Littlehampton, 

VV.Sussex) (Feb(I) 

RUARK EPILOGUE speakers 

plus stands, still boxed £200. 

Tel: 01204 392 890 (Feb(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 amplifi-
er, immaculate, boxed, remote, 
instructions, light use, £375. 
Myst G-Ohm amplifier, brushed 
gold finish, rare £ 100. Griffin 
Phoenix speakers, rosewood, 
vgc £45. Tel: 0 I 922 865 414 
(Feb(I) 

NAIM AUDIO amplifier 
NAC72 and NAP140 with 
phono boards £750. Excellent 
condition.Tel: 07734 246 502 
(day), 020 8519 3032 (evening) 
or Email: juinchin@yahoo.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

B+0 COLLECTABLE System. 
Beogram 1202 turntable, 
Beomaster 1100 receiver, 
Beovox S25 speakers. Back 
from B+0 service. Offers.Tel: 
01666 840 085 (Feb(I) 

DALI ROYAL Menuet II boxed 
immaculate £ 199. (£399). Dali 
SC5 centre £75 (£ I 50).ATC 
SCM 10 walnut £275 some 
marks. NAD T770 boxed, 
immaculate (£699) £150.Two 
pairs Menuets available.Tel: 020 
237 4475 (Feb(I) 

MCINTOSH MA6400 as 
new with box and manual 

£1400. DNM Series 2 pre-
amp £350.Tel: 01189 617 

375 or Email: 
claes.larsson@ntlworld.com 
(Berkshire) (Feb(I) 

HORNING ZEUS hybrid horn 
speakers, maple, original condi-
tion, 18 months old £ 1095. EAR 
859 single ended valve amp, 
excellent condition, boxed 
£995. Sony SCD777ES SACD 
player, mint, boxed. champagne 
£995.Tel: 01978 780 580 or 
Email: 
robert@robertbaker.org.uk 
(Feb(I) 

PMC DB1 speakers, cherry fin-
ish (555) £355. Castle Isis 
standmount speakers £ 100. 
NAD 3130 amplifier £55.Tel: 
01295 275 983 (Banbury) 
(Feb(I) 

LEAK DELTA 30 £50. Leak 
2020 speakers £40. Leak Stereo 
30/Stereofetic/teak sleeve £ 100. 
Leak Stereo 70 £70. Leak 
Troughline3 mono tuner £75. 
Leak Troughline3 stereo tuner 
£100. Armstrong 425 
tuner/amp £25. Goldring 88 
turntable £ 100. Ditton 44 

speakers £ 120. Ditton 25 
speakers £ 150.Tel: 07733 097 
673 or Email: nnh@dmu.ac.uk 
(Leicester) (Feb(I) 

LINN KANS original late Mk I 
with Linn logo, solid wood cabi-
nets vgc, sonically perfect. Linn 
Mk2 Kan stands £250. Happy to 

demonstrate. Tel: 01484 841 
482 (West Yorkshire) (Feb(I) 

QUAD 11 Monoblocks, Garrard 
301, SME 3009, Thorens TD124-
II,Yamaha NS 1000M, Quad 
ESL57, Black Oracle Dephi-1, 
Thorens RB250, Michell Mycro 
RB300, Quad 405-2, Koetsu 
Black retipped, unused SME 
3012-R.Tel 01 17955 6555 or 
07979 514 450 (Feb(I) 

CHARTWELL LS3/5a's includ-

ing stands £250. M.F. XLP £ 125. 
Cambridge power amps £75 
each. Denon TU260 £65.Tel: 

Tim 020 8249 3856 evenings or 
Email: 
stockerlOb@hotmail.com 
(Feb(I) 

WANTED-. ASSEMBLAGE 
(Sonic Frontiers) DAC 3.1 and 
D2D-I sample rate converter. 
Must be in mint or good condi-
tion.Tel: Phil 01942 216 967 
(Feb(I) 

REVOX A77's, B77's and other 
Revox - NAB hub adaptors - 
various condition but cosmetic 
perfection. Some workshop and 
owners/handbook original - 

photocopy - offers invited. Ring 
for details 07710 828286 
(Brighton) (Feb) 

WANTED CROFT Micro 11 
special pre-amp or similar.Tel: 
evenings 01292 269 477 (Feb(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH PH3SE 
phono stage. 6 months old, 
perfect, boxed £ 1450 ono 
(am) Siltech SG 180 silver 
speaker cables 2.00m , \NBT 
spades perfect £950 (£2700). 

Siltech classic SQ I 10 0.5m 
XLR-XLR £300 (050) never 
.used.Tek 01925 656 990 
,(eves) ( Feb(I) 

CONCORDANT EXEMPLAR 
Power amp 100W/C (transis-
tor) & Lumley VTPI000 line 
pre-amp, £600 the pair, may 
split. Both In excellent condi-
tion & boxed. 01275 853926 
(Bristol) 1Feb(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH D 115 
£1000.Audic Research LS2 
£750. Marantz CD94 + 
CDA94 (DAC) £650. Audio 
Innovations 5700 £600. QED 
Profile 4x4 5m ( bi-wire) £50. 
Tel:0870 853 3011 (day) or 
31264 771675 (eve) (Feb(I) 

AVI PRE-AMP, stereo power 
£475.Trichord Genesis CD 
£275. Teac VDRS1OSE £300. 

Primare A2011 integrated £300. 
Wanted: Lescon Cylinder 
power, Pioneer SA9900 amp, 

Target RI -R2 speaker stands. 
Tel:01226 710 605 or 0777 
927 4655 (Feb(I) 

CD TEAC VDRS transport TDI 
DAC boxed £600 ovno. May 
split.Tel: Mark 020 8547 2397 
or 01959 572030 (Feb(I) 

EXPOSURE POWER Supply VI, 
dual pre-amp VII, power-amp 
Vi II £675. Michell Focus One 
deck £475. Nakamichi BX2 tape 

deck £ 160. Linn Sara speakers 
with metal stands £325. 
Lowther Classic speakers - 
offers. Tel: 0 I 202 512 915 
(Bournemouth) (Feb(I) 

REVOX G36 tape recorder, 2 
track, perfect condition, excel-
lent sound, very clean £ 199. Tel: 
01933 678 251 (Feb(I) 
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'The Sugd 

It can face 

has it all. looks, build and sonic talent. 

ny challenger at its price point without fear.' 

Distribution by Audio Synergy Ltd. 
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IUDLIHID  
HI- F1 CONSULTANTS. 

FAX/TEL: (01902) 380083 VAT. 

Registration No. 333 9324 60 

STUDIO  
9 F1NCHFIELD ROAD WEST. 
FINCHFIELD WOLVERHAMPTON 
WEST M1DLANDS.WV3 SAY 

VARIOUS SECOND HAND & EX DEM  

REVOX B77 HIGH SPEED REEL TO REEL 

DENSEN PHONO STAGE MAGNETIC 
QUAD II STEREO TUNER 

ROGERS CADET III POWER AMP 
MICRO MEGA DUO CD TRANSPORT 

LUMLEY REGERENCE PREAMP 

GRANT LUMLEY 90 WATT VALVE MONO BLOCKS 
THORENS 125 MKII CHASSIS 

COPLAND TA401 VALVE INTEGRATED 
AVI S2000 PREAMP + S200 MC CD 
METAXAS MARQUIS PREAMP (£2000) 
NEW BOXED 

LUXMAN L-509F INTEGRATED 
LUXMAN C-7F PREMAP 
LUXMAN M-7F POWER 

NIRO 1000 INTEGRATED ENGINE 
ONLY ONE IN UK 

(30 WATTS CLASS A) 
ATC SCM 10 ROSEWOOD 
YAMAHA TC 600GL CASSETTE 

STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE HEADPHONES 

E/W• SRMI MKII DRIVER UNIT 
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI PREAMP 

AUDIO RESEARCH DI 15 POWER (REVALVED) 
COUNTERPOINT DA10 DAC WITH 4 DAC CARDS 
+ DA I I TRANSPORT 
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 POWER 
CELESTION SL600 

ALL CURRENT DISPLAY STOCK AT 
CLEARANCE PRICES! 

£425 
£225 
£75 

£100 
£395 

£350 
£800 
£100 
£750 

£450 
£595 

SILLY 

PRICES 
ASK!! 

ASK 

£600 

£80 

£550 
£500 

£1250 

£1400 
£2100 

£450 

Rescuing 

Tel 01924 404088 

mail. info@iesugden.co.uk 

wwwesu en,Ço.tik 

High End Cable 

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with 
quality new and previously owned cable 

from some of the worlds leading 
manufacturers. 

Many real bargains to be had 

Qualify trade-ins considered 
Advertise your High-end equipment from 

only £ 10 for 2 months 

Call 01775 761880 or visit the 
website for our current stock list 

www.highendcable.co.uk 
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LOWTHER FIDELIO speakers 
piano black finish factory made 
fitted PM5A units no service 
required £ 1600.Tel: 01293 
824667 after 6pm or Email: 
j1c@beeb.net (Jan(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri-

Vista SACD Super Audio 

CD player, mint, boxed 

£3'000. Te I: 020 8531 5979 or 

07903 265205 (Jan(I) 

OFFERS INVITED: 2x Class 'A' 
valve monoblocks. Class 'A' pre 
with Panasonic for audio pot. 
Many spare valves. Custom built 
by VRR. Recently revalved, super 
sound.Vgc.Tel: 023 92 753 833 
(Jan(I) 

CUSTOMISED 300BPSE 
monoblocks chromed chassis, 
Dact attenuators, three 
switched inputs, reviewed HFW 
Dec 2002. Jensens, Black Gates, 
DC power £ 1650. Crown ES-
212 electrostatic hybrids, like 
Quads with subs £650. Tel: 
01474 871 735 or Email: 
andydaishe@aol.com (Jan(I) 

MERIDIAN 506, Royd RRI, Rotel 
1060, £600 the lot. Densen Beat 
integrated amplifier, £200. Buyer 
to collect. Lancs. Tel: 01744 736 
218 (Jan(I) 

QUAD ESL63 loudspeakers. 
Condition as new. Complete 
with manuals and boxes. Black 
stockings and brown woods. 
Idea; present for one who has 
almost everything. £ 1200 ono. 
Reluctant sale. Tel: 01480 411 
203 (Jan(1) 

WAD HD83 valve headphone 
amplifier plus Mullard ECL83 
Nos valves x6 £ 150.Tel: 01248 
853157 (Anglesey) (Jan) 

AUDIO RESEARCH D70/11 amp 
Absolute Sounds serviced £850, 
Quad ESL57's late black pair 
recent Quad service £750, 
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks 
revarved £ 1100, Spendor SP100 
monitors with stands £975, all in 
excellent condition. Tel: 0113 
257 7793 (Jan(1) 

CROWN DC300A power 
amplifier, 190wrms per channel, 
semi re-built, exemplary sound, 
very clean. £375.Tel: 07932 
664480 or 07949 160 772 
(Jan@ 

AUDIO MAGIC ST- 1's, very like 
Wilson WATT's,£1200 (£3800). 
QIn Signature Splitfield speak-
ers/stands, Nordost re-wired, 
HFW March '96, £800 (U200). 
Wanted: AR-CD2,Wadia 830, 
AV rack.Tel: 0131 6610126, 
07811 335060, or Email: 
zeb@relax.uk.con. (Jan(I) 

NORDOST: SPM, 3m, bi-wire, 
£1250 (U970). Red Dawn, 
2.25m, bi-wire/amp, £250 
(£730). Red Dawn RCA-DIN, 
DIN-DIN, £ I 50.Acoustic Zen 
Hologram bi-wire shotgun, new, 
2m, £800 (£ I 450) Tel: 013 I 
6610126, 07811 335060, or 
Email: zeb@relax.uk.com. (Jan(I) 

PIONEER RTU II open reel tape 
recorder, logic control, half 

track, 7 1/2 & 15 ips, permaloy 
heads, 10 1/2 reel, tape calibra-
tion, lovely condition £300. 
Tel: 01782 256 087 (Jan(I) 

NAIM NAIT 3, boxed, instruc-
tions £275. Creek OBH-9SE 
M/C Pre, boxed £ 100. Harbeth 
HL-P3 £275. Nakamichi CR2-E, 
mint £ 100. NAD 3020, mint 
£50. Nakamich BX-I50 £60.Tel: 
0772 962 0621 (Jan(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308CR 
dual mono pre-amp and four 
M250 monoblock power amps, 
mint, boxed £3000. Less than 

one year old. Reason - going 
valve. Tel: 01623 861 103 or 
Email: dmjem@tiscali.co.uk 
(Jan(I) 

MONITOR AUDIO speakers, 

PMC 703s, rosewood with 
plinths, boxed, mint £500. 

Speaker cable Audioquest 
Cobalt bi-amp runs £70. 
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp, boxed 
£ I 50.Apollo AT5 table £50. 
Cerwin Vega ISIS speakers, mint 
£500.Tel: 07743 408717 or 
Email: johnhollander495 
@hotmailcom (Cheshire) (Jan(I) 

QUAD SYSTEM: 44 pre-amp 

£225. 405-2 amp £200. FM4 
tuner £200. All three on Quad 

rack £600. Quad serviced, all 
boxed, phon MM MC. Tel: 01268 

758378 (Benfleet, Essex) (Jan(I) 

AVI PRE-AMP, stereo power 
£475.Trichord Genesis CD 

£275. Teac VDRS1OSE £300. 
Primare A2011 integrated £300. 

Wanted: Lescon Cylinder power, 
Pioneer SA9900 amp,Target R I - 

R2 speaker stands.Tel: 01226 
710 605 or 0777 927 4655 

(Feb(I) 

QUAD 77 Preamp + remote, 
CD player, FM tuner £795 ono. 
Ruark Crusader Mk2 floor 

standing speakers £545 ono. All 
superb condition with makers 

boxes. 2x 10m VdH CS I 22 
speaker cable with Airloc con-
nectors £65 ono.Tel: 023 8073 

8935 (Jan(1) 

DECCA S, checked by UK dis-

tributor. 78, FFSS, H4E heads all 
working. Mono LP head, C4E 

cartridge need retip. Decca arm. 

Decca head to SME arm adap-

tor. Collection - £500.Tel: 

Richard 020 8991 0762 (Jan(I) 

AUDIOLAB 8000S £320, 

Audiolab 8000DAX plus Tag 
CDT2OR transport £ 1100. No 

splitting this item. Epos ES II 
£110. No stands.Will demon-
strate North Somerset area.Tel: 

01275 462 948 (Jan(I) 

REVOX PR99 Mk11 £ 300 
Revox A77-Dolby £225. 

Revox 877 Mk11 £ 275. Tascam 

Model 32 £275 Ferrograph 

Series 7 £ 150. Akau A000 D 

£65. Teac 3300 £200 
Nakamichi BX300E £ 150 

Nakamichi CR3 fault £90 

Others available details 

01388 815216 (Jan(1) 

AUDIONOTE DAC I Signature 
£299 as new. Rothwell stepped 
attenuator pre amp £250 as 

new.Van Den Hul integration 

interconnect 0.6m £99.Tel: 
01457 834465 (Jan(1) 

HERTFORDSHIRE/NORTH 

LONDON Audio/Record Fair. 

Sunday 14th December 2003. 

11.00 to 4.00. £ 3. 9.30am early 

entry £ 10. At Cuffley Hall, 

Maynard Place, Cuffley, Herts. 5 

minutes from M25 Junction 25. 

Tel: 07944 909 209 for details 

(Jan(I) 

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu Vista 

integrated amplifier mint £ 1800. 

Quadraspire Six shelf equipment 

stand £ I 50.Tel: 01977 620558 

(Jan(I) 

GARRARD 40 I, SME3, DL I 10 

£415. Gale 40I'S £395. Quad 34 

(boxed) £ 135. Revox A77 £ 150. 

Rotel RT2I00 tuner £85. Sony 

Quadophonic 2244 pre £75, 

B&O I 200 tape £45.Tel: 01273 

541 462 (Brighton) (Jan(I) 

MISSION 752F floor standing 

speakers £ 150. Project RPM4 

turntable £ 160. North Star 

Model 3 24/96 DAC £ 120. NAD 

PP- I phono preamp £ 10. DR66 

two way crossover £ 10.Tel: 

01248 853157 (Anglesey) (Jan) 

CYRUS 2 amplifier with PSX. 

Cyrus tuner. Mission PCM 7000 

CD. Ruark Sabres with stands. 

Comes with all leads, remotes, 
boxed. £600.Will separate. 

Tannoy Oxfords £80. NAD 402 

£70. Tel: 01722 334694 

(Salisbury) (Jan(I) 

TDL RLT4's speakers boxed 

manuals rewired excellent con-

dition £225. Buyer collects. 

Pioneer F-9I tuner boxed vgc 

£230.Tel: 01934 813666 after 

6pm or Email: 

jpmc@supanet.com (South 

Bristol) (Jan(1) 

CLASSIC ROTEL amplifier RA-

820 BX3. Bi-wire, remote speak-
ers, phones MM/MC phono 

stage £85. Kenwood cassette 

deck KX550HX. Dolby B.C. 

DPSS, timer mic. phones £65. 

Both excellent condition.Tel: 

0113 273 3744 or Email: 

jsormerod@hotmail.com 

(Leeds) (Jan(I) 
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THE EMPORIUM 
ei/Fa)c 01379 870873 erriall emporiumgclespammed.com www.emporium.dircon.co.uk 

"SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL LISTING" 
PRICE 

CD & SACD & DACS 
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION transport 
AUDIO NOTE DAL 1 SIG 
AUDIO NOTE DAC 2 black front, boxed 
AV1 20 bit dac bezel 
CAL TEMPEST 2 cd player 
(UPLAND CD288 
DENSEN CD RATER beat 400 with gizmo remote 900 
DC!) ELGAR/PURCELL 5500 
JADIS jd3 cd transport/ player, with volume control 1400 
KRELL KAY 300CD boxed 1750 
LECTOR CD PLAYER Italian valve job, paper in oils etc 750 
LINN KAFUK/NUMERIK (Rd but nice & boxed 1000 
MAFLANTI CD80 big heavy weight cd player 300 
MARANT1 CD94 cd player 400 
MARANT1 (DA 94 dac excellent 350 
MERDIAN 602/606 1000 
MERIDIAN 200 transport 400 
MERIDIAN 206 delta sigma version cd player 400 
MERIDIAN 263 dac 150 
MERIDIAN 506 18 bit 500 
MERIDIAN 500 transport irid, boxed 100 
MERIDIAN 508 24 bit 350 
MONARCHY 33da dac and pre in one, boxed 750 
NAM CD3 450 
NAKA111011 DRAGON CD AND DAC.3 box player, boxed3400 
ORACLE cd transport tint boxed 4000 
PARASOUND 2000 ULTRA belt drive cd transpon 150 
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL dac with 18 bit filter 350 
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 24 Lit 650 
PS AUDIO LAMBDA transporLdock 3, boxed 1000 
QUAD 77 CDPLAYER ( BUSS) 350 
ROGERS CADET s 100/200 
SHANUNG CD T100 crazy valve cd player, IN STOCK 1650 
SONY SACO 177es 2 diannel 1200 
SUGDEN SDI DAL 275 
TEAC Tiff-DI transport( dock 2 ) arid dac 750 
THETA GEN VA 2250 
THETA GEN e 2000 
THETA PEARL/PROGENIE transport& clac 1300 
TRICHORD PULSAR ONE DAR Mel & ascons 600 
WADIA 12 DAC, balanced 700 
WADIA 2000 transport & dac boxed 3500 
YEA CD2 blue laser cd player boxed I SOU 
z-systems rdq-I, DIGITAL EQ, USE FOR 
SYSTEM CORRECTION, 1150 
z-systems rdp- digital eq and remote preamp 2500 

400 
450 
650 
315 
100 
1100 

VALVE AMPS 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 8000C preamp with phono 350 
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre with 2nd Audio 
MONOBLOCKS, BOXED 1800 
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 3 preamps in stock nng for details 

1200 
1500 
2900 
1750 

AUDIO NOR SORO SE phono 
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 boxed 
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 1205 
AUDIO RESEARCH MO boxed POWER amp 
AUDIO RESEARCH 0160 1200 
AUDIO RESEAFKH ISI pm, boxed ine lee?' vie pm, 
skier front 600 
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.51 line level pm, silver front 100 
AUDIO RESEARCH 158 mkl line pre black front boxed 850 

900 
1100 
1000 

50 
650 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP8, with phono 
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upgraded to MK3 
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30 
AUDION STIRLING phono stage 
AUDION PREMIER with phono chrome 
ABDION STRING seigle enckd 434, with Nol control drome550 
AUDION AF'OLLOS, single ended 20 watts 2700 
BEARD P500 big black preamp with phono 350 
BEARD c35 pre 400 
BORDER Patrol 300B AMP MKI 1250 
CARY 805 pair , with GE 211 valves boxed 3250 
CANARY Fe 1250 
CANARY 303 monos 4000 
CONCORDANT QUAD 11 MONOBLOCKS SOO 
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 1 pre, 2 box 
part upgraded to lb 2500 
CONRAD JOHNSON PV I OAL 425 

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 2, pre with phone, 
lovely inmanoc sound 800 
CONRAD JOHNSON PTO pre with phone boxed 600 

CONRAD JOHNSON PTA pre with phono 450 
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2A pre with phono 1250 
COPLAND 00401 «egged sake atop with photo 30 wans 850 
CR DEVELOPMENTS CALYPSO 12 watts integrated atop 350 
CROFT SUPERMICO black, tweaked 375 
CROFT SUPERMKRO A w BOXED 350 
CROFT SERIES RN POWER AMP, JUST SERVICED 650 
CROFT CHARISMA X phono preamp 1200 
CROFT APPARITION OIL 700 
EAR 802 pre vnth mm piano 850 
EAR 020 line level integrated 1400 
EAR 834p mm/mc with volume 325 
EDISON ARIA 12 power amp, 200 
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE. 300b integrated amp 1500 
GRAAF 5050 stereo power amp 1400 
GRAAF GM20 OTL 1400 
LEAK STEREO 20 hilly serviced 400 
LEAK RIO 600 pair 
QUAD US excellent resprayed pair with kt66 VALVES 700 
SHANUNG MONOBLOCKS 40 ware with remote volume con-
trol, ex dem with ful gtee 1500 pair 
SHINDO LABS valve amps in soon ' 
SONIC FRONTIERS SFS 40, 40 ware rather good 
power amp recommended 2000 800 
SONIC FRONTIERS SFR 160 watt monoblocks 2400 pair 
UNISON SIMPLY 4 integrated amp, boxed 700 
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONE/POWER 35 
pre/power. boxed I 200 

Viva Amps have no back:round Noise, 
if you are troubled by hiss or hum but want to stay with 

valves look no further VIVA valve amps, See 
www.vivaaudio.com available exclusively in 
da UK at The Emporium, these are seriously 
good single ended Tonde amps, hand built and with a 3 
year guarantee! on demo at present the 300b integrated, 

phono stage, solista 845 se Integrated 

WELBOURNE LABS APOLLO 110 with 01652 output tubes 
and spare set, gorgeous 20 watts single ended with 
grunt 2800 pair 
WORLD AUDIO lcn34 power airy HU 
CAGE UNBEATAK SOUND AT 350 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
ALIANTE LINEA speakers, superb solid 
walnut standmounters 900 
APOGEE CENTAUR MINORS, hybnd, black boxed 600 
ATC 10, mid lacquered walnut 450 
ATC 50A walnut 2500 
ATC 100A walnut 3500 
AUDIO CLASSICS type c excellent with valves 600 
AUDIO PHYSICS spark 850 
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO orig senion,hkak, widi Essex d0J 700 
AVANTGARDE DUOS white, silver wired 5500 
AVALON AVATAR maple 2250 
AN pro 9 speasers punchy mini-monitors cherry boxed 400 
B&W 605.2 speakers boxed 800 
MW 4000 subwoofer 1500 
CASTLE HARLECHS, neat floorstanders 500 
DM GRAND COUPE, rosewood 800 
DALI GRAND floorstanders I 350 
DIAPASON KARIS boxed with stands 800 
EPOS ESI I black 300 
EPOS ESI4 cherry 300 
HALES TRANSCENDANCE 8, serious speaker 3250 
HEYBROOK QUARTETS with stands, 400 
INFINITY KAPPA 9i seriaus 1500 
EF REF 2 walnut 900 
OFF CONCERTO 2, recent pair floontanders, boxed 350 
REF 105.4 pan 500 
LINN KABERS black passive with ku-stone stands 800 
LOWTHER HEDDLUND harm with dx2 3000 
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50 black ash 
NAIR CREDOS boxed CHERRY 
NAIM INTROS boxed, BLACK 
PROAC RESPONSE 1 Ext Xoven 
PROAC RESPONSE 2 
QUAD ESL 57 excellent 
REHDEKO RK115 black 
ROGERS STUDIO I teak 
ROGERS (SO/SA nohm walnut mint boxed 
ROMAN OJANS plain black finish 

1350 
600 
390 
400 
700 
600 
600 

250 PAIR 
600 
300 

ROMAN DARIUS mk I with frame stands black 
RUARK PALADINS boxed 
RUARK CRUSADERS walnut boxed, 
TANNOY t225, DUAL CONCENTRIC 10" AND ABR. 

glass 19P1 nice 250 
TANNOY cheviots MKI, Good pair „serviced 450 
TANNOY GRF cabinets repro pair n walnut widi 15" golds 4000 
TDL studio 2 upgraded tweeters, rewired 350 
VANDERSTEEN 2C open baffle 3 way, boxed 600 

SOD 
500 
600 

TUNERS, CASSETTE DECKS, 
AKAI 40000 serviced 75 
AURA toner TU-50, black 100 
REVER DT 931 headphones boxed 80 
GRAHAM StEE SOLO headphone amp 400 
LEAK TROUGHUNE Ill STEREO legendary tuner, serviced 120 
LUXMAN IT tuner 100 
MARANT1 22858 receiver, senous lump 200 
MERIDIAN 204 tuner 225 
NAIR NATO3 tuner 400 
NAKAMICHI BX300E dual capstan 3 head 300 
NAKAMICHI CR4E, dual capstan 3 head, 300 
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 1 excellent 300 
QUAD FM3 excellent 110 
QUAD FM4 brown boxed 250 
QUAD FM4 GREY boxed 275 
QUAD 66 TUNER 350 
QUAD 77 TUNER 350 
RATA PURIFIER 150 
STAX *IDA OA SIGNATURE headphones with SR11-TIS 900 
TEAC 6030 cassette dolby s eec 250 
TECHNICS 0.51500 us 2 track reel to reel, nabs 500 
z-systems rdq-1. DIGITAL EQ, 1750 

TRANSISTOR AMPS 
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monoblocks, 800 
ARCAM ALPHA 10 integrated amp emote, boxed 400 
AKAN ALPHA 9 integrated amp, 300 
AUDIOLAB 8000A black 250 
AUDIOLAB 8000Q pre 600 
AUDIOLAB 80005 with remote 375 
AUDIO RESEARCH 1s9/ DI30 pre/power amp,silver 2200 
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE power amp 1750 
AVI INTEGRATED AMP , boxed 500 
All 2000 pre/power 750 
BARTOLOMEO ALOIA st 140 transparenza power amp 500 
CAIRN ARIA HE integrated well remote, boxed 300 
CELLO ETUDE PASSIVE PRE 450 
CYRUS STRAIGHTUNE WITH XPA pawer arm, boxed 450 pair 
CYRUS PRE/POWER & P50-R with master controller 750 
DNM 2 preamp, metal cased but 3 boards, rrc 400 
DOLAN PHI PRE WITH PHONO 750 
DPA 505 pre/power, with cables 850 
KRELL KAN 3001 Integrated amp 1400 
KRELL KR( HR with ref phono boards, boxed 3500 
KRELL KSP 78 preamp, nut serviced 1000 
KRELL 058150 just serviced 2250 
LED 151 bise preanm, 450 
LID PAD power amp 350 
UNN Lue pre power , no renNate 275 
UNN KAIRN PRO (line level ) boxed 600 
LINN NAIRN with phono, boxed 700 
MARANT1 P1111 11012 10 SIGNATURE, mint boxed 900 
MARANT1 SM 17 power amp, mint boxed 2 available 450 
MEITNER MUSEATEX PA6/STR55 pre /power, 
beautiful class A amp 1200 
MERIDIAN 105 MONOS 325 
MERIDIAN 201 with 605 monoblocks 1100 
MERIDIAN 201 with 205 monoblodu 750 
'IPA?* MCA confuteipratypeedr2Bai1usJoiod 100 
MERIDIAN MCA modules, boxed, nur 40E, CD EACH 50 
METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP, drone W I SOU 
MICHEL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS 1250 pair 
MOD SQUAD line drive passive pre, boxed 250 
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE 3A 125 
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre MC) 1500 
NAIR 62/110 boxed 400 
NAIR NAC 62/NAP 140 old style v good with cables 500 
NAIR NAC 102/ NAP 180 excellent with remote 1400 
NAIR NAP 180 power amp boxed 750 
NAIR All 4 channel surround processor 500 
PASS X600 monoblodu 6000 
PASS MS O mcnoblodo class A angle ended 75 watt 3250 

PLINIUS 8100 Integrated anta brie level 
QUAD 33/303 boxed pair with manuals 
quad 33/fed 405 1 al nice with leads 
QUAD 34/306 with manual excellent 
QUAD 77 PRE/ 909 power 
QUAD 33/405 MK! 100 watts of power 
RIGA BRIO integrated 
ROWLAND CONSONANCE pre,mc boards,remote, bladd 500 
ROMAND SYNERGY 2 box pre,balanced 2000 
TALK ELECTRONICS HURRICANE 2 power amp 300 
TECHNICS SU-C3000 pre, battery powered 600 
THRESHOLD CAS 2 100 watt power arnp, boxed 500 
YAMAHA F2200 professional 200 wale 350 

PINK TRIANGLE PIP oak pre amp boxed SOU 
FINK TRIANGLE F1P IWO pre ulnic.citofxin,tdak 750 

USO 
200 
330 
400 
900 
240 
175 

TURNTABLES, ARMS, 
CARTRIDGES 

CLEARAUDIO SOUTHER tql ARM 500 
CLEARAUDIO GAMMA inc cartridge 200 
DECCA LONDON GOLA excellent boxed 200 
DENON 304 mc cartridge 100 
DYNAVECTOR /001, low output rik light use boxed 400 
GARRARD 401 in behrens plinth with 6300 ARM 600 
GARRAM 401 IN SUR Fen WITH ORIGIN 
USIE SILVER TAPER AP11 1000 
GOLDBUG MR BRIAR, vdHull retipped, boxed 400 
GOLDMUND STUDIO with t3 arm 2000 
GRAHAM SLEE PHONOSTAGES IN STOOL AND 

AVAILABLE FOR HOME DEMO 
GRYPHON PHONOSTAGE & HEAD AMP,(6 bone) 1750 
KOETSU AR11,bladc, sa1100a mk2 new unused, boxed 700 
(FA MISTRAL PHONOSTPGE 175 
LINN LP12 valhalla with mission 774 and dynavector 400 
LINN 1,12 value/MIN LM SILVER kreolon mc25e 1050 
LINN ITTOK LV11 ami silver 300 
LYRA HEIJKON 500 
LYRA LYDIAN boxed 250 
LYRA PARNASSUS DCT mint, bond 900 
MANTICORE MANTRA with nodded 
rb3C0 & dynaveaor 10x2 400 
MICHEL GYRO SE & TECHNO A available 
new decent trade in given 
MICHEL TECHNO A atm in stock 400 
MICHEL ORBE /ORIGIN LIVE encounter 2000 
MICHEL ISO inc phonostage 200 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE MENTOR REFERENCE with 
PARAGON am, and Tracer 3 cartridge 2800 
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE- ANNALOG( mahogany).wave 
mechanic psis & ORIGIN UVE ENCOUNTER ARM 3800 
OMCIE DELPHI rid with niw motor& psu,SME 345 ARM 1600 
ORIGIN LIVE ARMS AND TURNTABLES IN STOCK, 

decent trade ins given 
ORTOFON KONTRAPUNKT A/B new boxed 350/500 
ORTOFON MC3000 rebuilt by V dHul 600 
PLATINE VERDIER latest spec 3250 
REGA COUNTERWEIGHT MODIFICATION KIT in brass SO 
REGA FIANAR 2 vnth rega cartndge 140 
REGA PLANAR 3 200 
RCOL timiable,Toweend eie nid vé fly wild regi am 500 
ROCKPORT WS 2 16,000 
ROKSAN XERXES black with TABOU 
GOLDRING 1012 cartridge 62S 

SAL( we 407 mean, 16* edge bearrigs, 
detail headshel, boxed 450 
O'ER 700 
SHORE V15 unir in stock 275 NEW BOXED 
SUMIKO BLUEPOINT SPECIAL boxed very light sue 150 
'WRENS 10124 /sme 380911 hardwood Afhillon pie 600 
TRANSCRIPTOR SKELELTON with vestigial arm 1000 
TRICHORD DINO mm/mc phono stage, ex dim 250 

Vk4 DEN HULL GRASSHORR GLA 114st seNiced by Oki 1000 
VAN DEN HULL FROG HO, canceled order NEW 1000 
VOID HALM, helius arm 500 
YOYO VALDI with SME IV 1100 
HYD h soft insescoctref Isceng/pker, spi , 
ukase am bled 1600 
VII 1140163 RECORD dealing machine new/ex dan 475/420 

CABLES 
LOADS OF POWER CABLES ETC 
RING OR SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL 

DETAILS 
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SPECIAL OFFER - Book a Private Classified Advert - Get One FREE! 
Plus one months FREE Internet advert. See Page 129 for order form 

This offer is only open to Private Classified advertisers 

MERIDIAN 557 power amplifier, 

200 wpc, under warranty und; 

October 2004. mint, hardly used 

£995. Quad ESL-63 electrostatic 

speakers, fully serviced by Quad, 

fine condition £995.Tel: 01993 

883523 (Jan(I) 

NA1M AUDIO Allae speakers 

beautiful cherry finish, 12 

months old, excellent condition, 

reason for sale upgrading, please 

call Rod 020 8689 8750 Home 

020 8666 1309 Work (Jan(I) 

CD TEAC VDRS transport TD1 

DAC boxed £600 ovno. May 

spl.t.Tel: Mark 020 8547 2397 or 

01959 572030 (Feb(I) 

AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC 

£350. Con-Johnson PFIL-pre-

amp £695.TubeTech Genesis 

monoblocks £ 1495. Marantz 

CD I 7KI £595. Grant GM200 

mono's (£4000) £ 1595. 

Meridian 601/602 (£4500) 

£ I 395.Audiostatic ES200 

£4395. Apogee Calipers 

(new) £ 1695. Tel: 07966 

267404 or Email: 

coom@btinternet.com 

(Jan(I) 

DPA ENLIGHTENMENT 

pre/pwr £695. Roksan 

DAC/PVVR/supply £ 385. 

Nakamichi CRI £ 195. ECA 

Vista £395. Soundlab 

Quantums £695.Trichord 

Puisar/pwr/supply £495. 

Me-idian 500trans £595.Art 

Audio Quintet £695. 

Counterpoint SA 12 £545. 

Te: 07966 267404 or Email: 

coom@btinternet.com 

(Essex) (Jan(I) 

2x L NN Ninka floorstanding 

loudspeakers,American cherry, 

perfect condition, £950 boxed. 

Arcam Alpha Nine CD player 

excellent condition, £350 

unboxed. Contact Ed on 07753 

662297, 01753 823468 or 

Emai: 

eduskington@hotmail.com 

(Slough) (Jan(I) 

RUSS ANDREWS The 
Powerblock 5 foot Reference 
Powercord £386 £250. Four 
5ft high current Power Cords 
fitted with 350 IEC £244 - £ 120. 
Tel:0161 345 9804 or 07966 
458940 (Jan(I) 

MF A3.24 upsamp'ing DAC 

£500. Northstar Scardac Model 
3 multibit 24/96 DACS £250. 
Teatrack 3.2m biwire cable ter-
minated £90. Marantz PM66SE 
amp remote mint £40. Original 
boxes. No offers. Tel: 015 I 608 
4481 (Wirral) (Jan) 

LOWTHER DX3's £250, in JT 
Horn enclosures; complete 
speakers £ 1000. Dynavector 
Superstereo Adp2 processor, 
mint £ 350. Cartriage MANS 
Music Maker Two, unused £300. 
Tel: 01373 301423 (Jan(I) 

TECHNICS SERIES 2000 pre-
power amps, 100 watts channel, 
compact disc player, mint £975 
(originally £2800) Thorens 
TD124 turntable, SME arm, 
plinth, mint £275. For details 
01782 256087 (Jan(I) 

MISSION CYRUS 2/PSX vgc 
£300 ovno. Tel: 0 I 628 440073 
Email: day.ard63@ndworld.com 
(S. Bucks). 2 KEF B139 bass, vgc 
£100 ovno Tel: 01628 440073 
Email: day.ard63@ndworld.com 
(S. Bucks). Oscilloscope, Scopex 
I 4D- I 0 dual trace. 10MHz, 

probes, instructions vgc £50 Tel: 
01628 440073 (S.Bucks) (Jan ( 1) 

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Mozart 

speakers (floorstarders), black 
piano finish, Hi-Fi Choice rec-
ommended v.g. cordition with 

boxes £640 (£ 1500). Supra Lo-
Rad power cable £25. Russ 
Andrews purifier block £320. 
Tel: 0131 4437686 or Email: 

autobahn I 1 I @aol.com (Jan(I) 

CYRUS 2 + PSX £ 150. Kef 

Reference 101/3 speakers 

£200. Excellent condition 

and boxed.Tel: 07736 1 26028 

or 01304 832681 or Email: 

peter_sandiford@lineone.net 

(Kent) (Jan ( 1) 

WANTED - ROGERS, Harbeth 

or similar one pair of BBC LS 

3/5a speakers. Private buyer. Tel: 

01394 388399 (Jan(1) 

ZINGALI 212 Home moni-

tor s. Patented wooden com-

pression horns. Fantastic 

sound from these beautiful 

Italian speakers. 18 months 

old, very good condition. 

Maple finish (£ 10,700) 

£5000 ono. Tel: 020 7439 

1365 or Email: 

troy@runbox.com (Jan(I) 

CEC BELT drive CD trans-

port. Superb Japanese trans-

port immaculate condition. 

One of the best transports 

money can buy.Wonderful 

sound great value (£5000) 

£2000 ovno.Tel: 020 7439 

13165 or Email: 

troy@runbox.com (Jan(I) 

TACT MILLENNIUM Mk2.. 

The original and best digital 

amplifier absolutely brilliant. 

Immaculate condition. Move 

away forces sale of all. 

(£6250) £2500 ono. Tel: 020 

7439 1365 or Email: 

troy@ruabox.com (Jan(I) 

MAGNEPLANAR SPEAK-

ERS Model MG 1 Imp. Clear, 

detailed and dynamic sound 

very good condition £380. 

Tef: Peter 07967 487543 

(South Staffs) (Jan(I) 

AUDIO RESEARCH SPI6 valve 

pre amp with phono stage and 

remote control £ 1495 ( U499). 

American Acoustic 

Developments (AAD) E-48 slim-

line floorstanding 3-way speak-

ers, 90dB sensitivity, 5 stars 

Whe Hi- F, £395 (£595). Both 

mint with boxes & manuals Tel: 

01202 767873 (Poole) (Jan(I) 

WANTED: KEF T27 tweeter(s) 

type 1027 Tel: Steve daytime 
01293 654749 (Jan(I) 

TDL STUDIO 3 transmission 
line speakers walnut veneer vgc 
with spiked plinth, stands and 
original boxes. £200. Tel: 0 I 635 
676620 ( Berkshire) (Jan(I) 

MERIDIAN 504 tuner £300. 

NAD C370 amplifier £ 300. 

Rotel RCD 971 CD player 

£150. Pioneer PDR 509 CD 

recorder £ 150. B&VV P4 

loudspeakers light cherry 

£250. Epos E514 loudspeak-

ers £ 175.Tel: 0161 723 2835 

evenings (Jan(I) 

QUAD 22 pre, new, caps, gold 
phonos, wired for CD vgc 3125. 
Cambridge Audio CD4SE with 
remote and handbook £95.Tel: 
01225 315401 ( Bath) (Jan(I) 

LEAK TROUGHLINE 3 GVVO. 
KLS9 kit. Hagerman Bugle 

phono stage. Faulty Beam-Echo 
valve amplifier.Valve amplifier. 
16" paper woofer. Target rack-

ing. HK610. Speaker cable. 
Marantz RC-52CD.Auction: 
www.stores.ebay.co.uk/afewfewt 

rics Wanted: oak plinth 
turntable Tel: 07960 369666 
(Jan) 

MAGNEPLANAR MG 1.4 

boxed mint £600. Leak 

Troughline III £ 110. Krell 

KSA50 boxed mint £750. 

Rotel pre amp MC & MM 

£65. Linn LPI2 Valhalla with 

silver 250 arm (new arm) 

boxed, mint £750. Tel: 0121 

530 0600 (Jan(I) 

KEL 80 Valve monoblocks - 
(World Audio Design) 
Enchanting sound of valves with 
80 watts per channel of valve 
power. Used as part of Home 
Cinema setup. Upgraded, 

matched Quad EL34 valves, 
Blackgate and Jensen capaci-
tors. recently serviced. Cost 
over £ I 200, asking £600. Tel: 
020 8205 4710 (Jan(I) 

WAD HD83 valve headphone 
amplifier plus Mullard ECL83 

Nos valves x6 £ 150. Tel: 0 I 248 
853157 (Anglesey) (Jan) 
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The following issues are SOLD OUT 
and are no longer available:-

SOLD OUT 1991 

Jan 1992 

Feb 1992 

Mar 1992 

Apr 1992 

May 1992 

Jul 1992 

Aug 1992 

Dec 1992 
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Apr 1993 
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Dec 1993 
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Nov 1994 
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Jun 1998 
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Oct 1998 

Nov 1998 
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May 2001 

Jun 2001 
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Dec 2002 

EICCICK Issues 
£3.50 per issue 
(includes P&P) UK ONLY 
Payment by cheque or 
postal order only 
For overseas postage prices please call 
David Noble on: +44 (020) 7625 3134 
fax: -1-44 (020) 7328 1844 
or email: backissues@hi-fiworld.co.uk 

YES! I would like to order a back issue(s) 
Your Details 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Back Issues 

Delivery Address (if different) 

PIPAge make cheque or postal order payable to Audio 

Publishing Ltd. 

Send this form to: 
Back Issues, Hi-Fi World, Suite G4, 
Argo House, Kilburn Park Road, 
London NW6 5LF. 

June 2003 
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Special Internet offer see page 129 for details 

AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 Mk I, 

4yrs, boxed as new (£5000) 

£2999. Audio Research M300 

Mono Blocks Mk11 status 

(£12000) £3600.Tom Evans the 

Groove, phono stage, 2yrs, 

(£1800) £ 1350. Sonus Faber 
Extremas on stands (£7800) 

£3450 All mint, boxed. 

Telephone Jules on 01792 
280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 
www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

TRANSPARENT ULTRA Bi 

Wire 12ft,WBT Bananas 
(£3440) £ 1950. Mandrake Imtr, 

RCA-RCA (£600) £300. Siltec 

Arm cable, Icheman bullets 
RCA's I.5mts (£400) £260. 

Siltec 1.0 mtr RCA-RCA 

(£300) £ I 80.Telephone Jules on 

01792 280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web: 

www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

LINN KLIMAX Twin Power 

amp, 8 months old, as new 

(£6000) £4700. Linn Kellidh's, 

black ash, active cards, passive 

(£1000) £450. AudioTechnica 

0C9 cartridge brand new 

£270.Telephone Jules on 01792 

280061, Email: 

info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 
www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

(Feb(I) 

WANTED - EARLY HI- F1 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

Tannoy, Lowther, Parmeko, 
Voigt,Vitavox, RCA WE etc 

TURNTABLES 

Garrard, BBC301, EMT SME, 
Ortofon, Decca, etc. 
VALVE AMPLIFIERS 

AEI, EMI, Leak, Rogers, PYE-

Quad,WE etc 
AUDIO VALVES 

DA30, KT66, KT88, 
PX4,PX25, PP3/350,WE300 
CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS 

John Petrie- Baker 
Tel: 020 7328 9275 

MARK LEVINSON ML383 inte-
grated amp (as new) (RRP 

£6000) £4300. Wadia I 6, 4yrs, 
mint (£7450) £3400. Basis 

Debut Gold Standard Turntable, 
inc custom dust cover, (£8,500) 

£3800. Koetsu Red Signature *, 
20hrs, (£2200) £1300. All mint, 

boxed. Telephone Jules on 
01792 280061, Email: 
info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
Web: 
www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

LINN MAJIC amp, as new, I yr 
new, mint (£ 1000) £600. 
Mission DAD 5 & DADS Dac, 

(£800) £250. LFD Mistral CD 
player, stainless steel & gold liv-
ery, boxed. Mint (£ 1050) £380. 
Telephone Jules on 01792 
28006 I ,Email: 
info@sounddrjuleshiftco.uk 
Web: 
www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

AUDIOQUEST OPAL Truth 
RCA, 1.0 mtr (£260) £ 175. 

QUAD 989 Brand new,can-
celled order (£4600) £3900. 
Naim NAC 32.5 pre, with 

phono stage, mint condition 
£250.Telephone Jules on 01792 
280061,Email 
info@sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 

Web: 
www.sounddrjuleshifi.co.uk 
(Feb(I) 

AMAZING CABLES! Silver 
hybrid and solid silver intercon-
nects from £85, with world 
class plugs. Solid silver speaker 
cables from £220. Fantastic 
performance, refund guarantee. 

Details: 0115 982 5772 after 
7pm, or E-mail 
Bob@skydivers.co.uk (Jun(I) 

THE MISSING LINK for 
hand crafted interconnects, 

speaker cables, mains solu-
tions, DIY cables and materi-
als. Loan cables available. For 
full details phone 0115 877 
9089 or see our website at: 
www.the-missing-link.net 
(Mar(I) 

VINTAGE WIRELESS 
COMPANY LONDON 
Website: www. 
vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk 
Buy-Sell-Exchange.Vintage wire-
less and classical audio. Repairs, 
spares, restoration, modification 
to all valve equipment. Quad II, 
Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, 
best prices, call us at.I 7 Bell 
Street, London, NW I 5BY.Tel: 
020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 
3449 Email: 
vwirelesslondon@aol.com 
(Dec04(1) 

PURE EARTH and dedicated 
mains (electrical) circuits design 
and installation service. Contact 
MainsDoctor 07989 200 961, 
Email: 
mainsdoctor@yahoo.co.uk 
Website: 
www.mainsdoctor.co.uk We 
install for all audio and video 
applications (FebO5(I) 

NAIM AUDIO SALE - 
TOM TOM Audio - 
Specialists in Naim Audio, 
supply top condition pre-
loved and ex-demo Naim 
equipment with full 12 

month money back guaran-
tee. Demonstration facilities 
Can deliver, stock list at: 

www.tomtomauclio.com 
Call 07974 028 336 or 
01727 893 928 or Email 

tunes@tomtomaudio.com 
with requirements. Wanted. 
mint Nairn gear, cash wait-
ing, will collect ( Feb(I) 

WANTED: DAMAGED or 
non-functioning Krell power 
amplifiers. Telephone Nick 
Sheldon 07947 245 651 or 

Email. 
nick sheldon@yahoo com 

Cash waiting, will collect. 
(Feb(I) 

NEW VALVE Amps; powers 
£260; matching preamp £ 190; 
other valve related goodies at 
www.audioclassics.co.uk or 
telephone 01942 257525 for 
more information. Dealer 
enquiries welcome. (Feb(I) 

»  fi 
WORLD 

ce computer audio 

WORTHING AUDIO True 
Sound Series Crossoverless 

monitors 96dB efficiency, sir-
gle 8" driver, perfect for low 
powered tube (SET.) and 
solid state. Dynaudio Crafts, 

immaculate, boxed, with 
Dynaudio stands £ 1250. 
Musica Collins loudspeakers 
by Bernard Thiel & Partners 
(German) £ 1000. Tel: 
Worthing Audio 01903 212 
133 or 07900 918 882 
(Feb(I) 

EAR PRODUCTS on perma-
nent demonstration, from 
the wonderful 869 to the 
rest of the range. Kora 

Explora 60 watt hybrid £450. 
Dynaudio Contours 1 3's 
Mk2 £699. Harbeth Super 5's 
£499. Restek Challanger 

£600. Omega speaker sys-
tems TSR I R £ 1199 H-Cat 
P 1 2 £2499. Kora Equinox 
pre-amplifier MM £995. KO 1-3 
Hermes 96-192 valve DAC 
£ I 199. Tel: Worthing Audio 
01903 212 133 or 07900 
9, 8 882 ( Feb(I) 

SILVER ARROW 4N plus - 
Pure flat silver foil air inter-
connects and speaker cables. 

RDC Aspekt 3 tier in black, 
Editors Choice Hi-Fi Plus, 
£340. Audio Note CD Zero 
transport plus Ix Signature 
deck in silver £650 combo. 
Mains leads, Experience 
Filtration £ 75 per lead, £ 150 
four way block.Tel:VVorthing 
Audio 01903 212 133 or 
07900 918 882 ( Feb(I) 

EX DEMONSTRATION 
KLIPSCH speaker systems 
Klipschorns (£6200) £ 3250 

La Scalas (£2850) £ 1750 
Heresys (£ I 100) £ 700. 
KG5 5 (£ 1000) £600 KG4.5 
(£800) £500. KG3.5 (£650) 
£400. Tel: Midland Radio 
Supplies 0121 430 7817 or 
evenings 0121 705 1060 
(Feb(I) 
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BARGAIN BULBS 

If y •u've always thought of valve amps as temperamental and expensive beasts, think again. 
World Audio Design's latest kit is desigred with the budget conscious beginner in mind. 

The Kec182 was created from a brief that demanded simplicity, ease of build 

and a super low cost. In order to achieve a reasonable power output we 

went for a push-pull amplifier. 

We chose the ECL82, a tr ode/output pentode.This tube is readily 

available and has a good sound. In push-pull mode it delivers 8VVatts. 

Realistically you need a speaker of around 89dB or above.This is possible 

at a budget price - try the smaller Triangle models, or a Tannoy mX3 or 

even one of the older Missions like the 773e, or if you like building your 

own speakers, try the Adire Audio HE 10.1, as reviewed in HFVV October 

2002 issue. 

You will see that the front has only a volume control, and it is fed by 

one pair of phono sockets.A selector and tape/source switch were not 

used in this amplifier as they are tricky to wire up, and the aim was tc 

make it easy to build. In fact, many ways the Kec182 would be great 

powering a second system, using a CD player as a source, and will def. nitely 

give you a taster of what valves can offer. Measuring 30cm wide, 23.5cm 

deep and I I cm height with feet, it is entirely self-enclosed.The valves are 

visible through the four upper circular vent holes (one directly above each 

valve).VVe have kept the look simple with the minimalist front panel holding 

the volume potentiometer. The two-part chassis is constructed from 

I.6mm mild steel with a durable black powder-coat finish.The whole unit is 

very sturdy, weighing in at 9kgs. 

The signal input is in the form of a pair of gold plated RCA phono 

sockets that sit at the rear of the chassis.The speaker sockets accept 4mm 

banana plugs as well as bare wire.The mains switch is positioned at the 

rear of the amplifier, on the right hand corner for easy access. Mains power 

is received via an IEC lead.The Kec182 is based on a printed circuit board 

(PCB).The PCB is easy to foliow with all component names, locations and 

orientations shown clearly.The amplifier requires no set up, you just turn it 

on.The kit will come with comprehensive instructions taking you through 

the build step- b- step. 

SOUND QUALITY BY SIMON POPE 
Purity is the key to this amplifier's design and sound. Because there's very 

little to get in the way of the signal what you get is an exceptionally sweet 

and simple sound that also has a superbly wholesome roundness to it.A 

high quality recording of Mahler's Das Lied Von Der Erde on Reference 

Recordings showed that the Kec182 faithfully reproduced all the depth and 

space of a full symphonic orchestra without any problems.Violins were 

smooth and sweet, as was percussion (which virtually sparkled) and the 

woodwind section was especially impressive, with a spacious and airy 

sound. 

ilk 1 

A run through Miles Davis's Kind Of Blue saw the little integrated 

delivering a detailed and precise sound that highlighted the warmth of 

Coltrane's tenor sax and the rich, deep sound of the upright bass. Rock 

and Pop records such as Radiohead's ' Lucky' demonstrated that the valves 

inside the amp, whilst small, are quite robust sounding, with commendable 

clout and bass depth for a humble budget 8W valve amp. This is a great 

introduction to the sonic art of the valve amp and a big upgrade for 

anybody with a mid-price solid-state amp that wishes to swap over to 

something more musically engaging, for a price that's virtually as cheap as 

chips! 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Frequency response 

power output 

sensitivity 

hum 

+/-3dB I 5Hz - 75kHz 

8 watts into an 8 ohm load 

850mV (suitable for CD) 

0.5mV 

The Kec182 amplifier kit is available from World Audio Design 
Tel/fax: 00 44 (0) 1908 218836 or order on-line at 

www.worldaudiodesign.co.uk 

Kec182 amplifier kit (UK price) £ 195.00 
(inc. vat & carriage) 

Kec182 amplifier kit (EU price) £ 195.00 
(inc. vat, exc. carriage) 

Kec182 amplifier kit (Overseas price) £ 170.00 
(exc. carriage) 



classifieds 

trade ads 
Dea:ers must not advertise ir the Private Classified section. Monthly consecut ve 
insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissiois. 

Special Internet offer see page 129 for details 

BRILLIANCE custom-made 
audiophile cables. Synergy 

interconnects from £45. David 
Price wrote, "The sound per 
pound ratio is superb", HFW 
Jan04. Equally capable digital 
and A/V interconnects available. 

Email: brilliance@ntlworld.com 
or telephone 07768307157 
(Feb(I) 

www.secondhand-hifi.co.uk 
Typical used brands: Naim, 

Neat, Mission, Rotel, Rega, JBL, 
Quad. Stock changing daily. 
Budget, sensible and esoteric 
components sold to equally 
demanding customers.Tel: 
07%6 047109 (Feb(I) 

AUDIOREPUBLIC, 78 Otley 
Road, Headingley, Leeds, 0113 
217 7294.Yorkshire's newest 
Hi-Fi retailer, stockists of Naim 
Audio, Rega Research, Conrad 
Johnson, Sugden, Dynavector, 
(cartridges and amplifiers) and 
many more. Please call for 
advice. (Feb(I) 

E.M.A.S. STUDER - Revox 
Sales, Service, Spares. A8ORC 
VU £950, A807 VU £ 1200, B67 
Mk11 VU £950,A810 Mk11 
£1200,A725 CD £650,A7 I 0 
£500, PR99 MkIll £1200, PR99 
Mk11 £950, C22I CD £750, 
B710 11 £450,A700 2T £550, 
A77 2T.Tel: 01246 275 479 
(Feb(I) 

TECHNICS SP 10 Mk11 £300, 
Rogers LS 5/8 pr. £550, Fostex 
D20 DAT £950, Uher RM 4000 
£250, Nagra E-Mono £450, 
Nagra 1V-Stereo QGB, ATN2 
£1800, Soundcraft SAC200 
£1200,Tascam 38 £750,Audio 
Metrics Cart - CD £750.Tel: 
01246 275 479 (Feb(I) 

FARADAY TOWER low density 
concrete cabinet floorstanding 
loudspeakers. Sublime sound 
and looks, see 
faradaysound.co.uk for full spec. 
Perfect condition,ABR bass, 
black, reluctant sale, £700 ono. 
Delivery possible.Tel: 01603 
766 668 (Apr(I) 

PURE EARTH and dedicated 

mains (electrical) circuits design 
and installation service. Contact 

MainsDoctor 07989 200 961, 
Email: 

mainsdoctor@yahoo.co.uk 
Website: 

www.mainsdoctor.co.uk 

We install for all audio and 
video applications (Feb05(1) 

WANTED: DAMAGED or 
non-functioning Krell power 
amplifiers.Telephone Nick 

Sheldon 07947 245 651 or 
Email: 
nick.sheldon@yahoo.com 
Cash waiting, will collect. 
(Feb(I) 

NEW VALVE Amps; powers 

£260; matching preamp £ 190; 

other valve related goodies at 

www.audioclassics.co.uk or 

telephone 01942 257525 for 

more information. Dealer 

enquiries welcome. (Feb(I) 

f 

» I 

WORLD 
cc computer audio 

NAIM AUDIO SALE 
TOM TOM Audio - 

; Specialists in Naim Audio, 
I supply top condition pre-

loved and ex-demo Naim 
equipment with full 12 

month money back guaran-
tee. Demonstration facilities. 
Can deliver, stock list at: 

www.tomtomaudio.com 
Call 07974 028 336 or 
01727 893 928 or 
Email: 

tunes@tomtomaudio.com 
with requirements. 
Wanted: mint Naim gear, 
cash waiting, will collect 
(Feb(I) 

AMAZING CABLES! Silver 
hybrid and solid silver intercon-
nects from £85, with world 
class plugs. Solid silver speaker 

cables from £220. Fantastic 
performance, refund guarantee. 
Details: 0115 982 5772 after 
7pm, or E-mail 
Bob@skydivers.co.uk (Jun(1) 

GUIDELINES FOR BUYING AND SELLING SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT 

FOR THE BUYER 

I. Not everyone is honest - Buyer Beware! 
2. Don't send cash! 

3. Accept no verbal guarantees. 
4. Have you heard the item or omething similar? If not, 

why do you want it? 

5. Don't pretend to have knowledge - it's your fingers 
that will get burnt! 

6. Is it working? If not, why not? 

7. Has it been modified and, if so, have notes been kept? 
8. Was it any good in the first place? 
9. Don't send cash! 
10. If you are in the slighest doubt, arrange an audition 

(see point 5 ). If it's too far, wait for another time. 

II. Either buy it or don't: vendors are excusably impatient 
with 'consultation' exercises. 

12. Don't send cash! 

FOR THE SELLER  

I. Not everyone is honest - Seiler Beware! 
2. Make no verbal guarantees. 

3. Even 'nearly new' is still second-hand. If the 
manufacturer's guarantee is no longer in force, your 
price should reflect this. 

4. There is very little intrinsic value in second-hand hi-fi; 
it's only worth what some one will pay for it. 

5. The best guide to pricing is last month's Classifieds: 

that a 'classic' was worth £xxx a year or two ago is 
no guide.Values fall as well as rise. 

6. Amateur second-hand dealing is not a big money 
game: you win some, you lose some. 

7. Be prompt with despatch. If in doubt about buyer's 
bona-fides, either wash out the deal or send C.O.D. 

8. There will always be time-wasters; be tolerant within 
reason! 

DEADLINE FOR MARCH 2004 ISSUE IS 7TH JANUARY 2004 

MARCH 2004 ISSUE ON SALE 30TH JANUARY 

DEADLINE FOR APRIL 2004 ISSUE IS 5TH FEBRUARY 2004 

APRIL 2004 ISSUE ON SALE 27TH FEBRUARY 2004 
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The most important and expensive components of a valve amplifier 
are valves and transformers. £200 or £500 for a pair of huge "push pull" 
output transformers produces good bass + lots of " inter leaved" windings for 
better high frequency and " stability". Huge £150 mains transformers gives a 
less " processed" sound. Selected "matched" set of valves cost £50 or £ 160. 
If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £10 volume control , 

£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor , we could have saved a lot of money ! ! ! 

Money back guarantee ( less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer:-

£850 or £ 1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers 
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, 
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers 
selling for £2,000 to £20,000 

£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £350 "3 way" speakers 
to " ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £600 "2 way" and "2.5 way" speakers 

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor 
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000 

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers. 

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from 
satisfied customers. www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk 

www.affordablevalvecompany.com Even our "standard 
transformers 
are 

Buy direct & save £££ 
Shop prices are expensive 

because of rent, rates, wages 
Free UK delivery 

Subsidised £50 UPS delivery 
to overseas countries. 

4 years of proven reliability. 
2 years guarantee. 

BIG BIG 
er BIG BIG 

40 watts 
+ 40 watts 

Big powerful 
EL34 
valve 

£500 

Massive expensive 
"potted" 
transformers 

Unbelievably 1 
1 huge 

transformers 

Expensive 
non-magnetic,i 
stainless IM 
steel 
chassis 

larger 
transformer 

2 or 6 
pieces 
of silver 
capacitors 

larger 
transformer 

Upgradeable 
to £1,000 MIL s.l."*. 

KT88 amplifier +£50 carriage 
+£50 for usedvalves £ 600 £700 

American 
5670 
, valves 

KT88 valves 
are more 
expensive 
than 6550 

valves 

£1,250 
TrIode 

Ultra Linear Connection 

£1,050 £. 1,150 £1,400 

Ultra Linear 
£650 £750 

huge 
transformer 

KT88 valves 
are more 
expensive 

than 
6550 
valve 

Triode 
Connection 

£850 
£1,000 

Properly matched 
famous Svetana 

EL34 valves 

40 watt 

. 40 watt 

SUSSEX SURPLUS 
Oak Farm, Goose Green Lone, Thakeham, West Sussex, RH20 2LW 

Telephone: 01798 817496 Fax: 01798 817560 

EC(81 MULLARD 
ECC82 MULLARD 
11(83 MULIARD 
M8162 MULLARD 
M8I36 MULIARD 
M8I37 MAU 
6V6G [RIMAR UK 
6161 USA 
ECC3I MULLARD 
ECC32 MULEARD 
ECC33 MULLARD 
ECC34 MULARD 
EMS MULEARD 
F/80 MULLARD 
1/81 MULIARD 
1/81 [ RIMAR 
1/80 [RIMAR 
1(186 TESA 
1(166 CLEAR GEC 
1166 GREY GEC 
1166 SHOULDERED GEC 
KT6I GE( 
1188 GEC 
6030 MALLARD 
6034 MALLARD 
6/32 MULIARD 
6/31 MALLARD 
G137 COSSOR 
ECC88 PHILIPS 
E88C1 MULIARD 
(CASI[ MENS 
E1370 MUtLARD 
EF86 MULIARD 
1134 MULLARD 
EL31 MULEARD 
11156 TELEFUNKEN 
118/20 GEC 
FW4-500 MALLARD 
M14 GEC 
MI6 GE( 
ASN7 [RIMAR 
6517 USA 
12811 WAGE 
ENO MULLARD 
6X4 GEC 
5U4G GEC 

£8 
£12 
£35 
f 8 

£18 
f41 
£12 
£15 
£35 

£100 
£45 
£40 
£40 
£10 
£13 
£12 
£9 

£10 
£70 
£85 

£130 
£30 

£160 
£10 
£45 
£35 
£35 
£50 
£15 
630 
£40 
£15 
£25 
£80 
£80 

£175 
£30 
620 
£25 
£25 
£30 
£20 
£25 
£12 
£10 
£70 

5R4GY SIC 
511E125TC 
DA42 GEC 
6080 USA 
61.66 USA 
61.6G SIC 
5881 USA 
5881 RUSSIAN 
40331 SIC 
12617 [RIMAR 
6/32 PHILIPS 
LS? GEC 
6550AGE USA 
5114GB RCA 
5133 MULLLARD 
DE125 GEC 
EL84 MULLARD 
58255M SIC 
58254M SIC 
6P25 MAZDA 
163 GEC 
211 GE USA 
Et86 MALLARD 
[1184 [RIMAR 
807 USA 

£15 211 600V DUB 
£20 2UF 10001 KC 
£15 
£10 
£30 
£45 
£35 
£8 

£125 
£12 
£25 
£60 
f35 
£20 
£30 

£125 
([O 
£15 
£15 
£10 
£15 

£125 
£10 
£5 

£10 

MOCK PAPER CAPACITORS 
0 2511 10001 FCC £15 
0 IUF 30001 DUB £20 
0 25UF 1700V TCC £20 
0 111 50001 D118 

15001 ILL 
OSAI 10001 IC( 
8UF 1001 FCC 
0.581.0 251F 3501 
111/ 3501 DUB 
818 6001 DUB 
811 10001 DUB 
0 SUE 8001 TCC 
111 15001 DUB 
1111 600V DUB 
101 6001 FCC 
4UF 600V DUB 
4UF 8001 DUB 
411 1000V DUB 
411F 1500V FCC 

£20 
£20 
£15 
£10 
f 7 

£12 
£15 
£20 
£15 
£113 
£8 

£12 
£10 
£15 
f 18 
£20 

AXIAL CAPACITORS 
.250F 500V DUB 0/F 
.5U 500V DUB 0/1 
.111 10001 DUB 0/1 
.25 II 500V FCC 0/F 
.1UF 15001 FCC 0/1 
8111 5001 HINTS 
0.111F 350V ICC 0/1 
0.0111 10001 EC( 0/1 
0.2511 500V PLESSEY 
0.511F 3501 'KC 0/F 
1.71/ 10001 SPRAUGE 
1111 400V ICW POLY 
.68ff 4001/ ICW POLY 
0 111 20001 FIRIE 0/ 
0.2211 6301 WIMA 
1111 4001 WIMA 
0.2211 4001 MULEARD 

010KES 
20H 120MA PAU 0/1 
10H 250MA PARM 0/F 
10H [ SOMA FARM 0/1 
101 110MA PAM 0/1 
10H 100MA PARIA 0/1 
5 H 500MA PARM 0/1 
5 H 250MA PARM 0/1 
5 H 180MA PAN 0/F 
5 H 100MA PARM 0/F 
SOH 50MA PAN 0/F 
2 H 300MA PLESSEY 0/F 
6 H MOW PLESSEY 0/F 
16H 30/6A PLESSEY 0 
45H 5MA PtESSEY 0 
1011 120MA VARNISHED 
5 H 250MA VARNISHED 
20/1 120MA VARNISHED 
1011 1SOMA VARNISHED 
101 75MA VARNISHED 
161 110MA VARNISHED 
SOH 2510 POTTED 
15H 1207AA POTTED 

£12 

£10 
£10 
£10 
f6 
£6 
f4 
£5 
£3 
£5 
f 5 
£5 
£3 
£3 
f10 
f3 
f2 
£3 

£50 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£40 
£40 
£35 
£50 
£20 
£35 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£30 
£45 
£30 
£20 
£30 
£45 
£40 

TRANSFORMERS 
PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 50CS SUN 
SECONDARYS 
380-0380 176MA FWR 
1500- 150 IMA FWR 
3 2-03 2 3A (x2) 
6.40 23A (x2) 
3.2-0-3.2 1 2A £60 

GRESHAM 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECOND/SYS 
500450-0450-500 240MA £40 

GRESHAM 0/1 
PRIMARY I 15-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-0350 200MA 
0250 40010 
0-6.3 3A 0-5 3A 
0-6 3 28 

PLESSEY 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
365-0-365 115MA 
57-057 60MA 
6.5 3A 6 5 30 6.5 21 
6.5 40OhlA 

GRESHAM 0/1 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS URN 
SECONDARYS 
400350-0350400 150MA 
400350-0350-400 250/AA 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-400350-0350-400-450 
38010 DC (CH) 
24010 DC ((D) 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 200-150 50CS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-300-0300350 120hiA 
COM- 4 -6 3 - 3A 
COM- 4 - 5 - 3A 

f 60 COM- 4 -6 3 - 4A 

PARMECO 0/1 
PRIMARY 200250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-400-0400-450 I 20Aa 
COM- 4 -5- 3A 

(SO (OM- 4 -6.3 - 3A 
COM- 4- 6.3 - SA 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOS( URN 
SECONDARYS 
275-0215 40MA 
6 4 600MA 6526 £50 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
225-0-225 100U 
6.4 1 SA 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
150-CF1S0 89MA 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 

(50 400-350-0-350-400 60MA 

£61 

£95 

£95 

f 95 

£41 

£50 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 100-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
450-400-0-400-450 25010 
COM- 4 -6.3-46 (x2) 
COM- 4 .5 -36 
COM- 4 -6 3 - 3A 

GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115.230 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
350-300-0300350 100/6A 
6.3 IA 63 3A 
0-5-6.3 2A £60 
GARDENERS POTTED 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SELON DUROS 
350-0350 7061A 
3.15-0-3.15 3.56 
700 10 AU £60 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
COM- 4 - 5 -6.3 -3A (x2) £45 

PARMEKO 0/F 
PRIMARY 200-250 SOCS SCRN 
SECONDARYS 
COM .4 - 5 -6 3 38 
COM -4 -5 3A 
COM -4 -63 38 1x2) £55 

PARMEKO 0/1 
PRIMARY 115-230 SOCS SCRN 
SE(ONDARYS 
0-1 S-5-6 3 26 1x4) £60 

P&P £5 PER ORDER TRANSFORMERS AND OVERSEAS POSTAGE AT COST 
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 



order/index 

classifieds ads order form 
RATES - ALL ADVERTS MUST BE PRE-PAID 
Maximum length per advert is 30 words, each additional 

word is 50p extra. Telephone numbers and E-mail address-

es are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as 

one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words. Please tick the box 

for the advert required 

Dealers must not advertise in the Private 

Classified section. Monthly consecutive 

insertions will be considered Trade 

advertising. The Publisher reserves the 

right to judge submissions 

In a rush to get your advert 

published? Why not use our 

Instant Internet Advert to get 

on our website immediately. 

Only £15 per week (7 days) 

SPECIAL OFFER!!! 
Book a private classified advert, and get one free, plus 

one months * FREE internet advert 
THIS OFFER OPEN TO PRIVATE ADVERTISERS ONLY! 

*FREE internet adverts are published three weeks AFTER the 
magazine has been published 

Instant Internet Only Advert Private or Trade published immediately 

Private magazine advert plus *FREE internet advert 

Private magazine advert display black box plus *FREE internet advert 
Trade magazine advert plus *FREE internet advert 

Trade magazine advert display black box plus *FREE internet advert 

Please tick here if you DO NOT WANT your FREE internet advert III 

£15 per week 

£10 per month 

£15 per month 

LI 0 per month 

£15 per month 

Please write or type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box. 
Please continue on a seperate sheet if necessary. 

WE WILL ACCEPT PHOTOCOPIES OF THIS FORM 

I 2 

3 4 

5 6 

7 8 

9 10 

II 12 

13 14 

15 16 

17 18 

19 20 

21 22 

23 24 

25 26 

27 28 

29 30 

Name 

Address 

Post Code 

Daytime Tel: 

Please debit my VISA/MASTER/SWITCH Card No.(Switch card issue No 

Expiry Date:  Cardholder Signature:  

1 enclose a cheque/postal order for £ Made payable to: Audio Publishing Ltd. 

Send in your private classified ads with our NEW Freepost service. No need for a stamp! 
Send this form together with your payment in an envelope marked: 

Hi-Fi World, FREEPOST LON3478, LONDON NW6 6YR 

1;111_4 VISA, Ei 
PRIVATE Et TRADE CLASSIFIED ADVERTS COPY DEADLINES 

MARCH 2004 ISSUE - 7TH JANUARY 2004 

APRIL 2004 ISSUE - 5TH FEBRUARY 2004 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

Absolute Sounds 
Affordable Valve 
Audio Jumble 
Audio Reference 
Audio Solutions 
Audio T 
Audio Venue 
Audusa 
Beauhorn 
Billy Vee 
Central Audio 
Choice Hi-Fi 

Classique Sounds 
Connoisseur Audio 
Custom Cable 

82 
128 
112 
58 
IFC 
10 
58 
108 
56 

85,86,87 
114 
84 
109 
113 
107 

Definitive Audio (Brighton) 56 
DefinitiveAudio (Notts.) 56 
Diverse Vinyl 116 
E.A.R. 22 
Emporium (The) 122 
Heathcote Audio 107 
Heatherdale Audio I 15 

Henley Designs 6,78 
Hi-End Cable 120 
Hi-Fi Sounds 112 
Hi-Fi Trading Co. 104,105,106 
Ian Edwards 82 
Ian Harrison I 15 

Icon Audio 82 
Jem Distribution 103 
Mantra Audio 78 
Matrix 118 
Midland Audio Exchange I 10 
Midland Hi-Fi Studios 120 
Mission BC 
Musical Images Ill 
Naim IBC 
Origin Live 54,118 
Oxford Audio 114 
Pinewood Music 109 
Retro Reproduction 103 
Sevenoaks 

27,28,29,30,31,32,33,46 
Sound of Music (Crewe) 109 

Sounds Expensive 115 
Soundstage 1 II 
Sugden Audio 120 

Sussex Surplus 113 
The Chord Company 18 
The Listening Rooms 116 
The Right Note 18 
Trichord 54 
Tube Shop 78 
UKD 22 
V'Audio 115 
Walrus 38 

Weald Audio 112 
Williams Hart Ill 

DIY Supplement No.77 
Audio Laboratories (Leeds) 

Audio Xpress 
Chelmer Valve 

Falcon Acoustics 
Langrex Supplies 
Sound Spares 
Watford Valves 
White Noise 

98 
92 
92 
92 

100 
98 
100 
92 
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olcie worlde 

di Aiz III 

Belting SUM 
David Price looks at Sansui's long, lost and largely forgotten SR222 II, the best budget belt 
drive turntable to grace the shelf space of any self respecting 1970s hi-fi dealer... 

p
opular wisdom has it that 
Pioneer's classic PL12D is 

in fact the best budget belt 

drive ever made, and for 

my money at least, it's not 

far off. But as with so many 

products, there's always something 

that comes along a couple of years 

later, that's better in many ways but 

which doesn't comprehensively out-

class it. Sansui's SR222/1I is such a 

deck. It's an altogether slicker affair 

than the redoubtable PL 12, but the 

fact that [a] it wasn't the first to 

market and [b] it didn't paste the 

Pioneer in every respect - has 

insured its relative anonymity. As 

such, it's a bargain — you can pick one 

up for £30 or less if you're lucky. 

To recap briefly. Being a ' record 

buff' in the nineteen sixties was all 

very well if you could afford the likes 

of Garrard's 301, mount it in an SME 

plinth and add a 3009/SII arm (plus 

the compulsory Shure V1511), but 

those starting out on the hi-fi 

journey were limited to the likes of a 

BSR BDS80 or Garrard's own 

SP25/11I.These were a step up from 

playing your prized vinyl on your 

sister's Dansette, but frankly not 

much.Allied to a Sonotone ceramic 

cartridge, and you'd get similar sonic 

results to growing the nail on your 

index finger and judiciously applying 

it as you span your disc on its axis. 

Frankly, sixties budget decks were 

God-awful, and didn't it show? 

Then, sometime around 1973, 

came Pioneer's PL I 2.Whereas the 

Brits had been making Neanderthal 

rim-drive 'auto-changers' with 

tonearms that could double as tyre 

levers, this Japanese creation sported 

a stable belt drive system and an S-

shaped tonearm with relatively low 

friction, that was capable of tracking 

at surprisingly low weights — all for 

some £35. Japan Inc. had for several 

years been manufacturing some very 

slick belt drives, modelled — if we're 

brutally frank — on Goldring Lencos 

— and Pioneer took the formula, 

added an integrated pick-up arm and 

chopped a few bucks off the price 

tag.The result was an instant 'best of 

breed', a thoroughly engineered 

turntable with real audiophile 

features at an affordable price. (At 

this point, hi-fi trainspotters may be 

interested to know that one of the 

people working on the PLI2 project 

was a young, tube-enthused audio 

engineer by the name of Ken 

lshiwata...) 

Anyway, the PL12 well and truly 

socked it to the competition, and 

Pioneer — unsurprisingly — couldn't 

sell enough.The company's rivals 

wanted a piece of the action, and 

first on the scene was Trio with its 

KDI033 deck.This was no less 

worthy than the Pioneer, but didn't 

really advance the breed.Then came 

Sansui's SR222/II. Like the PLI2 and 

KDI033, it had a very smooth, crisp 

and warm sound, with no obvious 

nasties (such as wow and flutter) 

that the previous generation of Brit 

budget fare had so conspicuously 

suffered from. Partnered with a 

Shure M75ED cartridge (a partic-

ularly symbiotic match, it must be 

said), the result was a very big and 

punchy sound. In fact, you'd be 

amazed — put either of these three 

(set up well with a decent cartridge) 

against a £400 CD player of today 

and it's the record player that would 

still be spinning in the early hours... 

The SR222/11 added exquisite 

build and finish to the PL I2D's 

'affordable audiophile' recipe. It's not 

quite up there in Rega Planar 3 

territory in engineering terms, but 

the 452x139x370mm (6kg) piano 

black plinth looks better than the 

latter's painted MDF.The 220m arm 

is a cracker — it's a variation on the 

archetypal Jap 1970s Acos Lustre 

theme — giving fine results with 

budget cartridges, although Rega's 

own Lustre-built R200 (fitted to the 

Planar 2, at twice the price) was 

better still.Together with the 300m 

die-cast aluminium alloy platter and 

four pole AC synchronous motor, the 

Sansui sounded very smooth and 

pleasant. By modern standards, it 

lacks grip, incision and focus, but it 

still makes a very nicely musical 

'analogue' sound. By Rega standards, 

you'll hear a lack of dimensionality, 

and curtailed frequency extremes, 

but it can be picked up for just one 

third of the price of any decent Rega 

thanks to its relative obscurity. It's a 

lovely little bit of kit, the SR222/II, 

from one of Japan's best hi-fi names - 

more's the pity that it is no more. 
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